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II. Introduction 

1. My name is David A. Rockstraw. I have been retained by Finnegan, 

Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, L.L.P. for patent owner UPL NA Inc. as 

an independent expert in connection with the Inter Partes Review of U.S. Patent 

6,743,685 (the ’685 patent) in IPR2020-01113. I am being compensated for the 

time I spend on this matter, but no part of my compensation is dependent on the 

outcome of this proceeding. 

2. My declaration responds to the arguments presented in the Petition of 

Tide International (USA), Inc. (“Petition”) and to the declaration of William 

Geigle in support of Tide’s Petition. Paper 2; Ex. 1003. 

III. Summary of Opinions 

3. I conclude that the combinations in Grounds 1-3 of the Petition would 

not have rendered obvious the granules of claims 1-4 or 7-12 of the ’685 patent.  

4. First, claims 1-4 all require a granule consisting of 85-98% acephate 

in combination with a precise set of five excipients—and only five excipients—in 

specific amounts. Ex. 1001, claims 1-4. But the publications in Grounds 1-3 would 

have motivated a person of ordinary skill in the art (POSA) to prepare granules 

with excipients not recited in these claims, including at least a binding agent. Tide 

failed to show that any combination of publications would have resulted in a 

granule without a binding agent. In other words, no combination would have 
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motivated a POSA to prepare the granule of claims 1-4 of the ’685 patent. See 

infra, Sections X.A.1, XI.A.1, XII.A.I. 

5. Indeed, Tide’s publications and the background art such as Knowles 

(Ex. 1024) would have motivated a POSA to add over 4% binding agent to a 

granule to reduce dustiness. As a result, the combinations of Grounds 1-3 would 

have failed to motivate a POSA to prepare the granule of claims 7-12, which 

require 0.01-3% binding agent. See infra, Sections X.C.2, XI.C.2, XII.C.2. 

6. Next, Tide failed to show that any combination in Grounds 1-3 would 

have motivated a POSA to prepare a granule containing only 0.01-1% stabilizer, as 

required by claims 1-4 and 7-12 of the ’685 patent. See infra, Sections X.A.2, 

X.C.1, XI.A.2, XI.C.1, XII.A.2, XII.C.1. Tide argues that a POSA would have 

optimized the amount of a stabilizer using tests such as accelerated aging. But even 

if a POSA would have been motivated to prepare a chemically stable granule of 

acephate, none of the publications cited by Tide provide any scientific basis to 

expect that a POSA would optimize the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1%. In fact, the 

sole publication cited by Tide that reports stability data for formulations containing 

acephate (CN ’588, Ex. 1007) shows that stabilizers in amounts that greatly exceed 

the claimed range failed to prevent decomposition of acephate.  

7. For claims 7-12, Tide additionally failed to show that the cited 

publications would have motivated a POSA to include a disintegrating agent to the 
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granules of Misselbrook. Rather, the art strongly suggests that in formulations 

comprised largely of a water-soluble pesticide and a water-soluble binder, no 

disintegrating agent is required. See infra, Sections X.C.3, XI,C.3, XII.C.3.  

8. Next, Tide’s arguments are all driven by hindsight. The art cited by 

Tide provides no scientific basis for preparing any granule claimed in the ’685 

patent. To arrive at these granules, a POSA would have needed to make several 

choices that are not taught in—and at times contradicted by the teachings of—the 

prior art. See infra, Sections X.A.3, X.C.4, XI.A.3, XI.C.4, XII.A.3, XII.C.4.  

9. For completeness, I note that the disclosures in two of Tide’s four 

publications were cited and/or discussed during prosecution. In particular, 

Misselbrook (Ex. 1005) contains the same disclosures as Lescota (Ex. 1020), 

which was discussed in two rejections by the Examiner. Ex. 1002, 42-43, 113-14. 

Next, CN ’588 (Ex. 1007) is a foreign counterpart to Yamada (see Ex. 2003, 

Ex. 2004), which was cited during prosecution. Ex. 1002, 31, 46. In my opinion, 

the Examiner properly allowed the claims over these references, and even 

considering these references in combination with Tide’s other references (Mayer 

and JP ’902), a POSA would not have had any scientific rationale for preparing the 

granules of 1-4 or 7-12 of the ’685 patent. 
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IV. Qualifications 

10. I have extensive educational training and industry experience in the 

field of chemical engineering. Over the past 35 years, I have worked in the 

chemical processing industries; academia; government labs; and private practice as 

a consultant, R&D engineer, expert witness, and forensic analyst. I have diverse 

experience that includes background in commodity chemicals manufacture; 

energy; water; petrochemicals; pharmaceuticals; agricultural chemicals; 

fluorochemicals; monomers, polymers and plastics; plutonium processing; 

membrane/electromembrane processes; safety; biofuels; and processed foods. 

11. I currently hold the position titles of (1) Robert Davis Distinguished 

Professor, (2) New Mexico State University Distinguished Achievement Professor, 

and (3) Academic Department Head of Chemical & Materials Engineering. I am 

also the creator and former Director of the NMSBrew Brewery Engineering 

program at New Mexico State University (“NMSU”), which won the American 

Institute of Chemical Engineers brewing national championship in 2019, and have 

recently served as Interim Department Head of the Aerospace & Mechanical 

Engineering programs. I have been employed at NMSU since 1995 and was 

tenured in 2000. 

12. I hold a Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering from Purdue 

University and a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) from The University of Oklahoma. 
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13. I am a Fellow of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers 

(AICHE), and a former National Director of the National Society of Professional 

Engineers (also receiving the 2009 Engineering Education Excellence Award from 

NSPE). I am currently a licensed professional engineer in the states of New 

Mexico and Texas. 

14. I have over twelve years of process R&D experience with DuPont, 

Conoco, Ethyl, Kraft, and Los Alamos National Laboratory including pilot and 

scale-up of (1) catalytic and non-catalytic hydrodechlorination reactors and 

associated process plants for the manufacture of the hydrofluorocarbon refrigerant 

1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane; (2) salt-supported sodium/potassium eutectic alloy 

catalyst blend, and subsequent use in 3-phase catalytic coupling reactor to produce 

isobutylbenzene (an intermediate to ibuprofen for which two patents were issued); 

(3) heterogeneous (two liquid phases) catalytic reactor and process plant for the 

depolymerization of polytetramethylene ether glycol, (4) crystal habit modification 

to reduce bed pressure drop in solids filtration from aqueous plutonium streams, 

(5) process analysis of a bioethanol production facility based on cheese lactose 

feedstock, among other projects. 

15. At DuPont, I was lead process research engineer for a multi-step 

process to manufacture methyl 3-hydroxy-2-thiophenecarboxylate, an intermediate 

to the active compound in a dry flowable herbicide formulation. This process 
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involved numerous chemical reactions and separations and, ultimately, formulation 

and granulation of the final product. 

16. As Senior Research & Development Engineer for Ethyl Corporation, I 

developed and patented a reaction system for the manufacture of isobutylbenzene, 

an intermediate in the production of ibuprofen. The reaction system involved 

gaseous and liquid reactants with a eutectic metal catalyst (also the subject of a 

patented invention that is attributed to me). I was trained to operate a commercial 

granulation/tableting system during this project.  

17. As a co-operative engineering student employed at Kraft, Inc., I was 

responsible for the set-up, operation, and clean-up of a wide variety of extrusion 

equipment.  

18. I am a named inventor on three United States Patents, which are listed 

in my curriculum vitae (CV), and I have authored or co-authored more than eighty 

professional papers and conference contributions. 

19. Further detail on my education, work, and teaching experience, and 

the cases in which I have previously given testimony in at least the past six years 

are contained in my CV (Ex. 2008). 

V. Materials Considered 

20. In forming my opinions, I considered Tide’s petition, Exhibits 1001 to 

1035, and all exhibits and information cited or discussed in my declaration, 
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including those listed in Table 1 (below). I also relied on my experience, 

education, and knowledge of the art. I further relied on information contained in 

the publicly accessible database maintained by the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency, available at https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:1, which 

contains information about registered pesticide products, including product labels.  

Table 1 

Publication Exhibit No. 

Yamada, U.S. Patent No. 5,488,043 2003 

Cummings, WO 98/26656 2005 

Chan, U.S. Patent No. 5,075,058 2006 

Sanyo Chemical Product Outline 2009 

 

VI. Legal Principles 

21. Claim construction. I understand that patent claims must be 

interpreted from the perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art in the 

context of the patent specification.   

22. Obviousness. I understand that determining whether a patent claim is 

obvious requires analysis of four components: (1) the scope and content of the 

prior art; (2) the differences between the claimed subject matter and the prior art; 

(3) the level of skill in the art; and (4) objective evidence of non-obviousness. 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:1
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23. I understand that when assessing the prior art, one should consider 

whether a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine 

the disclosures in the prior art to achieve the claimed invention, and whether the 

person of ordinary skill in the art would have had a reasonable expectation of 

success in doing so.  

24. I am informed that where the prior art “teaches away” from the 

claimed invention, that may show the invention would not have been obvious. 

I understand that the prior art teaches away when it would have led a POSA in a 

direction divergent from the path that was taken by the patent inventors.   

25. I am informed that it is improper to use hindsight when evaluating 

obviousness. In other words, it is improper to use the patent as a roadmap to 

combining prior art references to arrive at the claimed invention.  

VII. Technical Background 

 Introduction 

26. The ’685 patent describes and claims innovative granular formulations 

containing a high level of acephate in combination with a precise set of five or 

seven excipients.  
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27. Tide repeatedly argues that combining these ingredients and amounts 

to arrive at a granule containing 85-98%1 acephate would have been a matter of 

routine experimentation and optimization. E.g., Petition at 21-23, 26, 27, 29, 34, 

36.  

28. I disagree. The field of pesticide formulation is an unpredictable art. 

At times, extensive experimentation is required to arrive at a workable solution.  

29. The art here reveals that preparing granules containing 85-98% 

acephate had proven difficult. Some of these difficulties are described in the 

background sections of the ’685 patent. Ex. 1001, 1:61-2:20. These difficulties 

underscore the unpredictable nature of pesticide formulations. 

30. Certain prior art publications proposed solutions to the problems with 

acephate formulations. However, the solutions proposed in the prior art differed 

markedly from the solution provided by the claimed invention, supporting the 

conclusion that it was not a simple matter of optimizing ingredients and amounts to 

arrive at the claimed granules.  

 
1 All percentages in my declaration refer to weight percentages unless 

otherwise noted. 
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1. Chan highlights the difficulties with preparing 
granules containing high levels of acephate. 

31. U.S. Patent No. 5,075,058 (“Chan”) (Ex. 2006) assigned to Chevron 

Research and Technology Company (“Chevron”) underscores the difficulties with 

preparing granules containing high levels of acephate.  

32. Chan explained that as of 1990, commercially available granular 

acephate (branded ORTHENE®) contained “relatively small amounts of 

ORTHENE®, typically no more than 5% active ingredient. Attempts to 

manufacture technical assay (approximately 97% active ingredient) ORTHENE® 

pellets from the dry ORTHENE® technical powder have heretofore been 

unsuccessful.” Chan, 2:61-67.  

33. As Chan further explained:  

An agglomerate form of ORTHENE® which also minimizes 

airborne contamination due to dust, has been constrained to 

dilute concentrations of ORTHENE® applied to large particles 

by spraying and then dried or as a dilute concentration of 

ORTHENE® combined with binders and anti-caking agents to 

form agglomerates via processes known to those skilled in the 

art, such as, pan granulation, extrusion, fluid granulation, 

pelletizing. The concentration of ORTHENE ® via these 

methods has heretofore been limited to a concentration no 

greater than about 36% to 50%, with known commercial 

products typically no more than 5% ORTHENE. 
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Ex. 2006, 2:3-15. 

34. Chan identified at least two issues contributing to the difficulties of 

preparing granules containing high levels of acephate.  

35. First, Chan explained that the “limit on concentration of ORTHENE® 

was due to the melt property of ORTHENE® limiting the feasible operability of 

this form of the product.” Ex. 2006, 2:15-17. In other words, acephate’s relatively 

low melting temperature (81-91 °C) made preparing granules difficult. See Ex. 

1012, 25 (listing melting point of acephate as 81-91 °C). 

36. Second, according to Chan, the concentration of acephate was limited 

by the “ability of binding agents to form agglomerates, i.e. a minimum amount of 

any particular binding agent is required in order to meet physical properties of 

attrition resistance, crush strength and bulk density.” Ex. 2006, 2:17-22.  

37. Chan proposed to overcome these difficulties by preparing pellets 

containing acephate in combination with other active ingredients. Ex. 2006, 5:3-22. 

For example, Chan stated that it was “particularly advantageous to combine 

ORTHENE® insecticides in a pellet with other insecticides . . . .” Ex. 2006, 5:6-8. 

38.  Notably, the ’685 patent claims do not recite any insecticide in 

combination with acephate. The solution provided in the ’685 patent is thus very 

different from the solution proposed by Chan. 
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2. Yamada highlights the difficulties with preparing 
granules containing high levels of acephate. 

39. As an added complication, acephate is susceptible to degradation.  

40. As explained by Yamada, compared to “other organic phosphoric 

compounds having an insecticidal activity, acephate has a lower stability in a 

pesticidal formulation. Accordingly, acephate in the formulation is vigorously 

decomposed depending on the storage condition and the activity of acephate could 

not be often exhibited efficiently.” Ex. 2003, 1:15-20.  

41. Yamada proposed to overcome this difficulty by combining acephate 

with specific stabilizers. Ex. 2003, 1:25-67.  

42. However, even when such stabilizers were used at levels of about 

1 part stabilizer to 1 part acephate, the acephate content degraded over time.  

Ex. 2003, 3:20-4:43. 

43. Notably, Yamada did not describe the preparation of any granule 

containing 85-98% acephate and 0.01-1% stabilizer, much less indicate whether 

acephate would be chemically stable in such granules.  

44. Yamada thus does not appear to provide a workable solution to the 

problems with preparing granules containing 85-98% acephate. In fact, Yamada’s 

wettable powders contain, at most, 25% acephate. Ex. 2003, 3:30-48. 
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3. Cummings confirmed the difficulties with preparing 
non-dusty formulations containing high levels of 
acephate.  

45. PCT publication no. WO 98/26656 (“Cummings”) further supports 

the difficulties with preparing non-dusty formulations such as pellets containing 

high levels of acephate. Ex. 2005, 4-5.  

46. For example, Cummings disclosed that “[t]he present inventors have 

conducted considerable experimentation in the area of producing high-strength 

acephate pellets, and have confirmed the manufacturing difficulties which the 

Chevron inventors [e.g., Chan] apparently experienced.” Ex. 2005, 4-5.  

47. Cummings explained that “acephate technical powder has a tendency 

to clump and agglomerate over time, and has proven to be difficult to process, as 

recognized in the art.” Ex. 2005, 10.  

48. Cummings developed certain processes to overcome the difficulties 

with preparing non-dusty pellets containing a high level of acephate, including by 

controlling the temperature inside the extrusion barrel. Ex. 2005, 15-17.   

49. Cummings stated that when using the processes disclosed therein, 

pellets containing high levels of acephate could be prepared “using only water as a 

processing aid.” Ex. 2005, 11. According to Cummings, pellets could be prepared 

containing 97%, 98%, or even 99% acephate with no other excipients. E.g. 

Ex. 2005, 24 (“The purpose of this trial was to test prepare [sic] high strength 
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pellets without any processing aids, such as the Agrimer VA-6.”); id., 31-32 (tables 

showing acephate concentrations in pellets).  

50. Alternatively, pellets containing high levels of acephate could be 

prepared using a single excipient, Agrimer VA-6, described as a processing aid. 

E.g., Ex. 2005, 11. 

51. Notably, Cummings did not provide a solution to the difficulties with 

preparing granules containing high levels of acephate. Rather, Cummings 

disclosed processes to prepare pellets. 

52. Cummings distinguished the pellets disclosed therein from granules as 

follows: “In contrast to the pellets of the present invention, the granules disclosed 

in [patents to ICI Australia Operations Property Ltd., ‘ICI’] are designed to have 

rapid dispersion and superior suspensibility in water.” Ex. 2005, 5-6. Cummings 

further noted that the granules in the ICI patents “normally have a surfactant 

component and/or a binding agent” and did not include acephate or any other 

insecticides belonging to the same class as acephate. Ex. 2005, 6.   

53. Thus, while Cummings disclosed an efficient, low-cost route to 

preparing chemically stable, non-dusty acephate pellets, it did not describe a 

method for preparing granules containing 85-98% acephate.  
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4. Tide’s references support the difficulties with 
preparing granules containing high levels of acephate.  

54. It is notable that from among the available patent and non-patent 

literature, Tide identified a single prior art reference providing examples of 

granules containing 85-95% acephate. Below, I briefly summarize Tide’s four 

prior art references: Misselbrook (Ex. 1005), CN ’588 (Ex. 1007), Mayer (Ex. 

1010), and JP ’902 (Ex. 1009).  

a. Misselbrook 

55. Misselbrook discloses pesticidal compositions comprising a water-

soluble pesticide, preferably emamectin or an agriculturally acceptable salt thereof. 

Ex. 1005, 2:55-56, 2:66-67. Misselbrook discloses that the composition may be 

provided as a wettable powder, water-soluble granule, aggregate, matrix, or a 

monolith such as a brick, pellet, tablet, stick, film, sheet, and the like. Id., 3:22-27. 

Misselbrook states that preferably, the pesticidal composition is “embedded in a 

water-soluble matrix or monolith.” Id., 3:28-29. 

56. Misselbrook focuses on compositions comprising emamectin benzoate 

with water-soluble binding agents2 such as lactose, sucrose, and glucose that 

 
2 I discuss these binding agents in greater detail in Section X.A.1 of my 

declaration.  
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optionally comprise additional excipients. See id., 3:34-4:32, 9:20-12:25. 

Misselbrook’s specific formulations are limited to—at most—60% emamectin 

benzoate. Id. Misselbrook does not disclose how to prepare granules containing 85-

98% pesticide or provide any disclosure of specific ingredients and amounts 

thereof to include in such a granule. E.g., id. Misselbrook repeatedly discloses that 

binding agents such as lactose should be present at levels of at least 30%, e.g., 

levels that preclude incorporating 85-98% pesticide. Id., 3:36-37, 3:45-4:32.  

57. Misselbrook mentions acephate among a list twelve pesticides, and in 

the same passage, reiterates that emamectin is “particularly preferred.” Ex. 1005, 

5:32-43. Misselbrook does not provide any examples or specific formulations 

containing acephate. Nor does Misselbrook propose any process, method, or 

formulation to overcome the difficulties described above. I discuss Misselbrook in 

detail below in the context of Grounds 1-3 of the Petition.  

b. CN ’588  

58. Like Misselbrook, CN ’588 does not propose any process, method, or 

formulation to overcome the difficulties described above. And like Misselbrook, 

CN ’588 does not describe any granules containing acephate. E.g., 1007, 6. 

Instead, CN ’588 generally provides a laundry list of potential preparations, stating 

that the dry pesticide preparation “can be a dustable powder, non-floating dustable 

powder, wettable powder, water soluble powder, granule, water soluble granule, 
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water dispersible granule, dry flowable, tablet or pill.” Id., 5-6. The specific 

embodiments of CN ’588 are wettable powders containing 25% acephate. Id., 6. 

While CN ’588 focuses on two purported stabilizers for acephate, the data in the 

publication shows that acephate decomposed as formulated in the presence 20-30% 

of the disclosed stabilizer(s). Id., 2 (abstract), 7-8 (showing decomposition rates of 

acephate from accelerated aging studies). I discuss CN ’588 in greater detail in the 

context of my specific responses to the arguments in the Petition.   

c. Mayer  

59. Like Misselbrook and CN ’588, Mayer does not propose any process, 

method, or formulation to overcome the reported difficulties with preparing 

granules containing 85-98% acephate. See generally Ex. 1010. And like 

Misselbrook and CN ’588, Mayer does not describe any granules containing 

acephate. In fact, Mayer fails to mention acephate at all, despite providing a 

lengthy list of preferred pesticides spanning nearly two columns of the patent. Id., 

2:21-3:59. I discuss Mayer in greater detail below.  

d. JP ’902 

60. JP ’902 describes pesticide granules that “prevent caking and 

experience very little dusting.” Ex. 1009, 3 (abstract). JP ’902 identifies over 30 

insecticides, over 40 fungicides, and over 40 herbicides that may be included in the 

granules, either alone or in combination. Id., [0006]-[0007].  
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61. In contrast to the other publications relied on by Tide, which do not 

disclose any acephate granules, JP ’902 provides examples of granules containing 

acephate (alone or in combination with other active ingredients). See id., [0020], 

[0021], [0024], [0025], [0027].  

62. JP ’902 provides two examples of granules containing 95% acephate, 

Reference Example 4 and Example 6. Id., [0018], [0024].  

63. Reference Example 4 (Granules D) contained 95% acephate in the 

presence of a binder, additional excipients, and 8% water. Ex. 1009, [0018]. When 

the resulting granules were mixed with water (as they would be when used in the 

field), most of the product did not disintegrate, e.g., it remained caked at the 

bottom of the container. Id., [0018], [0030], [0031] (reporting results of 

disintegration tests). Reference Example 4 (Granules D) thus exemplifies certain 

difficulties in preparing granules containing 85-98% acephate. An excerpt from JP 

’902 is included below for reference. 
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Figure 1.  JP ’902, [0030], [0031], highlighted.  

64. Example 6 of JP ’902 describes granules containing acephate in 

combination with a surfactant, a colorant, an anticaking agent, and a binder 

(lactose), which were kneaded then granulated in the presence of 4% water. 

Ex. 1009, [0015], [0024]. While JP ’902 provides information on the disintegration 

of this granule, it does not provide any information regarding the chemical stability 

of acephate in the formulation. It is thus unclear whether JP ’902 provided a 

workable solution to the difficulties with preparing granules containing 85-98% 
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acephate. I note that Tide does not rely on Example 6 of JP ’902 as the starting 

point in its arguments. Example 6 discloses a very different set of ingredients than 

claimed in the ’685 patent, and Tide does not attempt to show any path (much less 

a scientifically valid path) for modifying Example 6 to arrive at the granules 

claimed in the ’685 patent.  

65. Taken together, the prior art thus highlights the unpredictability and 

difficulties with preparing granules containing 85-98% acephate and establishes 

that selecting and optimizing ingredients and amounts to prepare such granules was 

not a simple matter of routine experimentation, as Tide argues.   

 Acephate Products Registered by December 18, 2001 

66. The acephate products registered with the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) by December 18, 2001, support the 

conclusion that granules containing high levels of acephate were difficult to 

prepare.  

67. The active and inactive EPA registrations for acephate are listed in 

Exhibit 1013 (active registrations) and Exhibit 1014 (inactive registrations). Based 

on my review of these exhibits and related product labels, it appears that only one 

granular product containing 85-98% acephate had been registered with EPA as of 

December 18, 2001. See Ex. 1013; Ex. 1014. The formulation of that product is not 

included in the product label, and thus it is unclear whether or how the registrant 
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overcame the difficulties reported by others for granules containing high levels of 

acephate.  

68. In Attachments A and B, I have annotated the lists contained in 

Exhibits 1013 and 1014 to note registrations approved after December 18, 2001, 

state-specific registrations (which are associated with related EPA product 

registrations), and registrations related to non-granular formulations, e.g., soluble 

powders, liquids (e.g., sprays or concentrates), implantable cartridges, pellets, etc. 

I note that compared to granules, pellets were generally larger, more highly 

compacted, and required longer times to dissolve or disperse in water. See e.g., 

Ex. 2005, 5-6 (“In contrast to the pellets of the present invention, the granules 

disclosed in these ICI patents are designed to have rapid dispersion and superior 

suspensibility in water.”). Attachment C contains the references cited in 

Attachments A and B. 

69. Tide argues that from the 1970s to 2001, the EPA had received 

“hundreds” of registrations for pesticides containing acephate, “several as high as 

97 percent by weight.” Petition at 6. As an initial matter, Tide’s reference to 

“hundreds” of registrations by December 18, 2001, is an overstatement. For 

example: 

• Exhibits 1013 and 1014 list numerous products registered after 2001.  
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• Exhibits 1013 and 1014 further contain numerous individual state 

registrations, e.g., registrations for using a product registered with 

EPA in a state such as Alabama.  

• Exhibits 1013 and 1014 contain duplicate entries for products that 

have different brand names but the same EPA registration number, 

indicating that they are the same product. For example, there are 

duplicate entries for EPA Reg. No. 37979-1, which is an implantable 

cartridge designed to be hammered into a tree.  

70. As noted in Attachments A and B, prior to December 18, 2001, 

registrations for formulations containing 85-98% acephate were for soluble 

powders and/or pellets—not granules.   

71. In short, while EPA may have registered numerous acephate products 

prior to December 18, 2001, that says nothing about whether the granules claimed 

in the ’685 patent would have been obvious as of that date. If anything, the 

products registered to EPA show that granules containing 85-98% acephate were 

exceptionally rare, further supporting the conclusion that such granules were 

difficult to prepare.  

72. The claims of the ’685 patent provide an innovative solution to the 

problems with preparing granules containing 85-98% acephate. The claimed 

granules require 85-98% acephate in combination with a precise set of five or 
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seven excipients, resulting in a chemically stable, non-dusty, dry-flowable 

formulation. Ex. 1001, 2:44-50.  

VIII. Claim Construction 

73. Tide proposes to adopt the district court’s construction of the terms 

“dispersing agent,” antifoaming agent,” and “stabilizer.” Petition at 3-4. I agree 

with these constructions, which were the claim interpretations that I proposed 

during claim construction proceedings in district court. 

74. Tide additionally proposes constructions for the terms “wetting 

agent,” “binding agent,” and “disintegrating agent.” Petition at 4. I have adopted 

these constructions in my declaration.  

75.  Finally, Tide argued that “consisting of” creates a strong presumption 

that the claim is “closed,” i.e., that the claim excludes other ingredients. I am 

informed that this is consistent with how U.S. patent claims are interpreted, and 

that unless the patent or prosecution history clearly shows that the patentee defined 

“consisting of” to mean something different, a claim “consisting of” recited 

ingredients excludes other ingredients.  

76. The table below summarizes the claim interpretations that I have 

applied in my analysis.  
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Claim Term Parties’ Proposed Construction 

claim preamble 
the claim preambles are not limiting, but the 

transitional phrase “consisting of” is limiting  

“dispersing agent”  “an agent that assists with dispersion” 

“antifoaming agent” 
“an agent that reduces or prevents the formation 

of foam” 

“stabilizer” 
“an agent that promotes physical or chemical 

stability” 

“wetting agent” 

“an agent that when added to a liquid, reduces 

the interfacial tension between the liquid and the 

surface on which it is spreading” 

“binding agent” 
“an agent that assists in the binding of particles 

together in a formulation.” 

“disintegrating agent” 

“an agent that enables a liquid to penetrate the 

pores of a granule to allow for the dissolution of 

that particle.” 

“consisting of” 

the phrase “consisting of” means there is a 

strong presumption that the claim is “closed,” 

meaning no other ingredients should be added. 
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IX. Level of Skill in the Art 

77. In my opinion, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have at least 

a Ph.D. in chemistry or chemical engineering and at least two years of experience 

with agrochemicals and related formulations, or a bachelor’s degree in chemistry 

or chemical engineering and three to five years of experience with agrochemicals 

and related formulations. 

78. Mr. Geigle proposed that “a person of ordinary skill in the art for the 

’685 patent has a bachelor’s degree or Ph.D. in chemistry or chemical engineering, 

with at least two to four years of experience or education specifically in the 

formulation and development of [solid pesticides subjected to granulation 

processes]. Alternatively, a person who does not satisfy the identified educational 

level may still qualify as a person of ordinary skill if they had more relevant work 

experience.” Ex. 1003, ¶ 18.  

79. I find requiring at least two to four years of experience or education 

“specifically in the formulation and development” of “solid pesticides subjected to 

granulation processes” is overly limiting. Ex. 1003, ¶ 18. There are other areas of 

practice in which an understanding of particles, granules, dispersion, wetting, 

foaming, and/or stability are important, and these fields overlap considerably. 

However, my analysis would be the same under either definition of a person of 

ordinary skill in the art.  
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X. Ground 1: Misselbrook and CN ’588 in view of JP ’902  

 Claim 1 

1. The proposed combination would have led a POSA to 
develop granules containing excipients excluded from 
claim 1, including a binding agent. 

e. Introduction 

80. Claim 1 of the ’685 patent recites a granule “consisting of” acephate, 

a dispersing agent, a wetting agent, an antifoaming agent, a stabilizer, and fillers, 

in the following amounts: 

(i) 85-98% w/w acephate; 

(ii) 0.1-5.0% w/w a dispersing agent; 

(iii) 0.1-3% w/w a wetting agent; 

(iv) 0.01-0.08% w/w an antifoaming agent; 

(v) 0.01-1% w/w a stabilizer and 

(vi) fillers to make 100%. 

 Ex. 1001, claim 1.  

81. Claim 1 does not recite a “binding agent.” The “consisting of” 

language in claim 1 indicates that no other ingredients, and no ingredients outside 

the claimed ranges, are included in the granule. In other words, claim 1 recites a 

granule that does not include any amount of a binding agent.  
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82. The art would have discouraged a POSA from attempting to prepare 

the granule of claim 1, which does not include a binding agent. 

83. A POSA would have considered a binding agent and important 

component of a granule. For example, as of December 18, 2001, it was understood 

that including a binding agent would reduce dustiness in granules.    

84. As Knowles explains, “[t]he quantities and types of binders present in 

granule formulations are also major contributors to the measured physical 

properties” of granules. Ex. 1024, 62. Knowles lists “dustiness” as one of three key 

“dry properties” of granules. Ex. 1024, 62 (“If we consider the dry properties of a 

granule, then it is clear that there are three areas of interest, namely the crush 

strength, friability and dustiness.”). The dustiness of a granule is an important 

safety consideration: a POSA would have sought to prepare non-dusty granules to 

avoid inhalation hazards. Ex. 10124, 64.  

85. Knowles provided data showing that increasing the binder content 

from 3% to 4.5% reduced dustiness by nearly half, from 3.5 mg/g to 2 mg/g, as 

shown below. Ex. 1024, 67.  
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Figure 2.  Ex. 1024, 67. 

86. While Knowles stated that the quantity of binder is “relatively 

unimportant over a range of 3-8% w/w” (id.), the data show otherwise.  

87. Indeed, Knowles reported that “[t]he quantity of dust which is being 

measured in this type of experiment is usually very small, say 0.1 % w/w of the 

overall formulation. Adding large quantities of binder in order to tie down this 

small fraction of particles seems excessive but it is, of course, very important for 

safety reasons.” Ex. 1024 at 67-68.  

88. A POSA would thus have considered a binding agent to be a key 

component of a non-dusty granule. Tide acknowledges that a POSA would have 

sought to prepare granules precisely for this benefit. Petition, 21 (“A POSITA 
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would seek to formulate soluble granule formulations that avoided the dustiness of 

powdered pesticides and the hazardous storage and disposal of liquid pesticides.”).  

89. I note that Tide agrees that Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would 

have motivated a POSA to prepare a granule containing a binding agent. Petition at 

33-34. The petition and Mr. Geigle’s declaration do not explain how the 

combination of Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would result in a granule that 

does not contain a binding agent, e.g., a granule that contains only the ingredients 

recited in claim 1 of the ’685 patent.  

90. In fact, the art cited by Tide would have discouraged any attempt to 

prepare a granule containing a high level of acephate without a binder, as discussed 

below. 

f. Misselbrook 

91. Misselbrook’s formulations all require a binding agent. Misselbrook 

discloses granules containing water-soluble fillers, preferably “lactose, sucrose, 

glucose, and the like.” Ex. 1005, 3:2. Misselbrook also states that “[p]referred 

water-soluble agents include those which are biologically derived. Appropriate 

water-soluble fillers include lactose, glucose, fructose, mannose, mannitol, sucrose, 

such as confectioner’s sugar, black sugar, brown sugar, soft brown sugar, other 

sugars or saccharides, microcrystalline cellulose, powdered cellulose . . . .” 

Ex. 1005, 6:3-8. For context, I note that agents such as lactose, glucose, fructose, 
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mannose, and sucrose were and are all classified as sugars. Sucrose is table sugar, 

e.g., the sugar contained in confectioner’s sugar, black sugar, brown sugar, and soft 

brown sugar.  

92. While Misselbrook refers to these agents as “water-soluble fillers,” a 

POSA would have known that these agents assist in holding the particles together, 

i.e., they are binding agents. In fact, one of these preferred agents in 

Misselbrook—sucrose—was identified as a preferred binding agent in the ’685 

patent. Ex. 1001, 3:44-45 (disclosing preferred binding agents include “sucrose and 

starch derivatives or a blend thereof.”). 

93. Tide admits that the water-soluble agents in Misselbrook are binding 

agents. Petition, 60. For example, Tide stated:  

• “A POSITA would know in 2001 that common binding agents 

include sugars, starches, starch blends, and their derivatives because 

they hold particles together using their viscosity.” Petition, 34 

(emphasis added).  

• “Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer—detailed above—teach using 

agents that are traditionally binding agents, or ‘viscosity controlling 

agents’ and ‘agglomeration auxiliaries,’ such as sugars (e.g., sucrose 

and lactose), starches, and starch derivatives (e.g., dextrin).” 

Petition, 60 (emphasis added). 
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• “JP ’902 teaches adding a ‘water-soluble binder,’ such as dextrin, 

glucose and sucrose . . . .” Id. at 33. 

94. Tide also identifies Misselbrook’s disclosure of “lactose, glucose, 

fructose, mannose, mannitol, sucrose, such as confectioner’s sugar, black sugar, 

brown sugar, soft brown sugar, other sugars or saccharides” as support for their 

argument against claim 7, which requires a binding agent. Petition, 33. 

95. Misselbrook focuses on three binding agents in particular: sucrose, 

lactose, and glucose. These binding agents are included in the specific formulations 

described in Misselbrook, as tabulated below.  

Example Binder Citation 

1 
anhydrous lactose 

Direct Tableting Grade 
Ex. 1005, 9:41-57 

1 lactose Ex. 1005, 10:9-26 

2 
anhydrous lactose,  

Direct Tableting Grade 
Ex. 1005, 10:55-64 

3 anhydrous lactose Ex. 1005, 11:15-28 

4 
hydrous lactose, confectioner’s sugar 

(sucrose), or powdered glucose  
Ex. 1005, 11:45-58. 

5 
anhydrous lactose, hydrous lactose, or 

confectioner’s sugar (sucrose) 
Ex. 1005, 12:5-15 
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96. I note that Misselbrook discloses granules containing “Direct 

Tableting Grade” lactose, i.e., lactose commonly used to bind tablet ingredients 

together. E.g., Ex. 1005, 9:50, 10:63. 

97. Tide acknowledges that the agents identified in Misselbrook hold 

particles together using their viscosity. Petition, 34. The viscosity of these agents is 

attributable, at least in part, to their hydroxyl groups and resulting ability to 

hydrogen bond. All water-soluble agents identified in Misselbrook are capable of 

hydrogen bonding and assisting in binding of particles together in a formulation. 

The chemical structures of the three binding agents used in Misselbrook’s 

examples (lactose, sucrose, and glucose) are depicted below.  

 

Figure 3.  Chemical structures of common binding agents: lactose, 

 sucrose, and glucose. 

98. A POSA would have understood that the hydroxyl groups of these 

agents would be capable of hydrogen bonding to each other and/or to a water-
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soluble pesticide such as emamectin benzoate, resulting in particle adhesion and 

reduced dustiness.  

99. The water-soluble binders of Misselbrook are a key feature of that 

publication. The binding agent lactose is included in Misselbrook’s “[p]referred,” 

“[m]ore preferred,” “[e]ven more preferred,” and “[e]specially preferred” 

formulations. Ex. 1005, 3:61-4:28.    

100. Misselbrook states that the disclosed formulations afford “relatively 

hard non-dusty granules,” consistent with the advantages reported in Knowles for 

including a binding agent. Ex. 1005, 2:30; Ex. 1024, 62-68. 

101. Misselbrook does not provide any examples of a granule where a 

binding agent (e.g., lactose, sucrose, or glucose) is excluded. Misselbrook simply 

provides no scientific reason for preparing a granule without a binder.  

102. In my opinion, Misselbrook would have discouraged a POSA from 

preparing the granule of claim 1, which does not include a binder. 

103. As discussed below, neither CN ’588 nor JP ’902 provide any 

teaching, suggestion, or motivation for removing Misselbrook’s water-soluble 

binder.   
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g. CN ’588 

104. CN ’588 does not report the preparation of granules containing 

acephate. Rather, embodiments of CN ’588 are “wettable powder” formulations. 

Ex. 1007, 6.  

 

Figure 4.  Ex. 1007, 6, highlighted.  

105. CN ’588 thus does not provide any teaching on the appropriate 

excipients to include in granules containing acephate.  

106. Nevertheless, CN ’588 does not discourage the use of binders in any 

formulation. For example, CN ’588 suggests incorporating “solid carriers” in 

pesticide formulations and provides a laundry list of excipients that includes 

binders such as sucrose and starch. Ex. 1007, 5.  
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107. In short, CN ’588 provides no motivation to remove the binders of 

Misselbrook. 

h. JP ’902 

108. Like Misselbrook, JP ’902 highlights the importance of binders in 

pesticide granules. Ex. 1009, [0011].  

109. JP ’902 discloses that “[i]Including a water-soluble binder improves 

the granule strength of pesticide granules of the present invention without 

undermining disintegration and dispersibility in water.” Id. at [0011].  

110. JP ’902 discloses that water-soluble binders such as glucose and 

sucrose are preferred. Ex. 1009, [0011].  

111. JP ’902 also discloses formulations containing lactose, a binding 

agent. E.g., Ex. 1009, [0018]. While JP ’902 does not characterize lactose as a 

binding agent, a POSA would have understood that lactose assists in the binding of 

particles together in a formulation, i.e., it is a binding agent. The similar properties 

and structures of sucrose and lactose (see Fig. 3) further show that they would all 

have been expected to assist with binding particles together in a formulation.  
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112. All examples in JP ’902 all contain binders.3 For example: 

• Reference Example 4 contains 95 parts acephate, 1 part dextrin, 
and 3.4 parts lactose (4.4 parts binder). Id., [0018]. 

• Example 6 contains 95 parts acephate in combination with 
4.2% lactose, a binder. Id., [0024]. 

• Example 7 contains 50 parts acephate and 47.4 parts lactose, a 
binder. Id., [0025]. 

• Example 9 contains 75 parts acephate and 21.4 parts lactose, a 
binder. Id., [0027]. 

113. Thus, JP ’902 reinforces the teaching of Misselbrook that water-

soluble binders should be included in pesticide granules.  

i. Conclusion 

114. I conclude that the combination of Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 

would not have rendered obvious the granule of claim 1, which does not contain a 

binding agent. 

 
3 JP ’902 generally refers to a process to prepare granules in which a binder 

was not required; however, the product prepared by that process “has poorer 

disintegration in water and dispersibility in water.” Ex. 1009, [0014].  
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2. Misselbrook, JP ’902, and CN ’588 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 1 containing 
0.01-1% stabilizer.  

a. Introduction 

115. Claim 1 of the ’685 patent requires 0.01-1% stabilizer. Ex. 1001, 

claim 1. Tide does not provide any legitimate reason why the combination of 

Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would have rendered obvious the claimed 

granule containing 0.01-1% stabilizer.  

116. Tide argues that a “POSITA would know acephate may decompose 

under changed storage conditions as compared to other organophosphorus 

compounds, and that adding a ‘stabilizer’ could avoid such decomposition.” 

Petition, 28-29. Tide further argues “a POSITA would undertake routine tests and 

experimentation to optimize the workable range of the ‘stabilizer,’ such as 

accelerated aging tests to determine how the granule’s properties change after 

storage.” Petition, 29. Tide’s references undermine its argument.  

b. Misselbrook 

117. Misselbrook mentions the possibility of adding a stabilizer but does 

not identify any excipients as stabilizers, and further does not suggest any amount 

of a stabilizer to use. Ex. 1005, 6:55-56 (“the instant pesticidal compositions may 

also appropriately contain stabilizers, synergists, coloring agents, etc.”). 

Misselbrook does not disclose any granule containing acephate, much less 
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acephate in combination with 0.01-1% stabilizer. Ex. 1005. In fact, none of 

Misselbrook’s examples contain any excipient identified as a stabilizer. 

Misselbrook thus provides no motivation to include 0.01-1% stabilizer in an 

acephate granule.  

c. CN ’588 

118. CN ’588 does not provide any motivation to add 0.01-1% stabilizer to 

a granule containing acephate. Tide states that “CN ’588 teaches ‘condensed 

sodium phosphate for stabilizing acephate’ at ‘generally 0.01 to 10 parts by 

weight’ and ‘preferably 0.05 to 1 part by weight.’” Petition at 28.  

119. CN ’588 provides no motivation or scientific reason for selecting a 

stabilizer at or near the low end of the disclosed range. In fact, CN ’588 shows that 

even when used in amounts that greatly exceed 1% by weight, the purported 

stabilizers in CN ’588 failed to prevent the decomposition of acephate. Ex. 1007, 

6-8. In particular, preparation embodiments 1-3 of CN ’588 contained 25 parts 

acephate to 20 to 30 parts of the purported stabilizers disclosed therein: 

• Preparation embodiment 1: 25 parts by weight acephate with 25 parts 

stabilizer (5 parts sodium tripolyphosphate plus and 20 parts synthetic 

silicic acid, Tokusil GU-N) (id., 6);  
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• Preparation embodiment 2: 25 parts by weight acephate with 30 parts 

stabilizer (10 parts sodium tripolyphosphate plus 20 parts synthetic 

silicic acid, Tokusil GU-N) (id.); and  

• Preparation embodiment 3: 25 parts by weight acephate with 20 parts 

stabilizer (synthetic silicic acid with alkylsilylated silanol groups, 

Carplex CS-701) (id.). 

120. Even in the presence of about a 1:1 ratio of acephate to stabilizer, the 

as-formulated acephate was not chemically stable, as reported in Tables 1-3 

showing the results of accelerated aging tests, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  Tables 1-3 of CN ’588. Ex. 1007, 7-8. 

121. A POSA would not have been motivated to use 0.01-1% stabilizer in a 

formulation containing acephate based on CN ’588, as the stabilizers of CN ’588 

failed to prevent decomposition of acephate even when present at 20-30% by 

weight of the formulation.  

122. Moreover, CN ’588 undermines Tide’s notion that a POSA would 

somehow “optimize” the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% based on accelerated aging 

tests. See Petition, 29. CN ’588 is the only publication cited by Tide that reports 
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conducting tests such as accelerated aging on acephate formulations, and the 

results do not suggest that 0.01-1% stabilizer was optimal. There is simply no 

suggestion in any of the art cited by Tide that a POSA would optimize the level of 

stabilizer to 0.01-1%.  

d. JP ’902 

123. JP ’902 does not provide any reason to expect that a POSA would 

optimize the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1%. In JP ’902, Tide points to “[p]hosphoric 

acid” as a purported stabilizer, arguing that JP ’902 disclosed “using ‘0.3 parts 

phosphoric acid’ to prepare granules containing 25% acephate.” Petition, 28 (citing 

Ex. 1009, [0020]).   

124. Tide’s selection of 0.3% phosphoric acid is not based on science and 

appears to be an attempt to locate the limitations of the claims of the ’685 patent in 

the prior art.  

125. JP ’902 does not disclose phosphoric acid as a stabilizer for acephate. 

None of the granules of JP ’902 that contain acephate as the only active ingredient 

include this agent. Ex. 1009, [0018], [0024], [0027]. For example, JP ’902 provides 

examples containing 75% and 95% acephate, and these examples do not include 

phosphoric acid, much less 0.3% phosphoric acid. Id.  

126. By contrast, all granules in JP ’902 that contain phosphoric acid 

include Cartap Hydrochloride (a different active ingredient). Ex. 1009, [0020], 
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[0022], [0023]. A POSA would not have focused on an example containing Cartap 

Hydrochloride plus 25% acephate when selecting the amount of stabilizer to use in 

a granule containing 85-98% acephate.  

127.  JP ’902 thus does not teach 0.3% phosphoric acid as a stabilizer for 

acephate granules. As a result, JP ’902 would not have motivated a POSA to 

include 0.01-1% stabilizer (e.g., 0.3% phosphoric acid, see Petition, 28) into an 

acephate granule.  

128. In summary, none of Tide’s references provide any scientific rationale 

for including 0.01-1% stabilizer in a granule containing 85-98% acephate.  

129. Tide’s argument that a POSA would have arrived at 0.01-1% 

stabilizer through “routine tests and experimentation to optimize the workable 

range of the ‘stabilizer,’ such as accelerated aging tests” has no basis in reality. See 

Petition, 29. None of the art cited by Tide indicates that including 0.01-1% 

stabilizer in a granule containing acephate provides chemical stability. CN ’588 

shows the opposite: even levels of 20-30% stabilizer failed to prevent 

decomposition of acephate during accelerated aging tests, which are the type of 

tests that Tide argues a POSA would perform to “optimize” the level of stabilizer. 

Ex. 1007, 6-8; Petition, 29.  
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3. Improper Hindsight  

130. Tide appears to have selectively plucked disclosures from the prior art 

to cobble together a granule meeting the requirements of claim 1 of the ’685 

patent. There is no scientific rationale for making all the selections identified in 

Tide’s petition.  

a. A POSA would not have looked to Misselbrook for 
guidance on preparing granules containing a high 
level of acephate.  

131. I disagree that a POSA would have selected Misselbrook as the 

starting point for developing granules containing a high level of acephate. 

132. Misselbrook does not contain any working examples of granules 

containing acephate, even at low levels. Misselbrook’s examples all contain 

emamectin benzoate. Ex. 1005, 9:20-12:25.  

133. Misselbrook repeatedly discloses emamectin benzoate as the 

preferred, more preferred, even more preferred, and especially preferred pesticide. 

Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32.  

134. Misselbrook mentions emamectin benzoate nearly 80 times. Ex. 1005, 

passim. By contrast, Misselbrook mentions acephate among a list twelve 

pesticides, and in the same passage, reiterates that emamectin is “particularly 

preferred.” Ex. 1005, 5:32-43. 
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135. Even for emamectin benzoate, Misselbrook did not disclose how to 

prepare granules containing 85-98% pesticide. Ex. 1005, 9:20-12:25. 

Misselbrook’s examples and claims are limited to—at most—60% emamectin 

benzoate.   

136. Next, a POSA would have considered Misselbrook’s process 

unsuitable for acephate, as it requires mixing acephate with a substantial amount of 

water (10-14%) during manufacture. See, e.g., Example 1, col. 9:63 (14% water for 

pilot scale batch), col. 10:33 (10-12.5% water for larger scale batch). A POSA 

would have expected that if acephate were used in Misselbrook’s process, the 

result would be a sticky, agglomerated mess (as opposed to granules). A POSA 

would also have expected that acephate would decompose during manufacture 

using Misselbrook’s process.  

137. Misselbrook does not teach or suggest any way to overcome the 

known difficulties of preparing granules containing a high level of acephate, 

including ways to handle acephate’s relatively low melting point, instability in the 

presence of water, and tendency to agglomerate. See supra, Section VII.A. 

138. In short, Misselbrook would not have been a scientifically valid 

springboard for developing granules containing 85-98% acephate.  
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b. The combination of Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP 
’902 would not have motivated a POSA to prepare a 
granule containing the excipients of claim 1. 

139. Even assuming a POSA would have looked to Misselbrook as the 

starting point for development, Tide’s references do not teach any granule 

containing the five excipients—and only the five excipients—recited in claim 1 of 

the ’685 patent.  

140. A POSA would need to make the numerous specific choices not 

taught by Tide’s refences to arrive at the granule of claim 1, including: 

1. Select acephate, despite (a) Misselbrook disclosure that emamectin 

benzoate was preferred, more preferred, and especially preferred 

pesticide (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

(b) Misselbrook’s disclosure of the advantages of using emamectin 

benzoate against numerous pests (Ex. 1005, 7:56-8:67); and (c) the 

issues with chemical stability of acephate reflected in CN ’588 

(Ex. 1007, 7-8 (Tables 1-3)); 

2. Select a high level of acephate, contrary to Misselbrook’s teaching 

that lower levels of pesticide were preferred, more preferred, and 

especially preferred (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

3. Choose not to use a binder, contrary to (a) Misselbrook and JP ’902 

(see supra, Section X.A.1); and (b) the motivation of a POSA to 
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prepare a non-dusty granule and the general knowledge in the art that 

binders reduce dustiness (e.g., Ex. 1024, 62-68); 

4. Choose to use five total excipients, despite the purported motivation of 

a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs; 

5. Choose to use separate wetting and dispersing agents, despite the 

purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs and 

the use of a single surfactant in JP ’902 (e.g., Ex. 1009, [0024], 

[0027]); 

6. Choose to include 0.01-0.08% antifoaming agent instead of selecting 

a low-foaming surfactant such as NEWPOL PE-64 (taught in JP 

’902), despite the purported motivation of a POSA to reduce 

manufacturing costs (see Petition at 27) (see generally Ex. 2009, 2 

(NEWPOL PE-64 is a “low-foaming” surfactant that “effectively 

lower[s] surface tension of emulsions”); Ex. 1009, [0027]); 

7. Choose to include 0.01-1% stabilizer, contrary to CN ’588—the sole 

reference relied on by Tide that purports to identify a stabilizer for 

acephate—which demonstrated that much high levels of stabilizer 

failed to prevent the decomposition of acephate; and despite the 

teaching of JP ’902, which did not include the purported stabilizers 

described therein in any granule containing acephate as the only active 
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ingredient; and with no suggestion in the art that a POSA would 

“optimize” the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% (as suggested by Tide, 

Petition, 28-29); 

8. Decide to exclude other agents suggested by Misselbrook, CN ’588, 

and or JP ’02, including synergists, coloring agents, preservatives, 

extenders, and other active ingredients (see Ex. 1005, 6:55-57 

(synergists, coloring agents); Ex. 1007, 5 (suggesting adding “other 

insecticidal active ingredients, such as synthetic pyrethrin compounds, 

like Fenpropathrin, Fenvalerate, and S-fenvalerate”); Ex. 1009, [0009] 

(colorants, preservatives, and extenders)). 

141. There were numerous options available in the art, and Tide has not 

shown a scientifically legitimate path that would have led a POSA to develop the 

granule of claim 1.  

 Claims 2-4 

142. Claims 2-4 of the ’685 patent depend from claim 1 and further specify 

the type of dispersing agent (claim 2), wetting agent (claim 3), and antifoaming 

agent (claim 4). These claims all require the same elements as claim 1 of the ’685 

patent. I conclude claims 2-4 would not have been obvious for the same reasons as 

claim 1, see Section X.A. 
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 Claim 7 

1. Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing 
0.01-1% stabilizer. 

143. For the reasons discussed in paragraphs 115-129, Tide failed to show 

that Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would have rendered obvious the granule 

of claim 7 containing 0.01-1% stabilizer.  

2. Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing 
0.1-3% binding agent.  

144. The combination of Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would not 

have provided any motivation or rationale for preparing the granule of claim 7 

containing 0.1-3% binding agent. I incorporate by reference my discussion of 

binders in paragraphs 84-113 of my declaration. 

a. Misselbrook 

145. Misselbrook does not teach a granule containing 0.1-3% binding 

agent. Misselbrook teaches granules that contain 30-99.9% binder (e.g., sucrose, 

lactose, or glucose), preferably 40-99.9% lactose, more preferably 40-99% lactose, 

even more preferably 60-99% lactose, and especially preferred 86% lactose. 

Ex. 1005, 3:34-39, 3:61-67, 4:1-16, 4:25-32. Misselbrook’s examples all contain 

41.4% to 94.6% sucrose, lactose, or glucose. Ex. 1005, 9:40-12:15. 
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146. There is no teaching, suggestion, or motivation in Misselbrook to 

select 0.1-3% binding agent. For example, nothing in Misselbrook suggests 

lowering the concentration of lactose, glucose, or sucrose to prepare a granule.  

147. Tide argues that a POSA “would use routine tests . . . and experiments 

to optimize the workable range of binding agent.” Petition at 34. Tide’s own 

references undermine this argument, as the sole publication (JP ’902) describing 

granules containing 85-98% acephate employs over 4% binding agent (Ex. 1009, 

[0018] (4.4% binder), [0024] (4.2% binder)), and Knowles shows that increasing 

the binding agent from 3% to 4.5% significantly reduces granule dustiness from 

3.5 to 2 mg/g (Ex. 1024, 67). As Knowles explained, “[t]he quantity of dust which 

is being measured in this type of experiment is usually very small, say 0.1 % w/w 

of the overall formulation. Adding large quantities of binder in order to tie down 

this small fraction of particles seems excessive but it is, of course, very important 

for safety reasons.” Ex. 1024 at 67-68; see supra, Figure 2. 

b. CN ’588 

148. CN ’588 does not inform the analysis. While CN ’588 mentions 

binding agents among a laundry list of solid carriers, the examples in CN ’588 are 

wettable powders. Ex. 1007 at 5, 6. CN ’588 simply does not provide any rationale 

for modifying Misselbrook as Tide proposes.  
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c. JP ’902 

149. JP ’902 does not disclose 0.1-3% binding agent. At most, like 

Misselbrook, JP ’902 teaches the use of binding agents in amounts that exceed the 

range of claim 7. For example: 

• Reference Example 4 (Granules D) contain 95% acephate and 4.4% 

binder (1% dextrin and 3.4% lactose). Ex. 1009, [0018]. 

• Example 6 (Granules J) contains 95% acephate and 4.2% binding 

agent (lactose). Ex. 1009, [0024]. 

• Example 9 (Granules M) contains 75% acephate and 22.4% binding 

agent (1% dextrin and 21.4% lactose). Ex. 1009, [0027]. 

150. These examples all contain binding agents at levels that exceed the 

range permitted by claim 7, which recites “0.1 to 3% w/w a binding agent.”  

151. Tide did not argue that art disclosing over 4% binding agent rendered 

obvious claims requiring 0.1-3% binding agent. Petition, 34. Instead, Tide argues a 

POSA would have selected 1% dextrin as a binder as a starting point based on 

Reference Example 4 and Example 9 of JP ’902. Petition, 34 (citing Ex. 1009, 

[0018] and [0027]). But Reference Example 4 also contains 3.4 parts lactose, and 

Example 9 contains 21.4 parts lactose. Ex. 1009, [0018], [0027]. Notably, dextrin 

is not included at all in Example 6, which contains 95% acephate and 4.2 parts 

lactose as the binding agent. Id.   
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152. A POSA would have considered Example 6 the most pertinent 

example of JP ’902 when seeking to develop a granule containing 85-98% 

acephate, as it is the only purportedly inventive example of JP ’902 containing that 

acephate within that range. By contrast, Reference Example 4—cited by Tide—

exhibited extensive agglomeration. Ex. 1009, [0018], [0031]. And Example 9, also 

cited by Tide, contained only 75% acephate. Ex. 1009, [0027]. Tide’s focus on 

1% dextrin thus appears to be based on hindsight.  

153. There is no scientific rationale for selecting 1% binding agent as 

starting point for developing a granule formulation. As noted above, in JP ’902, the 

examples containing 95% or 75% acephate contain over 4% binding agent, above 

the range recited in claim 7. This is consistent with the data in Knowles 

demonstrating that increasing the level of binder from 3% to 4.5% substantially 

reduces granule dustiness. Ex. 1024, 66-67. 

3. Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing a 
disintegrating agent.  

154. Misselbrook does not teach incorporating a disintegrating agent into 

any granule, much less an acephate granule. Misselbrook disclosed granules that 

consisted primarily of a water-soluble pesticide (preferably emamectin benzoate), a 

water-soluble binder (preferably sucrose, lactose, or glucose), and no disintegrating 

agent. See Ex. 1005, 2:67-3:2, 3:45-4:32, 9:41-12:15.  
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155. Similarly, JP ’902 disclosed that granules containing water-soluble 

pesticides, water-soluble binders, and no disintegrating agent. Ex. 1009, [0024], 

[0027]. JP ’902 disclosed that the granules of the invention had acceptable 

disintegrating properties when mixed with water, i.e., no disintegrating agent was 

required. Ex. 1009, [0031]. The disintegration results in JP ’902 are included 

below for reference, where Granules A through D correspond to Reference 

Examples 1-4, and Granules E through M correspond to Examples 1-9.  
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Figure 6.  Ex. 1009, [0031]. 

156. Based on at least JP ’902, a POSA not have perceived any benefit to 

adding a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s granules. Misselbrook’s granules 

are similar to those disclosed in JP ’902, e.g., they incorporate a water-soluble 

pesticide, water-soluble binder, and no disintegrant. Ex. 1005, 2:67-3:2, 3:45-4:32, 
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9:41-12:15. Like the granules in JP ’902, a POSA would have expected that a 

disintegrating agent would not be required to achieve acceptable dissolution of the 

granular ingredients.  

157. A POSA thus would not have had any scientific rationale to add a 

disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s water-soluble granules.  

158. Tide repeatedly argues that a POSA would have been motivated by to 

reduce costs by increasing the acephate concentration and reducing the amounts of 

other excipients. Petition, 6 (“most pesticide formulations sought to increase the 

active ingredient concentration—thereby decreasing manufacturing costs.”); id., 21 

(“To allay the costs of granulation, a POSITA would aim for higher acephate 

concentrations to reduce manufacturing costs.”); id., 27 (arguing a POSA would be 

motivated to include the smallest amount needed of an antifoaming agent because 

of their cost). Consistent with Tide’s theme of efficiency and reducing costs, a 

POSA would not seek to add an extra ingredient such as a disintegrating agent 

when it was not required.  

159. For completeness, I note that CN ’588 does not provide any 

motivation or rationale for adding a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook. While CN 

’588 mentions disintegrating agents among a laundry list of solid carriers, the 

examples in CN ’588 do not contain a disintegrant, and CN ’588 does not disclose 
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any benefit of adding a disintegrant in a granular formulation. Ex. 1007 at 5, 6. 

Indeed, as noted above, CN ’588 focuses on wettable powders, not granules.  

160. Tide argues that a “POSITA, by 2001 would know the need for 

disintegrating agents varies based on a granule’s compactness and ingredients, and 

that adding a binding agent may require adding a disintegrating agent to assist 

granule dissolution.” Petition at 36.  

161. As explained above, the art cited by Tide taught that granules such as 

those in Misselbrook and JP ’902 did not require a disintegrating agent:   

• Misselbrook discloses granules containing high levels of binding 

agents (e.g., sucrose, lactose, or glucose), with no disintegrating agent.   

• JP ’902 discloses examples containing at least 4% binding agent (e.g., 

lactose), with no disintegrating agent. Ex. 1009, [0024], [0027]. 

162. For at least these reasons, I conclude that the combination of 

Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902 would not have rendered obvious claim 7 of 

the ’685 patent.  

4. Improper Hindsight 

163. As with claim 1, Tide appears to have selectively plucked disclosures 

from the prior art to cobble together a granule meeting the requirements of claim 7 

of the ’685 patent. There is no scientific rationale for making all the selections 

identified in Tide’s petition.  
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164. First, for the reasons discussed in paragraphs 131-38, I disagree that a 

POSA would have selected Misselbrook as the starting point for developing 

granules containing a high level of acephate. 

165. Even assuming a POSA would have looked to Misselbrook as the 

starting point for development, Tide’s references do not teach any granule 

containing the seven excipients—and only the seven excipients—recited in claim 7 

of the ’685 patent.  

166. A POSA would need to make the numerous specific choices not 

taught by Tide’s refences to arrive at the granule of claim 1, including: 

1. Select acephate, despite (a) Misselbrook’s disclosure that emamectin 

benzoate was preferred, more preferred, and especially preferred 

pesticide (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

(b) Misselbrook’s disclosure of the advantages of using emamectin 

benzoate against numerous pests (Ex. 1005, 7:56-8:67); and (c) the 

issues with chemical stability of acephate reflected in CN ’588 (Ex. 

1007, 7-8 (Tables 1-3)); 

2. Select a high level of acephate, contrary to Misselbrook’s teaching 

that lower levels of pesticide were preferred, more preferred, and 

especially preferred (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 
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3. Select 0.1-3% binder, despite the fact that none of Tide’s references 

disclose a granule containing 0.1-3% binder; contrary to JP ’902, 

which teaches a granule containing 95% acephate and 4.2% binding 

agent (Ex. 1009, [0024]; and contrary to the art teaching that around 

4.5% binding agent significantly reduces dustiness, thereby improving 

worker safety (Ex. 1024, 62-68); 

4. Choose to add a disintegrant, contrary to Misselbrook (binder only) 

and JP ’902 (binder only) (see supra, paragraphs 154-62); 

5. Choose to use seven total excipients, despite the purported motivation 

of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs; 

6. Choose to use separate wetting and dispersing agents, despite the 

purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs and 

knowledge of the use of a single surfactant in JP ’902 (e.g., Ex. 1009, 

[0024], [0027]); 

7. Choose to include 0.01-0.08% antifoaming agent instead of selecting 

a low-foaming surfactant such as Newpol PE-64 (taught in JP ’902), 

despite the purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing 

costs (see Petition at 27) (see generally Ex. 2009, 2 (NEWPOL PE-64 
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is a “low-foaming” surfactant that “effectively lower[s] surface 

tension of emulsions”); Ex. 1009, [0027]); 

8. Choose to include 0.01-1% stabilizer, contrary to CN ’588—the sole 

reference relied on by Tide that purports to identify a stabilizer for 

acephate—which demonstrated that much high levels of stabilizer 

failed to prevent the decomposition of acephate; and despite the 

teaching of JP ’902, which did not include the purported stabilizers 

described therein in any granule containing acephate as the only active 

ingredient; and with no suggestion in the art that a POSA would 

“optimize” the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% (as suggested by Tide, 

Petition, 28-29); 

9. Decide to exclude other agents suggested by Misselbrook, CN ’588, 

and or JP ’02, including synergists, coloring agents, preservatives, 

extenders, and other active ingredients (see Ex. 1005, 6:55-57 

(synergists, coloring agents); Ex. 1007, 5 (suggesting adding “other 

insecticidal active ingredients, such as synthetic pyrethrin compounds, 

like Fenpropathrin, Fenvalerate, and S-fenvalerate”); Ex. 1009, [0009] 

(colorants, preservatives, and extenders)). 
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167. For this additional reason, I conclude that claim 7 would not have 

been obvious over Misselbrook, CN ’588, and JP ’902.  

 Claims 8-12 

168. Claims 8-12 of the ’685 patent depend from claim 1 and further 

specify the type of dispersing agent (claim 8), wetting agent (claim 9), binding 

agent (claim 10), antifoaming agent (claim 11), and stabilizer (claim 12). These 

claims all require the same elements as claim 7 of the ’685 patent. I conclude 

claims 8-12 would not have been obvious for the same reasons as claim 7, see 

Section X.C. 

XI. Ground 2: Misselbrook and Mayer in view of CN ’588 

 Claim 1 

1. The proposed combination would have led a POSA to 
develop granules containing excipients excluded from 
claim 1, including a binding agent. 

169. Claim 1 of the ’685 patent recites a granule “consisting of” acephate, 

a dispersing agent, a wetting agent, an antifoaming agent, a stabilizer, and fillers, 

in the following amounts: 

(i) 85-98% w/w acephate; 

(ii) 0.1-5.0% w/w a dispersing agent; 

(iii) 0.1-3% w/w a wetting agent; 

(iv) 0.01-0.08% w/w an antifoaming agent; 
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(v) 0.01-1% w/w a stabilizer and 

(vi) fillers to make 100%. 

 Ex. 1001, claim 1.  

170. Claim 1 does not recite a “binding agent.” The “consisting of” 

language in claim 1 indicates that no other ingredients, and no ingredients outside 

the claimed ranges, are included in the granule. In other words, claim 1 recites a 

granule that does not include any amount of a binding agent.  

171. The art would have discouraged a POSA from attempting to prepare 

the granule of claim 1, which does not include a binding agent.  

172. First, Tide admits that Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would have 

motivated a POSA to include a binding agent in a granule. Petition at 49-50. Tide’s 

petition and Mr. Geigle’s declaration do not explain how the combination of 

Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would result in a granule that does not contain a 

binding agent, e.g., a granule that contains only the ingredients recited in claim 1 

of the ’685 patent. 

173. Tide selected Misselbrook as the purported starting point for 

developing granules containing a high level of acephate. E.g., Petition, 41 

(“POSITA in 2001 would be motivated to look to Mayer and CN ’588 to improve 

upon Misselbrook’s soluble granules containing 0.1-90% acephate.”). As discussed 

in Ground 1, Misselbrook’s granules contained a binding agent such as lactose, 
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sucrose, or glucose. E.g., Ex. 1005, 3:2-3, 3:37, 3:44-51, 9:41-12:15. Misselbrook 

reported that the formulations disclosed therein—which all contained a binding 

agent—provided “non-dusty granules.” Ex. 1005, 2:30. I incorporate my 

discussion of binding agents in Ground 1 by reference. See supra, ¶¶ 84-113. 

174. Tide failed to explain why a POSA would remove the binding agent 

from Misselbrook. See Petition, 39-51. As discussed in Ground 1, a POSA would 

have understood that binding agents reduce dustiness of granules and reducing 

dustiness of a formulation was considered an advantage for worker safety. See 

supra, ¶¶ 82-88; Ex. 1024, 62-68. As a result, the general knowledge of a POSA 

would have motivated the development of granules containing a binding agent.  

175. Tide’s secondary references, Mayer and CN ’588, do not provide a 

reason to remove Misselbrook’s binding agent.  

176. Indeed, Tide’s expert concedes that “Mayer does not discourage the 

use of a binding agent for use in acephate dry granule formulations.” Ex. 1003, 

¶ 152. Tide notes that Mayer suggests adding ingredients not recited in claim 1, 

including agglomeration auxiliaries and viscosity controlling agents, and Tide 

argues that Mayer’s “agglomeration auxiliaries” and “viscosity controlling agents” 

include binding agents. Petition, 49. I agree that Mayer does not provide any 

reason to remove the binding agents from Misselbrook’s granules.  
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177. As for CN ’588, that publication has little or no relevance to the 

appropriate excipients to include in granules containing acephate, because it 

focuses on formulations for wettable powders. Ex. 1007, 6. Nevertheless, CN ’588 

does not discourage the use of binding agents. For example, CN ’588 suggests 

incorporating “solid carriers” in pesticide formulations and provides a laundry list 

of excipients that includes binders such as sucrose and starch. Ex. 1007, 5. 

178. Thus, neither Mayer nor CN ’588 provide any rationale for removing 

the binding agent of Misselbrook.  

179. For at least this reason, Tide has not shown that Misselbrook, Mayer, 

and CN ’588 would have rendered obvious the granule of claim 1 of the ’685 

patent. 

2. Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 1 containing 
0.01-1% stabilizer.  

180. Tide failed to show that Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would 

have rendered obvious the claimed granule containing 0.01 to 1% stabilizer. 

181. As in Ground 1, Misselbrook mentions the possibility of adding a 

stabilizer but does not identify any excipients as stabilizers, and further did not 

suggest any amount of a stabilizer to use. Ex. 1005, 6:55-56 (“the instant pesticidal 

compositions may also appropriately contain stabilizers, synergists, coloring 
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agents, etc.”). Misselbrook thus provides no motivation to include 0.01-1% 

stabilizer. See supra, ¶ 117. 

182. Mayer similarly provides no motivation to add 0.01-1% stabilizer to 

Misselbrook’s granule. At most, Mayer suggests that formulations may include “5 

to 50% by weight of one or more dispersants, agglomeration auxiliaries, one or 

more wetting agent, one or more disintegrants and/or one or more stabilizers.” 

Ex. 1010, 4:53-55. Mayer thus proposes optionally including one or more 

stabilizers at, e.g., 5 to 50 times the maximum amount permitted by claim 1 (0.01-

1% by weight stabilizer). See Ex. 1001, claim 1.   

183. As explained in Ground 1, CN ’588 does not provide any motivation 

for adding 0.01-1% stabilizer to a granule containing acephate. See supra, ¶ 118. 

As explained above, the stabilizers of CN ’588 failed to prevent decomposition of 

acephate even when present at about a 1:1 ratio to acephate. I incorporate by 

reference my discussion at paragraphs 118-122 of my declaration.  

184. Tide argues that “[i]n addition to a POSITA’s knowledge of 

acephate’s tendency to decompose in changed storage conditions, motivation to 

achieve higher acephate concentrations, and motivation to look to Mayer and CN 

’588 to improve upon Misselbrook, a POSITA would use CN ’588’s disclosed 

ranges of a stabilizer as a starting point to conduct tests (e.g., accelerated aging) 

and experiments to optimize the workable range of the stabilizer.” Petition, 46.   
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185. Tide’s argument that a POSA would somehow arrive at 0.1-1% 

stabilizer based on tests such as “accelerated aging” has no merit. See Petition, 46. 

Contrary to Tide, there is simply no reason to expect a POSA would have 

optimized the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% based on tests such as “accelerated 

aging.” Petition, 46; supra, ¶¶ 116-129. 

186. For example, Misselbrook and Mayer fail to disclose any granule 

containing acephate, much less provide a workable solution to acephate’s tendency 

to decompose. While CN ’588 attempted to prepare a chemically stable 

formulation containing acephate, the data show that attempt failed, even when 

using one or more stabilizers about a 1:1 ratio to acephate. Ex. 1007, 6-8. CN ’588 

thus undermines Tide’s argument that a POSA would have optimized the level of 

stabilizer to 0.01-1%.  

187. I conclude that Tide failed to show that a POSA would have been 

motivated to prepare the claimed granule containing 0.01-1% stabilizer based on 

Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588. 

3. Improper Hindsight 

a. Introduction 

188. Tide appears to have selectively plucked disclosures from the prior art 

to cobble together a granule meeting the requirements of claim 1 of the ’685 
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patent. There is no scientific rationale for making all the selections identified in 

Tide’s petition.  

189. As set forth in Ground 1, a POSA would not have looked to 

Misselbrook for guidance on developing a granule containing a high level of 

acephate. Supra, ¶¶ 131-38. 

b. A POSA would not have looked to Mayer for 
guidance on preparing granules containing a high 
level of acephate. 

190. A POSA would not have looked to Mayer for guidance on preparing 

granules containing 85-98% acephate.  

191. First, Mayer fails to mention acephate at all among the 100+ 

pesticides disclosed therein, despite the fact that acephate was commercially 

available at the time Mayer was filed. Mayer provides extensive lists of fungicides, 

herbicides, and other active ingredients that may be used in the formulations 

described therein, as shown in Figure 7. Ex. 1010, 2:21-3:53. 
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Figure 7.  Excerpts of Mayer listing “preferred” fungicides (left), 

 additional active agents (center), and “preferred” herbicides 

 (right). 

192. Mayer further identifies a handful of active ingredients as “preferred 

insecticides,” and acephate (an insecticide) is notably absent from the list, as 

shown below. Ex. 1010, 3:54-59.  
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Figure 8.  Excerpt of Mayer listing “preferred insecticides.” Ex. 1010, 

 3:54-59. 

193. Not only is acephate absent from Mayer’s list, it is not even in the 

same chemical class as any of Mayer’s preferred insecticides. Acephate is 

classified as an organophosphate insecticide. See Ex. 1012, 3. For comparison, 

Mayer lists only pyrethroids,4 benzoylureas,5 endosulfan (a dicyclodiene 

organochlorine insecticide6), and pirimicarb (a carbamate insecticide7). 

 
4 See https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Pyrethrins-and-

Pyrethroids. 

5 See https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Diflubenzuron. 

6 See https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Endosulfan. 

7 See https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Pirimicarb. 
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194. Mayer discloses that particularly preferred solid formulations contain 

the herbicide picolinafen alone or in combination with cyanazine and/or 

pendimethalin. Ex. 1010, 5:53-56. Mayer’s examples include fungicides, e.g., 

dimethomorph and mancozeb (example 1) and dimethomorph and dithianon 

(example 2) or herbicides, e.g., picolinafen alone or in combination with 

cyanazine. Ex. 1010, 8:61-14:28. Mayer does not describe any formulations 

containing any insecticide at all, much less acephate. 

195. Tide argues that “[a]lthough Mayer does not explicitly name acephate 

as a ‘preferred insecticide,’ a POSITA would know that acephate falls squarely 

within” the broadly defined class of active ingredients that “are solid at room 

temperature.” Petition, 40, 41. I disagree. The vast majority of active ingredients 

are solid at room temperature, and the fact that acephate is a solid would not have 

singled it out from among the universe of solid pesticides described in Mayer.  

196. A POSA would have considered Mayer’s processes unsuitable for 

acephate, at least because Mayer’s processes involve contacting a powder 

containing an active ingredient with substantial amounts of water during 

manufacture (20-30% w/w, 9:28-29), and acephate is not stable in the presence of 

water. Indeed, Mayer’s granules contain 3%, 2.5% or about 2% water even after 

they are dried. Ex. 1010, 6:14-17, 9:28-45.  
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197. A POSA thus would not have looked to Mayer for guidance on 

formulating or preparing granules containing acephate.  

c. The combination of Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 
would not have motivated a POSA to prepare a 
granule containing the excipients of claim 1. 

198. Even assuming a POSA would have considered Misselbrook and 

Mayer instructive, Tide’s references do not teach any granule containing the five 

excipients—and only the five excipients—recited in claim 1.  

199. A POSA would need to make the numerous specific choices not 

taught by Tide’s refences to arrive at the granule of claim 1, including at least: 

1. Select acephate, despite (a) Misselbrook disclosure that emamectin 

benzoate was preferred, more preferred, and especially preferred 

pesticide (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

(b) Misselbrook’s disclosure of the advantages of using emamectin 

benzoate against numerous pests (Ex. 1005, 7:56-8:67); (c) the issues 

with chemical stability of acephate reflected in CN ’588 (Ex. 1007, 7-

8 (Tables 1-3)); and (d) Mayer’s omission of acephate from among 

the numerous preferred pesticides disclosed therein (Ex. 1010, 2:21-

3:59);  
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2. Select a high level of acephate, contrary to Misselbrook’s teaching 

that lower levels of pesticide were preferred, more preferred, and 

especially preferred (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

3. Choose not to use a binder, contrary to (a) Misselbrook (see supra, 

Section X.A.1); and (b) the motivation of a POSA to prepare a non-

dusty granule and the general knowledge in the art that binders reduce 

dustiness (e.g., Ex. 1024, 62-68); 

4. Choose to use five total excipients, despite the purported motivation of 

a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs; 

5. Choose to use separate wetting and dispersing agents, despite the 

purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs and 

the knowledge of a POSA that a single surfactant could be used (e.g., 

Ex. 1009, [0024], [0027]); 

6. Choose to include 0.01-0.08% antifoaming agent instead of selecting 

a low-foaming surfactant, despite the purported motivation of a POSA 

to reduce manufacturing costs (see Petition at 27) (see generally Ex. 

2009, 2 (NEWPOL PE-64 is a “low-foaming” surfactant that 
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“effectively lower[s] surface tension of emulsions”); Ex. 1009, 

[0027]); 

7. Choose to include 0.01-1% stabilizer, contrary to CN ’588—the sole 

reference relied on by Tide that purports to identify a stabilizer for 

acephate—which demonstrated that much high levels of stabilizer 

failed to prevent the decomposition of acephate; and contrary to 

Mayer’s disclosure that stabilizers may optionally be present at 5-50% 

by weight (Ex. 1010, 4:53-55); and with no suggestion in the art that a 

POSA would “optimize” the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% (as 

suggested by Tide, Petition, 46); 

8. Decide to exclude other agents suggested by Misselbrook, Mayer, and 

CN ’588, including synergists, coloring agents, preservatives, 

extenders, other active ingredients, disintegrants, thickeners, 

adhesives, and fertilizers (see Ex. 1005, 6:55-57 (synergists, coloring 

agents); Ex. 1007, 5 (suggesting adding “other insecticidal active 

ingredients, such as synthetic pyrethrin compounds, like 

Fenpropathrin, Fenvalerate, and S-fenvalerate”); Ex. 1010, 7:53-64 

(disintegrants); Ex. 1010, 8:47-48 (thickeners, adhesives, fertilizers, 

and other active ingredients);  
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200. There were numerous options available in the art, and Tide has not 

shown a scientifically legitimate path that would have led a POSA to develop the 

granule of claim 1.  

 Claim 2-4 

201. Claims 2-4 depend from claim 1 and thus include the same limitations 

as claim 1 of the ’685 patent. I conclude claims 2-4 would not have been obvious 

for the same reasons as claim 1, see Section XI.A. 

 Claim 7 

1. Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing 
0.01-1% stabilizer. 

202. For the reasons discussed in paragraphs 180-87, Tide failed to show 

that Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would have rendered obvious the granule of 

claim 7 containing 0.01-1% stabilizer.  

2. Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing 
0.1-3% binding agent. 

203. The combination of Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would not 

have provided any motivation or rationale for preparing the granule of claim 7 

containing 0.1-3% binding agent. Tide does not explain how this combination 

would result in 0.1-3% binding agent. Petition, 49-50. In fact, Tide does not point 
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to a single disclosure in Misselbrook, CN ’588, or Mayer regarding amounts of 

binding agents. Id.   

204. As in Ground 1, Misselbrook does not teach a granule containing 

0.1-3% binding agent. Supra, ¶¶ 145-47; see also supra, ¶¶ 91-103. Nor does 

Misselbrook provide any rationale for selecting 0.1-3% binding agent. Id. In fact, 

Misselbrook contains substantially higher levels of a water-soluble binder in all 

proposed formulations and embodiments. Ex. 1005, Ex. 1005, 3:2-3, 3:37, 3:44-51, 

9:41-12:15. 

205. As in Ground 1, CN ’588 does not provide any rationale for reducing 

the level of binding agent in Misselbrook. Supra, ¶ 148.  

206. Similarly, Mayer does not provide any rationale for selecting 0.1-3% 

binding agent. At most, Mayer discloses “5 to 50% by weight of one or more 

dispersants, agglomeration auxiliaries, one or more wetting agent, one or more 

disintegrants and/or one or more stabilizers.” Ex. 1010, 4:53-55. While Tide argues 

that agglomeration auxiliaries include binding agents, Mayer does not suggest 

including 0.1-3% of these agents.  

207. There is no basis to expect that a POSA would have arrived at 0.1-3% 

binding agent based on “routine tests” for “dust content,” as Tide argues. Petition, 

49. Instead, the art indicates that the optimal level of binding agent for reducing 

dustiness is around 4.5%, as taught by Knowles. Ex. 1024, 67 (showing reduced 
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dustiness when increasing the level of binding agent from 3 to 4.5%); supra, ¶¶ 83-

88. This is confirmed by JP ’902, which disclosed a granule containing 95% 

acephate and 4.2% binding agent (lactose). Ex. 1009, [0024]. 

3. Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing a 
disintegrating agent. 

208. As in Ground 1, Misselbrook does not teach incorporating a 

disintegrating agent into any granule, much less an acephate granule. Misselbrook 

disclosed granules comprised primarily of a water-soluble pesticide (preferably 

emamectin benzoate), a water-soluble binder (preferably sucrose, lactose, or 

glucose), and no disintegrating agent. See Ex. 1005, 2:67-3:2, 3:45-4:32, 9:41-

12:15. 

209. As in Ground 1, CN ’588 does not provide any motivation or rationale 

for adding a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook. While CN ’588 mentions 

disintegrating agents among a laundry list of solid carriers, the examples in 

CN ’588 do not contain a disintegrant, and CN ’588 does not disclose any benefit 

of adding a disintegrant in a granular formulation. Ex. 1007 at 5, 6. Indeed, 

CN ’588 focuses on wettable powders, not granules. 

210. While Mayer discloses that solid formulations may include 

disintegrants (e.g., Ex. 1010, 7:53-64), a POSA would not have been motivated to 

add a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s granules. Rather, a POSA would not 
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have perceived any benefit to adding a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s 

granules, as explained in paragraphs 154-56.   

211. Tide does not provide any scientific rationale for adding a 

disintegrating agent to Misselbrook in view of Mayer and CN ’588. Petition, 50. At 

most, Tide refers to a POSA’s purported “knowledge of disintegrating agents [and] 

the effect binders have on disintegration.” Petition, 50.  

212. As explained in Ground 1, based on Misselbrook at JP ’902, a POSA 

would not have perceived any benefit to adding a disintegrating agent to 

Misselbrook’s granules. Supra, ¶¶ 154-56. Consistent with Tide’s theme of 

efficiency and reducing costs, a POSA would not seek to add an extra ingredient 

such as a disintegrant where no benefit was expected.  

4. Improper Hindsight 

213. As with claim 1, Tide appears to have selectively plucked disclosures 

from the prior art to cobble together a granule meeting the requirements of claim 7 

of the ’685 patent. There is no scientific rationale for making all the selections 

identified in Tide’s petition. 

214. First, I disagree that a POSA would have selected Misselbrook as the 

starting point for developing granules containing 85-98% acephate. Supra, ¶¶ 131-

38. I also disagree that a POSA would have looked to Mayer when developing 

granules containing 85-98% acephate. Supra, ¶¶ 190-97.  
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215. Even assuming a POSA would have selected Misselbrook as the 

starting point for development and been guided by Mayer’s disclosures, Tide’s 

references do not teach any granule containing the seven excipients—and only the 

seven excipients—recited in claim 7 of the ’685 patent.  

216. A POSA would need to make the numerous specific choices not 

taught by Tide’s refences to arrive at the granule of claim 1, including at least: 

1. Select acephate, despite (a) Misselbrook’s disclosure that emamectin 

benzoate was preferred, more preferred, and especially preferred 

pesticide (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); (b) 

Misselbrook’s disclosure of the advantages of using emamectin 

benzoate against numerous pests (Ex. 1005, 7:56-8:67); (c) the issues 

with chemical stability of acephate reflected in CN ’588 (Ex. 1007, 7-

8 (Tables 1-3)); (d) Mayer’s omission of acephate from among the 

numerous preferred pesticides disclosed therein (Ex. 1010, 2:21-3:59); 

2. Select a high level of acephate, contrary to Misselbrook’s teaching 

that lower levels of pesticide were preferred, more preferred, and 

especially preferred (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

3. Select 0.1-3% binding agent, despite the fact that none of Tide’s 

references disclose a granule containing 0.1-3% binding agent; 
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contrary to JP ’902, which teaches a granule containing 95% acephate 

and 4.2% binding agent (Ex. 1009, [0024]; and contrary to the art 

teaching that around 4.5% binding agent significantly reduces 

dustiness, thereby improving worker safety (Ex. 1024, 62-68); 

4. Choose to add a disintegrating agent, contrary to Misselbrook 

(binder only); the knowledge of a POSA that granules containing a 

water-soluble pesticide and a water-soluble binder did not require a 

disintegrating agent (e.g., Ex. 1009, [0024], [0031] (Table 1)); and 

despite the fact that Tide has not identified any specific example of a 

granule containing both a binding agent and a disintegrating agent; 

5. Choose to use seven total excipients, despite the purported motivation 

of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs; 

6. Choose to use separate wetting and dispersing agents, despite the 

purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs and 

the knowledge of a POSA that a single surfactant could be used (e.g., 

Ex. 1009, [0024], [0027]); 

7. Choose to include 0.01-1% stabilizer, contrary to CN ’588—the sole 

reference relied on by Tide that purports to identify a stabilizer for 
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acephate—which demonstrated that much high levels of stabilizer 

failed to prevent the decomposition of acephate (Ex. 1007, 6-8); and 

contrary to Mayer’s disclosure that stabilizers may optionally be 

present at 5-50% by weight (Ex. 1010, 4:53-55); and with no 

suggestion in the art that a POSA would “optimize” the level of 

stabilizer to 0.01-1% (as suggested by Tide, Petition, 46); 

8. Choose to use 0.01-0.08% antifoaming agent instead of selecting a 

low-foaming surfactant (see generally Ex. 2009, 2 (NEWPOL PE-64 

is a “low-foaming” surfactant that “effectively lower[s] surface 

tension of emulsions”); Ex. 1009, [0027]); 

9. Decide to exclude other agents suggested by Misselbrook, Mayer, and 

CN ’588, including synergists, coloring agents, preservatives, 

extenders, other active ingredients, thickeners, adhesives, and 

fertilizers (see Ex. 1005, 6:55-57 (synergists, coloring agents); Ex. 

1007, 5 (suggesting adding “other insecticidal active ingredients, such 

as synthetic pyrethrin compounds, like Fenpropathrin, Fenvalerate, 

and S-fenvalerate”); Ex. 1010, 8:47-48 (thickeners, adhesives, 

fertilizers, and other active ingredients). 
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217. For this additional reason, I conclude that claim 7 would not have 

been obvious over Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588. 

 Claims 8-12 

218. Claims 8-12 depend from claim 7 and thus require the limitations of 

claim 7 of the ’685 patent. I conclude claims 8-12 would not have been obvious for 

the same reasons as claim 7, see Section XI.C. 

XII. Ground 3: Misselbrook and JP ’902 in view of Mayer 

 Claim 1 

1. The proposed combination would have led a POSA to 
develop granules containing excipients excluded from 
claim 1, including a binding agent. 

219. As discussed in Ground 1, Misselbrook’s formulations all requires a 

water-soluble binder such as sucrose, lactose, or glucose, and JP ’902 would have 

reinforced the motivation to include a water-soluble binder in a granule containing 

acephate. Supra, ¶¶ 91-103, 108-13. As discussed in Ground 2, Mayer does not 

provide any motivation for removing the binding agent from Misselbrook. Supra, 

¶¶ 175-76. Indeed, Tide’s expert admits that Mayer does not “discourage” the use 

of binding agents. Ex. 1003, ¶ 152.  

220. As in Grounds 1 and 2, Tide admits that the proposed combination 

would have motivated a POSA to include a binding agent in a granule. Petition, 

60-61. Tide does not explain how the combination of Misselbrook, JP ’902, and 
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Mayer would result in a granule that does not contain a binding agent, e.g., a 

granule that contains only the ingredients recited in claim 1 of the ’685 patent. In 

other words, Tide failed to explain why a POSA would remove the binding agent 

from Misselbrook. See Petition, 54-59. And as explained above, the art would have 

discouraged such a modification. Supra, ¶¶ 82-103, 108-113, 174. 

221. For example, as discussed in Grounds 1 and 2, a POSA would have 

understood that binding agents reduce dustiness of granules and reducing dustiness 

of a formulation was considered an advantage for worker safety. See supra, ¶¶ 83-

88; Ex. 1024, 66-68. As a result, the general knowledge of a POSA would have 

motivated the development of granules containing a binding agent. 

222. For at least this reason, Tide has not shown that Misselbrook, JP ’902, 

and Mayer would have rendered obvious the granule of claim 1 of the ’685 patent. 

2. The proposed combination would not have rendered 
obvious the granule of claim 1 containing 0.01-1% 
stabilizer. 

223. Tide failed to show that Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer would have 

rendered obvious the claimed granule containing 0.01-1% stabilizer. Petition, 

57-58. 

224. As in Grounds 1 and 2, Misselbrook mentions the possibility of 

adding a stabilizer but did not identify any excipients as stabilizers, and further did 

not suggest any particular amount of a stabilizer to use. Ex. 1005, 6:55-56 (“the 
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instant pesticidal compositions may also appropriately contain stabilizers, 

synergists, coloring agents, etc.”). Misselbrook thus provides no motivation to 

include 0.01-1% stabilizer.  

225. As in Ground 1, in JP ’902, Tide points to “JP ’902’s disclosed 0.3% 

amount of stabilizer as a starting point.” Petition, 58 (citing Ex. 1009, [0020]). As 

explained above, Tide’s selection of “0.3% amount of stabilizer” is not based on 

science but is rather an attempt to locate the limitations recited in the claims of the 

’685 patent in the prior art. Supra, ¶¶ 124-28. In JP ’902, the “0.3% stabilizer” 

(phosphoric acid) is used only in granules containing Cartap Hydrochloride, one of 

which happens to also contain 25% acephate. Ex. 1009, [0015]-[0027]. None of the 

granules of JP ’902 that contained acephate as the only active ingredient include 

this agent. Ex. 1009, [0018], [0021], [0024], [0025]. Thus, POSA would not have 

considered “0.3% stabilizer” as a starting point when developing a granule 

containing 85-98% acephate.  

226. As in Ground 2, at most, Mayer discloses optionally including “5 to 

50% by weight of one or more dispersants, agglomeration auxiliaries, one or more 

wetting agent, one or more disintegrants and/or one or more stabilizers.” Ex. 1010, 

4:53-55. Mayer thus provides no motivation to include 0.01-1% stabilizer in a 

granule containing acephate. 
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227. Taken together, none of these references taught or suggested adding 

0.01-1% stabilizer to a granule containing 85-98% acephate.  

228. Nor does the art provide any support for the implausible notion that a 

POSA would have optimized the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% based on “routine 

tests” such as “accelerated aging.” Petition, 58. This argument is contradicted by 

Tide’s own references. For example, CN ’588 shows that 20-30% stabilizer failed 

to prevent the decomposition of acephate using accelerated aging tests. Ex. 1007, 

6-8. Unlike CN ’588, Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer do not report any stability 

testing on acephate formulations and thus provide no basis to expect that the level 

of stabilizer would have been optimized to 0.01-1%.  

229. Therefore, the combination of Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer 

would not have rendered obvious the claimed granule containing 0.01-1% 

stabilizer. Contrary to Tide, there is simply no reason to expect that a POSA would 

optimize the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% based on tests such as “accelerated 

aging.” Petition, 58. 

3. Improper Hindsight 

230. Tide appears to have selectively plucked disclosures from the prior art 

to cobble together a granule meeting the requirements of claim 1 of the ’685 

patent. There is no scientific rationale for making all the selections identified in 

Tide’s petition.  
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231. As set forth in Grounds 1 and 2, a POSA would not have looked to 

Misselbrook or Mayer for guidance on developing a granule containing a high 

level of acephate. Supra, ¶¶ 131-38, 190-97.  

232. Even assuming a POSA would have considered Misselbrook and 

Mayer instructive, Tide’s references do not teach any granule containing the five 

excipients—and only the five excipients—recited in claim 1. 

233. A POSA would need to make the numerous specific choices not 

taught by Tide’s refences to arrive at the granule of claim 1, including at least: 

1. Select acephate, despite (a) Misselbrook disclosure that emamectin 

benzoate was preferred, more preferred, and especially preferred 

pesticide (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

(b) Misselbrook’s disclosure of the advantages of using emamectin 

benzoate against numerous pests (Ex. 1005, 7:56-8:67); (c) Mayer’s 

omission of acephate from among the numerous preferred pesticides 

disclosed therein (Ex. 1010, 2:21-3:59);  

2. Select a high level of acephate, contrary to Misselbrook’s teaching 

that lower levels of pesticide were preferred, more preferred, and 

especially preferred (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 

3. Choose not to use a binder, contrary to (a) Misselbrook and JP ’902 

(see supra, Section X.A.1); and (b) the motivation of a POSA to 
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prepare a non-dusty granule and the general knowledge in the art that 

binders reduce dustiness (e.g., Ex. 1024, 62-68); 

4. Choose to use five total excipients, despite the purported motivation of 

a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs; 

5. Choose to use separate wetting and dispersing agents, despite the 

purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs and 

the use of a single surfactant (serving both wetting and dispersing 

roles) in JP ’902 (e.g., Ex. 1009, [0024], [0027]); 

6. Choose to include 0.01-0.08% antifoaming agent instead of selecting 

a low-foaming surfactant such as Newpol PE-64 (taught in JP ’902), 

despite the purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing 

costs (see Petition at 27) (see generally Ex. 2009, 2 (NEWPOL PE-64 

is a “low-foaming” surfactant that “effectively lower[s] surface 

tension of emulsions”); Ex. 1009, [0027]); 

7. Choose to include a 0.01-1% stabilizer (which is not suggested or 

taught in Misselbrook or Mayer), despite the teaching of JP ’902, 

which did not include the purported stabilizer described therein in any 

granule containing acephate as the only active ingredient; and with no 

suggestion in the art that a POSA would “optimize” the level of 

stabilizer to 0.01-1% (as suggested by Tide, Petition, 58); 
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8. Decide to exclude other agents suggested by Misselbrook, JP ’902, 

and Mayer, including synergists, coloring agents, disintegrants, 

thickeners, adhesives, fertilizers, other active ingredients, 

preservatives, and extenders (see Ex. 1005, 6:55-57 (synergists, 

coloring agents); Ex. 1010, 7:53-64 (disintegrants); Ex. 1010, 8:47-48 

(thickeners, adhesives, fertilizers, and other active ingredients); 

Ex. 1009, [0009] (colorants, preservatives, and extenders). 

234. There were numerous options available in the art, and Tide has not 

shown a scientifically legitimate path that would have led a POSA to develop the 

granule of claim 1.  

 Claims 2-4 

235. Claims 2-4 depend from claim 1 and thus include the same limitations 

as claim 1 of the ’685 patent. I conclude claims 2-4 would not have been obvious 

for the same reasons as claim 1, see Section XII.A 

 Claim 7 

1. Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing 
0.01-1% stabilizer. 

236. For the reasons discussed in paragraphs 223-29, Tide failed to show 

that Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer would have rendered obvious the granule of 

claim 7 containing 0.01-1% stabilizer. 
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2. Misselbrook, Mayer, and CN ’588 would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing 
0.1-3% binding agent. 

237. The combination of Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer would not have 

provided any motivation or rationale for preparing the granule of claim 7 

containing 0.1-3% binding agent.  

238. As in Ground 1, Misselbrook does not teach a granule containing 

0.1-3% binding agent. Nor does Misselbrook provide any rationale for selecting 

0.1-3% binding agent. In fact, Misselbrook contains substantially higher levels of a 

water-soluble binder in all proposed formulations and embodiments. Ex. 1005, Ex. 

1005, 3:2-3, 3:37, 3:44-51, 9:41-12:15. I incorporate by reference my discussion of 

this issue in Ground 1. Supra, ¶¶ 91-103, 145-47.  

239. As in Ground 2, Mayer does not provide any rationale for selecting 

0.1-3% binding agent. At most, Mayer discloses “5 to 50% by weight of one or 

more dispersants, agglomeration auxiliaries, one or more wetting agent, one or 

more disintegrants and/or one or more stabilizers.” Ex. 1010, 4:53-55. While Tide 

argues that agglomeration auxiliaries include binding agents, Mayer does not 

suggest including 0.1-3% of these agents. 

240. As in Ground 1, JP ’902 does not provide any rationale for selecting 

0.1-3% binding agent. Supra, ¶¶ 149-53; see also ¶¶ 108-13. The granules in JP 

’902 all contain above 3% binding agent. E.g., Ex. 1009, [0018], [0024], [0027].  
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241. As in Ground 1, Tide did not argue that a granule containing over 4% 

binding agent would have rendered obvious a granule containing 0.1-3% binding 

agent. Petition, 60. Rather, Tide again argues a POSA would have selected 1% 

dextrin as a binder based on Reference Example 4 and Example 9 of JP ’902. 

Petition, 60 (citing Ex. 1009, [0018] and [0027]).  

242. Tide’s selection of 1% dextrin as a binding agent appears to be 

improperly based on hindsight. JP ’902 discloses one purportedly inventive granule 

containing 95% acephate (Example 6), and that granule does not contain 1% 

dextrin; rather, it contains 4.2 % lactose as the binding agent. Ex. 1009, [0024].  

243. Tide thus disregards the most pertinent example of JP ’902 in its 

analysis (Example 6), instead focusing on a subset of the binding agents included 

in Reference Example 4 and Example 9. Petition, 60 (citing Ex. 1009, [0018], 

[0027]. A POSA would have considered Reference Example 4 and Example 9 less 

informative than Example 6, as Reference Example 4 does not embody the 

purported invention of JP ’902, and Example 9 contains only 75% acephate. Ex. 

1009, [0018], [0024], [0027]. Further, Reference Example 4 and Example 9 do not 

teach using only 1% dextrin as the binding agent; rather, Reference Example 4 

contains 4.4% binding agent (1% dextrin and 3.4% lactose), and Example 9 

contains 22.4% binding agent (1% dextrin and 21.4% lactose), respectively. Ex. 
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1009, [0018], [0027]. Tide’s selection of 1% dextrin as the starting point in its 

analysis thus has no merit.  

244. There is no basis to expect that a POSA would have optimized the 

level of binding agent to 0.1-3% using “routine tests” such as “rate of dispersion, 

dust content, and granulation attrition/strength,” as argued by Tide. Petition, 60. 

The art suggested that around 4.5% binding agent was optimal, as taught by 

Knowles. Ex. 1024, 67 (showing reduced dustiness when increasing the level of 

binding agent from 3 to 4.5%); supra, ¶¶ 82-87. And this level of binding agent is 

consistent with JP ’902, which included 4.2% binding agent in a granule 

containing 95% acephate. Ex. 1009, [0024]. 

245. To conclude, Tide failed to show that the combination of Misselbrook, 

JP ’902, and Mayer would have resulted in the granule of claim 7 containing only 

0.01-3% binding agent.  

3. Misselbrook, JP ’902, and Mayer would not have 
rendered obvious the granule of claim 7 containing a 
disintegrating agent. 

246. As in Ground 1, Misselbrook does not provide any rationale for 

incorporating a disintegrating agent into any granule, much less an acephate 

granule. Supra, ¶ 154. 

247. As in Ground 1, a POSA would not have perceived any benefit to 

adding a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s granules. Misselbrook’s granules 
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are similar to those disclosed in JP ’902, e.g., they largely comprise a water-soluble 

pesticide, water-soluble binder, and no disintegrant. Ex. 1005, 2:67-3:2, 3:45-4:32, 

9:41-12:15; compare Ex. 1009, [0018], [0024], [0027]. Like the granules in 

JP ’902, a POSA would have expected that a disintegrating agent would not be 

required to dissolve the granular ingredients of Misselbrook. A POSA thus would 

not have had any scientific rationale to add a disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s 

water-soluble granules. See supra, ¶¶ 154-56.  

248. As in Ground 2, Mayer does not provide any rationale for adding a 

disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s granules. Supra, ¶¶ 210-11. At most, Mayer 

discloses that solid formulations may include disintegrants. E.g., Ex. 1010, 7:53-

64. That disclosure, however, would not have motivated a POSA to add a 

disintegrating agent to Misselbrook’s granules, and factors such as cost and 

efficiency would have discouraged adding extra, unnecessary ingredients. 

4. Improper Hindsight  

249. As with claim 1, Tide appears to have selectively plucked disclosures 

from the prior art to cobble together a granule meeting the requirements of claim 7 

of the ’685 patent. There is no scientific rationale for making all the selections 

identified in Tide’s petition. 

250. As with claim 1, I disagree that a POSA would have selected 

Misselbrook as the starting point for developing granules containing a high level of 
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acephate. Supra, ¶¶ 131-38. I also disagree that Mayer would have looked to 

Mayer when developing granules containing high levels of acephate. Supra, 

¶¶ 190-97.  

251. Even assuming a POSA would have selected Misselbrook as the 

starting point for development and been guided by Mayer’s disclosures, Tide’s 

references do not teach any granule containing the seven excipients—and only the 

seven excipients—recited in claim 7 of the ’685 patent.  

252. A POSA would need to make the numerous specific choices not 

taught by Tide’s refences to arrive at the granule of claim 1, including at least: 

1. Select acephate, despite (a) Misselbrook’s disclosure that emamectin 

benzoate was preferred, more preferred, and especially preferred 

pesticide (see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); (b) 

Misselbrook’s disclosure of the advantages of using emamectin 

benzoate against numerous pests (Ex. 1005, 7:56-8:67); (c) Mayer’s 

omission of acephate from among the numerous preferred pesticides 

disclosed therein (Ex. 1010, 2:21-3:59); 

2. Select a high level of acephate, contrary to Misselbrook’s teaching 

that lower levels of pesticide were preferred, more preferred, and 

especially preferred see Ex. 1005, 3:44-51, 3:61-67, 4:1-18, 4:26-32); 
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3. Select 0.1-3% binding agent, despite the fact that none of Tide’s 

references disclose a granule containing 0.1-3% binding agent; 

contrary to JP ’902, which teaches a granule containing 95% acephate 

and 4.2% binding agent (Ex. 1009, [0024]); and contrary to the art 

teaching that around 4.5% binding agent significantly reduces 

dustiness, thereby improving worker safety (Ex. 1024, 62-68); 

4. Choose to add a disintegrating agent, contrary to Misselbrook 

(binder only) and JP ’902 (binder only) and the knowledge of a POSA 

that granules containing a water-soluble pesticide and a water-soluble 

binder did not require a disintegrating agent (e.g., Ex. 1009, [0024], 

[0031] (Table 1)); and despite the fact that Tide has not identified any 

specific example of a granule containing both a binding agent and a 

disintegrating agent; 

5. Choose to use seven total excipients, despite the purported motivation 

of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs; 

6. Choose to use separate wetting and dispersing agents, despite the 

purported motivation of a POSA to reduce manufacturing costs and 

the use of a single surfactant in JP ’902 (e.g., Ex. 1009, [0024], 

[0027]); 
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7. Choose to add 0.01-1% a stabilizer (which is not suggested or taught 

by Misselbrook or Mayer), despite the teaching of JP ’902, which did 

not include the purported stabilizers described therein in any granule 

containing acephate as the only active ingredient (Ex. 1009, [0018], 

[0024], [0027]), and with no suggestion in the art that a POSA would 

“optimize” the level of stabilizer to 0.01-1% (as suggested by Tide, 

Petition, 58); 

8. Choose to use 0.01-0.08% antifoaming agent instead of selecting a 

low-foaming surfactant such as Newpol PE-64 (taught in JP ’902, 

Ex. 1009, [0027]) see generally Ex. 2009, 2 (NEWPOL PE-64 is a 

“low-foaming” surfactant that “effectively lower[s] surface tension of 

emulsions”)); 

9. Decide to exclude other agents suggested by Misselbrook, JP ’902, 

and Mayer, including synergists, coloring agents, preservatives, 

extenders, thickeners, adhesives, fertilizers, and other active 

ingredients (see Ex. 1005, 6:55-57 (synergists, coloring agents); 

Ex. 1009, [0009] (colorants, preservatives, and extenders); Ex. 1010, 

8:47-48 (thickeners, adhesives, fertilizers, and other active 

ingredients)). 
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253. There were numerous options available in the art, and Tide has not 

shown a scientifically legitimate path that would have led a POSA to develop the 

granule of claim 7. 

 Claims 8-12 

254. Claims 8-12 depend from claim 7 and thus include the same 

limitations as claim 7 of the ’685 patent. I conclude claims 8-12 would not have 

been obvious for the same reasons as claim 7, see Section XII.A. 

XIII. Conclusion 

255. In signing this declaration, I understand that the declaration will be 

filed as evidence in a contested case before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board of 

the United States Patent and Trademark Office. I acknowledge that I may be 

subject to cross-examination in this case and that cross-examination will take place 

within the United States. If cross-examination is required of me, I will appear for 

cross-examination within the United States during the time allotted for cross-

examination. 

256. I declare that all statements made herein of my knowledge are true, 

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and that 

these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and 

the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 

1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code.  
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Respectfully submitted, 

David A. Rockstraw, Ph.D., P.E. 
Dated:    April 14, 2021 
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1 TIDE 1013

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results . 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

I Active 11 Inactive 11 Search Again 

1 - 50 of 158 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

1300 ORTHENE TR 
TOTAL RELEASE 
INSECTICIDE 

ACE-JET 

ACECAP SYSTEMIC 
INSECTICIDE 
IMPLANTS 

ACEPHATE 50 FIRE 
ANT INSECTICIDE 

ACEPHATE 75 SP 

ACEPHATE 75 SP 
AGRICULTURAL & 
FIRE ANT 
INSECTICIDE 

ACEPHATE 75 WSP 

ACEPHATE 75 WSP 
INSECTICIDE 

ACEPHATE 7 5 WSP 
INSECTICIDE 

09/01 /2016 

03/31/2015 

05/04/2010 

08/18/2017 

01 /29/2013 

04/22/2015 

01 /29/2013 

01 /29/2013 

11/22/2017 

499-421 
Active (OCT 
14, 1997) 

74578-2 
Active (JUL 
21 , 2005) 

37979-1 
Active (JUL 
13, 1979) 

53883-203 
Active (NOV 
16, 2006) 

70506-1 
Active (FEB 
08, 1999) 

53883-133 
Active (JAN 
14, 2005) 

70506-1 
Active (FEB 
08, 1999) 

70506-1 
Active (FEB 
08, 1999) 

34704-863 
Active (AUG 
26, 2004) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 1/4 

12% acephate (ref. 1)

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Tree implant 
cartridge (ref. 2)

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

SP, soluble powder

water soluble powder

water soluble powder



2

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ACEPHATE 75SP 05/22/2013 66330-354 
Active (APR 
11 , 1996) 

ACEPHATE 75SP 
06/03/2009 

Active (MAY 
HOMEOWNER 

66330-358 
02, 1996) 

ACEPHATE SOS SEED 
06/03/2009 

Active (APR 
TREATER 

66330-359 
29, 1996) 

ACEPHATE 90 DF 
01 /29/2013 

Active (APR 
INSECTICIDE 

70506-76 
13, 2006) 

ACEPHATE 90 PRILL 10/12/2016 66222-123 
Active (MAY 
18, 2005) 

ACEPHATE 90 SP 01 /29/2013 70506-2 
Active (FEB 
08, 1999) 

ACEPHATE 90 WDG 05/22/2013 66330-370 
Active (DEC 
19, 2007) 

ACEPHATE 90 WDG 01 /19/2017 34704-1051 
Active (JAN 
28, 2010) 

ACEPHATE 90 WSP 01 /29/2013 70506-2 
Active (FEB 
08, 1999) 

ACEPHATE 90 WSP 11/28/2017 34704-862 
Active (AUG 
26, 2004) 

ACEPHATE 90 WSP Active (SEP 
INSECTICIDE 

MS030007 
17, 2003) 

ACEPHATE 90% 
02/11/2016 

Active (APR 
PRILLS 

53883-253 
01 , 2009) 

ACEPHATE 90% WSP 12/11/2014 83222-2 
Active (MAY 
10, 2007) 

ACEPHATE 90EG 05/22/2013 66330-370 
Active (DEC 
19, 2007) 

ACEPHATE 90SP 05/22/2013 66330-356 
Active (APR 
15, 1996) 

ACEPHATE 90SP 
10/25/2017 

Active (AUG 
INSECTICIDE 

34704-880 
16, 2005) 

ACEPHATE 90SP 
MANUFACTURING 01 /29/2013 91813-20 

Active (SEP 

USE PRODUCT 
21 , 2005) 

ACEPHATE 90WDG 05/22/2013 66330-370 
Active (DEC 
19, 2007) 

ACEPHATE 97 EG 05/22/2013 66330-360 
Active (JUN 
22, 2001) 

ACEPHATE 97 EG 06/25/2013 34704-903 
Active (FEB 
15, 2006) 

ACEPHATE 97 WDG 09/12/2017 66222-266 
Active (OCT 
20, 2016) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 2/4 

SP, soluble powder 

SP, soluble powder

80% acephate; 
soluble powder

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

SP, soluble powder

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

water soluble powder

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

SP, soluble powder 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

 granule with 97%

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

bishopm
Highlight
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6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ACEPHATE 97% 
03/04/2013 83222-31 

Active (APR 
PRILLS 16, 2010) 

ACEPHATE 97UP 
01 /29/2013 70506-8 

Active (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 21 , 2002) 

ACEPHATE 97UP 
08/04/2009 ID090013 

Active (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 29, 2009) 

ACEPHATE 97UP 
09/30/2009 OR090024 

Active (AUG 
INSECTICIDE 19, 2015) 

ACEPHATE 97UP 
OR170002 

Active (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 13, 2017) 

ACEPHATE 97UP 
IDl 70005 

Active (NOV 
INSECTICIDE 17, 2017) 

ACEPHATE INFUSIBLE 
06/17/2013 74779-5 

Active (MAR 
INSECTICIDE 07, 2007) 

ACEPHATE PCO SP 
06/09/2009 66330-355 

Active (MAY 
INSECTICIDE 08, 1996) 

ACEPHATE PRO 75 
01 /29/2013 70506-1 

Active (FEB 
WSP 08, 1999) 

ACEPHATE SYSTEMIC 
TREE& 

12/07/2009 74779-6 
Active (JUN 

ORNAMENTAL 27, 2007) 
INSECTICIDE 

ACEPHATE 
06/23/2011 91813-12 

Active (FEB 
TECHNICAL 03 , 1999) 

ACEPHATE 
02/14/2013 53883-103 

Active (JUN 
TECHNICAL 20, 2003) 

ACEPHATE 
06/01 /2011 83558-35 

Active (DEC 
TECHNICAL 09, 2004) 

ACEPHATE 
08/06/2018 81964-1 

Active (AUG 

1 
TECHNICAL 26, 2005) 

ARBOR X THENE 02/06/2012 64014-1 
Active (APR 
02, 1992) 

AVATAR97 01 /29/2013 70506-8 
Active (OCT 
21 , 2002) 

AVATARPLX 08/24/2017 94396-29 
Active (MAR 
03 , 2015) 

AX ACEPHATE 90 
03/02/2016 89167-27 

Active (JAN 
WDG 02, 2013) 

AX ACEPHATE 97 09/16/2013 89167-35 
Active (SEP 
16, 2013) 

Acenthrin Insecticide 10/12/2018 70506-339 
Active (FEB 
15, 2018) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 3/4 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

SP, soluble powder

water soluble powderW

not formulated Reg. 

after Dec. 2001 Reg. 

after Dec. 2001 Reg. 

after Dec. 2001 

Injection system 
(ref. 3)

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001
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6/3/2020 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 

1 - 50 of 158 > 

4/4 



5

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results . 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

I Active 
11 

Inactive 
11 

Search Again 

< 51 - 100 of 158 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

Acephate 90 Prill Select 05/10/2018 89442-40 
Active (MAY 
10, 2018) 

Acephate Technical 08/30/2018 85678-52 
Active (AUG 
30, 2018) 

BOLT INFUSIBLE 
ORNAMENTAL TREE 

06/17/2013 74779-5 
Active (MAR 

& SHRUB 07, 2007) 
INSECTICDIE 

BOLT SYSTEMIC TREE 
Active (JUN 

& ORNAMENTAL 12/07/2009 74779-6 
INSECTICIDE 

27, 2007) 

BONIDE SYSTEMIC 
11/18/2015 4-490 

Active (NOV 
INSECT CONTROL 18, 2015) 

BONIDE SYSTEMIC 
11/18/2015 4-490 

Active (NOV 
INSECT CONTROL II 18, 2015) 

BORER-STOP ECOTAB 07/20/2005 75748-1 
Active (JUL 
20, 2005) 

BRACKET 90 WSP 04/30/2013 1381-238 
Active (JUL 
02, 2008) 

BRAVOULTREX 05/04/2010 37979-1 
Active (JUL 
13, 1979) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 1/4 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Tree implant 
cartridge (ref. 2)
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6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

DENDREX 02/06/2012 64014-1 
Active (APR 
02, 1992) 

DEXOL ALL-IN-1 ROSE 
06/11/2018 192-223 

Active (JUN 
& FLOWER CARE 11 , 2018) 

DEXOLGUARD 
Active (MAY 

FLOWER& SHRUB 09/21 /2016 192-211 
CARE 

26, 2000) 

DEXOLGUARD 
Active (JUN 

FLOWER& SHRUB 06/11/2018 192-223 
CARE 

11 , 2018) 

DEXOLROSE& 
06/11/2018 192-223 

Active (JUN 
FLOWER 3-WAY 11 , 2018) 

DEXOL SYSTEMIC 
GRANULES FOR 

03/29/2007 192-210 
Active (JUN 

PLANT INSECT 08, 2000) 
CONTROL 

DEXOL SYSTEMIC 
09/21 /2016 192-211 

Active (MAY 
PLANT CARE 26, 2000) 

DREXEL ACEPHATE 75 
04/09/2013 19713-400 

Active (FEB 
WSP 04, 1997) 

DREXEL ACEPHATE 
01 /19/2010 19713-497 

Active (AUG 
75SP HOMEOWNER 06, 1998) 

DREXEL ACEPHATE 80 
02/22/2017 19713-408 

Active (JUL 
SEED PROTECTANT 22, 1997) 

DREXEL ACEPHATE 
05/14/2018 19713-544 

Active (JUN 
90S 10, 2004) 

DREXEL ACEPHATE 
08/16/2007 19713-495 

Active (SEP 
PCO SP INSECTICIDE 02, 1998) 

DREXEL ACEPHATE 
04/08/2010 19713-410 

Active (SEP 
TECHNICAL 18, 1997) 

EXCEL SYSTEMIC 
Active (AUG 

INSECT CONTROL 12/15/2009 71376-2 
GRANULES 

23 , 2005) 

EXCEL SYSTEMIC 
Active (AUG 

ROSE & FLOWER 09/19/2019 71376-1 
CARE 

09, 2004) 

GARDENER'S CHOICE 
06/11/2018 192-223 

Active (JUN 
ROSE GUARD 11 , 2018) 

GARDENERS' CHOICE 
09/21 /2016 192-211 

Active (MAY 
ROSE GUARD 26, 2000) 

ISOTOX INSECT 
05/05/2010 239-2461 

Active (AUG 
KILLER FORMULA II 03 , 1979) 

LANCER GOLD 
03/07/2014 70506-242 

Active (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 05 , 2011) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 2/4 

Injection system 
(ref. 3)

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

1.5% acephate (ref. 4)

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

1.5% acephate (ref. 22) 

1.5% acephate (ref. 4)

water soluble powder 

SP, soluble powder 

80% acephate

Reg. after Dec. 2001

SP, soluble powder 

not formulated 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

1.5% acephate (ref. 4) 

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

formulation Reg. after 
Dec. 2001
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6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I us EPA 

LEPITECT INFUSIBLE 
ORNAMENTAL TREE 
& SHRUB 

06/17/2013 74779-5 
Active (MAR 
07, 2007) 

INSECTICIDE 

LEPITECT INFUSIBLE 
TREE& 
ORNAMENTAL 

06/17/2013 74779-5 
Active (MAR 
07, 2007) 

INSECTICIDE 

LEPITECT SYSTEMIC 
TREE& 
ORNAMENTAL 

12/07/2009 74779-6 
Active (JUN 
27, 2007) 

INSECTICIDE 

LILLY MILLER READY 
TO USE SYSTEMIC 
ROSE & FLOWER 

09/19/2019 71376-1 
Active (AUG 
09, 2004) 

CARE 

MARTIN'S 
SURRENDER FIRE 
ANT KILLER 

04/22/2015 53883-133 
Active (JAN 
14, 2005) 

INSECTICIDE 

ORTHENE 15 
GRANULAR 

09/14/2012 5481-8976 
Active (FEB 
05 , 1993) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

03/27/2013 5481-8971 
Active (JUL 
31 , 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

AL940001 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

AR810050 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

AZ920008 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

CA790138 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

ID010016 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

NJ960004 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

PA930004 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

PR910002 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

VA870007 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

VA920003 
Active (APR 
09, 2007) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113 -5-··No·· P6 ACTIVE IN · ··· ·· - _ ACTIVE :5 3/4 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration

State Registration

State Registration

State Registration

State Registration

State Registration

15% acephate (ref. 6) 

SP, soluble powder 

State Registration
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6/3/2020 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

ORTHENE 90S 

ORTHENE97 

ORTHENE97 

ORTHENE97 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

VA930005 

03/27/2013 5481-8974 

06/08/2015 5481-8978 

12/30/2009 OR090025 

12/30/2009 OR090026 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ ACTIVE _INACTIVE :5 

Active (JUN 
11 , 2007) 

Active (JUL 
31 , 1989) 

Active (MAR 
18, 1998) 

Active (FEB 
02, 2016) 

Active (FEB 
02, 2016) 

< 51-100ofl58) 

4/4 

State Registration

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

soluble powder

pellets (ref. 7)
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6/2/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results . 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

I Active 
11 

Inactive 
11 

Search Again 

< 101 - 150 of 158 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHENE97 WA050015 
Active (NOV 
05 , 2009) 

ORTHENE97 NC050003 
Active (OCT 
07, 2011) 

ORTHENE97 ID060025 
Active (OCT 
25 , 2006) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS 06/08/2015 5481-8978 
Active (MAR 
18, 1998) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS AZ030002 
Active (JUL 
15, 2003) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS 10/07/2011 NC030003 
Active (OCT 
07, 2011) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS NC030004 
Active (OCT 
07, 2011) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS NJ000005 
Active (APR 
25 , 2007) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS OH000007 
Active (APR 
25 , 2007) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS 09/10/2009 WA090021 
Active (JAN 
07, 2020) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS 08/23/2010 CA100010 
Active (SEP 
24, 2010) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ XC HEM I CAL _ID :978 1/4 

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration

pellets (ref. 7) 

State Registration

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration
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6/2/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS LA130007 
Active (FEB 
26, 2019) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS OR160010 
Active (SEP 
20, 2016) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS AR170003 
Active (SEP 
27, 2017) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS WA170010 
Active (JAN 
07, 2020) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS MS190001 
Active (AUG 
08, 2019) 

ORTHENE97ST 06/08/2015 5481-8978 
Active (MAR 
18, 1998) 

ORTHENE FIRE ANT 
06/27/2016 239-2632 

Active (MAY 
KILLER II 13, 1998) 

ORTHENE FIRE ANT 
06/27/2016 239-2632 

Active (MAY 
KILLER! 13, 1998) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
05/05/2010 239-2461 

Active (AUG 
KILLER 03 , 1979) 

ORTHENEPCO 
12/07/2011 5481-8973 

Active (JUL 
FORMULA II 31 , 1989) 

ORTHENEPCO 
12/07/2011 5481-8973 

Active (JUL 
PELLETS 31 , 1989) 

ORTHENE READY-
Active (AUG 

SPRAY ORNAMENTAL 05/05/2010 239-2461 
INSECT KILLER 

03 , 1979) 

ORTHENE SYSTEMIC 
05/05/2010 239-2461 

Active (AUG 
INSECT CONTROL 03 , 1979) 

ORTHENE TECHNICAL 04/20/2012 5481-8975 
Active (NOV 
06, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
09/14/2012 5481-8972 

Active (JUL 
INSECT SPRAY 31 , 1989) 

ORTHENE TURF AND 
03/27/2013 5481-8971 

Active (JUL 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 31 , 1989) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
Active (MAR 

& ORNAMENTAL 97 06/08/2015 5481-8978 
SPRAY 

18, 1998) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
Active (JUN 

& ORNAMENTAL 97 04/14/2010 TX100006 
SPRAY 

08, 2010) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
Active (JUL 

& ORNAMENTAL 97 05/14/2010 Mil0000l 
SPRAY 

26, 2010) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
03/27/2013 5481-8971 

Active (JUL 
& ORNAMENTAL WSP 31 , 1989) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ XC HEM I CAL _ID :978 2/4 

State Registration 

State Registration

State Registration 

State Registration 

State Registration

pellet (ref. 7) 

50% acephate (ref. 8)

50% acephate (ref. 8)  

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)  

pellets (ref. 9) 

pellets (ref. 9) 

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

not formulated 

liquid/spray 

liquid/spray 

liquid/spray 

State Registration 

State Registration 

water soluble powder
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6/2/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 
TURFGRASS & 

Active (OCT 
CONTAINER GROWN 08/13/2012 5481-8977 
NURSERY STOCK 15 

12, 1994) 

GRANULAR 

ORTHO BLOOM GARD 05/05/2010 239-2461 
Active (AUG 
03 , 1979) 

ORTHO BUG-B-GON 
JAPANESE BEETLE 

05/05/2010 239-2461 
Active (AUG 

KILLER 03 , 1979) 
CONCENTRATE 

ORTHO BUG-B-GON 
Active (AUG 

SYSTEMIC INSECT 05/05/2010 239-2461 
KILLER 

03 , 1979) 

ORTHO BUG-B-GON 
SYSTEMIC INSECT 

05/05/2010 239-2461 
Active (AUG 

KILLER 03 , 1979) 
CONCENTRATE 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
06/27/2016 239-2632 

Active (MAY 
FIRE ANT KILLER II 13, 1998) 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
06/27/2016 239-2632 

Active (MAY 
FIRE ANT KILLER! 13, 1998) 

Omni Brand Acephate 97 
05/02/2018 5905-620 

Active (MAY 
SG 02, 2018) 

PAYLOAD 15 
09/14/2012 5481-8976 

Active (FEB 
GRANULAR 05 , 1993) 

PINPOINT 15 
08/13/2012 5481-8977 

Active (OCT 
GRANULAR 12, 1994) 

PRESCRIPTION 
TREATMENT BRAND 
1300 ORTHENE* TR 

09/01 /2016 499-421 
Active (OCT 

MICRO TOTAL 14, 1997) 
RELEASE 
INSECTICIDE 

PRESCRIPTION 
Active (OCT 

TREATMENT BRAND 08/20/2013 499-441 
TAME/ORTHENE TR 

22, 2002) 

QUALi-RO ACEPHATE 
02/11/2016 53883-253 

Active (APR 
90% PRILLS 01 , 2009) 

STARTUP ACE97 SEED 
01 /29/2013 70506-8 

Active (OCT 
TREATMENT 21 , 2002) 

STartUP ACE98 Seed 
04/03/2020 70506-352 

Active (SEP 
Treatment 18, 2019) 

SURRENDER 04/22/2015 53883-133 
Active (JAN 
14, 2005) 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ XC HEM I CAL _ID :978 3/4 

15% acephate (ref. 10)

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

9.4% acephate (ref. 5)

50% acephate (ref. 8)

50% acephate (ref. 8)

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

15% acephate (ref. 6)

15% acephate15% acephate (ref. 10)

12% acephate (ref. 1)

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001
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6/2/2020 

SURRENDER BRAND 
FIRE ANT KILLER 
ACEPHATE 75% 

SURRENDER FIRE 
ANT KILLER 
INSECTICIDE 

SYSTEMIC PLANT 
CARE 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Active (JAN 
04/22/2015 53883-133 

14, 2005) 

Active (JAN 
04/22/2015 53883-133 

14, 2005) 

06/11/2018 192-223 
Active (JUN 
11 , 2018) 

< 101 - 150 of 158 > 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ XC HEM I CAL _ID :978 4/4 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001
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6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results . 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

I Active 11 Inactive 11 Search Again 

Product Name 

TAME/ORTHENE TR 
AND DISCRIPTOR 
TOTAL RELEASE 
INSECTICIDE 

TIDE ACEPHATE 90 
WDG 

TIDE ACEPHATE 90 
WSG 

TIDE ACEPHATE 90SG 

TIDE ACEPHATE 97 GS 
COTTONSEED 

TIDE ACEPHATE 97 SG 

WHITMIRE MICRO
GEN PT 1320 TR 

WHITMIRE TC 136 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

Accepted Date EPA Reg No 

08/20/2013 499-441 

11/27/2012 84229-7 

07/31/2014 80697-12 

07/31/2014 80697-12 

09/18/2014 80697-13 

09/18/2014 80697-13 

09/01 /2016 499-421 

08/20/2013 499-441 

< 151-158ofl58 

Current Status 

Active (OCT 
22, 2002) 

Active (NOV 
25 , 2009) 

Active (JUL 
31 , 2014) 

Active (JUL 
31 , 2014) 

Active (SEP 
18, 2014) 

Active (SEP 
18, 2014) 

Active (OCT 
14, 1997) 

Active (OCT 
22, 2002) 

< 151-158ofl58 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ XC HEM I CAL _ID :978 1/2 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

12% acephate (ref. 1) 

Reg. after Dec. 2001
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6/3/2020 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

https://iaspu b. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p= 113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ XC HEM I CAL _ID :978 2/2 
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1 TIDE 1014

State registration; 
implant

Soluble powder

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active II Inactive II Search Again 

I - 50 of391 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ACECAP SYSTEMIC 
Inactive (OCT 

INSECTICIDE HI810001 
IMPLANTS 

10, 1989) 

ACEPHATE 75% SP 01/05/2011 81964--2 
Inactive (JUL 
15, 2011) 

ACEPHATE 75SP L020008 
Inactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 75SP coooooo3 Inactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 75SP 0000004 
Inactive (SE P 
15, 2009) 

ACEPHATE 75SP 1D020019 
Inactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 75SP UT00000l 
Inactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 75SP WI020018 
Inactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 90 SP R040001 
Inactive (JUN 
17, 2004) 

ACEPHATE 90 SP LA040007 
Inactive (AUG 
09, 2004) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 1/4 
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SP, soluble powder

State registration

State registration

Reg. after Dec. 2001

SP, soluble powder

State registration 

State registration 

State registration 

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ACEPHATE 90 SP L 050008 
Inactive (SEP 
15, 2009) 

ACEPHATE 90 SP 
04/25/2007 66222-122 Inactive (APR 

COTTO INSECTICIDE 13, 2018) 

ACEPHATE 90 SP 
MS050010 

Inactive (MAR 
COTTO INSECTICIDE 17, 2015) 

ACEPHATE 90 WDG 09/27/201 l 72693-4 
Inactive (AUG 
26, 2015) 

ACEPHATE 90% SP 11/27/2012 81964-3 
Inactive (NOV 
15, 2018) 

ACEPHATE 90SP MS020019 
Inactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 90SP MS020021 Inactive (AUG 
22, 2006) 

ACEPHATE 90SP LA050005 
J nactive (FEB 
06, 2013) 

ACEPHATE 90WDG 12/19/2012 85678-29 
Inactive (AUG 
03, 2016) 

ACEPHATE 97DF 05/03/2013 85678-26 
Inactive (AUG 
03, 2016) 

ACEPHATE E 75 
02/12/2009 228-662 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 25, 2011) 

ACEPHATE E 75 WP 
02/12/2009 228-662 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 25 , 2011) 

ACEPHATE E 90 EG 
08/22/2007 228-661 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 25 , 2011) 

ACEPHATE E-AG 90 EG 
08/22/2007 228-661 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECTICIDE 25 , 2011) 

ACEPHATE G-PRO 97 
12/14/2004 79676-15 

Inactive (JUL 
INSECTICIDE 18, 2006) 

ACEPHATE PRO 75 SP 
02/26/2009 72159-6 

Inactive (JUL 
INSECTICIDE 15 20ll) 

ACEPHATE PRO 90 SP 
02/26/2009 72159-10 

Inactive (JUL 
INSECTICIDE 15, 2011) 

ACEPHATE 
09/13/2007 66330-357 

Inactive (OCT 
TECHNICAL 25 , 2011) 

ACEPHATE 
03/13/2013 85678-16 

Inactive (AUG 
TECHNICAL 03, 2016) 

ACEPHATE TREE, 
TURF& 

05/24/2005 228-440 
Inactive (OCT 

ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 25, 2011) 
97 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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State registration

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Reg. after Dec. 2001

Soluble powder

Soluble powder

80% acephate 

State registration 

likely powder, sold in 
vial (ref. 11)

3% acephate (ref. 12)

no label  (ref. 13)

Reg. after Dec. 2001 

not specified (Ref. 14)

8% acephate 

Po
w

de
rs

 (D
us

t)

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

BIFE THRIN 
AR050006 

Inactive (MAR 
NURSERYG 22, 2017) 

BONIDE SYSTEMIC 
J nactive (MAR 

INSECTICIDE 01 /22/2002 4-444 
GRANULES 

11 , 2009) 

BONTDE SYSTEMIC 
INSECTICIDE 

03/04/2002 4-445 
Inactive (MAR 

GRANULES WITH 11 2009) 
FERTILIZER 8-12-4 

CHEMINOVA 
67760-65 

Inactive (OCT 
ACEPHATE 75SP 14, 2008) 

CHEMINOVA 06/15/200~ 67760-66 
Inactive (OCT 

ACEPHATE 90SP 14, 2008) 

CLEA CROP 
Inactive (JUL 

ACEPHATE 80 DF 05/17/ 1991 34704-694 
SEED PROTECTANT 

18, 2006) 

DIBROM 8 EMULSIVE FL890008 
Inactive (JAN 
09 1997) 

ECO2000-FB 05/22/2006 1677-192 
Inactive (JUL 
16, 2007) 

GULF MOTH PROOFER ll / 12/ 1987 239-2537 
Inactive (MAY 
01 , 1987) 

GUSTAFSO 
Inactive (SEP 

ACEPHATE 90 SEED 7501-137 
PROTECT ANT 

30, 1991) 

HI-YIELD (R) 
06/19/2009 7401-463 

Inactive (OCT 
ACEPHATE 25 , 2011) 

ISOTOX INSECT 
l 0/19/1989 239-2575 

Inactive (JUL 
KILLER FORMULA III 29, 1999) 

ISOTOX INSECT 
05/14/2004 239-2595 

Inactive (OCT 
KILLER FORMULA IV 14, 2008) 

MICRO TRIPLE-KILL 
4841-6 168 

Inactive (MAY 
"GO" DUST 03 1982) 

MJCRO TRIPLE-KILL 
4841-6129 

Inactive (MAY 
"OF" 5 DUST 03, 1982) 

MICRO TRIPLE-KILL 
484l -6 167 

Inactive (MAY 
"OF" DUST 03 , 1982) 

MICRO TRIPLE-KILL 
4841-6140 

Inactive (JUN 
"OL"DUST 14, 1982) 

MICRO TRIPLE-KILL 0 
4841-6 135 

Inactive (JUN 
DUST 14, 1982) 

MlCRO TRIPLE-KILL 
4841-6 130 

Inactive (JUN 
OL5 DUST 14, 1982) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 3/4 
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water soluble powder

6/3/2020 

MULTITUDE 75WSP 
INSECTICIDE 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

08/12/2005 228-448 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 

Inactive (OCT 
25 , 2011) 

1 - 50 of 91 > 

4/4 
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spray/liquid

St
at

e 
re

gi
st

ra
tio

ns
 fo

r 
so

lu
bl

e 
po

w
de

r 
pr

od
uc

t

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active II Inactive II Search Again 

< 51 - 100 of391 > 

Prod uct Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHENE2.5 
Inactive (DEC 

PROFESSIO AL l2/01/1982 239-2464 
SPRAY 

31 , 1987) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AL850005 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
R760004 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 15 1981) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AR810047 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S AR860003 
Inactive (OCT 

SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AZ770019 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 15, 1982) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AZ770025 

Inactive (AUG 
SOLUBLE POWDER 23 , 1982) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AZ790025 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 14, 2008) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
Z790031 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AZ790042 

Inactive (FEB 
SOLUBLE POWDER 05, 1985) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 1/4 
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6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 S 
AZ800026 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 24, 1985) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
AZ940007 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 19, 1995) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA770298 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1982) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
C 790126 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA790J 72 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA790179 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 29, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA790186 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA790207 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA790230 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 04, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA800174 

Inactive (NOV 
SOLUBLE POWDER 12, I 985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA820087 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA870020 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 29, 2002) 

ORTHENE 75 S c 870064 
Inactive (JUL 

SOLUBLE POWDER 11 , 2001) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA870071 

Inactive (MAY 
SOLUBLE POWDER 31 , 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CA870074 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CO790009 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CO800005 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CO8J0018 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
CO980004 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 2008) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
DE800002 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
D£850002 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10 1989) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state 
registrations for 
soluble powder 
product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL790033 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 1984) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
FL800053 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL820076 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL820084 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 21 , 1987) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL830029 

Inactive (JA 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL860007 

Inactive (JA 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL870021 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL880006 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL890009 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL890016 

Inactive (FEB 
SOLUBLE POWDER 07, 1994) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL8900L7 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL890018 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL890019 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL890022 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL9100ll 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 21 , 2005) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL940002 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
GA880004 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
GA940001 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
GA960002 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

< 51 - 100 of 391 ) 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 3/4 
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6/3/2020 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 4/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state 
registrations 
for soluble 
powder 
product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active I [ Inactive ] I Search Again 

< 101 - 150of391 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHENE 75 S 
HI790004 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
HI870004 

Inactive (NOV 
SOLUBLE POWDER 17, 1994) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
ID800044 

Inactive (AUG 
SOLUBLE POWDER 12, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
1D800057 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TL800005 

Inactive (MAY 
SOLUBLE POWDER 28, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
KS800008 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
LA820036 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
LA860003 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
M 840003 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
M 960002 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 21 , 2005) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
MD800015 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18 1991) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 1/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state 
registrations 
for soluble 
powder 
product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MD850002 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
MJ790024 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 26, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MN790007 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MO800017 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MO800018 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 24, l 985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS760002 

Inactive (MAY 
SOLUBLE POWDER 27, 1981) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS790022 Inactive (AUG 

SOLUBLE POWDER 02, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS800039 Inactive (MAY 

SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS810056 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS820023 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS820042 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MS890011 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 15, 2004) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
MT790031 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 11 , 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
C850005 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
C870006 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 14, 2008) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
(930003 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 14 2008) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
D800003 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 08, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
ND810020 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
£780024 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 25 , 1983) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
£820015 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
NE840001 

Inactive (JA 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state 
registrations for 
soluble powder 
product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 S 
J780007 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 22, 1983) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
1790024 Inactive (AUG 

SOLUBLE POWDER 27, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
M750001 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 22, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
M790007 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
M800010 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
M870001 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
V800008 Inactive (JUL 

SOLUBLE POWDER 24, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
NY780017 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
Y790008 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OH790006 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 19, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OK7700l2 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OK800012 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 21 , 2005) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OK810020 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OK890004 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OK890005 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 29, 2002) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR0I0034 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR800072 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 29, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR800091 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 02, 1985) 

< 101 - 150 of391 ) 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 3/4 
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6/3/2020 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 4/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state 
registrations 
for soluble 
powder 
product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active II Inactive II Search Again 

< 151 - 200of391 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR810031 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 15, 1986) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR830040 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 22, I 991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR890015 

Inactive (JA 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1998) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR9300l3 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 27, 1998) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR9300 14 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 27, 1998) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR970003 

Inactive (DEC 
SOLUBLE POWDER 04, 2002) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
OR970006 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 12, 2010) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SC860003 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER IO, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SC88000I 

Inactive (MAR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 17, 2015) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
D790011 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
D810011 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10 1989) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 1/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state 
registrations for 
soluble powder 
product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SD870002 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1991) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
SD870003 Inactive (OCT 

SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TN790005 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
T 790018 

Inactive (MAY 
SOLUBLE POWDER 17, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
930002 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 29, 1999) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TN980001 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 21 , 2005) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX790014 Inactive (OCT 

SOLUBLE POWDER 04, 2010) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX790020 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX810035 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX830021 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
X830022 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX840012 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX890003 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 09, 1997) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
X900001 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
TX980005 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 04, 2002) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
UT800008 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 23 , 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
UT980002 

Inactive (JUN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 2008) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
W 800062 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 30, 1985) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WA800099 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WA810029 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WA810064 

Inactive (JA 
SOLUBLE POWDER 08, 2014) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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This page 
contains state 
registrations 
for soluble 
powder plus 
one EPA 
registration for 
a water soluble 
product.

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WA890026 

Inactive (OCT 
SOLUBLE POWDER 17, 1994) 

ORTHE E 75 S 
WA950035 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WA960024 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 08, 2014) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
W1020016 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 16, 2007) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
Wl960007 

Inactive (JUL 
SOLUBLE POWDER 21 , 2005) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WY790007 

Inactive (SEP 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1984) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WY810003 

Inactive (JAN 
SOLUBLE POWDER 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
WT060002 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

WA050002 
Inactive (NOV 

(WATER SOLUBLE 15, 2018) 
PACKETS) 

ORTHENE 75 S 
FL810044 Inactive (OCT 

SOLUTIO POWDER 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(INSECTICIDE IN A 

05/18/1998 59639-89 
Inactive (JUN 

WATER SOLUBLE 03, 2015) 
BAG) 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(INSECTICIDE IN A 

MA960003 
Inactive (JUL 

WATER SOLUBLE 21 2005) 
BAG) 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(INSECTICIDE IN A 

OR970007 
Inactive (FEB 

WATER SOLUBLE 17, 2006) 
BAG) 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(INSECTICIDE IN A 

W 960025 
Inactive (FEB 

WATER SOLUBLE 17 2006) 
BAG) 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(INSECTICIDE IN A 

W1020017 
Inactive (JUL 

WATER SOLUBLE 16, 2007) 
BAG) 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(I SECTICIDE IN A 

WT960008 
Inactive (JUL 

WATER SOLUBLE 21 , 2005) 
BAG) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 3/4 
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This page 
contains only 
state registrations 
for soluble 
powder product. 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 75 WSP 
(I SECTICIDE IN A 
WATER SOLUBLE 
BAG) 

ORTHENE 75S 
SOLUBLE POWDER 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 

T960005 

GA8100l3 

Inactive (JUL 
18, 2006) 

Inactive (JAN 
18, 1991) 

< 151 - 200of39 1 ) 

4/4 
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State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

80% acephate

water soluble powder

liquid formulation

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active II Inactive II Search Again 

< 201 - 250of391 > 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHENE 75S 
ID810018 

Inactive (APR 
SOLUBLE POWDER 28, 1986) 

ORTHENE 80 SEED 
05/24/1994 59639-29 

Inactive (MAR 
PROTECTA T 04, 2005) 

ORTHENE 80 WSP 
12/15/1995 59639-85 

Inactive (MAR 
SEED PROTECTANT 04, 2005) 

ORTHENE85 
01 /25/1979 239-2447 

Inactive (DEC 
CONCENTRATE 31 , 1987) 

ORTHE E90 S AR890008 Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE90 S AR900002 
Inactive (SEP 
30, 1991) 

ORTHENE90 S AZ000008 
Inactive (OCT 
10, 2001) 

ORTHENE90 S LA890004 
Inactive (SEP 
30, 1991) 

ORTHENE90 S L 890014 
Inactive (JUL 
09, 1997) 

ORTHENE90 S MO90000l 
Inactive (NOV 
12, 1992) 

ORTHENE90 S MS890004 
Inactive (SEP 
30, 1991) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apexlpesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 114 
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State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

soluble powder

water soluble powder

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE90 S MS970010 
Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE90 S OK890002 Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE90 S T 900004 
Inactive (SEP 
30, 1991) 

ORTHENE90 S TX9l0003 
Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE90 S X940001 
lnactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE90 S TX97001 I 
Inactive (APR 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE90 S 9639-33 Inactive (AUG 
14, 2003) 

ORTHENE 90 WSP 05/ ] 8/1998 59639-86 
Inactive (JUN 
03 , 20] 5) 

ORTHENE 90 WSP TX960003 
Inactive (JUL 
16, 2007) 

ORTHENE90S LA050004 
Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE90S R050005 
Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE97 09/14/2009 [0090016 Inactive (MAR 
14, 2019) 

ORTHENE97 09/15/2009 WA09Q022 
Inactive (APR 
13 , 2018) 

ORTHENE97 0 0001 
Inactive (MAR 
14 2019) 

ORTHENE97 WA050014 
Inactive (APR 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE97 OR060019 
Inactive (APR 
13 2018) 

ORTHENE97 Wl060003 
Inactive (APR 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE97 JD060019 
Inactive (MAR 
17, 2015) 

ORTHENE97 WA060017 
Inactive (JAN 
08, 2014) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS CO000006 
Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHE E 97 PELLETS DE00000l 
Inactive (JUL 
11, 2001) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

liquid/spray

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS OH000006 
Inactive (OCT 
15, 2004) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS OR000020 
Inactive (JUL 
12, 2010) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS OR010035 
Inactive (APR 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS T 000001 
Inactive (JUL 
16, 2007) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS 000005 
Inactive (APR 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS UT000003 
Inactive (APR 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS WA000021 
Inactive (JAN 
08, 2014) 

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS WT000003 
Inactive (JUL 
16, 2007) 

ORTHENE97PELLETS ID060099 
Inactive (OCT 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
05/07/ 1976 239-2443 

Inactive (DEC 
SPRAY 31 , l 987) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
AZ800025 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
CA800175 

Inactive (NOV 
SPRAY 12, 1985) 

ORTHE E FOREST 
CO800014 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
1D800045 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10 1989) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
ME770002 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
MT820004 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10 1989) 

ORTHENE FOREST D810003 
Inactive (MAR 

SPRAY 19, 1986) 

ORTHENE FOREST 
NE800020 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10 1989) 

< 20 1 - 250 of391 ) 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113 :6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE:9 3/4 
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6/3/2020 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 4/4 
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State registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration State 

registration 

1.5% acephate (ref. 16)

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active I [ Inactive ] I Search Again 

< 251 - 300of391 ) 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHE E FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHE E FOREST 
SPRAY 

ORTHENE GRA ULES 07/28/ 1988 

1790004 

M800023 

800009 

OK8I0009 

OR770035 

OR800073 

SD810010 

UT800007 

W 800063 

WY800006 

239-2472 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (JUN 
15, 1982) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (JUN 
23, 1985) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (OCT 
10, 1989) 

Inactive (MAR 
11 , 2009) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 1/4 
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liquid/spray

State registration 

State registration

State registration

State registration 

State registration 

State registration 

State registration

75% acephate (ref. 17)

liquid/spray

liquid/spray

liquid

State registraition

State registraition

State registraition

liquid/spray

liquid/spray 

1.5% acephate (ref. 18) 

not formulated 

liquid/spray

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE INSECT 
11 /02/1982 239-2436 

Inactive (JUL 
SPRAY 21 , 2005) 

ORTHE E INSECT IL820009 Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
MI790018 

Inactive (MAY 
SPRAY 07, 1984) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
Y780014 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
Y790007 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
OH790007 

Inactive (MAY 
SPRAY 09, 1984) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
OR770020 

Inactive (JAN 
SPRAY 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE INSECT 
WA770009 

Inactive (OCT 
SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENEMFG 04/12/1984 62499-26 
Inactive (JUN 
16, 1992) 

ORTHENE 
Inactive (JU L 

ORNAMENTAL 01 /30/2002 239-2440 
INSECT SPRAY 

21 , 2005) 

ORTHENE 
Inactive (OCT 

PROFESSIO AL 03/14/1983 239-2482 
ROACH SPRAY 

10, 1989) 

ORTHENE SPECIALTY 
03/26/1990 59639-30 

Inactive (NOV 
CONCE TRATE 03 1998) 

ORTHENE SPECIALTY 
ME820005 

Inactive (JA 
CONCE TRATE 22, 1991) 

ORTHENE SPECIALTY 
M820014 

Inactive (OCT 
CONCE TRATE 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE SPECIALTY 
OR830056 

Inactive (JAN 
CONCENTRATE 22, 1991) 

ORTHENE SYSTEMIC 
0 l/30/2003 239-2406 

Inactive (JUL 
INSECT SPRAY 21 , 2005) 

ORTHE E SYSTEMIC 
NY790006 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE SYSTEMIC 
Inactive (MAR 

ROSE & FLOWER 07/28/1988 239-2453 
CARE 8-8-8 

I 1, 2009) 

ORTHENE TECHNICAL - 62499-23 
Inactive (JUN 
16, 1992) 

ORTHE ETOBACCO 
G 820006 

Inactive (MAR 
INSECT SPRAY 18, 1987) 

https://iaspub. epa. gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113 :6:: :NO:: P6 _ACT IVE _ INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

liquid/spray

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
KY790010 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHE E TOBACCO 
KY800007 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
KY910002 

Inactive (AUG 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1993) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
C8000I0 

Inactive (APR 
INSECT SPRAY 23, 1985) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
C820006 

Inactive (MAR 
INSECT SPRAY 25, I 987) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
C9I0004 

Inactive (AUG 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1993) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
SC8 10005 

Inactive (MAR 
INSECT SPRAY 31 , 1986) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
T 810011 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
T 810013 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECT SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
820011 

Inactive (OCT 
INSECT SPRAY IO, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
870014 

Inactive (NOV 
INSECT SPRAY 17, 1994) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
VA790024 

Inactive (OCT 
I SECTSPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO Y 810019 
Inactive (OCT 

INSECT SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TOBACCO 
VA910007 

Inactive (AUG 
I SECTSPRAY 10, 1993) 

ORTHENE TREE A D 
07/26/2002 59639-28 

Inactive (JUN 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 03, 2015) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
AR840013 

Inactive (JAN 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 18 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
AR8400l4 

Inactive (JAN 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
C 770064 

Inactive (APR 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 20, 1982) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CA770486 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY JO, 1989) 

< 251-300of3 91 ) 

Version: 2.4.1.1 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 3/4 
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6/3/2020 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 4/4 
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This page contains 
only state 
registrations for a 
liquid/spray 
product.

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field below to search specific products or product numbers from 
your results. 

If the result came up blank, you might want to click 'Inactive' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll return any row(s). 

Qv Go 

Active I [ Inactive ] I Search Again 

< 301 - 350of391 > 

Prod uct Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CA780078 

Inactive (JAN 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 22, 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CA780I62 

Inactive (SEP 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 30, 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
C 780187 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CA790045 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND CA790100 Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CA830027 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CO780001 

Inactive (FEB 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 08, 1983) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
CO780010 

Inactive (MAR 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 29, 1983) 

ORTHENE TREE A D 
co120010 

Inactive (MAY 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 15, 1984) 

ORTHE E TREE AND 
FL800005 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
FL820091 

Inactive (NOV 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 12 1992) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apexlpesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 114 
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This page contains 
only state registrations 
for a liquid/spray 
product.

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
G 830003 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHE E TREE AND HI770028 
Inactive (JUL 

ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 27, 1982) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
HI790006 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE A D 
1 800011 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
KS800009 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE A D 
LA820034 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
MD820016 Inactive (OCT 

ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
MS830003 

Inactive (JAN 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE A D 
E780029 

Inactive (SEP 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 28, 1983) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
Y7800l3 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY IO, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
OH7900l5 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
OR770003 

Inactive (JAN 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 18, 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
OR780028 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
OR80000l 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
OR800005 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
WA770002 

Inactive (FEB 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 14 1982) 

ORTHENE TREE AND WA790028 
Inactive (JA 

ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 22, 1991) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
W 790095 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TREE AND 
WA800023 

Inactive (OCT 
ORNAMENTAL SPRAY 10, 1989) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
Inactive (MAY 

&ORNAME TAL97 12/31/2009 CO090007 
SPRAY 

31 , 2018) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/4 
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State registration

State registration

water soluble powder

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

State registration

label incomplete; multiple 
active ingredients; likely 
powder (ref. 19)

4% acephate (ref. 20)

liquid/spray

liquid/spray

liquid/spray

liquid concentrate

State registration

0.25% acephate 

(ref. 21)

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I us EPA 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
& ORNAMENTAL 04/02/2008 MI080002 

Inactive (OCT 

SPRAY97 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE TURF TREE 
' & ORNAMENTAL UT980003 

Inactive (MAR 

SPRAYWSP 
17, 2015) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
&ORNAME TAL 07/22/1994 59639-88 

Inactive (JUL 

SPRAYB WSP 
29, 1999) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
&ORNAME TAL CO980003 

Inactive (APR 

SPRAYB WSP 
13, 2018) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
&ORNAME TAL OH970007 

Inactive (OCT 

SPRAYB WSP 
04, 2010) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
&ORNAME TAL TX980004 

Inactive (MAR 

SPRAYB WSP 
14 2019) 

ORTHENE TURF, TREE 
12/31 /2009 coo90006 

Inactive (FEB 
& ORNAME TAL WSP 14, 2019) 

ORTHENE TURF TREE 
' ' Inactive (JUL 

& ORNAMENTAL OH970006 
SPRAY 

29, 2002) 

ORTHENEX INSECT & 
DISEASE CONTROL 11 /12/1987 239-2574 

Inactive (JUL 

FORMULA II 
29, 1999) 

ORTHENEX INSECT & 
DISEASE CONTROL 05/14/2004 239-2594 

Inactive (OCT 

FORMULA III 
14, 2008) 

ORTHO 
MULTIPURPOSE ROSE 01/19/ 1984 239-2468 

Inactive (DEC 

& FLOWER SPRAY 
31 , 1987) 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
05/29/1984 

Inactive (DEC 
GARDE SPRAY 

239-2470 
31 1987) 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
PROFESSIONAL 03/14/1983 239-2482 

Inactive (OCT 

ROACH SPRAY 
10, 1989) 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
PROFESSIO AL SP 01 /30/ 1981 239-2462 

Inactive (DEC 

CONCENTRATE 
22, 1987) 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
SYSTEMIC INSECT IL8200 10 

Inactive (OCT 

CONTROL 
10, 1989) 

ORTHO ORTHE EX 
INSECT & DISEASE 09/11/2008 239-2476 

Inactive (JUN 

CONTROL 
01 , 2011) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 3/4 
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4% acephate (ref. 20)

State registration 

8% acephate (ref. 15)

6/3/2020 

ORTHO ORTHENE 
I ECT & DISEASE 

ONTROL 
CONCENTRATE 

ORTHO PHALTAN 50 
WETTABLE 

ORTHO SYSTEMTC 
I ECT KILLER 
CO CE TRAT 

Ver ion: 2.4. l.l 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016 

Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

05/14/2004 239-2594 
Inactive (0 T 
14, 2008) 

FL820087 
Inactive (OCT 
21 1987) 

r nactive (OCT 
05/ 14/2004 239-2595 

14 2008) 

( 301 - 350 of39 l ) 

https://iaspub.epa.govlapex/pesticideslf?p=e113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 414 
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spray

spray

0.25% 
acephate

0.25% 
acephate

St
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tio
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,  

15
%

 a
ce

ph
at

e

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I us EPA 

Chemical Name: Acephate 

You can use the field belov to search specific products or product numbers from 
your resttlts. 

If the result cam up blank, you might want to click 'lnacti e' or 'Active' button 
and see if it'll r turn any row s), 

Qv Go 

Active I [ Inactive 11 Search AgaTn 

< 351 - 91 of39 \ 

Product Name Accepted Date EPA Reg No Current Status 

ORTHO SYSTEMIC ROSE & 
FLORAL SPRAY 

ORTHO YSTEMIC 
ROSE&FLOWER PRAY 

ORTHO(R)ORTHE EX (R)INSECT 
& DISEASE CO TROL 

ORTHO(R)RO EPRIDE(R)l SE T, 
DI EASE & MITE CO TROL 

09/ 11/2008 

09/ 11/2008 

09/ J 1/2008 

ORTHOCIDE BOTRAN l 0-5 DUST -

PAYLOAD 15 GRANULAR 

P YLOAD 15 GRANULAR 

PAYLOAD 15 GRANULAR 

PAYLOADl5GRANULAR 

PAYLOAD15GRANULAR 

PAYLOAD 15 GRANULAR 

239-2476 

239-2439 

239-2476 

239-2476 

CA790236 

AZ940002 

930001 

NM930002 

OK950001 

OK950002 

T 950003 

Inactive (JUN 
01 , 2011) 

Inactive (DEC 
31 , 1987) 

Inactive (JUN 
01 2011) 

Inactive (JUN 
01 2011) 

Inactive (DEC 
04, 1984) 

Inactive (MAR 
04, 2005 

Inactive (JUL 
16 2007) 

Inactive (JUL 
17, 2007) 

Inactive (JUL 
16, 2007) 

Inactive (JUL 
16, 2007) 

Inactive MAR 
17 2015) 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=e1 13:6:::NO:;P6_ACTIVE_ INACTIVE:9 1/3 
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75% acephate, 
likely powder 
(in packets)

4% 
acephate

4% acephate

4% acephate

4% acephate

4% acephate

4% acephate

State reg. 

State reg. 

State reg. 

Soluble 
powder 

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

PAYLOAD 15 GRANULAR V 940005 
Inactive (MAY 
02, 1996) 

P1NPO1NT l 5 GRANULAR AL960001 
Inactive (MAR 
28, 2001) 

PlNPOJNT 15 GRANULAR FL960007 
Inactive (APR 
12, 2001) 

PINPO1NT 15 GRANULAR G 970002 
Inactive (APR 
22, 2003) 

PINPO1NT 15 GRANULAR LA9500l I 
Inactive (JUL 
31 , 2000) 

Pl POINT 15 GRANULAR MI960007 
Inactive (JUL 
09, 1997) 

PINPOINT 15 GRANULAR MS960016 Inactive (NOV 
26, 2001) 

PINPO1NT 15 GRANULAR SC960001 
Inactive (FEB 
13, 2001) 

PINPOINT 15 GRANULAR TX96001 l 
Inactive (JUL 
17,2001) 

POWER-X 06/19/1998 70228-1 
Inactive (JUL 
11 , 2001) 

PRECISE ACEPHATE 05/21 /2009 84886- l 
Inactive (SEP 
14, 2018) 

PRECISE ACEPHATE 02/12/2009 84886-2 
Inactive (SEP 
14, 2018) 

PRECISE ACEPHATE 
GREE HOUSE & NURSERY 02/12/2009 84886-2 

Inactive (SEP 

I SECTICIDE 
14, 2018) 

PRECISE ACEPHATE 
GREE HOUSE AND NURSERY 02/12/2009 84886-2 

Inactive (SEP 

SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDE 
14, 2018) 

PRECISE GREENHOUSE AND 
NURSERY SYSTEMIC 05/21 /2009 84886-1 

Inactive (SEP 

INSECTICIDE 
14, 2018) 

PRECISE URSERY SYSTEMIC 
05/2 1/2009 

Inactive (SEP 
INSECTICIDE 

84886-1 
14, 2018) 

PROKIL METHOMYL 2 Inactive (OCT 
ACEPHATE 3 DUST 

AZ790027 
10, 1989) 

TENKOZ ACEPHATE 90 Inactive (AUG 
I SECTICIDE 

LA040008 
30, 2004) 

TENKOZ ACEPHATE 90 Inactive (SEP 
INSECTICIDE 

LA050007 
15, 2009) 

TRACE MOUNTAIN - ACEPHATE 
09/24/2009 86154-3 

Inactive (JUL 
90 SP 15, 2011) 

https:/naspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=113 :6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE :9 2/3 
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state reg.

state reg.

75% 
acephate

soluble 
powder

spray

spray

3% 
acephate

3% 
acephate

1% acephate

1% acephate

6/3/2020 Chemical Name: Acephate I US EPA 

VALE T DIQUAT WATER WEED 
KILLER 

VALE T ORTHENE MFG 

WHJTE GUARD 90 SP COTTON 
INSECTICIDE 

WHITE GUARD 90 SP COTTO 
INSECTICIDE 

WHJTMIRE PT 1300 

WHITMIRE PT 1300 ORTHENE 
DIRECTED SPRAY INSECTICIDE 

WHITMIRE PT 1300 ORTHENE 
TOTAL RELEA E IN ECTICIDE 

WHlTMTRE PT 1300 TOTAL 
RELEA E INSECTICIDE 

WHlTMIRE PT 280 

WHTTMTRE PT 289 ORTHE 

Version: 2.4 . I . I 

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEM BER 2016 

E 

01/15/1999 

04/25/2007 

03/21 /1988 

I 2/26/ 1995 

11 /08/2001 

03/21 /1988 

07/ 10/1984 

09/ 10/2007 

https://iaspub.epa.govlapex/pesticides/f?p=e113:6:::NO::P6_ACTIVE_INACTIVE .9 

AL890004 

59639-42 

66222-122 

LA050009 

499-2 10 

499-380 

499-369 

499-250 

499-230 

499-373 

Ina tive ov 
17, 1994) 

Inactive MAR 
06, 2002) 

Inactive (APR 
13, 2018 

Inactive (MAR 
17, 2015) 

Inactive (AUG 
25 2000) 

Inactive (JUL 
11 , 2001) 

Inactive (SEP 
29, 2004) 

Inactive (JUL 
11 , 200 l) 

Inactive (JUL 
11 , 2001) 

Inactive (FEB 
14, 2019) 

( 351-39 l of39 1 

3/3 
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mm of=- 444-4| 04/01/47 AFIFa
we STay,

3 fo UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY=gig 1 iggya 1

: wy & WASHINGTON,D.C, 20460% , |May ort aa)~nie

OFFICE OF
PREVENTION, PESTICIDES AND

TOXIC SUBSTANCES.

Mr. H. Wayne Moran
Manager, Regulatory and GovernmentAffairs
Whitmire MicroGen

35678 Tree Court Industrial Blvd,

St. Louis, MO 63122

Dear Mr, Moran:

Subject: Request For Deviance From PR Notice 98-6 Labeling
Whitmire Micro-Gen PT 1320 TR

EPA Reg. No, 499-421
Your Application of February 11, 1999

The labeling amendmentreferred to above, submitted in connection with registration
under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, As Amended (FIFRA),is
acceptable, provided that you::

Submit one copy of your final printed label incorporating the following corrections before
you release the product for shipment.

1. Add the Worker Protection Standard ventilation labeling requirements as specified
under 40 CFR 170.110 (c).

2. In lieu of the statement specifiéd in PR Notice 98-6, “Do not use in a room 5 ft. x 5
ft.”, you must add a statement specifically limiting the size of the greenhouse in which the
product can be used. Your cover letter states that this statementis not applicable to the subject
product because the current labellimits the size of the greenhouse in which the product may be
used to 1500 square feet and that use tn greenhouses smaller than 1500 sq. ft. would likely result
in misuse of the product. However, the wording contained on the submitted label does not
specifically limit the greenhouse size and does not prohibit use in greenhouses smaller than 1500
feet.

3. Add the statement, “ Do not place cans within 10 honzontalfeet of any ignition source
such as pilot lights, other open flames, or running electrica) appliances that cycle off and on”,

Intamet Addrass (URL) « http!//www.apa_goy
Recyclad/Recyclable + Panied with Vegelable Oil Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Minimum 25% Posiconsumer}

eaeSe nr meeeg fgteeaSoeea
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A/te
If this condition is not complied with,the registration will be subject to cancellation in

accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product bearing the amended
label constitutes acceptance of this condition.

A stamped copy ofthe label is enclosed for your records.

Sincerely,

IN

Marilyn A. Mautz
Biologist
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7504C)

cose ne ane neaeNamHAARTPANNAAATSE,PTIREANIMREHEATVERNAMANDNTA RUTTER ERED ALS MEUNSS EE QRS
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ACCEPTED

with COMMENTS
in EPA Letier Qutes:

SEP RSsapere
wii

sure
taniur tte Peres!
Pereapgiciides, path Fon
sy carmerludh, fr
ruyiguaed mnies 20?9-4a)

112X312=10/18/94 in
body length 5,582SSSS

coating. & varnish limits 5.442

 
 

TTS AVIOLATION OF FEDERAL Dw TO USE THIS PROOUCT INAMANNER INCOMSISTENT WITH [TS LABELING,

Gea supplemental label for complete Directlans for Usa.
TOTAL RELEASE OOSAGE: Usa one d oz can per 3,000 square freer tn
Situations where insect control bs diffiru# dup to tough to control insects orAi density, a seve bp 4 for} 31.000

Treats Up To 3,000 Square Feet pydbp sheet pls ‘peter 1.6008.008cauan
 

 
 

} Square {tel For smaller greanhouses berwean 1,500 = 9.000 square feet, Re rn
FOR USE IN: Commercial Greenhouses. use ona 4 OZ, can. an
KILCS: Aphids, Cabbage Loopers, Cankerworms,Fall “=.

Webworms, Fungus Gnats, Lacebugs, Leafminers, Leatrollers, Utd tis product onyaccthenaeawith tne Wetoar ee 2 a tS
ae Buga,Mealybugs, Seale, Spider Mites, Tent Caterpillars, aa 5 40 CFR part 179, Refer to supplemental iabeling 2Eo a

‘ 3 ened Agrieutur Use Requirements a the ‘Directions for Use" section E= 3 “6A A, F p, * f. h dard —,a , 1
E ING S32 2 ous

OTHER INGREDIENTS: , Pea.EMAL HAZARDS ge ES
" Orthene - Registered TM of Mansanlo Company for Acephale insecticide. sa, ieHpneanbisSoaps ftbareancaa ‘yarntre. = g g 3
EPA Reg No. 499-421. EPA Est, No, 499-M0-1 posura to temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting. This product ae oO: r M 7 ‘contains a highty flammable ingredient ft may cause a fire or explosion If oo

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN oe property. Follow the “Directors for Use" om this tabel wo" 3 2tar s
CAUTION . cs

Sea supplemental label for additional Precautionary Statements, tha SighsFishlapeaton 4 ”ingredients te Inflamadle

HEF WEIG HT: 402. A FrasetationThastmrot”dant insuelteite i0-G Whittare an Res aboratorias, lnc.
HESEARENLABORATORIES, aen 3588 Tree CourtIdo3Louis MO 69172-6682

SAUER 3 ngaeeostoate2 ab curb penegaess edlepicalQ WomeMs.GaneseendLaboratoriesoe. BL Y Y

f \. ' ' :
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ACECAP® 97 Systemic Insecticide Implents

EPA Reg. No. 37979-1

Finished Label: Page 1 of 4 Pages.

THIS PACKAGE
CONTAINS 70 J
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Acelyphesphoramidefrovis) .. D7%p REACH OF CHILDREN

INERT INGREDIENTS ,,.._ 3% CAUTION
TOTAL | 22222222 ea eaee 100% READ LABEL BEFORE USING. SEE

BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS.
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ACECAP® 97 Systemic Insecticide Implants
EPA Reg. No. 37979-1

Finished Label: Page 2 of -4 Pages.

ACECAP 97 SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDE IMPLANTS
FOR RESIDENTIAL USE — FOR USE ON ORNAMENTAL TREES; » GROWING
IN INTERIOR PLANTSCAPES, ORNAMENTAL GARDENS OF PARKS, OR ON GOLF COURSES OR LAWNS AND
GROUNDS. THIS PRODUCT MAY BE USEFULIN AN INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, OR WHERE
FOLIAR SPRAYS OF SOIL APPLIED SYSTEMICS MAY BE OBJECTIONABLE. APPLICATION IS MADE BY i
IMPLANTING INTO THE TREE TAUNK BASE AS INSTRUCTED BELOW.

INSECT PESTS CONTROLLED:
Aphids, Bagworms, Bronze Birch Borer, Budworms, Califomia Oakworm, Gankerworm (spring & fall), Gasebaarear, +
Citrus Blackfly, Eastern Tent Caterpillar, Elm Leaf Beetle Larvae, Fall] Webworm, Gypsy Moth Larvae, Honeylocust |
Mito, Lace Bug, Leaf Folder, Leal Miners, Mapleworm, Mimosa Webworm, Nantuckat Pine Tip Moth Larvae, Fino |
Neadleminer, Scale (crawlers), Spruce Butworm, Spruce Conaworm, Thrips, Whiteily, Zimmerman Pina Moth.

TREES TO BE TREATED (Host Plants}:
Ash, Alder, Banyon, Birch, Non-Bearing Chery, Non-Bearing Citrus, Cottonwood, Dogwood, Elm, Ficus, Flame,
Hawthorn, Hemlock, Holly, Kentucky Colloelres, Larch, Lilac, Linden, Locust, Maple, Mimosa, Oak, Non-Bearing
Olive, Pines (fir & spruce), Plane, Plumeria, Poptar, Redbud, Redwood, Sycamore, Tulip, Non-Bearing Walnut,
Willow, NOTE: Non-Bearing- relers to teoes thal will not bear fruit within ona year of application.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATION:
With the exception of the tallowing insects, apply ACECAPS when insects first appear: (1) For Budworm,
Zimmerman Pine Moth and Gypsy Moth apply just prior to anticipated larvae feeding. (2) For Elm Laat Beatle
Larvae apply after eggs aro present or dunng early levee feeding. (3) For Aphids and White Fly apply when
wingloss forms are first presont. (4) For Spruce Coneworm apply at budswell. (5) Bronze Birch Borer — apply
implants in late May, @arly June, when adult borers are emerging from the trunk. Insacticide controls for Bronze
Birch Borer may be moto oflectiva if overall bee stress symploms dra reduced ... ia. lertiliza the infested
birch tees in spong or fall; wator regularly, especially during dry periods; and mulch around the too base teincrease moisture retention and coal the tree roots.

NOTE] OO WOT implan: into troos whore frail, nus or syrop i to be usec for solo er cOnsumplion. DO MOT in-plant Into trees Raving Loe tha

eineinches (76 Gm) turk dianster (DEH). For trees having trunk ciamotse of 1-2 inches (29 cm) 79 3 inches (76 om) use MIN-IMPLANTS. OOWOT use ACECAP Stomic Implants on tads olher Man inese feted on tus label DO KOT usa en Flowering Crabapple as Isiape injury mayOetur
FOR BEST RESULTS USE TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES AS RECOMMENDED IN THE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN EACH CARTON,
AND IN EACH FOIL PACKAGE

APPLICATION RATES AND PLACEMENT
TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF IMPLANTS REQUIRED — Detormino ine wee diameter, mullinly by S14 and divice ny 4 finches) or 1016 (om).
EXAMPLE:19 incnas (33 cm) DGH 2 314 = 408 Inchos (i037 on) cecumfersnce = 4 (inchs) or {Oto (cm) = 40 (ia usa 10 ACEGAP imptans). For
trees of less than 3 inch tramk demese, sa one MIN-MPLANT per inch DBH.
ACECAP Sysomic implants are +o ba implanted around the trunk base at 4 inch (30.16 em) irsocals Using a ape measure, enil SE ich (35
om) diamesar implant bolas of a 4 inch (1015 cm) spacing; spiraling up eed eround iho turk base. Holes sould be driled +4 inchos (22 cm)
inte the feo tron, from the camblum turfece, to assizy the canndge cin Se implaniad beneath tho back and the camblum staca. Cartidges |Toh extonding Outward into te bark will sll provide conuol, hovearar, wil osiay wound closuro,
AppGcanons timed wilt maxima upward flow of tree ta9 produce tha most sucgassty! resis. The characissac may vary with tho treo speciog,
geographic ana, mo of yourima of cay, individual trea wor, or ight mactsty at time of traaimant | soi) moisture conditions am dey, Unacoughdoop rook walorng prov to of mecockately tollownag emp; wal enhance chomica! upike

& Manutactured In USA, by iSS Creative Sales, Inc. ACECAP, Rog, TM, :
CS] Fremont, NE 68025 U.S.A. Censtiny Sales, tae

Rof, US. Palent Nes. 9,706,161; 420,639; 4,242,176
EPA Reg. No. 37979-1 12162 D1D2zong<ree eeee ee eeeeeeeee ee ee ee ee ee eeee ee eee eeee

~ OPEN ALONG THIS LINE
EPA Est. No. 37979-NB-1 Form No. 6-95-4
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PRECAUTIONARY
STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS
& DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION
Material within gelatin capsule
may cause eye inlatton, Harmful
it swallowed of absorbed
through skin. Da not get in cyes,
on skin, or on dolhing. Avoid
breathing vapors. In case of eya
contact, flush eyes with fresh
water for at least 15 minutes. If
ivitahon persists, get medical
attention. Wf swallowed, drink a
large amount of water and
induca vomiting if conscious, For
skin contact, wash with soap
end water.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Acephate
is a cholinesterase inhibitor, If
signs of chollnesterase inhibition
eccur, atropine is antidatal, 2-
PAM may afso be used in
conjunction with atropine, but
should never ba used alone.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This pesticide Is toxic to birds.
Keep out of lakes, ponds or
streams. Do not contaminate

water by cleaning of equipment
or disposal of wastes.

 
FOR EMERGENCY

INFORMATION CALL —
1-800-759-7739

ACECAP® 97 Systemic Insecticide Impiants

EPA Reg. No. 37979-1

Finished Label - Page 3 of 4 Pages.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
“No Worker Protection Standard worker entry restrio-
fions or worker notincaton requirements apply when
this product is directly injected into agricultural plants.”
(t is a Violation of Federal law to use this product in a
mannerinconsistent with its labeling.
REFER TO SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE.

REGARDING RETREATMENT

AGECAP Systemic Implants may be utilized in an
integrated pest management program, and combined
where needed, over several seasons with conventional
foliar or soil applications. OO NOT REPEAT IMPLANT
TREATMENTS WHERE A TREE HAS NOT SHOWN
THE ABILITY TO ADEQUATELY CALLOUS OVER THE
PRIOR TREATMENT.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Store in a cool, dry place. Protect from excessive
heat. Keep fcil packages sealed until ready for
use. Do not re-use the plastic implant cartridges;
they are designed to be implanted into andleft in
the tree, Doe not re-use empty container or

container wreapings- ‘Wap and place in trashcollection,
 

CONDITIONS OF SALE
(1) Creative Sales, Inc. warrants the! this material

conforms to the chemaca description on the label and is
reasonably fit for use 2s darected hereon. Wa make no further
warranty of FITNESS or of MERCHANTAGILITY and no agent
Or representative & to do so concerming this material.

(2) Gite! and unkresceable facto beyond ihe
Manufacturer's control prevent us from eliminating all sks in
conmection with the use of chemicals. Such risks include, but
ae not fmited wm lack of complete control. Buyer and user
acknowledge and assume all risks and liabillty (except these

indicated under 1 above) resulting fromvee. storage anduse of this msterat
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EPA REGISTRATION NO. *"AP FOOD
6401 4-1

TERM OF ISSUANCE

 
 

US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF PESTICIDES FROGRAMS

AEGISTRATION DIVISION (TS-767)
WASHINGTON, OC 20460

  

 
  
 

NAME OF PESTICIDE PRODUCT
NOTICE OF PESTICIDE: DE Resistra rionf | PEA GST Aa TION

(Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicicde,
and Rodenncnde Act, a5 amended)

Arbor x thene

THAME AND ADDAESS OF REGISTRANT fIncluge ZIP code)

t- “T

Tree Technology Systems, Inc.
1014 Rein Road

Cheektowaga, NY 14225
L 4

NGTE: Changes in labeling formula differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be
submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce, In any correspondence on this
product always refer to the above U.S, EPA registration number.

On the basis cf information furnished kythe registrant, the above named pesticide is heresy Registered /Reregistered under
the Fedecal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. . i

A copy of the labeling accepted in coanection with this Registration/Reregistralion is returned . erewith.

Registration is in no way fo be construed as an indorsement or approval of this product by this Agency. In order to protect
health and the environment, the Admintstrater, on his motion, may al any time sus pend or cancel the registration of a pest-
icide in accordance with the Act, The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this
Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant @ right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if i has been covered
by others.

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with FIFRA
section 3(c)(7)(A) provided that you:

1, Submit/cite a11 data or other material required for registration/
reregistration of your product under FIFRA section 3(c)(5) or FIFRA section 4
when the Agency requires all registrants of similar preducts to submit such
datdade

2. Make the labeling changes listed below before you release the product
; for shipnent:

a+ Add the phrase "EPA Registration No. 64014-1."

bh. Add the following statement under the “Storage” heading:

Store in a locked storage ar@a.

c. Both the "Active Ingredient” and “Inert Ingredients" headings
must be aligned to the same margin.

C) Near 5 BPPLICASh
CETe‘APR=200

EPA Form8570-6 (Rew. 5-74) PREVIOUS ECITION May BE USEO UNTIL SUPPLY Is ExHaustec.
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ds Revise the environmental hazards statement,

Do not apply directly to water or wetlands
(swamp, bogs, marshes, and potholes)

to read as follows:

bo not apply directly to water, to areas
where surface water is present or to

intertidal areas below the mean high water
mark.

e. Item 5 of your application form dated January 23; 1992 indicates
that the label directions wiich now appear on your basic product
label will he located on ". . « labeling accompanying product."
If your airections for use are to be removea from your basic
preduct label and located on separate labeling accompanying this
product, your basic label must include a reference to the
location of the directions for use.

3. Submit five (5) copies of your final printed labeling before you
release the product for shipment. Refer ta the A-79 enclosure for a Further
deseription of final printed labeling.

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be
subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA section 6(e)- Your release
for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

our records.

AOC
Robert A. Forrest

Product Manager (14)
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (H7505C)

\ stamped copy of the label is enclosed for 

 
 

Enclosures
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ARBOR,THENE”

SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDE APPLIED INTERNALLY BY ARBOR,™ MICROINJECTION

SYSTEM FOR CONTROL OF CERTAIN INSECTS ON TREES AND SHRUBS

Active ingredient By wt.

Acephate (0,S-dimethyl acetylphosphoranidothioate).... 97%

Inert ingredients .... eee eee eee eee enews enee beesoeas 3%

Each injector contains 1.5 grams active ingredient.

ACCEPTED
with COMMENTS

STOP -— READ THE LABEL BEFORE USE fm EPA Letter Dated:

APR 2 1992
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN Under the Foderal Insecticide,

Fongicide, and Radenticide Act
ws momteied, fir the purtcide
registered under EPA Keg. No.

CAUTION bYory -—/
SEE SIDE PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS.

NET CONTENTS: [] 300 grams of active ingrefient in a case of 200
injectors.

TREE TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS, INC.
1014 REIN RD-

CHEEKTOWAGA, NY 14225

EPA Reg. No. 64014-New

EPA Est. No. 64014-NY-001

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing.
Avoid breathing vapors. Wash thoroughly with soap and wate: after
handling. Remove and launder contaminated clothing separately from
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household articles before reuse. | BEST AVAILABLE cory|
Statement| ctj tm :

If swallowed, drink one or two glasses of water (or milk} and
induce vomiting by touching the back of the throat with the finger.
If possible, contact a physician, poison control center, or
emergency center before inducing vomiting. Do not induce vomiting
or give anything by mouth to an unconscious persor.. Take the person
and product container to the nearest emergency treatment center. In
case of eye contact, flush eyes immediately with fresh water for at
least fifteen minutes. If irritation persists, get medical
attention. If inhaled, remove the person from the exposure area.
For skin contact, wash skin with plenty of soap and water.

NotetoPhysisians: Emergency information call: 1-800-457-2022.
Acephate is a cholinesterase inhibitor. If
Signs of cholinesterase inhibition appear,
atropine is antidotal. 2-PAM also may be used
in conjunction with atropine but should not he
used alone.

Environmental] Hazards:

This pesticide is toxic to birds. Do not apply directly to water or
wetlands (swamp, bogs, marshes and potholes). Do not contaminate
water when disposing of equipment wash waters.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labelling.

READ ENTIRE LABEL. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY

STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS, AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL
REGULATIONS.

Applying ARBOR,THENE” with Tree Technology Systems, Inc, ARBOR,™
Injectors:

ARBOR,THENE” label and injection instructions must be read and
understood prior to use or ir..callation of Tree Technology Systems,
Inc. ARBOR,™ microinjection units. Failure to follow these
directions may lead to injury to the installer or other persons as
well as mechanical or phytotoxic damage to treated trevs. The
following instructions must be heeded to ensure saf# end effective
use of the injectors containing ARBOR,THENE" insecticide:

1. Protective eye wear and rubber or neoprene gloves wast Le wornwhile handling or installing the microinjection unic’ to prevent
accidental contact with the eyes or skin. . ,

2. When properly installed, the microinjection unit generates
internal pressure resulting in the flow of ARBOR,THENE™ soiution
througn the dispenser tube. The microinjection unit must never be
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activated unless installed correctly and securely in the tree to be
treated.

3. Misroinjection units containing ARBOR,THENE” may require up to
several hours or more to empty depending on the health of the
treated tree and local weather conditions. Never assume that
microinjection units have depressurized completely because they
appear nearly empty or empty. When removing injectors, individuals
must wear proper eye protection and rubber or neoprene glove—. The
individual should then cover the microinjection unit with one hand
near the point of insertion into the stem while grasping the barrel
end of the microinjection unit with the other hand. The injector
should be turned slightly as it is slowly withdrawn from the tree.
Careful removal of microinjection units should prevent accidental
spillage of ARBOR,THENE” and subsequent exposure to the installer.

4. After microinjection units are removed from treated trees they
must be discarded into the heavy-duty plastic disposal bag included
in each case of microinjection units. The bag should he properly
sealed and placed in the original carton. Sealed cartons should be
returned freight prepaid to Tree Technology Systems, Inc., 1014
Rein kd., Cheektowaga, NY 14225 for disposal.

dnetal Ling. Mlsrothiect ton nite:

1. Determine the number of microinjection units to be installed
based upon 1) the target insect pest(s), and 2) the registered
dosage rate as administered by proper spacing of microinjection
units arovnd the stem circumference. Unless otherwise noted,
microinjection units should be installed in the stem and root
flares near the ground line, i.e., 6-0 ~ to - 8.0 inches (15 ~ to -
20 cm) from the soil surface.

2. Using a portable electric drill (600-800 rpm capacity is
preferred) with a sharp, clean 11/64-in. (0.4-cm) bit, the
installer should drill a hole at the correct stem circumference

spacing to a depth of 1/4 -— to - 1/2 in. (0.60 - to -— 1.3 cm) into
the wood (xylem) under the bark. A slight downwardly angle is
recommended for more complete drainage of the microinjection unit.

3. After reaching the proper depth range, the drill bit should be
withdrawn carefully to avoid dislodging bark fragments around the
exterior opening of the hole. The rear barrel portion of the
microinjection unit should be compressed partially (about 1,’2 in.
or 1/3 cm.) to puncture an inner seal allowing the separate
compartments containing water and ARBOR,THENE” to teadily mix
forming a solution. The microinjection unit should be irsert'ed. into
the hole and the rear barrel portion compressed further without
engaging the locking mechanism and barrel segments,--Placing.‘the
plastic installation cap over the rear barrel end, strike the cap
with a plastic hammer to seat the microinjection unit firmly is the
hole. If the microinjection unit is not properly positioned in the
hole, strike the cap ayain until correctly seated. By striking the
microinjection unit, the back end of the feeder tip is forced back

[BESTAVAILABLE egpt |
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into the funnel-shaped section dislodging a septum which allows the
ARBOR,THENE" solution to flow from the microinjection unit into the
tree.

4. When the microinjection unit is positioned cerrectiy in the tree
and the internal septum is dislodged to permit the flow of
ARBOR,THENE”, remove the cap and, if necessary, push the rear barrel
portion of the unit further downwardly until it is flush with the
edge of the locking mechanism. This engages the locking mechanism
which pressurizes the microinjection unit and assists in the
evacuation of ARBOR,THENE” from the microinjection unit and movement
into the vascular system of the tree.

5. Each hole should be drilled and a microinjection unit installed
without delay. After the unit is properly seatea, it should be
activated. This sequence minimizes the flow of tree sap or resin
into the hole prior to ARBOR,THENE” injection.

Microinjection Unit
Plant Insects Spacing Interval Time of

Around Stem Circumference Injection———=eeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

Trees Aphids 1 microinjection unit As the
(except Bagworms every 10 inches insects be-
Flowering Birch gin to ap-
Crabapple, leafminer pear.

see below) Tent-
and Shrubs caterpillar

Lace bugs

aeeeeaaeeeeeeeeoeeee

Douglas-fir 1 microinjection unit As the
tussock moth every 8 inches insects
larvae begin

Gypsy moth to
larvae appear.

Scales 1 microinjection unit As
(Crawlers) every §& inches crawlers

begin to
appear.
Repeat ap-
plications
at 4-week or
more inter-

vals, may be
necessary.
where there

- is contin-
uy ous craxler

“ production.eeaaaeeeeeeewee= 2 ee= 
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Grasshoppers 1 microinjection unit As the
every 8 inches grasshop-

pers begin
toe appear.

——Seeeeeeeeeeeee

California 1 microinjection unit As the
oakworn every 8-to-10 inches insects

Cankerworms begin
(Spring and to appear.
Fall) Use the

higher
amount

when the

larger
larvae are

present.

Nantucket 1 microinjection unit Time of
pine tip every 6 inches applica-
moth tion is

larvae important.
Zimmerman consult

pine moths your farm
advisor

or County
Extension

Ager...
Repeat
applica-
tions will

be required
for sub-

sequent
generations.

aeeaeeeeeeee

Root weevil 1 microinjection unit Apply when
adults every 6 inches first feed-

ing damage
occurs.

Repeat
applications
at 4-week
intervals
uatil the

first heavy
frost, may be
necessary

: for conplete
eS roliage

f - protec™ion.
Noaaepatl gpee

CT
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Flowering
Crabapples

Box elder 1 microinjection unit As the
bugs every 6 inches insects

Thrips begin to
White flies appear.
Sawflies
Budworms

Leafhoppers
ix:Te@WOrns
Casebearer
Webworms
Leafrollers

Pine needle
miner

Bronze birch 1 microinjection unit Mid-July
borer every 6 inches through

August

Japanese 1 microinjection unit As the
beetle every 4 inches Japanese

beetles

begin to
appear.

Repeat
applica-~
tions
at 4-week

intervals

may be
necessary.

Elm lezf 1 microinjection unit As the
beetle every 4 inches larvae
(larvae) begin to

appear.
ARBOR,-
THENE”
will not

prevent
elm leaf
beetle

eggs from
hatching.

Aphids 1 microinjection urit As the
Tent- every 10 inches inseccs
caterpil- begin ta
lars appear.

Leafrollerseeeeeeaeeeeeee eeeeeeeeee

Caution: Phytotoxicity has occur.ced on the
following crabapple varieties: ‘Hopa’,
*‘Ichonoski’, *Malusfloribunda’, ‘Pink
Perfection’, *Red Wine’, and ‘Snow Cloud’.

| BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

PROHIBITIONS

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage, or disposal of
microinjection units.
Open dumping is prohibited.

STORAGE

Store microinjection units in a cool, dry place. Do not expose to
temperatures below 32° F (0° C).
Protect from excessive heat.
Do not contaminate food or foodstuffs.

Do not store or transport near feed or food.
For help with any spill, leak, fire or exposure involving this
material, call day or night (415} 233-3737.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL

Wastes resulting from use of this product must be disposed of
accerding to local, state, and federal regulations at an approved
waste facility.

MICROINJECTION UNIT DISPOSAL

Do not reuse microinjection units. Used microinjection units should
be placed in the heavy-duty plastic bag which accompanies each case
of microinjection units. The bag should be properly sealed, placed
into the original shipping carton and returned freight prepaid for
disposal to Tree Tachnology Systems, Inc., 1014 Rein Rd.,
Cheektowaga, NY 14225.

ORTHENE and ARBOR,THENE"-TM of Chevron Chemical Company for acephate
insecticide for use exclusively in the ARBOR,™ microinjection
systen.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION. READ BEFORE USING PRODUCT.

LIMITED WARRANTY:

1. Tree Technology Systems, Inc. warrants that ‘tris product
conforms to the chemical description on the label ard is reasonably
fit for use under average conditions when used stricely in
accordance with the directions on the labelling. Tree: Technology
Systems, Inc. does not make nor authorize any agen*. or
representative to make any other warranty, juarantee or
representation, express or implied, concerning tiis product.
Specifically, NO IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITN=3S FOR
ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS MADE.

[eesti aeoot!SPT
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2. Critical and unforeseeable factors beyond the control of Tree
Technology Systems, Inc. prevent it from eliminating all risks in
connection with the use of this product. Such risks include, but
are not limited to, damage to plants to which the product is
applied, lack of complete control over the handling and application
of this product, and damage caused by drift to other plants or
crops. Such risks occur even though the product is reasonably fit
under average conditions for the uses stated on the labelling and
even though label directions are followed. Buyer and user
acknowledge and assume all risks and liability (except those
assumed by Tree Technology Systems, Inc. under 1 above) resulting
from handling, storage and use of this product.

3. Precautions stated on the labelling should be followed to avoid
hazardous exposure to the product. Neither Tree Technology Systems,
Inc. nor its employees or distributors will be liable for any
damages resulting from improper use of the microinjection units,

(JEST AVAILABLECOPY|————

ae ee
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» ENVIRGHMENTAL SeepeeettaeOffice si Pesticide Program. at
Registration Iivision iM7s08eh"ag + oR,

wWashina ~C, 26460

ae

 Term of Issuance:

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE: Conditional "
x Registration

Reregistration Name of Festiciagproguct:

‘under FIFRA, a5 amended) Dexol Systemic Plant
Care

H “ame and Address Sf Registrant jinciuge 22> Tsae):

i Dexol, A Wholly Owned Subsidiary
of Verdant Brands, Inc.
6555 James Ave., South, Suite 200

1 Bloomington, MN 55431-2543
H Mote; Changes in cabeling differing in aubstasce From that accepted in connection with this registration must

be submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce. In any
correspondence on this product always cefer to the above EPA registration number -

 

f On the basis of information furnished by whe tegistran, the above named pesticide 9 hereby
WH registered/reregistered under the Federal fnseceicide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act.

Registration is fn no Way to be conscruad as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the Agency
} In order to protect health and che environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at agp time suspend or

cancel the registration of a pesticide in accacdance with the Act. The dcceptadce =f any name in connection
| with the cegistcation Of a pfedyct unger this Act Ls not to be construed as giving the registrant a right to
W exclusive use of the name of to its use $f :t has been covered by others.

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with
FIFRA sec. 3(c) (7) (A) provided that you:

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration of
your product under FIFRA sec. 3(c)(5) when the Agency requires all
registrants of similar products to submit such data; and submit

|] acceptable responses required for reregistration of your product
under FIFRA section 4.

2. Make the following label. changes before you release the
| product for shipment :

a. Add the designation, "EPA Reg. No.192-211 ".

b, Refer to the enclosed copy of PR Notice 2000-3 for
current guidance in regards to the First Aid statements.

3. Submit two copies of the revised final printed label
| before you release the product for shipment.

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration
will be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA sec.

Hé(e). Your release for shipment of the product constitutes
acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

 
Signature of Approving Official-

murah Lo mat WAY 26 200
EPA Form 8570-6 
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FRONT PANEL

of

DEXO

SYSTEMIC PLANT CARE $

Insecticide/Plant Food
6 Week Protection Absorbs through roots
Kills both chewing to protect from the inside
and sucking insects out — Won't wash off with
as listed rain or sprinklers.

For Roses, Flowers, & Shrubs
For outdoor use around the home only,

8-12-4

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION =
See additional precautionary statements and First Aid on back panel tated

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: ' my

Acephate (O,S-Dimethyl LEEEREneieisananenie paceaqesasaaseye? = fu 1.50% 5 "44" deredOTHER INGREDIENTS:.. im ygegechaetbens dea. ssctaO@acasacseanasas BOWE ' veben

POUTAL os ie cape ccs sav ne de oy wk tase esa oo an nb en ane SESS os REESE Le eeveeetree tEDO eee

NET WEIGHT ane

EPA Reg, No. 192-

DB § H

EPA Est, No, 192-CA~-]; 769-GA-1, 44616-MO-|!
Circled letter correspondsto first letter of lot number on container.

apaeperearfrrtreaiinkemosypPesenna ie =

Distributed by: Dexol, a division of
VERDANT BRANDS,INC.
9555 JAMES AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 200

BLOOMINGTON,MN 55431

ACCEPTED
withCOMMENTS

in EPA’ Letter Detad:

Caner MAY r2.8200.cate.
Fengicide, and Radenlitds Agt
ns amendud, for the pestiqdé
repisterer! under EDA Rew. No,

/FA-2il

 

Fefil
fpemeeleninal LURE Loe|> Ee teenie ey oe
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BACh PANEL
  

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harmful if absorbed through the skin. Avoid breathing dust. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing,
FIRST AID

1 Swallowed: Catl a physician or Poison Control Center immediately. If Inhaled: Remove victim to fresh air, Applyartificial
respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth,if indicated. Lf On Skin: Remove contaminated clothing. Wash affected area with soap and
water. If irritation appears get medical attention. If in Eves: Flush eyes with plenty of water. Get medical attentionifirritation
persists, Note w Physician: If symptoms of cholinesterase inhibition are present, atropine sulfare by injection is antidotal. 2-FAM is
also antidolal and may be administered in conjunction with atropine.

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
When handling the product, wear chemical resistant gloves, long pants, and long sleeved shirt. Wash the outside of gloves withsoap
and water before removing. Users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet, User
should remove clothing immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing.

 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

Donol apply directly to water, Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate~~ ‘
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Ivis a violation of Federal law to use this product ina manner moonsistent withis labeling,
Dexol Systemic Plant Care 8-12-4 contains an effective systemic insecticide thal provides up to 6 weeks control ofAphids, Lacebugs,
Leafhoppers, Cuban Laure! Thrips, Leafminers, Leaf Beetles, Leaftiers, and worms. This combination ofa fertilizer with a systemic
insecticide helps plants to prow strong and vigorously and prevents damage caused by certain destructive insects as they feed. t wenert
Systemic means that the insecticide is actually absorbed into the plant through the root system and then moves interaily throug'wthe « « »
sap streaminte the branches, leaves, blossoms and new growth, Dexol Systemic Plant Care 8-121 protects against insects forb oy. wnaehe
weeks. It cannot be washed offby ramor sprinkling since the protection is internal. This systemic action protects all plant surfaces , ‘t
including undersides of leaves and blossoms. Newgrowth is also fully protected. When used as directed, Dexol Systemic Plan- Core
8-12-4 kills the following insects on roses, Nlowers and shrubs: Aphids (Plant Lice), Cuban Laurel Thrips (Ficus), Leafhoppers,Lact Lie
Bugs, Holly Leaf Miners, Birch Leaf Miners. Maple Shoot Moth, Elm Leaf Beetles, Willow Leaf Beetles, Obscure Root Weevil on’
Aculea and Rhododendron. Avoid contact with skin, Always wear chemical resistant gloves, long pants, and long sleeved shirt whey ,applying this product or mixing into the soil as directed DO NOTapply woplants to be used for food or feed, DO NOT applythe « ¢
ormamentals thal are planted directly beneath food producing trees such as fruit or nut bearing trees. ane
FOR ESTABLISHED PLANTS: Apply when plants have about one inch of new growth in the spring and reapply every six wets «
through the end of summer. Avoid contact with skin. FOR ESTABLSHED ROSES: Apply 3.3 oz. (1/2 cup) evenly over an area’
x ¥° (9 5q.f1.) around the base of each plantand work into top 1 or 2 inches of sail, Water in thoroughly. WHEN PLANTING NEW
ROSE BUSHES: Do not apply to newlyplanted roses unt) they have become well established or have been planted in the ground for
J months, Then follow direction for Established Roses. FOR FLOWERS. Apply approximately 2/9 Ib. per each 25 sq. ft. (5° x 5") of
bed area. Work inte top | to 2 mehes of soil. Plant seed or Sct plant and water thoroughly. Do not apply additional fertilizer for six
weeks, Do not get on foliage when folinge is wet. FOR ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS:Apply 3.3 07. (2/3 cup) for each foot of shrub
height (2 cupfuls fora 3° high shrub), Distribute the required amount evenly from the base to the dripline oFall sides of the plants
Work into top | to 2 inches of soiland water in thoroughly,
 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not conuiminate water, food or feed by stornge and disposal ,

Storage’ Store i a cog! dry place away fiom children and pets. Keep im original container and preferably in a locked storage ares
Pesticide Disposal: Pantally filled container can be disposed of by securely wrapping container in several layers of newspaper and
discarding in wash Container Disposal, Do not reuse empty container. Securely wrap container in several layers of newspaper anddiscard in trash.

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Total Nitrogen (N) 8.0%

8% Ammoniacal Nitrogen
Available Phosphate (POs) 12.0%
Soluble Potash (K3O) 4.0%
Total Magnesium (Mz)

6.2% Witter soluble (Mg)
Sulfur (Sp 12.0%

12% Combined Sulfur (S)
Boron(#8) 0.02%
Total Iron (Fe) 0.75%
Total Manganese (Mn) 0.06%

0.01%Water Soluble Mn
Total Zine (Zn) 0.05%
0.02% Water Soluffe Zn

Plant nutrients derived from; Ammonium Phosphate, Ammonium Sulfa. DiammoniumPhosphate, Gypsum, Iron Oxide, Sodium
Borate, Magnesium Oxide, Magnesium Sulfate, Magnesium Oxide, Manganese Sulfate, Potassium Sulfate, Zinc Oxide, Zinc Sulfate
Potential acidity: 600 Ibs. calcium carbonate equivalent per ton.

B oF
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Verdant Brands will not accept liability for damage orinjury resulting from misuse. For information on this pesticide product
(including health concerns, medical emergencies, or pesticide incidents), call the National Pesticide Telecommunications Network at
1-800-858-7378, If you are not completely satisfied with this product, or for consumer information,call (612) 703-3300 weekdays 9-
5 Central Time to arrange for a refund of the purchase price or replacement of the product. Proof of purchase is required.
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Chevron Chemical Company
Ortho Consumer Products Division
940 Hensley Street
Richmond, CA 94804

Gentlemen:

Subject: Cartridge Sprayer Application
Ortho Malathion 50 Insect Spray
EPA Registration No. 239-739

Orthene Systemic eteractenesEPA Registration No.
Your Labeling Submitted October 2U, 1992

The labeling referred to above, submitted in connection with
registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA), as amended, is acceptable provided that you:

1. Make the labeling change listed below before you release the
product for shipment bearing the revised labeling:

- Delete the claim "Child Resistant Package.“ If you wish ta
retain this claim, submit your corrected application form with
the appropriate box checked in item one for Child-Resistant
Packaging and your certification prior to releasing the product
for shipment.

2, Submit five (5) copies of your final printed labeling before you
release the product for shipment.

If this condition is not complied with, the registration will be
subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA section 6(e). Your
release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these
conditions.

It is understood that the labeling designated as copy A, B, C, and D
will not be used in connection with any other type of applicator/
application.

63629: I: Forrest :WP14-04 :KEVRIC: 12/11/92:01/10/93 =. I
4
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 It is also understood that the "instruction booklet" referenced in

copy A duplicates those instructions pertinent to the cartridge sprayer
which are given on the basic product iabel submitted with your
application.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

It is noted for the record that the registered basic product label
for the subject EPA Reg. No. 239-739 contains uses that are not being
supported. Your revised, basic label subpsitted July 21, 1992 showing the
deletion of such uses is currently under evaluation.

Sincerely yours,

Robert A. Forrest

Product Manager (14)
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (H7505C)

Enclosure

Me
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? re|‘ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
i ¢ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

My, niwat

PREVENTION, PESTICIDES
AND TOXIC SUBSTANCES

MAR ~ 7 2003

Mr. Charles T, Levey
Manager, Federal Registrations
The Scotts Company d/b/a The Ortho Group
14111 Scottslawn Rd.

Marysville, OH 43041

Dear Mr. Levey:

Subject: Deletion of Lawns (Except Fire Ant Mound)
EPA Reg. No. 239-2461
Labeling Submitted January 6, 2003 and Additional
Information Submitted With e-mail ofJanuary 30, 2003
Federal Register Notices of November 28, 2001,
March 6, 2002 and April 15, 2002

The labeling amendmentreferred to above, submitted in connection with registration
under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, As Amended (FIFRA),is
acceptable, provided that you submit two copies ofyour final printed label before you release the
productfor shipment.

If this condition is not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in
accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product bearing the amended
label constitutes acceptance of this condition.

As specified in the Federal Register cancellation order for the use deletion (March6,
2002 ; Volume 67, Number 44, as corrected April 15, 2002; Volume 67, Number 72), the last
date for sale and distribution ofexisting stocks by the registrant bearing the deleted use on lawns
(exceptfor fire ant mound treatment) was December 31, 2002.

A stamped copy ofthe labelis enclosedfar your records,
met nate

Bvagt
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Additional label revisions may be needed upon submittal and review of your response to
the Interim Reregistration Eligibility Decision for Acephate (IRED) which was mailed to
registrants in December of 2002.

Sincerely,

cantelgy <2. Pal
Marilyn A. Mautz
Biologist
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7504C)
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ORTHO® ORTHENE®Systemic Insect Contro!, EPA Reg. No. 239-2461

Makes 21 gallonsdiluted spray. (Quart)
Makes 10 gallons diluted spray. (Pint)
OUTDOOR USE ONLY

CONTROLS: Aphids, Armyworms, Bagworm, Black Vine Weevil, Budworms,
Cankerworms, Cuban Laure] Thrips, Flower Thrips, Grasshoppers, Gypsy Moth,
Imported Fire Ants, Japanese Beetles, Leafhoppers, Leafminers, Leafrollers, Leaftiers,
Loopers, Mealybugs,Pine Tip Moth, Psyllids, Root Weevil, Rose Midge, Sawtlies,
Spittlebug, Scale (crawlers), Tent Caterpillars, Webworms, Whitefly and other listed
leafeating caterpillars.
ON: Roses, Flowers, Ornamentals, Shrubs and Shade Trees.
Kills Bugs on Contact
Use on Over 100 Plant Varieties

Stops Plant Damage
Thank you for choosing ORTHO. You'll like the results and se will your plants.
[READY-SPRAY™Applicator only] Ready-to-use concentrate mixes automatically
with water through the attached hose-end sprayer.

Active Ingredient
ACOphate. ......s cee cee cecsessessnenvessasesececcesessesesenesesscetecesereanenrayess D4
Cihrear Jrgrencbeanbeas a es .oypcavavevavevaeetect ot bavevsaeaeevevnsy vee se ves22esryesceetO LRaD

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

WARNING

See back panel booklet for additional precautionary statements.
NET 32 floz (1 Qt) 946 ml

16 floz (1 Pt} 473 ml  
Specially formulated for residential use.
For homeowneruseonly.
Do not apply to plants to be used for food or feed.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a mannerinconsistentwith its
labeling. '

OPEN he me
Resealable Label "ny We

for Directions & Precautions mrt '
PRESS TO RESEAL

[Dial ‘n Spray illustration] Easy to apply with an Ortho Dial’ ‘n
Spray@, hose-end or tank sprayer.

239-2461(1/6/03) 1
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When treating fire ant mounds, use
a sprinkling can.

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

For Roses, Flowers, Ornamentals, Shrubs & Shade Trees
O Aphids & Grasshoppers .

Amount to Use: 2 Tbs (1 fl oz) per gallon of water. Ortho® Dial
'n Spray@® setting is 1 oz.

GQ Japanese Beetles
Amount to Use: 4 Tbs (2 £1 oz) per gallon of water. Ortho® Dial
'n Spray@® setting is 2 oz.

a OtherListed Insects Commonly Found on OrnamentalPlants
Amount to Use: 3 Tbs (1’/2 f1 oz) per gallon of water. Ortho®
Dial 'n Spray@® setting is 1% oz.

 

{Dial n’ Spray illustration] When using Ortho® Dial 'n Spray®:
1. Set dial to the setting indicated above.
2. Pour product into sprayer to fill jar one-quarter to one-half

full. DO NOT add water.

3. After spraying, unused product must be poured back into its
original container.

1 Tablespoon (Tbs) = 3 teaspoons (tsp)
1 £1 oz = 2 Tbs

 
Clean sprayer after use by flushing with water.

HOW TO APPLY

Spray entire plant covering both sides of foliage thoroughly.

WHEN TO APPLY

Spray when insects are present or when feedinginjury is first noticed.
For hard to kill insects, such as flower thrips, gladiolus thrips, mealybugs, scales, two-
spotted spider mites, and whiteflies, spray 2 to 3 times, waiting 7 to 10 days between
each application.
Repeatif reinfestation occurs.

OTHER INSECTS COMMONLY FOUND ON ORNAMENTALPLANTS

Aphids, armyworms, bagworms, **black vine weevil, budworms, cabbagelooper,
casebearers, catalpa sphinx moth, cherry laurel leaftier, Cuban laurel thrips, elm
leafbeetle, fall cankerworm, fall webworm,flowerthrips, gladiolus thrips,
**grasshoppers, green striped mapleworm, gypsy moth, hornworm, Japanesebeetles,
lacebugs, leafhoppers, leafminers, obliquebandedleafrollers, omnivorous leaftier,
maple shoot moth, mealybugs, mimosa webworm, Nantucket pine tip moth. oak
webworm, oleandercaterpillar, orange-striped oakworm, **obscure root weevil (adults),
pine tip moth, poplar tentmaker, psyllids, rose midge, sawflies, scales (c-awlers),
spittlebug, sunflower moth, tent caterpillars, two-spotted spider mites (suppression).
webworms, willow leafbeetle, white-marked tussock moth, whiteflies and yellow-necked
caterpillar

239-2461(1/6/03) 2
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**SPECIAL DIRECTIONS

For Obscure Root Weevil (Adults): Spray foliage in late spring as soon as feedingis
noticed {usually about April). Repeat every 4 weeks through September. (Mid-July
through August are the peak feeding times.)
For Black Vine Weevil: Spray foliage and soil beneath plants. Begin applications in
mid-June. Spray 4 times, waiting 3weeks between each application.
For Grasshoppers: Sprayfoliage of plants and soil beneath plants.
Honeysuckle Aphid on Honeysuckle: Apray thoroughly as leaves begin spring
expansion. Reapply in 2 weeks with a third spray 4 weeks after second application.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS

Ortho® Orthene® Systemic Insect Control can be used on over100 plant varieties
including: abelia, ageratum,alder, aluminum plant, alyssum, arborvitae, ardisia, ash,
asparagusfern, aster, azalea, bald cypress, barberry, begonia, birch, bird of paradise,
bischofia, bougainvillea, Boston ivy, boxwood, calendula, camellia, carissa, carnation,
catalpa, cedar, cherry laurel, Chinese elm, Chinese holly, chrysanthemum, cockspur
thorn, coleus, cotoneaster, crapemyrile, croton, Cubanlaurel (ficus}, dahlia, daisy,
dieffenbachia, dracaena, euonymus, falsearalia,fir, flowering almond, flowering cherry,
flowering plum, fruitless mulberry, fuchsia, gardenia, geranium, gladiolus, gloxinia,
hackberry, hawthorn, hemlock, hibiscus, holly, honey locust, honeysuckle, ivy, juniper,
lantana, ligustrum,lilac, linden, magnolia, mahonia, mapie, marigold, mimosa, mock
orange, nandina, nephthytis, oak, oleander, orchid, ornamental cabbage, osmanthus,
palm, periwinkle, petunia, philodendron, photinia, pine, pittosporum, podocarpus,
poinsettia, poplar, primrose, purple passion, pyracantha, rhododendron, rose, rose of
Sharon, salvia, sassafras, schefflera, Siberian elm, silver maple, slippery elm,
snapdragon,spirea, spruce, staghorn sumac, sweet gum, sycamore, tulip, viburnum,
wandering Jew, wild cherry, willow, wisteria, yaupon, yew (taxus), yucca and zinnia.

important: Do not apply to American elm, flowering crabapple, sugar maple, red
maple, cottonwood, redbud or weigelia as foliage injury may occur. Do not apply to
plants to be used for food orfeed.

COMBINATION SPRAY WITH FUNGICIDE ON ORNAMENTAL PLANTS

Ortho® Orthene® Systemic Insect Control may be mixed with the following fungicides
(at the label rates for both products): RosePride® Funginex® Rose & Shrub Disease
Control or Ortho® Multi-Purpose Fungicide Daconil 2787@ Plant Disease Control.
Follow directions on both labels. Do not make more than two consecutive applications
of combination spray.
COMBINATION SPRAY WITH FUNGICIDE OR FERTILIZER ON ROSES: May be
used together with ORTHO FUNGINEX® RoseDisease Control at the rates
recommended on each product label. Apply fungicides on a regular scheavle for
disease control; add ORTHENE® Systemic Insect Control only when necessary for
insect control. Do not apply more than two consecutive applications.
in combination with any of the above fungicides.

239-2461 (1/6/03) 3
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FIRE ANTS
 

 
 

Mixing Instructions for Fire Ant Mounds On Bermudagrass, Centipedegrass,
Bahiagrass, St. Augustinegrass and Bare Ground

Sprinkling Can: 2 Tbs(1 fl_oz) per gallon of water for each mound.

HOW TO APPLY

Thoroughly wet mound andtreat a 4-ft diameter area around mound.

WHENTO APPLY

For best results apply in cool weatheror in early morning or late afternoon.
Treat new moundsas they appear.

[Language for READY-SPRAYApplicator only]
HOW TO USE

Connect attached spray nozzle to garden hose. Turn water contro! ON/OFFvalve on
top of spray nozzle to "OFF" position. Turn on waterat faucet.
Using a coin or key, rotate the small product control valve located nearfront of nozzle
forward to the "OPEN"position.
To BEGIN spraying, point spraying nozzle toward plants and turn the water control
ON/OFF vaive to "ON" position. The sprayer automatically mixes the productinto the
spray stream. Spray upper and lower leaf surfaces thoroughly.
To STOP spraying, turn water control ON/OFFvalve to "OFF"position. Rotate small
product control valve back to "CLOSED"position. Turn off water at faucet. To relieve
pressure on hose, turn the water control ON/OFF valve to "ON"position before
removing nozzle from hose, being careful to point nozzle away from you.

[Re-entry icon] Do not allow children or pets to come into
contact with treated surfaces until sprays have dried.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Keeppesticide in original container. Do not put concentrate or dilute into
food or drink containers. Avoid contamination of feed and foodstuffs. Store in a cool,

dry place, preferably in a locked storage area. Do not store diluted spray.

DISPOSAL: If empty: Do not reuse this container. Placein trash or offer for recycling if
available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUPfor
disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indooror outdoordrain.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

WARNING: Causeseye irritation. Harmful if swallowed. Do not get in eyes. Avoic
contact with skin or clothing. Avoid breathing vapor or spray mist. Wher. handling this
product, wear chemicalresistant gloves, long pants, and long-sieeved shirt. When
using outdoors, spray with the wind to your back and do not use when wind speeds are
10 mph or more. Washthe outside of the gloves with soap and water before remowiny.
FIRSTAID:
239-2461 (1/6/03) 4
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If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
Removecontact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
\f swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
Have personsip a glass of waterif able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unlesstold
to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an
unconscious person.
if inhaled: Move personto fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an
ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouthif possible. Calla
poison control center or doctorfor further treatment advice.
If on skin or clothing; Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with
plenty of water for 15-20 minutes, Calla poison control center or doctorfor treatment
advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or
doctor, or going for treatment.
Note to Physicians: Emergency Information call 1-800-225-2883. This product contains
a cholinesteraseinhibitor. lf signs and symptomsof cholinesterase inhibition are
present, atropine is antidotal. 2-~PAM mayalso be given in conjunction with atropine.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:This pesticide is toxic to birds. Do not apply directly to
water, Do not contaminate water by cleaning of equipmentor disposal of wastes.
Coveror soil-incorporate spills.

This productis highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment or residues on blooming
crops or weeds. Do not apply this product, orallowit to drift to blooming crops or
weeds,if bees are visiting treatment area

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS:Do not use or store near heat or open flame.

NOTICE: Buyer assumesall risks of use, storage or handling of this productnotin
accordance with directions.

[phoneicon] Questions, Comments or Medical Information ?
call 1-800-225-2883 www.oartho.com

The ORTHO Group
P.O. Box 190

Marysville, OH 43040
EPA Reg. No. 239-2461
EPA Est. 239-IA-3', 58996-MO-1°
Superscriptis first letter of lot number
Made in USA

239-4461 (1/6/03) 5
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, DC 20460

OFFICE OF CHEMICAL SAFETY
AND POLLUTION PREVENTION 

SEP 14 2012

Kaila Moran

Regulatory Consultant
AMVAC

4695 MacArthur Court, Suite 1250

Newport Beach,CA 92660

Subject Orthene 15 Granular
EPA Reg No 5481-8976
Notification Application Dated July 12, 2012
Minorlabel revisions and updating Storage and Disposal Instructions

Dear Ms Moran

The Agency has received your Application for Pesticide Notification under Pesticide
Registration Notices (PRN) 2007-4 and 98-10, dated July 12, 2012 for the subject product, EPA
Reg No 5481-8972 The Registration Division (RD) has reviewed this request and finds that
the actions requested fall within the scopes of PR Notices 2007-4 and 98-10 Thelabel
submitted with the application has been stamped “Notification” and will be placed in our
records

If you have any questions, please call me directly at (703) 308-8043 or email
lewis marianne@epa gov

Sinderely, F
arianne Lewis

Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7505P)
Office of Pesticide Programs
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OPP Identifier Number
United Statesnr ( | Registration

vs EPA LJ] Amendment
{] Other

1 Company/Product Number 2 EPA Product Manager
5481-8976

Environmental Protection Agency
Washington DC 20460 

4 Company/Product (Name)
Orthene 15 Granular

5 Name and Address of Applicant (Inc/ude Zip Code)

Amvac Chemical Corporation
4695 MacArthur Court Suite 1250

Newport Beach CA 92660
[[] Checkifthis is a new address

[] Amendment Explain below

PM LC) Restricted| [k] None
6 Expedited Review In accordance with FIFRA Section 3(c)(3)(b)(1} my

productts similar or identical in composition and labeling to

EPA Reg No

Product Name

Cl Final printed labels in response to Agencyletter dated

[([] Resubmission in response to Agencyletter dated [1] “Me Too Application

[] Other Explain below[%] Notification Explain below  

Explanation Usa additional page(s) if necessary (For Section | and Section ll ) Notification of Minor Label Revisions and Storage and Disposal Statements
Notification of label change per PR Notice 2007 4 This notification is consistent with the guidance in PR Notice 2007 4 and the requirements of EPAs
regulations at 40 CFR §§ 156 10 156 140 156 144 156 146 and 156 156 Noother changes have been made to the labeling or the Confidential Statement
of Formula for this product | understandthatit is a violation of 18 USC Sec 1001 to willfully make any false statement to EPA | further understand thal if
the amended label 1s not consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR §§ 156 10 156140 156 144 156146 and 156 156 this product may bein violation of
FIFRA and | may be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA
This notification is consistent with the provisions of PR Notice 98 10 and EPA regulations at 40 CFR 152 46 and no other changes have been madeto the
labeling or the confidential statement of formula of this product | understand that it is a violation of 12 USC Sec 1001 to willfully make any false statement
to EPA | further Understandthat if this notification is not consistent with the terms of PR Notice 98 10 and 40 CFR 152 46 this product may be in violation of
FIFRA and | may be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA

1 Matenal Ths Product Will Be Packaged In
Child Resistant Packaging|Unit Packaging

( Yes* O) Yes
No fx] No

W Yes No per
Unit Packaging wt container

* Certification
must be

submitted

Water Soluble Packaging
(tO Yes

[x] No
lf Yes
Package wt

 
2 Type of Container

fe] Metal
Plastic

( Glass
(‘Paper
(] Other (Specify)

No per
container

 

3 Location of Net Contents Information

[—] Label O Container

oO Lithographed
Paper glued

6 Manner in Which Labelts Affixed to Product

4 Size(s) Retail Container 5 Location of Label Directions

[x] On Label

() On Labeling accompanying product

Otencited
Olother

 
Section - IV

1 Contact Point (Complete items directly below for identification of individual fo be contacted if necessary toprocess this application)
 

  
Name Title Telephone No (Include Area Code)

Kaila Moran Regulatory Consultant (562) 607-2146
Certification 8 Date Application

| certify that the statements | have made on this form and all attachments thereto are true accurate and Received

complete (Stamped)
i atknowledge that-any knowingly false or misleading statement may be punishable by: fire or. lnprisanment 

 

or both unger apmipableday pee uti? ! iu

2 Signhk/ A AP 3 Title yan hieY Regulatory Consultant
4 Typed Name 5 Date wide cle " a an 4 tif, £ i i uy

Kaila Moran ¢ UAL ao eo gk ak
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C IEAMVAC'

July 12 2012

Ms Julie Chao

Document Processing Desk
Office of Pesticide Programs(Notif)
US Environmental Protection Agency
One Potomac Yard

2777 S Crystal Drive
Arlington VA 22202

Subject Notification of Minor Label Revisions and Storage and Disposal Language Per PR
Notice 2007-4

Orthene Tobacco Insect Spray (EPA Reg No 5481-8972)
Orthene 15 Granular (EPA Reg No 5481-8976)
Orthene Turf & Container Grown Nursery Stock 15G (EPA Reg No 5481-8977)

Dear Julie

This is submitted in response to the EPA letters dated May 31 2012 as well as our phone
conversation June 8 2012 As you mentioned on the phone the Container Disposal Statements
updated per the PR Notice 2007-4 are acceptable However you requested revising the language
throughout the label with regards to using the word general when referring to mandatory (non-
optional) use directions | have made the requested label changes as suggested as well as
included REDLINElabels to highlight the revisions | have also revised the applications to with the
updated certification under PR 98-10

In support of this request, enclosed please find the following

caApplication for each Pesticide Registration (EPA Form 8570-1)
«  @®® copies of each label with a redline copy showing changes (Ref No 8972-20120509r1

8976-20120509r1 8977-20120508r1
« Copies of the May 31, 2012 letters for reference

 

It is my understanding that this satisfies the requirements of the Agencys PR Notice and will
require no further action If you have any questions or require additional information, please do
not hesitate to contact me at 562-607-2146 or email kallam@amvac-chemical com Thank you
for your attention to this matter

erenee * aeeeee
 

Regulatory Consultant eeate
« eearte o*

.

* . *

20120712kmm02 ace us Orthene Notification PR Notice 2007 4

4695 MacArthur Court Suite 1200 Newport Beach CA 92660 (949) 260 1212 Fax (949) 260 1214
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ORTHENE*15 GRANULAR
Soil Applied Insecticide

  

Active Ingredient By Weight
* Acephate 15 0%
Inert Ingredients 85 0%
Total 100 0%

*Q,S-Dimethyl acetylphosphoramidathioate NoTIFIC,US Patent Nos 5298501 5369,100 5 352 674 ATION
SEP 14 2KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN O12

CAUTION

FIRST AID

 Acephate is an organphosphate, cholinesterase inhibitor

If swallowed * Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice
« Have personsipaglass of water ifable to swallow
* Do not mduce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or

doctor

* Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person

If in eyes * Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15 20 minutes
* Removecontact lenses if present after the first 5 mmutes then continue rinsing

eye

| * Calla poison control center or doctor for treatment advice
If on skin or ® Take off contaminated clothing
clothing * Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 20 minutes

| * Calla poison control center or doctor for treatment advice
If inhaled * Move personto fresh air

* Ifperson is not breathing call 911 or an ambulance then giveartificial
respiration preferably by mouth to mouth ifpossible

| * Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice |
EMERGENCY INFORMATION

Have the product contaimer or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for
treatment FOR THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCIES PHONE 24 HOURS A DAY

Transportation CHEMTREC 1 800 424 9300
Other AMVAC 1 323 264 3910

NOTETO PHYSICIAN

Acephate is a cholinesterase inhibitor If signs of cholmesterase immibition appear atropine is antidotal
2 PAM (PROTOPAM)1salso antidotal and may be used m conjunction with atropine but should not be
used alone

SEE SIDE/BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATENENTS ANDDIRECTIONS FOR USE
EPA Reg No 5481-8976 ue « ‘Net Contents
EPA Est No A's Marked on Container

AFAMVAC. «.4100 E WashingtonfBlvd |:
Los Angeles CA 90025.L S/«

1 323 264 3910

  
 

  
otffe
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin Causes moderate eye uitation Avotd contact with skin
eyes or clothing

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT(PPE)
Some materials that are chemical resistant to this productare listed below If you want more options
follow the instructions for category A on an EPA chemical resistance category selection chart

Mixers, Loaders, Applicators and Other Handlers must wear

« Long sleeved shirt and long pants
e Chemical resistant gloves such as Buty! rubber > 14 mils, Nitrile rubber > 14 mils and Neoprene > 14

mils

« Shoes plus socks

See Engineering Controls for additional requirements

ENGINEERING CONTROLS

When handlers use closed systems or enclosed cabs in a manner that meets the requirementslisted in the
Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170 2430(d)(6)] the handler PPE
requirements may be reduced or modified as specified in the WPS

Follow manufacturer s instructions for cleaning/maintaming PPE If there are no such instructions for
washables exist use detergent and hot water Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry As soon
as possible wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing
 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
Users should

® Wash hands before eating, drinking chewing gum using tobaccoor using thetorlet
e Remove clothing/PPE mmediately if pesticide gets inside Then wash thoroughly and put on clean

clothing
Remove PPE immediately after handling this product Washthe outside of gloves before removing
 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This pesticide1s toxic to birds Forterrestrial uses do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface
water 1s presentor to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark Donot contaminate water when
cleaning equipmentor disposing of equipment washwaters Coveror soil incorporate spills Soil
incorporate (disc) any surface matenalpresent in tumn-rows immediately after application to limit exposure
of birds to surface granules

Donot discharge effluent containing this product into lakes streams ponds estuaries oceans orother
waters unless in accordance with the requirements ofa National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES)permit and the permitting authority has been notified m writing p ior to discaarge Do not
discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without prev,ouslv uptifyiig the local sewage
treatment plant authority For guidance contact your State Water Board or Kegioya! QO,fice of the EPA

DIRECTIONS FOR USE at rte Ae

Itis a violation of Federal Lawto use this product ma manneinconsistentwith itp labelypg . £
“

READ ENTIRE LABEL USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY
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STATEMENTSAND DIRECTIONS AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL
REGULATIONS

Donot apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons either directly or through
drift Only protected handlers may be in the area during application For any requirements specific to your
State or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation
   

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard 40 CFR part
170 This Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms forests
nurseries and greenhouses and handlers ofagricultural pesticides It contains requirements for traming
decontamimation notification and emergency assistance It also contains specitic mstructions and
exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal protective equipment (PPE), and
restricted entry interval The requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product that are covered by
the Worker Protection Standard

Donot enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry mterval (REI) of 24 hours

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that 1s permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and
that involves contact with anything that has been treated such as plants soil or water 15
* Coveralls

® Chemicalresistant gloves made of any waterproof material

|.* Shoes plus socks

  
 

TANK MIXES

NOTICE Tank mixing or use of this product with any other product which ts not specifically and expressly
authorized by the label shall be the exclusive nsk of user applicator and/or application advisor

Read and follow the entire label of each product to be used in the tank mix wilh (his product 
DIRECTIONS

  

RATE OF
PESTS ORTHENE15 ;

CONTROLLED GRANULAR FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS
PER ACRE

Aphids 5 to 6 2/3 lbs Apply with in furrow granular application equipmentat
Cutworms (075to101b av/A)|planting Minimize surface application by ensuring adequate
Thrips application depth (2. minimum) and immediate coverage of

| | furrows with soil Calibrate and adjust application equipment
to insure proper rate and accurate placement Soil mcorporate
(disc) any surface maternal present m turn rows immediately
after application Use the higher endof the rate range in areas
which historically experience prolonged early season insect
pressure due to factors such as adjacent alternate hosts 1¢
maturing cereal grains weedy underbrush etc Cotton treated
with the lower end of the rate range may display more visible
feeding symptoms and \equire sfibseGtent foliar application(s)
of insecticide to control frulons d infestations ofearly seasoninsects He Nee r:‘ u ut

 
Do not apply more than 4 Ibs of ai/A per crop cycle This
includes the ts cf€ORTHEME 15: Cranular us an ifurrow at
planting treatvient (all OR HENE® fohar sp ay liquid in
furrow appl.cation ‘hopper box andiseed teatment uses
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CALIBRATION GUIDE

Use Rate Lbs /A (Ibs as/A)
Row Ft (rf) to Collect 1 oz ORTHENE 15 Granular

5 Ibs A 5 1/2 Ibs /A 6 Ibs /A 6 2/3 Ibs /A

ROW SPACING (075 (0 83) 09 10
182 rf

isi
72 rf 156 rf 129 rf

163 rf 149 rf 136 rf 123 rf

 

  
  

   

Whenapplied to soul in which adequate moisture for germination and normalseedling growth is
maintained either by irrigation or ramfall the active ingredient in ORTHENE15 Granular 1s quickly
absorbed by the roots and translocated in the xylem throughout the entire plant Insufficient moisture after
application wll result in a lack of insectcontrol

 
 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Donot contaminate water, food or feed by storage, disposal or cleaning of equipment

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
  
  

PESTICIDE STORAGE

Keep pesticide in onginal container
Store in cool dry place Protect from excessive heat
Do not contaminate food or foodstuffs

Do not store or transport near feed or food
For help with any spill, leak fire or exposure involving this material, call day or night 1-323-264-3910)
Open dumping ts prohibited

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL

Wastes resultmg from use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal
facility

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

Nonrefillable contamer Do not reuse or refill this container Completely empty bag into application
equipment Do not reuse contamer Dispose of empty bag in a sanitary landfill or by mcuneration, or if
allowed by State and local authorities, by burning If burned,stay out of smoke

 
 

LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER

The manufacturer warrants (a) that this product conformsto the chemical description on the label (b) that
this productis reasonably fit for the purposes set forth in the directions for use, subject to the mherent nsks
referred to herem when it 1s used in accordance with such directions and (c) that the directions, warnings
and other statements on this label are based upon responsible experts} eyaluatiousbf reasonable tests of
effectiveness of toxicity to laboratory animalsandto plants and residus‘on food cyops and upon reports
of field experience Tests have not been made onall vaneties of food Lops ard njants or m all states or
underal! conditions

THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES OTHER THANTHOSE SET. FORTH HFREIN TO
THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW THE MANUFACTURER NEITHER
MAKES NOR INTENDS, NOR DOES IT AUTHORIZE ANY, AGENT OR REPRESENTATIVE,
TO MAKE ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS ‘OR ‘IMPLIED, ‘AND ‘IT EXPRESSLY
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EXCLUDES AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OF

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OF QUALITY OR
PERFORMANCE THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT EXTENDTO, AND THE BUYER SHALL BE
SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR, ANY AND ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE WHICH RESULTS FROM
THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN ANY MANNER WHICH IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE

LABEL DIRECTIONS, WARNINGS OR CAUTIONS
TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW BUYER'S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY
AND MANUFACTURER'S OR SELLER'S EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL

CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES, OR INJURIES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING
OF THIS PRODUCT, WHETHER OR NOT BASED IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT
LIABILITY IN TORT OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED, AT THE MANUFACTURER'S
OPTION, TO REPLACEMENTOF, OR THE REPAYMENT OF THE PURCHASEPRICE FOR,
THE QUANTITY OF PRODUCT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH DAMAGES ARE CLAIMED TO
THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW MANUFACTURER OR SELLER

SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT

AMVACoffers this product and Buyer accepts it, subject to the foregoing Lumited Warranty which may
be varied only by agreement in writing signed by an authorized representative of AMVAC

Orthene 1s a registered trademark of OMS Investments Inc

AMVAC Chemical Corporation
4100 E Washington Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90023 USA
1-323-264-3910

8976 20120508rl Orthene 15G Granular REDLINE_Notrf PR Notice 2007 4 Page 5 of §
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3/23/2021 Details for ORTHENE 97 PELLETS |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:5263,5481-8978 1/1

 

Details for ORTHENE 97 PELLETS

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  5481-8978 
Company Name:  AMVAC CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
Address:  4695 MACARTHUR COURT, SUITE 1200 
City, State Zip:  NEWPORT BEACH, CA 926601706 
First Registered Date: MARCH 18, 1998 
Current Status (Date):  Registered (MARCH 18, 1998)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

EPA Reg. No. Product Name Accepted Date

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS June 08, 2015 (PDF)

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS April 16, 2014 (PDF)

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS March 27, 2013 (PDF)

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS October 07, 2012 (PDF)

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS December 07, 2011 (PDF)

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS April 20, 2009 (PDF)

5481-8978 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS March 26, 2009 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS April 25, 2007 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS December 15, 2005 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS August 24, 2005 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS January 07, 2004 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS July 26, 2002 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS July 30, 2000 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS July 09, 1999 (PDF)

59639-91 ORTHENE 97 PELLETS June 29, 1999 (PDF)

row (s) 1 - 15 of 16 Next 

Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reference No. 7b 

 
Reference No. 7b
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he89539-90000 lasPlease read Instructions on reverse before comp 9 J Form Approved. OMB No. 2070-0060 3

 
  

a United States Registration OPP identifier Number
TEPA Environmental Protection Agency Amendment 266795

: Washington, DC 20460 Other o

1. Company/Product Number 3. Proposed Classification
59639-91 ° Marilyn Mautz

Ce Oe
Orthene 97 Pellets Q4

5. Name and Address of Applicant lnclude ZIP Code} -| 6. Expedited Review. In accordance with FIFRA Section 3(c){3)

Valent USA Corporation : pia my product is similar or ORITRICATION’” and labeling
1333 N. California Blvd. Suite 600 o :
Walnut Creek, CA. 94596 EPA Reg. No. 130 9000

Check if this is a naw eddrass Product Name

Section - I!

[| Amendment - Explain below. rl Final printed labels in rasponse to
Agencyletter dated

[| Resubmission in response to Agencyletter dated= [| “Me Too* Application.
Notification + Explain below. [] Other - Explain below.

Explanation: Use additional page(s} if necessary. (For section | and SectionIl.)

Notification:

Included the Western Flower Thrips pest. Deleted tank mixes for Ambush
and Pounce. Added trademark registration for the term “Eggs/Deadhatch".

1. Material This Product Will Be Packaged In:

Child-Resistant Packaging Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packaging 2. Type of Container

lL Yeos* H Yes | Yes MetalPlastic

No No No Glasa
. - it "Yoo" No. per If "Yes" No, per Paper

* Certification must Unit Packaging wgt. container Package wgt container Other (Specify)
be submitted

3. Location of Net Contents Information 4, Sizels) Retail Container 5. Location of Label Directions
On Label

C] Label CL) Container On Lebeling accompanying product
6. Manner in Which Label is Affixed to Product +] Lithograph [Lj Other

|__|} Paperglued
|__} Stenciled

Section - 1V

1. Contact Point ‘Complete items directly below for identification ofindividual to be contacted, if necessary, to process this application.}

Na : Title Telephone No, (include Area Code}
Cheryl D. Miller Labeling Specialist (925) 25¢r2784

Certification . €.,Qate Application
| certify that the statements | have made on this form and all attachments thereto are true, accurate and complete. Récplved
1 acknowledge that any knowingly false or misleading statement may be punishable by fine or imprisonmen® >- « (Stamped)
both undet applicable law. ._ adi Mes \ ;

Roe
4

2. Signature 13, Tide

“Labeling specialist '

4. Typed Name . 5. Date
Cheryl D. Miller 7

July 19, 2000emoor oe

EPA Form 6570-4 (Rev. 8-94} Previous editions are obsolete. White - EPA File Copy (original! Yellow - Applicant Copy
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July 19, 2000

Attachment to OPP ID: 266795

ORTHENE® 97 PELLETS

EPA Reg. No.: 59639-94

Notification: 1) Defining Western Flower Thrip pest on Cotton. 2) Deleted tank mixes
for Ambush and Pounce. 3) Addition of the trademark registration for the term
Eggs/Deadhatch.

On behalf of Valent U.S.A. Corporation, | certify that this notification is consistent with the
provisions of PR Notice 98-10 and EPA regulations at 40 CFR 152.46, and no other
changes have been madeto the labeling or the confidential statement of formula of this
product. | understand thatit is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 to willfully make any false
statement to EPA. | further understand that if this notification is not consistent with the

terms of PR Notice 98-10 and 40 CFR 152.46, this product maybein violation of FIFRA
and | may be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of
FIFRA.

Chore 10, Yulee.
Cheryl D. Miller _
Labeling Specialist
Valent U.S.A. Corporation
1333 N. California Blvd., Ste. 600
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
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, 3sls
VALENT®

SF
08sons

ORTHENE®97 Pellets ys

(SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE)

Active Ingredient By Wt.
Acephate (0,S-Dimethy! acetyIphosphoramidothioate) ............ teen eee 97%

Other ingredient 0.6...nentee Dba eee _3%
io=)100%

Mfg. in accordancewith U.S. Pat. No. 5,464,623; Pat. Pending

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

NET WEIGHT 1 POUND

aboad
apap
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS& DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION -
Harmfulif swallowed. Causes eyeirritation. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Avoid breathing dust
or spray mist. Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Do not allow children or pets to comeinto contact with
treated areas until sprays have dried.

STATEMENTOF PRACTICAL TREATMENT:Acephateis an organophesphate, cholinesteraseinhibitor.
lf swallowed: Drink 1 or 2 glasses of water(or milk) and induce vomiting by touching the back of the throat

with finger. If possible contact a physician, Poison Control Center, or emergency center
before inducing vomiting. Do not induce vomiting or give anything by mouth to an
unconscious person. Take person and product containerto the nearest emergency treatment
center.

If in eyes: Washeyes with fresh water for 15 minutes. Ifirritation continues, see a doctor.

If on skin: Washskin with plenty of soap and water. .

If inhaled: Remove person from exposure area.

Note to Physicians: Emergency information - call 1-800-892-0099. Acephate is cholinesterase inhibitor. If
signs of cholinesteraseinhibition appear, atropine is antidotat. 2-PAM may also be used in conjunction with
atropine but should not be used alone.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT(PPE):
Applicators and other handlers must wear: long-sleeved shirt and long pants, waterproof gloves, shoes
plus socks and chemical-resistant headgear for overhead exposure.

Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with
this product's concentrate. Do not reuse them. Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining
PPE.If no such instructions for washables, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from
other taundry.

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

Users should: /
Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobaccoorusing the toilet.
Removeclothing immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean
clothing.
Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before
removing. As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and changeinto clean clothing.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: a
This pesticide is toxic to birds. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface wateris presert or

to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water by cleaning of equipment or
disposal of wastes. Coveror soil-incorporate spills.

This productis highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment or residues on bloomir'g crops or weeds. Do
not apply this product orallowit to drift to blooming crops or weeds if bees are visiting the treatmant area.a>

Page 2
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Itis a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a mannerinconsistentwithits labeling.

READ ENTIRE LABEL. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCEWITH PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND
DIRECTIONS AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

Do not apply this product tn a way that will contact workers or other persons,either directly or through drift.
Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. For any requirements specific ta your State
or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide requlation.

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR
part 170. This Standard con:ains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms,
forests, nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements
for training, decontamination notification, and emergency assistance.!t also contains specific
instructions and exceptions certaining to the statements on this label about personal protective
equipment (PPE), and restricted-entry interval. The requirements in this box only apply to uses ofthis
product that are covered by the Worker Protection Standard.

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted-entry interval (REI) of 24
hours.

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard
and that involves contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water,is:
coveralls , waterproof gloves. shoes plus socks and chemical-resistant headgear for overhead
exposure,

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

The requirements in this box apply to usesof this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker
Protection Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies whenthis product
is used to produce agricultural plants on farms,forests, nursenés, or greenhouses.

Statement for use on agricultural products:
For non-agricultural areas, do not enter treated areas without protective clothing until sprays have
dried,

Statementfor use on non-agncultural use Altemate Brand Name products:
For other uses, including golf courses and other non-agricultural areas, do not enter treated areas
without protective clathing until sprays have dried,

 
[Worker Protection exclusionary statement for use only with Cotton Seed Treatmentuse.]

Not for use on agricultural establishments in hopper-box, planter-box, slurry-box or other seed treatment
applications al, or immediately before, planting.

Page 3
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DISCLAIMER,RISKS OF USING THIS PRODUCT,
LIMITED WARRANTY

AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

{MPORTANT: Read the entire Label including this Disclalmer, Risks of Using this Product, Limited Warranty, and Limitation
of Liability before using this product. if the terms are not acceptable THEN DO NOT USE THE PRODUCT;rather, return the
unopened productwithin 15 days of purchase for a refund of the purchaseprice.

RISKS OF USING THIS PRODUCT
The Buyer and User(referred to collectively herein as "Buyer’) of this product should be aware that there are inherent unintended risks
associated with the use of this product which are impossible to eliminate. These risks include, but are not limited to, injury to plants
and crops to which this product is applied, lack of control of the target pests or weeds, resistance of the targel pest or weedsto this
product, injury caused by drift, and injury to rotational crops caused by carryoverin the soil, Such nsks of crop injury, non-perfarmance,
resistance or other unintended consequences are unavoidable and may result because of such factors as weather, soil conditions,
disease, moisture conditions,irnigation practices, condition of the crop at the time of application, presence of other materials either
applied in the tank mix with this product or prior to application of this product, cultural practices or the manner of use or application,
(or a combination of such factors) all of which are factors beyond the control of Valent. Tha Buyer should be aware that these inherant
unintended risks may reduce the harvestedyield of the cropin all or a portion of the treated acreage, or otherwise affect the crop such
that additional care, treatment and expense are required to take the crop to harvest, If the Buyer chooses nolto acceptthese risks,
THEN THIS PRODUCT SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED. By applying this product Buyer acknowledges and accepts these inherentunintended nsks AND AGREES THAT ALL SUCH RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE APPLICATION AND USE ARE ASSUMED BY
THE BUYER.

Valent shail not be responsible for losses or damages (including, but not limited to, loss of yield, increased expenses of farming the
crop or such incidental, consequential or special damagesthat may be claimed) resulling from useof this preduct in-any manner not
set forth on the label, Buyer assumes all isks associated with the use ofthis product in any manner or under conditions not specifically
directed or approved on the label.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Valent warrants only that this product conformsto the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for the purposes. stated
In the label, under average use conditions, when used strictly in accordance with the label and subject to the Risks of Using This
Product as described above. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, VALENT MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. No agent or representative of Vaient or Seller is authorized to make or create any other expressor implied
warranty.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
In no event shall Valent or Seller be liable for any incidental, consequential, indirect or Special darnages resulting from the
use or handling of this product Thelimitation includes, but is not limited to, loss of yield on all or any portion of the treated
acreage, increased care, treatment or other expenses required to take the crop to harvest, increased finance charges or
altered finance ratings, emotional or mental distress and/or exemplary damages. THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE BUYER,
AND THE EXCLUSIVE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF VALENT OR SELLER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR
DAMAGES(INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY
OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE
PURCHASE PRICE OF THIS PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELECTION OF VALENT OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THE
PRODUCT,

PROMPTNOTICE OF CLAIM
Valent must be provided notice as soon as Buyer has reasonto believe it may have a claim, but in no eventlatter than twenty-one
days from date ofplanting, or twenty-one days from the date of application, whicheveris later, so that an immediate inspection of the
affected property and growing crops can be made.

If Buyer does not notify Valent of any claims, in such periad, it shall be barred from obtaining any remedy,

NO AMENDMENTS
Valent and Seller offer this product, and Buyer accepts it, subject to the foregoing Disclalmer, Risks of Using This Product, Limited
Warranty and Limitation of Liability, which may not be modified by any oral or written agreement.

 
TANK MIXES

NOTICE: Tank mixing or use of this product with any other product which Is not specifically and expressly authorized b
the label shall be the exclusive risk of user, applicator and/or application advisor. Read and fallow the entire label of each product to be used in the tank mix with this product.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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NON-BEARINGCITRUS - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USEIN AGRICULTURAL SETTINGS.Li ese KER Table 11
NON-CROP AREAS - FIELD BORDERS, FENCEROWS, ROADSIDES, DITCHBANKS, BORROW PITS... Table 12

NON-CROP AREAS- WASTELAND rele:
by Wa rat gt elie deee crise sed eee eels .. Table 13

PEANUTS .-.2.2 5254) 2Ob Oe a es Navy stilt £4 ene hee Ged tge. de ae Ae Ae gt-... Table 44
PEPPERS - BELL... 2.eeee te ee were Nh ape eras quar) qewre Rees ee are ate ee ee PE TS,
PREPERS ~(NON-BEIG i 46 one 6c ete Me bg a ele at a geleg tee pcnen Ss dh late Swpeity ily adele Spa uany Us gy desta grates Table 16

TOBACCO - TRANSPLANT WATER APPLICATION EXGECT oY. BSooosee Sgt cee citys dngle twctyes eas cco es ae AES TSTOBACCO - FOLIAR APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA) ...., - 1 ee yt Hasli p sas oe. Table 18
TOBACCO - PLANT BED APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA) 20.eees Fs hk soi ty Table 19
TOBACCO - GREENHOUSE APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA)... 2. ooaceee tees Table 20
TOBACCO - SOIL APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA) 2... 0. oc eeeeeye Table 21
NON-BEARING CITRUS: «: 2 cis: 2: cwtet seh eathews ca vances Pees Gllha pa eh we bh Gla A Bues ca gels ede dpe’

NURSERY STOCK - NON-BEARING DECIDUOUS FRUIT TREES, NUT TREES AND ABER eesti cpria: 2 hue ings eh cen wheSPECIALTY USES - NON CROP AREAS nt; | iw
SPECIALTY USES - CONTAINER GROWN NURSERYSTOCK 2.8. .0 oe eee cee ee eee
TREES ANG SHRUBS.&ve cen HEE oy Re UW Leretee oF ee Sen TIVE AY, CFE A UR be awe Danae hes gtr aed
COMMERCIAL TURFGRASS, LAWNS, AND OTHER RECREATIONAL TURFGRASS AREAS ...........20..-.
MOUND TREATMENT OF FIRE ANTS IN TURFGRASS .._- wiheGiastsbiawss
OUTDOOR AND PERIMETER SPRAY .. .. 25e ee ie eee eee cee bee ee ene e eet ee eeiaee
OUTDOOR FLORAL CROPS AND GROUND COVERS ..-. 0... eeei ce cee
GREENHOUSE FLORAL AND FOLIAGE PLANT CROPS .,

DIRECTIONS

CHEMIGATION

Apply to Cranberries only by sprinklerirrigation systems. Do not apply by chemigation to any
other crop,or this crop using any othertypeofirrigation system. 

GENERALMIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Thoroughly clean all sprayer components prior to mixing. Add approximately 1/2 of the required amount
of water to the spray tank and begin agitation. Add the required amount of ORTHENE97 Pellets
insecticide and mix thoroughly. Then add other tank mix partnersorfoliar feed additives and the
remaining water. Maintain agitation during filling and spraying to ensure a uniform spray mixture.

For application equipment, which has minimal agitation such as tobacco transplant water equipment,
properattention to mixing the ORTHENE97 Pellets product should be given. With tobacco transplant
water applications the ORTHENE 97 Pellets product should be premixed in water to form a Slurry prior to
putting the productinto the transplant water applicator. If premixing is not done, then adequate time
should be allowed forthe productta dissolve in the transplant water pnor to beginning application.
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BEANS AND LIMA BEANS - Dry and Succulent Forms
 
 

TABLE 1. Beans and Lima Beans- Dry and Succulent Forms - Recommendationsfor Use

RATES OF
ORTHENE 57

PELLETS PER
ACRE

APPLICATION
METHOD PEST CONTROLLED

FOLIAR Fleahoppers
Grasshoppers

By Ground: PP2610 100
gals./A ofspray,
By Air.

inimum of 2
gals./A ofSpray.

Aphids
(excluding Black
Bean Aphid)

Bean Leaf Beetle
Bean Leafrolier
Cabbage Looper
Cutworms
Green Cloverworn
Leafhoppers
Mexican Bean Beetle
Plantbugs (Lyqus)
Soybean Looper
Thrips
Whitefty

(Except Sweetpotalo or
Silverleat Whitefly)

1/2 to 1.0 Ib.
(8 to 16 az.)

Armywerms
(excluding Beet
Armyworm)

Com Earworm
European Com Borer

USE PRECAUTIONS:
Do not feed treated vinesto fivestock
Do not apply more than 2-1/8 Ibs /A (2 Ibs. ai) per season.

 
CELERY

1/4 10/2 Ib.
(4 to B02.)

=

DAYS TO
HARVEST

Apply when eggs or insectsfirst
appear,

14
(snapbeans -
Succulent or dry

Repeatat 7 ta 10 day spray intervals|beans)as Necessary to maintain control.

Use higher rates for severe insectinfestations

a
(lima beans -
succulent form)

 

TABLE 2. Celery - Recommendations for Use

RATES OF
ORTHENE 97 PELLETS

APPLICATION METHOD PESTS
CONTROLLED

PER ACRE

FOLIAR Green Peach Aphid 4/2 to 1.0 Ib,
(8 to 16 oz)

By Ground: 50 to
100 gals/A of spray.

By Air: Minimum of 5
gals./A of spray. Cabbage Looper

Fall Ammyworms

USE PRECAUTIONS:
All celery must be trimmed (tops removed) before shipmentfor use.
Do not use trimmed tops for food or feed,
Do not apply mare than 2-1/8 Ibs /A (2 Ibs. ai) per season.

Page 6

 
DAYS TO

REMARKS HARVEST

Apply when eggs or
insects first appear,

Repeat at 3 to 10 day
spray intervals a5
necessary to maintaincontrol,
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COLE CROPS

BRUSSELS SPROUTS & CAULIFLOWER
=

TABLE 3, Cole Crops - Brussels Sprouts & Cauliflower - Recommendations for Use

APPLICATION
METHOD

FOLIAR

By Ground: 25 to
150 gals./A of
spray.

By Air: Minimum
of 5 gals,/A of
spray.

USE PRECAUTIONS:

RATES OF
ORTHENE97

PELLETS
PER ACRE

1/2 to 1.0 Ib.
(B to 16 oz.)

PESTS CONTROLLED

Green Peach Aphid

Cabbage Looper
Diamondback Moth
Larvae

Imported CabbageWorm

DAYS TO
REMARKS HARVEST

Use the high rate
when heavy
infestationsof
aphids are present.

Apply when eggs or
insects first appear.

Repeat application
as necessary lo
maintain control.

Diamondback
Moth Larvae: This
insect has
demonstrated an

ability to develop
resistance to
various classes of
insecticides.
Consult your local
Agricultural
Extension Service
for current
recommended
control practices for
this insect.

Do. not apply more than 2-1/8 Ibs./A (2 lbs. ai) per season to Brussels Sprouts and Cauliflower.
Do not feed trimmingsto livestock or allow animals to graze in treated areas.
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COMMERCIALLY TREATED COTTONSEED

 

COMMERCIALLY TREATED COTTONSEED
~*~

TABLE 4. COMMERCIALLY TREATED COTTONSEED- Recommendations for Use

AMOUNT PER 100
PESTS LBS. COTTONSEED
CONTROLLED

Cotton Aphids
Thrips (Including
Westem Flower

Thrips)

6.4 oz.

(4/10 1b.)

6.4 oz.

(4/10 Ib.)
Black (Greasy)
Cutworm

EFFICACY

Gives effective reduction

of thrips and cotton
aphids for up to three
weeksafter planting

Gives effective reduction

of Black (Greasy)
Cutworm from planting
through the 3” to 4” leaf
stage of development.
Whenplantinginto fields
where large cutworms are
present (5° instar and
larger) economic damage
may occur

ORTHENE97Pellets contain a
water-soluble systemic insecticide
which helps to reduceinjury to
cotton seedlings by several
insects. ORTHENE 97Pellets can
be mixed in the slurry tank with
mostof the fungicide seed
treatments in common use.
ORTHENE97 Pellets can also be

applied as a separate treatment
using enough waterto give
adequate coverage of the seed.
ORTHENE 97 Pellets dissolve

quickly in water with a minimum
ofagitation

USE PRECAUTIONS:Whenusing formulations that do nol contain dye, compliance with 21 CFR Chapter 4,
Section 2.5 requires that all seed treated with a pesticide must be colored to distinguish from, and prevent
subsequent inadvenantuse as, food for man or feed for animals.

Treated seed must not be used for, or mixed with, food or animal feed, or processed for oil. Seed treated with
ORTHENE 97 Pellets may be considered adulterated under state and federal lawsif sold or shipped as food or
feedstuffs. Seed commercially treated with ORTHENE 97 Pellets must be labelled as follaws: "TREATED SEED
DO NOT USE FOR FOOD, FEED OR OIL."

 
Observe all precautions and limitations on labelling of all products used in mixtures.

Page 8
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COTTON

GENERAL USEPRECAUTIONS

Do not use treated seed for food or feed purposesor process foroil.
Oo not feed gin trash to livestock.
Do not allow animals to graze on treated areas.
Do not apply more than 6 1/8 Ibs./A (6 Ibs. al) per season. This includes the use of ORTHENEin commercial seed
treatment, in-furrow spray, in-furraw in the form of PAYLOAD® 15 Granularandfoliar applications.

TABLE 5. Cotton - Recommendations for Use

APPLICATION
METHOD

IN FURROW

PESTS
CONTROLLED

Aphids*
Black (Greasy) Cutworm

(Except CA)
Thrips (including
Western Flower Thrips)

By Ground: 3 to 5 gals./A ofspray.

* Excluding Cotton
Aphids InAZ & CA

FOLIAR Thrips (Including
Western Flower Thrips)

By Ground: 10 to 25
gals./A, of spray.

By Air: 3 to 10 gals.A of
spray (minimum of 5
gals /A in AZ & CA). Plantbugs

(Lygus)

Cotton Aphid
(excluding AZ & CA)

RATES OF
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
PER ACRE

1/2. 10 1.0 Ib.
(8 to 16 oz.)

NOTE: For the
Blacklands of Texas use
1,0 Ib.JA ORTHENE 87
Pellets,

2502.0 3.0 02.

1/40 1.0 Ib.
(4 ta 16 02.)

3/4 to 1.0 Ib.
(AZ & GA)

1/2 to 1.0 Ib.
(8 to 16 oz.)
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DAYS TO
REMARKS HARVEST

Use flat-fan nozzles for in-
furrow application. Align
nozzles to ensure good
spray deposition into the
seed furrow. Cone type
hozzles are not ==recommended since
unacceptable spray
deposition may occur,
Securely fasten spray-
system tubing to furrow
opener and check
frequently to ensure
properpositioning andoperation.

JORTHENE 97 PELLETScan be mixed with
fungicides that are
sprayed in-furrow fordisease control.

Apply when eggs or
insects first appear.

Repeat application as
necessary lo maintain

_ control,
Apply when eggs or
insects first appear.

Use highestrate for
Lygus adults that have
migrated into cotton.

Repeat application as
necessary to maintain
control,

Apply when eggsor
insects first appear.

Repeat application asnecessary lo maintaincontrol.

This insect may develop
resistance to various.
assesof insecticides.
Consult your local
Agricultural Extension
Service for current control
recommendations,

Repeat application as
necessary to maintain
control.
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TABLE5. Cotton - Recommendations for Use (Continued)

APPLICATION METHOD

FOLIAR

By Ground: 10 to 25
gals./A of spray.

By Air: 3 to 10 gals./A
of spray (minimum of 5
galsJA in AZ & CA),

RATES OF
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
PESTS PER ACRE
CONTROLLED

Whitefty 1/2 to 1.0 Ib.

(excluding BNeeiposen {8 to 16 oz.)Whitefty/Silvertea!
Whitefty)

Anmmyworms
(excluding Beet
Armmywarm)

Cabbage Looper

Bolworm
Tobacco Budworm
Adults
Larvae

4/2 to 1.0 Ib.
(8 to 16 oz.}

(East of Rockies)

1.0 Ib.
(AZ & GA)

Egos/(DEADHATCH®)

Stinkpugs

Pink Bolhworn
(AZ & CA)

Cutworms 
Page 10

DAYS TO
HARVES

T

Repeat application as
necessary to maintaincontrol.

Apply when eggs
appear and repeat at 3
to 7 day sprayintervals.

Early Season: Use 1/2 21
tb. /A forlight
infestation.

Mid and Late Season:
Use 3/4 to 1.0 los. /A
for moderate to severe
infestations.

Apply when eggs”
appear and repeat at 3
to 7 day sprayintervals,

Moths of budworm
larvae are controlled bydirect contact with
spray. Moth killis most
likely to occur when
late evening
applications are made,

DEADHATCH Control
of emerging larvae by
consumption of treated
299 Casings,

Apply when eggs
appear and repeat at 3
to 7 day sprayintervals.

Apply wheninsects
appear and repeat at 5
to 7 day spray
intervals.

Ground application isrecommended.

Aerial applications are
less effective, but
be used. ey
Control is most
effective when ground
application is mada in
the evenings and
sprays are directed
toward the base and
lower portion of plant.

Apply wheninsectsfirst
appear or damageis
first noted and repeat
application as
Necessary to maintain
contro).
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COTTON TANK MIXES

——————————E—EE——lSSS

GENERAL USE PRECAUTIONS: e
Do not feed gin trash ortreated forage to livestock.
Do not allow livestock to graze on treated areas.
Do not apply more than 6 1/8 Ibs./A (6 Ibs. ai) per season. This includes {he use of ORTHENEin commercial seed
lreatment, in-furrow spray, in-furrowin the form of PAYLOAD 15 Granularandfoliar applications.

Always read andfollow all label directions when using any pesticide alone orin tank mix combinations Observeall
restrictions and precautions which appearon all product labels. The most restrictive labeling applies when using a
tank mix.

TABLE 6. Cotton Tank Mixes - Recommendations for Use

AMOUNT OF
ORTHENE 97 PELLETS

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS +
APPLICATION PESTS AND ANK MIX PARTNER PER

METHOD CONTROLLED TANK MIX PARTNER ACRE

FOLIAR Sweetpotato Whilefly ORTHENE 87 1/2 Ib. User should comply with all
(Silverleaf Whitefly} (8 oz.) applicable directions,

By Ground: 10 to resinctions and precautions
25 gals./A spray. + + on the EPA registered labelfor Danitol 2 4 EC Spray. Use
By Air: Jto 10 DANITOL® 2,4 EC 8 to 16 fl. oz. @ minimum application tate of
gals./A of spra 10-2/3 fl. ozacre DANITOL
(minimum 5 gals/A (0.2 Ib. ai,facre) In CA and
in GA} AZ.

Armyworns ORTHENE 97 1/4 to 1.0 Ib- User should comply with all
{excluding Beet (410 16 oz.) applicable directions,
Armyworm) resinctions and precautions

Bollworm on the EPA registered label
Cabbage Looper * + for |ORSBAN ¢ E.
Cotton Aphid LORSBAN® 4E 1 to2 pts. Gutworms:
Cutworms Use 3/4 Ib dA of
Fleahopper ORTHENE 87
Grasshoppers
Pink Eollworm Sy Ground; Ground
Plantbugs applicationis

(Lygus, Mirids) recommended.Salt Marsh f
ae Control is most effectiveCaterpillar ;. when ground application

Thrips (including is mae in the Sperings
Westem Flower and sprays are directedThrips) toward the base and

Tobacco Budwonn ower portion of plant
Whilefly

(Excluding By Air Aerial
Sweetpotato/ applications are less
Silverieat effective, bul may be
Whitefly) used.

Apply when insects first
appear or when damage
ig first noted and repeat
application as necessarylo maintain control.

 
RESISTANCE-MANAGEMENT
Cotton pest control programs, especially those for control of Silverleaf Whitefly populations, should employ a
properly designed resistance-managementstrategy. Such resistance-managementstrategies include mixture or
rotation of alternative classes of chemistry including organophosphates, carbamates, pyrethroids or insect growth
regulators. Consult your state or area agricultural extension service for local resistance management strategies and
advice on alternative insecticides,
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COTTON TANK MIXES WITH PYRETHROIDS

 

IM36

GENERAL USE PRECAUTIONS
Do not feed gin trash or treated forage to livestock.
Do notallow livestock to graze on treated areas.
Do not apply more than 6 1/8 Ibs./A (6 Ibs. ai) per season. This includes the use of ORTHENEin commercial seed
treatment, in-furrow spray, in-furrow in the form of PAYLOAD 15 Granularandfoliar applications,

>

Synthetic Pyrethroids should be used within the guidetines of state and/or regional resistance management
programs and recommendations.

Atways read and follow all label directions when using any pesticide alone or in tank mix combinations. Observe all
resincitons and precautions which appear on all product labels. The mast restrictive labeling applies when using a
tank mix.

TABLE 7, Cotton Tank Mixes with Pyrethroids - Recommendations for Use

APPLICATION
METHOD

PESTS
CONTROLLED

FOLIAR -phids.
Bolworm
Cabbage Looper
Catton Leat Perforator
Cutworms
Fall Armyworm
Feahoppers
Pink Bollworm

(AZ & CA)
Plantbugs
Stnkbugs
Sweetpotato/Silverieaf

Whitefly
Thnps (Including Westem

Flower)
Tobacco Budworm
Vehitetily

By Ground:1to25
galsJA spray.

By Alr: 3 to
5 galsJA
spray
(minimum 5
gals./A in
CA). Seeaerial
ramarks for
Cutworms.

RESISTANCE-MANAGEMENT

ORTHENE 97
PELLETS

AND
TANK MIX PARTNER

ORTHENE 97
+

one of the fallowing:

AMOUNT OF
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
+

TANK MIX PARTNER
PER ACRE

V2 to 1.0 1b/A
(8 to 16 oz.)

4

one of the following:

eer
AMMO® 2.5 EC*

BAYTHROID® 2 EC

CAPTURE® 2 EC

KARATE® 1 E
(Except CA)

SCOUT X-TRA®
(Except CA)

Refer to the AMMO 2.5
EC approved labelforuse instructions.

Referto the ASANA AL
approved label for useinstructions.

Refer to the
BAYTHROID 2 EC
approved label for use
instructions.

Refer to the CAPTURE
2 EC approved label foruse instructions.

Reler to the KARATE 1
E approved label for useinstructions.

Refer to the SCOUT X-
TRA approved label foruse instructions.

 
Apply when eggsor insects
first appear.

Repeat application as
necessary to maintain control

Stinkbugs:

ye 4 |b,/A of ORTHENE
*Cutworms;

Use 3/4 Ib./A of ORTHENEoT.

By Ground: Ground
application is
recommended.

~ Control is most effective
when ground application Is.made in the evenings and
splays are directed toward
the base and lower portion
of plant.

By Air; 3to 10 gals./A
spray (minimum 5 gals./A in
GA)

Aerial applications are less
effective, but may be used.

Apply when eggs or Insects
first appear or damageisfirst noted.

Repeat application as
necessary to maintaincontrol,

Cotton pest contro! programs, especially those for contro! of Silverleaf Whitefly populations, should employ a
properly designed resistance-management strategy. Such resistance-managementstrategies include mixture or
rotation of alternative classes of chemistry including organophosphates, carbamates, pyrethroids or insect growth
regulators. Consult your state or area agricultural extension service forlocal resistance management strategies and
advice on altemative insecticides.
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CRANBERRY

TABLE 8. Cranberry - Recommendations for Use

RATE OF
ORTHENE

APPLICATION PESTS $7 PELLETS DAYS TO
METHOD CONTROLLED PER ACRE HARVEST

FOLIAR Cranberry Blossom SPRINKLER IRRIGATION

cae e APPLICATION TO CRANBERRIFS:fanberry Cutworm

SiodareSatiiiant Gypsy Moth This product may onty be applied
to qiva thorough False Armyworm through sprinkler imgation systems.

pe 9 ig Fireworms. including center prvot, lateral move, endcoverage. Spanworms tow, side (wheel) roll, travelers, big gun,
5 Hi lid id o ly= oa parganothis solid sel, or hand move Do not app

By ae ov of 2 this product through any other type ofGals,/A of spray. Irrigation system.
Cropinjury, lack of effectiveness, or
legal pesticide residues in the crop may
result from non-uniform distribution of
treated water

USE PRECAUTION: if you have questions about calibration.
Note: Limil to one application per growing season, Do nol apply more (han|you should contact State Extension
4.0 Ib. (1.0 Ib. al) per season, Senice specialists, equipment
Da not apply from stari of bloom unti) all berries set. manufacturers or other experts.

Donol connect an irrigation system (including greenhouse systams) used for pesticide application to a public water system
unless the label-prescribed salely devices for public walter systems are in place.

A person knowledgeable of the chemigation system and résponsible for its operation, or under the supervision of the
responsible person, shall shut the system down and make necessary adjustments should the need arise.

The system must contain a functional check valve, vacuurn relief valve, and low pressure drain appropnately located on the
irigahon pipeline to prevent water source contamination from backflow

Thepesticide injection pipeline must contain a functional, automatic, quick-closing check valve to preventthe flow offluid back
foward the injaction pump.

The pesticide injection pipeline must also contain a functional, normally closed solenowd-operated valve located on the intake
side of the injection pump and connected to the system interlock to prevent fluid from being withdrawn from the supply tank
when the imigation system is either automatically or manually shut down,

The system must contain functional interlocking controls to automatically shut off the pesticide injection pump when the water
pump motor stops.

The imgationline of water pump must include a functonal pressure switch which wil stop the water pump molor when the
water pressure decreases lo the point where pesticide distribution Is adversely affected.

Systems must use a metering pump, such as a positive displacementinjection pump (2.g., diaphragm pump) effectively
designed and constructed of materials that are compatible with pesticides and capable of beingfitted with a system interlock.

Do not apply when wind speed favors drift beyond the area intended for (reatment.

Solid Set System: Apply specified dosage for the entire length of the irrigation period or for a 20 to 60 minute period at the
end of a regular inigation set or asa 30 to 60 minute injectionas a separate application not associated with a regularimgation.
Allow time for all tines to flush the pesticide through all nozzles before turning off imation water. To emsure the lines are

flushedae free of remaining pesticide,a dye indicator may be injected into the lines to mark the end of the application period.see NI! ,

Center Pivot Systems; Inject the specified dosage per acre continuously for ona complete revolution of tha system, See
NOTE.

NOTE: Constan! agiation must be mamtained in the chemical supply tank dunng the entire penod of insectode application.
Inject the product with a positive displacement pumpinto the main ling ahead of a nghl tum to ensure adequate mixing.

Application of more than label-recommended quantities ofirrigation water per acre may result in decreased product
performance by removing the chemical from the zone ofeffectivancss.
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HEAD LETTUCE- Crisphead TypeOnly
 

TABLE 9, Head Lettuce (Crisphead Type Only) - Recommendations for Use
RATES OF

ORTHENE 87
APPLICATION PESTS PELLETS

METHOD CONTROLLED PER ACRE

FOLIAR Aster Leafhopper 1/2 to 1.0 Ib. Repeat application as
Green Peach Aphid (8 to 16 02.) necessary to maintain

By Ground: 10 to control.
60 gals./A of spray
broadcast.

  

By Air: Minimum of
5 gals./A of Spray.

Armyworms
{excluding Beet
Armyworm)

Cabbage Looper

DAYS TO
HARVEST

21

Spring,
Summer and
Barly Fall
cropsin all
areas, Winter
CropsinFlorida and
Texas, late
Fall crops in
Arizona and
Winter craps
in Arizona
and
California. 

USE PRECAUTIONS:

Do not apply more than 2-1/5 lds,/A (2 Ibs. ai)per season.
Do not feed trimmingsto livestock or allow animals to graze on treated areas.
AZ & CA, Desert Areas: Do not apply after first head begins to form in crops which germinate from mid-
September through November
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MINT
 

PEPPERMINT AND SPEARMINT
TABLE 10. Mint - Peppermint and Spearmint - Recommendations for Use

RATES OF
APPLICATION ORTHENE97

METHOD PESTS PELLETS
CONTROLLED PER ACRE

  
FOLIAR Alfalfa Looper Apply when eggsor insacts

Aphids first appear.
By Ground: 20 to 100|Cutworms
gals./A of spray. Make one repeat

application, if necessary, to
By Air: 5 to 10 gals./A maintain control.
of spray-

FOLIAR Strawberry Root Strawberry Root and Black
Weevil Adult Vine Weevil:

By Ground: 40to 100|Black Vine Weevil For control, apply in water
gals./A of spray Adult ina minimum of 40 gals.

spray per acre by ground.
Good spray coverage and
canopy spray penetfationis critical for control.
Increase spray volume
and pressure with fall ar
dense mint canopy,

Apply after adult
emergence is complete
but prior to egg laying
Apply at dusk or during
the night on a warm still
evening. Two
applications 10 to 14 days
apart may be necessary
to reduce heavy
infestations.

USE PRECAUTIONS FOR ALL APPLICATION METHODS;
Do not apply more than 2-1/8 lbs./A (2 Ibs. ai) per season.
Do not graze treated areas.
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Fas
NON-BEARING CITRUS - RECOMMENDATIONSFOR USE IN AGRICULTURAL SETTINGS

(Newly Planted Groves)
 

GENERAL USE PRECAUTIONS
Do not graze treated areas.
DO NOT HARVESTcitrus for one year after treatment.

TABLE 11. Non-Bearing Citrus - Recommendations for Use

APPLICATION METHOD

FOLIAR

By Ground: 100 to 200
gals./A of spray.

RATE OF
ORTHENE 97 PELLETS

PER ACREPESTS CONTROLLED

Aphids
Grasshoppers
Katydid
Mealybugs
Orangedogs
Plantbugs
Thrips
Whiteflies (except

Sweetpotato/Silverleaf)

Citrus Blackfly 1/2 to W4Ib.
(8 to 12 oz.)

Ants
(Including Imported Fire
Ants and Harvester
Ants)

REMARKS

Repeat application as necessary to
maintain control,

Apply when éggs or insects frst
appear.

Use the high rale when a heavy
Infestation is present.

Repeat at 7 to 10 day sprayintervals.

Repeat application as necessary tomaintain control.

Spray individual juvenile or non-bearing trees for coverage with total application not to exceed specified rate in lbs. per acre.
Length of residual activity will depend upon spray coverage and the amountof moisture following application,
SOIL MOUND TREATMENT

DRENCH METHOD

‘Ants
(Including Imported Fire
Ants and Harvester
Ants)
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3/4 o2./5 gals. Apply 1 gal. of mix to each mound
area by sprinkling the mound until 1
ts wel and treat a four (4) foot
diametercircle around the mound.

Repeat application as necessary lomaintain control.
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NON-CROPAREAS

FIELD BORDERS, FENCEROWS,ROADSIDES, DITCHBANKS, BORROW PITS

TABLE 12. Non-Crop Areas - Field borders, Fencerows, Roadsides, Ditchbanks, Borrow Pits -
Recommendations for Use

RATES OF
ORTHENE97

PESTS PELLETS
CONTROLLED PER ACRE

FOLIAR Grasshoppers For early to mid-season
application.

APPLICATION
METHOD

By Ground: 10 to 20
gals./A of spray. Use the higher volurnes

when spraying dense
By Air: 1to5 gals/A foliage.
of spray (minimum of ;
5 gals./A in CA), An approveddrift retardant

may be added to aid in
controlling drift and
reducing evaporation of
aerial sprays.

USE PRECAUTION:

Do not graze or feed vegetation cut from treated areas.

 
WASTELAND

TABLE 13. Non-Crop Areas - Wasteland ~ Recommendations for Use

RATES OF
ORTHENE97

PESTS PELLETS
CONTROLLED PER ACRE

FOLIAR Black Grass Bugs 1.5 oz. to2oz. Use the higher volumes
Grasshoppers when spraying dense

By Ground: 10 to 20|Mormon Crickets foliage.

APPLICATION
METHOD

gals./A of spray.
An approved drift retardant

By Air: 1/2 gal./A of may be added toaidin |
spray (minimurn of S controlling drift and reducing
gals./A in CA). evaporation of aerial sprays.

USE PRECAUTIONS:
Do not make more than one application per season.
Do not graze or feed vegetation cut from treated areas.
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PEANUTS
 

TABLE 14. Peanuts - Recommendations for Use

i410IN CONTROLLED
Grasshoppers

RATES OF

ERtee
EBIzRFOLIAR

58galsRot oe
BYAK oP Bic

WES

om Farwornall

elvetbean
Caterpillar

N.

o ant feed treated foregeor hg to yeroCRanot allow animals to ar: e

io not apply more than #TBib:Ibs.iaesBiper season

 
pe PRECAUTIO

OTHENE37
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PEPPERS
 

BELL

TABLE 15. Peppers - Bell - Recommendations for Use -

 
RATES OF

PESTS ORTHENE 97 DAYS TO
APPLICATION METHOD CONTROLLED PELLETS HARVEST

PER ACRE

FOLIAR Grasshoppers 1/4 to 1/2 lb. Apply when eggsorinsects
(4 to 8 oz.) first appear. .

By Ground: 25 to 150
IssA of . Repeat as necessary to

ga's.i OF Spray Cabbage Looper 1/2 to 1.0 Ib. maintain insect:pest.
By Air: Minimum of 3 Green Peach Aphid (8 to 16 0z.) populations below
gals./A of spray Tobacco Hornworm economically damaging
(minimum of 5 gals./A numbers.
in CA}. European Corn Borer 3/4 to 1.0 Ib.

(12 to 16 oz.)

USE PRECAUTION:
Do not apply more than 2-1/8 Ibs./A (2 Ibs. al) per season.

NON-BELL

FOR USE IN MIDWESTERN, EASTERN STATES AND PUERTO RICO ONLY.

TABLE 16. Peppers - Non-Bell - Recommendations for Use

RATE OF
PESTS ORTHENE 97 DAYS TO

APPLICATION METHOD CONTROLLED PELLETS REMARKS HARVEST
PER ACRE

FOLIAR Aphids Repeatat 7 to 10 day spray
intervals as necessary.

By Ground: 40 to 150
gals./A of spray.

USE PRECAUTION:
Do not apply more than 1.0 Ib./A (1.0 Ib. ai) per Season.
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TOBACCO
 

TOBACCO TRANSPLANT WATER APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA)

TABLE 17. Tobacco Transplant Water Application - Recommendations for Use

AMOUNT ORTHENE 97
PELLETS

INSECTS PER ACRE FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS

Tobacco Cutworns 3/4 Ib. Provides control of early season flea beelles, green

pea Baerer (12 oz.) peach aphids, tobacco aphids, and cutwormsfor
Potato Tuberwerm approximately 3 to 4 weeks after transplanting. For
Tobacco Aphid later season control of these insects, apply a foliar
Tobacco Thnps spray of ORTHENE97 Pellets.

Apply in a minimum of 100 gals. of transplant water
per acre. ORTHENE97Pellets should be pre-mixed
in water to form a slurry solution prior to adding to the
transplant water tank.

Do not appty more than 3/4 Ib. ORTHENE 97 Pellets
per acre as a transplant water application as some
phytotoxicity may occur.

Do not apply more than 4-1/8 lbs/A (4 Ibs. ai) per
season, This includes the use of ORTHENEin
transplant water, plant bed, soil, float bed
(greenhouse), and foliar applications.

TOBACCO FOLIAR APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA)

~~

  
 

   
 
 

  
  

   
  

 
TABLE 18. Tobacco Foliar Application - Recommendations for Use

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS DAYS TO
_ PER ACRE FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS HARVEST

Grasshoppers ' 1/4-t0-172 Ib. Apply in 10 to 50 gals. water per 3
(4 to 8 oz) acre with ground equipmentor a

minimum of 3 gals. per acre by air.

SerenPapen poi ae) Apply on a ? day schedule or as
Homwom needed.
Tobacco Thrips

: Do not apply more than 4-1/8

Stinkbugs, (eit?on) Ibs,/A (4 Ibs. ai) per season. This
Vegetable Weevils includes the use of ORTHENEin

transplant water, plant bed, soil,
Budworm 3/4 Ib. float bed (greenhouse), andfoliar
Cabbage Looper (12 oz.) applications.utworm
Japanese Beetle
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TOBACCO PLANT BED APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA)

TABLE 19. Tobacco Plant Bed Application - Recommendations for Use

AMOUNT ORTHENE 97 PELLETS
CROP INSECTS PER ACRE FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS

Tobacco Bed Culworm , Apply to foliage at the equivalent of 3/4
Treatment Flea Beetle . tbsp. in 1 gal. of water per every 1,000

FagenPeachAphid sq. ft. of bed. Apply evenly to insure
thorough coverage.

Do not apply more than 4-1/8 Ibs./A (4
(bs. ai) per Season. This includes the use
of ORTHENEin transplant water, plant
bed, soil, float bed (greenhouse), and
foliar applications.

 
TOBACCO GREENHOUSE APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA)

TABLE 20. Tobacco Greenhouse Application - Recommendations for Use

IPdaed|AMOUNT ORTBENE4f PELLETSCROP INSECTS FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS

Tobacco Cutworm  
   

Apply te foliage at the equivalent of 3/4  

   

  
  Flea Beetle tbsp. in 3 gals. water per every 1,000 sqGreenPeachApe ft. of bed. Apply evenly to insure thorough   
  

coverage.

Note: Floatbed water should be disposed
of in the transplanted field in either
transplant water or foliar spray.

  
 
  Do not apply more than 4-7/6 tbs/A (4 Ibs,

a!) per season. This includes (he use of
ORTHENEin transplant water, plant bed,
soil, float bed (greenhouse), and foliar
applications.
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TOBACCO SOIL APPLICATION (EXCEPT CA)

Sos,
TABLE21. Tobacco Soil Application - Recommendations for Use

AMOUNT DAYS TO
CROP INSECTS ORTHENE 97 PELLETS FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS HARVEST

Mound Treatment-
Drench Method: Mix
3/4 oz. in 5 gals. of
water. Apply 1 gal. of
mix toeach mound area
by sprinkling the mound
until it is wel and treat a
four (4) foot diametercircle around the mound.

Ants

ilncibany sree Artmported Fire Ants
and Harvester
Ants) 

For best results apply the materialin
the early moming orlate aflernoon
when the ants are most active.

Applications made under prolonged
hol and dry conditions may be
ineffective due to the location of the
ants deep within the nest.

Treat maximum of 13 mounds peracre.

Do not treat more than once perSeason,

Do not apply more than 4-1/8 Ibs/A (4
Ibs. ai) per season. This includes the
use of ORTHENEin transplant water,
plant bed, soil, float bed
(greenhouse), and foliar applications

SMALL VOLUME SPRAY EQUIPMENT

Preparation of ORTHENE Spray Mix Using a Small Fluid Ounce Measuring Cup
LABEL RECOMMENDATION

ORTHENE 97 PELLETS
IN 100 GALS. OF WATER 
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EQUIVALENT ORTHENE 97 PELLETS
IN 25 GALS, OF WATER

EQUIVALENT ORTHENE 97
PELLETS!N 1 GALS. OF WATER

(TSPJGAL.)

1/3 tsp.
2/3 tsp.
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Non-bearing .
Citrus (including
citrus nursery
seedlings)

Non-bearing
Citrus (including
otrus nursery
seedlings)

NON-BEARING CITRUS
DO NOT ALLOW LIVESTOCK TO GRAZE TREATED AREAS.

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS PER ACRE

Aphids
Grasshoppers
Katydid
Mealybugs
Orangedogs
Plant Bugs (Lygus)
Thrips
Whiteflies

Citrus Blaekfly 1/2 to. 3/4Ib.
(B to 12 02.)

Ants
(Including
Imported Fire
Ants and
Harvester Ants)

Foliar Spra
34 ib. Y

(12 oz.)

MoundTreatment-
Drench Method:
Mix 3/4 oz. in 5 gals. of

water. Apply 1 gal. ofmix to each mound area

byrinks the mounduntil it is wel and treat a
four (4) foot diametercircle around the
mound.

Page 23

TIME OF
APPLICATION

Apply as needed forOtol of existing
populations.

The high rate shouldbe used when a
heavyinfestation of
Citrus Blackfly is
present. Beginapplications when
egg3 or adults first
appear, Apply on a7
to 10 day interval or
as needed to

Apply as needed for
control of existing
populations. 
 

RECOMMENDED
APPLICATION

AppORTRENT 97 Pellets
pe to 200 gals. of water

r acre. Spray individual
uvenila or eTSway treesr coverage with tota
application not to exceed
specified rate in tbs. per acre.
Length of residual activity will
depend upon shia coverageand the amount of moisture
following application,
Do notallow livestock to
graze treated areas.
DO NOT HARVESTcitrus for
one year afer treatment.

Apply ORTHENE 97 Pellets
in 100 ta 200 gals. of water
per acre. Spray individualuvenile or non-bearing trees
or coverage with tota

application nat to exceed
specified rate in lbs, per acre.
Length ofresidual activity will
depend upon spray coverageand the amount of moisture
following application,
Do not allow livestock ta
graze treated areas.
DO NOT HARVESTcitrus for
one year after treatment.
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NURSERY STOCK
NON-BEARING DECIDUOUS FRUIT TREES, NUT TREES AND VINES

IN NURSERY FIELDS OR NON-BEARING ORCHARDS
DO NOT ALLOW LIVESTOCK TO GRAZE TREATED AREAS.

AMOUNT OF
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS PER
INSECTS ACRE

TIME OF
APPLICATION RECOMMENDED

APPLICATION

Nursery Stock {Non- Aphids 1/2 to-1 Ib. Apply as needed for PeplyORTHENE 97Pellets in 50BearingBenktua.s Fruit|Plant Bugs (8 to 16 92.) control of existing to gals_ of water per acre byTrees, Nut Trees, (Lyaus) populations. ground’and not less than 5 gals.Viges! Thips of water per acre byair.on
Apricot

Ch
rape.Kiwi
PearPistachio
Plum
Prune
Walnut

USE PRECAUTIONS: Forapplication only to non-bearing trees and vines in nursery fields or in non-bearing orchards. Do not
apply to interplanis or single tees m a beanng orchard_

io not harvest any fruit from sprayed trees for one-year after application,

 
SPECIALTY USES - NON CROP AREAS

FURTHER USE INSTRUCTIONS

For early to mid-season application ta
grasshoppersin field borders, fencerows,
roadsides, ditchbanks, and borrow pits.

Grasshoppers. 1/4 Ib
Areas (402)field borders,

Sa:

Ncelows,
roadsides,ditchbanks
and borrow
pits)

Non-Crop Ants
Areas (Inctuding

Imported Fire
Ants and

Harvester Ants)

Mound Treatment-
Orench Method:
Mix 3/4 az. in 5 gals. of water
Apply 1 gal. of moc to each
mound area by sprinkling the
mound until itis wet and treat 3
four (4) foot diametercirclearound (he mound, 
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Apply in 1 to Sgais. of water by air, or in 10to20gals. of water with ground equipment.
Usethe higher volumes when Spraying
heavier foliage. Do not araze or feed
vegetation cut from trealed areas

For best results apply the materialin the
early morning or late afiernoan when theants are most active.

Applications made under proforiged hot anddry conditions may be ineffective due to the
location of the ants deep within the nest.

Grass in treated area may be injured

Do not treat mound more than ance perSeason.
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Container
Grown NurseryStockO

Arborvitae
alea.Camellia

Rhododen-
dron
Roses
Viburmum
Yew)

  ——=_—_——- ————————

_1,
SPECIALTY USES - CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK

INSECTS
Black Vine
Weevil

Stawhe
Root Weevil

Ants
(IncludingImportedFire
Ants and
Harvester Ants)

y mid-Octoberforoutdoor stock. Consult
yourlocal county
extension agent forinformation on the
identification and
control of root weevils
on ornamentals.

Apply as needed to
control the pest.
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RECOMMENDEDAPPLICATION

the specigad amountof
ORTENE 97 Pellets per 100 gals.
of solution so as to thoroughly
drench the root system,
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TREES AND SHRUBS

 
 

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS 

 
 
 
  
 
  
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

 
INSECTS PER 100 GALS.|TIME OF APPLICATION RECOMMENDED APPLICATION

Aphids As the insects begin to Apply the specified amountofSenne: Birch appear. o Miene 97 Pellets in 100 gals. walterLeafminer
 
 

with a hydraulic sprayer. The addition of

 
‘Lace Bugs a Suitable sticker improves control of

bpihalies Gypsy Moth larvae.‘ent

 
 

  

  
 
 

Caterpillars*

Douglas Fir As the insects begin to
Tussock appear.Moth Larvae

Gypsy Math Do not apply to Huckleberry, Balm of
Wi be Gilead, Cottonwood, Lombardy Poplar

lebworms. and Viburnum suspensum.

“Mist blower application. Adjust rates to
1 lb. per 100 gals, water for Gypsy Moth
control and 3/4 Ib. per 100 gals. water
for Tent Caterpillar control.

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

Scales As crawlers begin to ,
(Crawlers) appear. Repeat Nursery crops. Before treating large

applications, ata 2 week|plantings, spray only a few plants and
or more interval, may be|observe two weeks for phytotoxicity
necessary where there iscontinuous crawler
production,

Timeof application is
important. Consult your
Farm Advisor orCountyExtension Agent.

Grasshoppers 1/2 Ib. As the grasshoppers.
8 oz. begin to appear.

  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 

  
  
  
  

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Ponderosa
Pine Needle
Miner

Apply the specified amountof
ORTHENE97 Pellets in 100 gals, waler
with a hydraulic sprayer as a full
coverage spray

 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 

California 1/4 te 1/2 Ib. As the insects begin to Apply the specified amount of
Oakworn (4 lo B oz.) appear. Use the higher ORTHENE97Pellets in 100 gals. water

Cankerworms amount when the larger with a hydraulic sprayer,
(Spring and larvae are present.

 
 
  

Nantucket
Pine TipMath Larvae  

Time of application is
important. Consult your
Fann Advisor or County
Extension Agent. Repeat
applications will be
required for subsequent
generations.

Root Weevil Apply whenfirst feeding
Adults damage occurs. Repeat

applications, at four weekintervals until the first
heavy frost, may be
necessary for complete
foliage protection.

Box Elder As the insects bagin to
Bugs appear.

Budworms.
Leafhoppers.Sawilies

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Apply the specified amount of
ORTHENE 97 Pellets in 100 gals. water
with a hydraulic sprayer as a full
coverage spray.  

  
  
 

  

  
  
  
 

 

Japanese As the Japanese Beelles
Beetle (16 oz.) begin to appear. Repeat

applications,at 2 week
intervals, may beeee :
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TREES AND SHRUBS(Continued)

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
PER 100 GALS.

Trees and
Shrubs
(Except
Flowering
Crabapple,see below

Elm Leaf
Beetle

(larvae)

Douglas Fir
(Christmas
Trees)

Douglas Fir
Needle Midge

1/2 |b.
{8 oz.)

(1/2 Ib. per acre)

Flowenng
Crabapples

Aphids
Leafrollers
Tent

Caterpillars

2lo3 Level
Tbsp. (0.6 to 0.9
oz.) per 1 Tbsp.

of water.

TIME OF APPLICATION

As ihe larvae begin to
appear. ORTHENEwill
nol prevent Elm Leaf
Beetle eggs from
hatching.

Application should be
made no more than 2
weeks prior to bud burst.
For additional pest
management
information, consult your
County Extension
Service.

Asthe insects begin to
appear.

As aphids begin to
appear.
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RECOMMENDED APPLICATION

Apply the specified amount of
ORTHENE97 Pellets in 100 gals. water
with a hydraulic sprayer as a full
coverage spray.

Apply the specified amount of ORTHENE
97 Pellets in not less than 2 gals. of spray
per acre by air or in 100 gals. of spray
per acre by ground,

Apply the specified amount of ORTHENE
97 Peilets in 100 gals. water with a
hydraulic sprayer.

Do not apply more often than 3 times in a
growing season al a4 week interval,

Caution: Phytotoxicity has occurred on
the following Crabapple varieties: Hopa,
Ichonoski, Malusfloribunda, Pink
Perfection, Red Wine and Snow Cloud.

Make 2 paint-on slurry by mixing the
specified amount of ORTHENE 97
Pellets with 1 tbsp. of water. Remove the
loose bark from the trunk areas to be
treated.
Completely paint a band around eachtrunk to a width twice its diameter,
Application should be made to trunks
within a zone 6 to 12 inches above the
ground and below the point where
branching begins. For multi-trunk plantsbe certain to treat all trunks. For either
single or multi-trunk plants, application
should be made as low as possible withinthe recommended treatment zone.

 
ss



aDas
COMMERCIAL TURFGRASS, LAWNS, AND OTHER RECREATIONAL TURFGRASS AREAS
DO NOT ALLOW LIVESTOCK TO GRAZE TREATED AREAS. 00 NOT FEED TREATED GRASSTO LIVESTOCK.

INSECTS

Turfarass
(Residential &
Commercial)

Fall Armyworm
Yellow Striped
Armyworm
Southem

Cutworm

Chinch Bugs

Sod Webwornn
(Crambus spp.)

Leafhopper

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
PER 1000 SQ, FT.

0.4 to 0.9 oz.
(1 to 2-1/2 Ibs.

per acre)

0.9 to 1.8 o2.
(2-1/2 to 5 Ibs.

per acte)

0.9 to 1.8 oz.
(2-1/2 to 5 Ibs.

per acre)

6.9 to 1.8 oz.
(2-1/2 to 5 Ibs.

per acre)

0.4 to 0.8 oz.
(1 10 2 Ibs,
per acre)

3I4 oz.
(2 Ibs.

per acre)

TIME OF
APPLICATION

As the insects appear. A
repeatapplication at 2
week intervals may be
necessary.

Apply as needed for
adult population
knockdown (10 to 14

Apply as needed for
knockdown {7 to 10
days) only of existingadult populations.

As sod webworms begin
to appear. Use the
higher amount when
quick knockdown Is
needed orwith heavy
infestations,

Repeat application may
be necessary. Do not
Tepeat at more than 1
week intervals.

Asthe leathoppers
begin to appear. A
repeat application at 4
Weekintervals may be
necessary.
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RECOMMENDED
APPLICATION

Apply the specified amountof
ORTHENE97Pellets per 1,000
sq. ft. Use a minimum of 5 gals.
water per 1,000 sq.ft. to obtain
good coverage.

Apply the specified amount of
ORTHENE87 Pellets per 1,000
sq. ft. Use 1 to 15 gals, water
per 1,000 sa. ff. to obtain gaod
coverage.
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3! 35
COMMERCIAL TURFGRASS, LAWNS, AND OTHER RECREATIONAL TURFGRASSAREAS(Cont.)DO NOT ALLOW LIVESTOCK TO GRAZE TREATED AREAS. DO NOT FEED TREATED GRASSTO LIVESTOCK.

Mole Cnckets
(Except CA)

Spittlebug
(Except CA)

{Residential
& Commercial)

Greenbug
(Schizaphis
graminun)
Grasshoppers

Black Turfgrass
Ataenius
(Except CA)

Dichondra Cutwonn
Flea Beetle
Armywonn
Southern
Yellow Striped

AMOUNT
ORTHENE87

PELLETS
PER 1000 SQ. FT.

0.8 to 1.4 oz.
(2 to 3.5 Ibs.

per acre)

0.4 oz.
(1.0 Ib. per acre)

O.9to 1.4 0z
(3.1 ta 3.9 Ibs,

per acre)

0.8 to 1.4 pz.
(2 to 3.9 Ibs.

per acre)

TIME OF
APPLICATION

As mole crickets begin
to appear. For
knockdown ofexisting
populations, more than
one application may be
required throughout the
growing season. For
heavy infestations, use
the higher dosagerate.

Apply when insects or
their damagefirst
appears, Repeat as
necessary, Application
is not to be repeated atmore than t week
intervals,

Apply when insects or
their damaaefirst
appear.

As the insects appear.
Pepeat al 2 week
intervals as necessary.

 
RECOMMENDED APPLICATION

Apply the specified amountof
ORTHENE97Pellets per 1,000
sg. ft. Use 1 to 15 gals. water per
1,000 sq.ft. to obtain goad
coverage.

Apply during late afternoon or
early evening hours and afler ari
irrigation. Do not irrigate after
application.

The use of a lemon fragrance
substance in the spray mix may
enhance control by acting as a
flushing agent and thus provideincreased mole cricket contact
with the ORTHENE97 Pellets,
The following lemon-scented
products have been shown to be
effective flushing agents: Lemon
Joy, Lemon Paimalive, and
Mighty Myrt Products
Manufacture- Base Pure Lemon
Fragrance. The use rate far these
lemon-scented products is 2 tsp.
per galton of water for smail total
mix volumes or 6 fl. oz. per 50
gals, of waterfor large total mixvolumes.

Apply the specified amountof
ORTHENE97Pellets. Use 4
gals. of water per 1,000 sq. ft. to
obtain good coverage. Do nat
mow turfgrass for at least 24
hours after application.

Apply the specified Amount of
ORTHENE97Pellets per 1,000
sq. ft. Use a minimum of 5
gallons water per 1000 sq. ft.
Irrigate lightly after application
(not more than 1/2 inch). Use the
higher rate far severe
infestations.

Apply the specified arnount of
ORTHENE 97 Pellets per 1,000
sq. ft. Use a minimum of 15 gals.
of water per 1,000 sq_ ft to obtain
good coverage,
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LOCATION

Outdoor
and
Penmeter
Afea,

MOUND TREATMENTOF FIRE ANTS IN TURFGRASS
DO NOT ALLOW LIVESTOCK TO GRAZE TREATED AREAS. DO NOT FEED TREATED GRASSTO LIVESTOCK,

Ants
(Including
imported FireAnts and
Harvester
Ants)

Mound Treatment-
Drench Method:
Mix 3/4 oz. iin 5 gals.
of water Apply 1
gal. pf mix to each
mound area by
sprinkling the
mound until it is wet
and treat a four (4)
foot diameter circle
around the mound

TIME OF APPLICATION

For best results apply the
materialin the early
moming orlate aftemoonwhen the ants are most
active.

Applications made under
prolonged hat and dry
conditions may be
ineffective due to the
location of the ants deep
within the nest.

 
OUTDOOR AND PERIMETER SPRAY

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
INSECTS PER GALLON

Ants.
(Including
Imported Fire
Ants and
Harvester
Ants)

Crickets
Cockroaches
Earwigs
Pillbugs

TIME OF APPLICATION

Treat early or late in the
day, a5 wasps are
generally less active
during these times.

As the insects appear 
Page 30

aAREAa

RECOMMENDED
APPLICATION

Apply the Shecified amountofORTHENE97Pellets as
directed.

Grass in treated areas may be
injured.

Do not treat mound more than
once per season,

RECOMMENDED
APPLICATION

Apply specified amount of
ORTHENE 97Pellets per each
gallon of water used. Apply as a
spot treatmentto the nest, nest
entrance, and surrounding areas
where (he wasps alight.

Apply specified amountof
ORTHENE97 Pellets per each
gallon of water used.

Apply to a band of soil 6 to 10
feet adjacentto the structure and
to a height of 2 to 3 feet on the
foundation where pests may be
active or may find entrance. Also

apply as a residual spray or witha paint brush to surfaces of
buildings, window frames,
shutters, entryways, screens,
eaves, patios, garages, carports,
around garage areas and other
areas where (hese pesis
congregate.
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hs
OUTDOOR FLORAL CROPS AND GROUND COVERS

INSECTS

ChrysanthemumsDahlias
Daisies
EasterLilyGladioli
Gypsophila
Pachysandra
Pansy
Peony
Roses
Sedum
Statice
Strawllower
Yarrowzinnia

TIME OF APPLICATION

As insects begin to
appear.Repeat
applications may be
necessary.

  
Boston Ivy Japanese
Roses Beetle

 

As the Japanese Beetles
begin to appear. Repeat
applications at 2 week
intervals may be
necessary
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RECOMMENDED
APPLICATION

iy the specified amountof
0 ENE 97 Pellets in 100 gals.
water with a hydraulic sprayer as
a full coverage spray. Multiple

applications may cause slight tipburn or marginal leaf necrosis onsome varieties. Test on afew
plants to determine varietal
susceptibility.
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BS
GREENHOUSE FLORAL AND FOLIAGE PLANT CROPS

AMOUNT
ORTHENE 97

PELLETS
PER 100

INSECTS

Leafrollers. 1/2 to V4 Ib.
(B to 12 oz.)

Foliage
Plants

Anthunums
Cacti
Orchids.Poinsetia

Aphids

Mealybugs
Thrips
Whiteflies

Scales
(Crawlers)

Sweet Potato
Whitefies

(Except CA)

1/4 Ib. Mt Oz.us TAME:
4EC Spray

10-2/3 fi. oz.(0.2 Ib. ai)

Camatons
ChrysanthemumsRoses

TIME OF APPLICATION

As leafrollers begin to
appear. Use the higher
amount when the large larvaeafe present.

As aphids begin to appear.

As theinsects begin to
‘appest Arepeal application.ata 2 week interval, may be
necessary for control o|
maatybugs and whiteflies.

As crawlers begin to appear.
Repeatapplications, ala 2
week or more interval, may
be necessary where there iscontinuous
crawler production.

Apply when insects first
appear. If a population is wellestablished, make one
application of the tank mix
and follow 5 to 7 days laterwith TAME alone fl.
oz/100 gals, See TAMElabelfor instructions.

As aphids begin to appear,

aires2 tb

Repea 3necess:

begin lo appearor
ht we=r beesta ie,

sapealcalone may 
RECOMMENDED

ARBLICATION
Apply the specified amount of
ORTHENE97Pellets in 100
gals. water with a hydraulic
sprayer a9 a full coverage spra

A aihe specified amount ofORTHENE97Pellets in 100
gals. water with a hydraulic
sprayer as a full coverage spray,additionofa wetting pontmay be required on difficull to
wef foliage.

Caution: Paytolowicty has |occurred on the following foliage
plants: Bletchum gibbum, Cissus
antarctica, Ficus trig qylans,Fittonia verschatteltti, Marantaleuconeura kerchoveana,
Pachystachyalutea, Plectranthus
australis, Polypodium aureus,
Polystichum, Pteris ensiformis,
Tolmiea menziesii. Before
treating large plantings spray
only a few plants and observetwo weeksfor varietal

pr totoxicity, Application ofTHENE97 Pellets on
Poinsettiasafter bract formation
may fesult in phytotoxicity oncertain varieties.

For sweet potato whitefly contral,

appt the specified amount.ofENE 97 Pellets plus TAME
2.4 EC Spray as a tank mix ala
yolume necessary to obtain good
coverage. Follow the TAMElabe}
for specific instructions on the

alteration of TAMEplusORTHENE and TAME alone and
the rotation instructions to avoid
potential resistance.

Apply the fied amount of
ORTHENE97Pelletsin 100
gals. water with a hydraulic
Sprayer as a full coverage spray.

Do not apply mare often thannce every 24 days toarnations and
Chrysanthemums.

Caution: Phytotoxicity has
occurred on the following

Fitypanthamum varieties: _GerandgemIeeberg.Pea em, , Pride,
Showel,Sistésman Fall Ho,lestward Ho, and Wild Honey.
Before treating large |
Chry heamdm plantings, spray
only a few plants and observe

hytetoneny, Donotapply to‘ a
Bitysanthe-mums aneRiseswith n flowers,

Do not apply under conditions invoiving possible drift to food, forage or other.plantings that might
be damaged or the crops thereof rendered unfit for sale, use or consumption. .

NOTE:This product is sold by weight and packageis full when packed andis inclined to settle.
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

PROHIBITIONS
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage, disposal or cleaning of equipment.
Open dumpingis prohibited.
STORAGE

Keep pesticide in original container.
Do not put concentrate ordilute into food or drink containers.
Store in cool, dry place. Protect from excessive heat.
Do not contaminate food or foodstuffs.

Donot store or transport near feed or food.
For help with any spill, leak. fre or exposure involving this material, call day or night 1-800-892-0099.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL

Wastes resulling from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal
facility.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL
Completely empty canister into application equipment. Do not reuse container. Dispose of empty canister
in a sanitary landfill or by incineration,orif allowed by State and local authorities, by burning.If burned,
Stay out of smoke.

Copyright® 2000 by Valent U.S.A. Corporation

AMMO® = Reg. TM of FMC Corporation for cypermethrin insecticide.
ASANA® - Reg. TM of E. |. duPont dé Nemours & Co.,, Inc. for esfenvalerate insecticide.
BAYTHROID® Reg. TM of Bayer Corporation for cyfluthrin synthetic pyrethroid.
CAPTURE® — Reg. TM of FMC Corporation for bifenthrin insecticide miticide.

DANITOL® — ie TM of Sumitomo Chemical Company Ltd. for fenpropathrin insecticide-miticideEGGS/DEADHATCH® - Reg. TM of Valent U.S.A. Corporation .
KARATE® — Reg, TM of Zeneca Agrochemicals Co. U.K, for lambdacyhalothrin insecticide.
LORSBAN® -Reg TM of Dow AgroSciences LLC for chlorpyrifos insecticide.
ORTHENE® - Reg. TM of OMSInvestments, Inc. for acaphate insecticide.
PAYLOAD® - Reg. TM of Valent U.S.A. Corporation.
SCOUT® and SCOUT X%-TRA® - Reg. TM of Hoechst-Roussel Agri-Vel. Go. for tralomethrin pyrethroid insecticide.
TAME® - Reg. TM of Valent U.S.A. Cormaration
Manufactured for
Valent U.S.A. CorporationP.O, Box 6025
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-8025

Made in U.S.A.

0007 19-OR97PL7.REG

EPA Reg. No. 9639-91EPA Est. No, 33560-TN-01, 39578-TM-01
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY EPA Reg.
Office of Pesticide Programs Number:

Registration Division (H7S0SC} MAY | 3 jgag401. "mM" St., S.W. 239-2632
Washington, D.¢c.. 20460

Date of Isguance:

Texm of Issuance:

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE: Conditional
A Registration

Reregistration Nane of Pesticide Product:

aga eRae see Ortho Orthene Fire Ant
Killer Formula II

Name and Address of Registrant (include SIP Code):

The Solaris Group, A Division of the
Agricultural Group of Monsanto Company
P.O. Box 5006

San Roman, CA 94583

Mote: Changes,in Labeling differingip substancefrom that accepted’ ih coriectian with this mes
be submitted to and accecred by the: Registration TAvision prior to useof thélabel in commerce
correspondence on this product always refer to. rhe ,abave EPA Featstration,mumbexs.
On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby
registered/reregisteared under the Federal Insecticide, Pumgicide and Redenticide Act.

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the Agency.
in order to proréce health and che environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time suspend or
eancel the registration of 4 pesticide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection
with the registration of a product under this Act is mot ta be construed ag giving the registrant a right to
exclusive use of the name or ta its use if it has been covered by others.

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with
FIPRA sec. 3(c) (7) (A) provided that you:

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration of
your product under FIFRA sec. 3(c) (5) when the Agency requires all
registrants of similar products to submit such data; and submit
acceptable responses required for reregistration of your product
under FIFRA section 4.

2. Make the following label changes before you release the
product for shipment:

a. Add the phrase, "EPA Reg. No. 239-2632".

b. Revise the First Aid statement for ingestion to read as
cited below. This revision would be consistent with the

statement appearing on the current registered label for
similiar products containing acephate.

"Tf swallowed drink 1 or 2 glasses of water or milk and
induce vomiting by touching the back of the throat with finger. If
possible, contact a physician, Poison Control Center or emergency
center before inducing vomiting. Do not induce vomiting or give
anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Take person and
product to the nearest emergency treatment center."

Signature of Approving Official:

Bead Ko PPR
EPA Form &570-6
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page 2EPA Reg. No. 239-2632 SR ee _ 4

3. Submit two copies of the revised final printed labelbefore you release the product for shipment.

If these conditions are not complied with, the registrationwill be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e).
Your release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of
these conditions. .

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed.for your records.

Sincerely,

ae

Marilyn Mauta
Biologist
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7504C) {  
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ORTHOS ORTHENE® Fire Ant Killer Formula II, EPA Reg. No. 239-2632

Treats up to 72 mounds
Quick Kill of Fire Ants
Ready-To-Use
Destroys Entire Colonies within 3 to 7 days

Note: This package is sold by weight. Contents may have settled
during shipment.

Active Ingredient
Acephates® . 2... cscs eoes ede s ake twee seeps aerea hed 2cG ales te tags 503
Other Thoredienteases 4 724 dsl ancesseaeusseus sw vaaensees 50%

ORTHENE®, Acephate U.S. Pat. Nos 3,716,600 & 3,914,417

Keep out of reach of children
CAUTION —

See side/back panel for additional precautionary statements

NET WT. 1 lb. (453 g) -

ACOrp;ED
in EP=4 GoatANTS

Lat, fede

MAY | 3 (299
Under iy. Fact
"ansicite,RE

STented {
PERIStore sh AS penis‘ed u). f

Uley Dea Pew No
iABIDLs

tee,= nes
And Rude’ 

  

230-2632AT Subminelon of 1/29 in Rosponse lo EPA Lotter of 1/22/95.
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For Home Use Only

Gives..quick knockdown and kili of fire ant workers within hours.
Colonies. are destroyed within 3 to.7 days. Fire ant workers
track the powder deep into the mound where it.also kills the
queens, destroying the mound... a

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this

product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

READ ENTIRE LABEL. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS.

IMPORTED FIRE ANTS, Red Harvester Ants and Pavement Ants in home
lawns and around ornamental plantings: :

Sprinkle 3 teaspoonfuls dry powder over each mound. DO NOT WATER
IN. Treat new mounds as they appear. For best results, apply
when ants are active. Applications during prolonged hot or dry
conditions may beless effective. Try not to disturb mounds
while treating. D6 not apply during a heavy dew or just before a |
rain. Repeat treatment if ants reappear.

USE ON LAWNS

Fall Armyworm, Leafhoppers, Sod Webworms, Greenbug, Mole Crickets
on Home Lawns: Use a hose-énd or tank-type sprayer. Spray when
insects are present or damage is first noticed. Apply 6 gals. of
spray per 1000 sq. ft. Repeat if reinfestation occurs.

 

Ths. To Apply Ths. To Apply.
Per 2 gals. of|Per 6 gals. of
water ~ . water

Greenbug, Fall|2-1/4 Ths. 6-3/4 Tbs.
Armyworm,
Leathoppers,
Sod Webworms

Mole Crickets _| 4-1/2 Tbs. 13-1/2 Tbs. .

NOTE: Keep children and domestic animals off treated areas until
these areas are completely dry.

 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Keep pesticide in original container. Do/not put
concentrate or dilute into food-or drink containers. Store in a

cool, dry place, preferabiy in a locked storage area. Do not
store diluted ‘spray.

ORTHENEFire Ant Killer Formula Et
EPA,DFT February 28, 1996

Io
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Is
DISPOSAL: Securely wrap partially filled or empty container in

several layers of newspaper and discard in trash. Do not reuse
container .. .

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed. Causes moderate eye irritation...
Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Avoid breathing dust,
or spray mist. When handling this product, wear chemical
resistant gloves, long pants, and long sleeved. shirt. When using
outdoors, spray with the wind to your back and do not use when _
wind speeds are 10 mph or more. Wash the outside of the gloves ©. .° 7
with soap and water before removing. [Re-entry]: Do not allow
children or pets to come intocontact with treated surfaces until
sprays have dried. ;

FIRST AID: If. swallowed. --immediately telephone a poison control.
center, emergency treatment center or a physician for advice. a a
doctor, or transport. the patient to the nearest hospital. DO NOT .
make person vomit unless directed to do so by medical personnel.
If medical. advice cannot be obtained, then immediately take .
person and product container to an emergency treatment center or
hospital. If in eyes -. Flush eyes with plenty of water. Call a_.
physician if irritation persists. Note to Physicians: Emergency
Information --.call 1-800-225-2883. Acephate is a cholinesterase
inhibitor. Atropine is antidotal. 2-PAM is also antidotal and.

may be used in conjunction with atropine but should not be used .
alone.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to birds. Do not
apply directly to water. Do,not contaminate water by cleaning of
equipment or disposal of wastes. Cover or soil-incorporate (uae
spills. This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct .
treatment or residues on blooming plants. . Do not apply this -
product or allow it toa adrift to blooming plants if bees are Sot,
visiting treatment area.

 

NOTICE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not
in accordancewith directions.

@ Questions, Comments or medical Information?
Call 1-800-225-2883 http://www.ortho.com

®Trademark of Monsanto Company
@Monsanto Company .1998

ORTHENEFire Ant Killer Formula li
EPA.DFT February 28, 1996
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Manufactured for

The SOLARIS Group
of Monsanto Company
P.O. Box 5008 ~
San Ramon CA 94583-0808

Form SXXX Product KXKX

EPA Reg. No 239-2632
EPA Est.
Made in USA

 

239-2632.A1 NPA. 1/29/98 Response ta EPA Letter of 1/22/98.
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33/\300

= UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
& WASHINGTON,D.C. 20460
8

“a OFFICE OF
PREVENTION,PESTICIDES AND

TOXIC SUBSTANCES

MAR 17 2006

hI bUEl- 8977sanoffeek ewo7
Ms. Kaila Moran

Product Manager
AMVAC

4695 MacArthur Court, Suite 1250
Newport Beach, CA 92660

Subject: ORTHENE PCO FORMULAII
EPA Reg. No. 5481-8973
Notification Submitted March 5, 2009

Dear Ms. Moran:

The Agency has received your Application for Pesticide Notification under Pesticide
Registration Notice (PRN) 98-10 dated March 5, 2009, for the product Orthene PCO FormulaII,
EPA Reg. No. 5481-8973. The Registration Division (RD) has reviewed this request forits
applicability under PRN 98-10 and finds that the action requested falls within the scope of PRN
98-10. The label submitted with the application has been stamped “Notification” and will be
placed in our records.

If you have any questions. please call me directly at 703-305-6406.

William W. Jacobs

Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7505P)
Office of Pesticide Programs
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- 219
Please read instructions on reverse before comp A. y form. Form’-.,.oroved, OMB No. 2070-0060, Approval expires 2-28-95
nr United States C) Registration OPPIdentifier Number
‘7 EPA Environmental Protection Agency (] Amendment Washington, DC 20460 Other

Application for Pesticide - Section |

4. Company/Product Number 2. EPA Product Manager 3. Proposed Classification

6481-8973 Marilyn Mautz

4. Company/Product (Name) [x] None C Restricted
ORTHENE PCO FORMULA II

5. Name and Address of Applicant(Include Zip Code) 6. Expedited Review. In accordance with FIFRA Section 3(c)(3)(b)(i), my
productis similar or identical in composition and labeling to:

Amvac Chemical Corporation
4695 MacArthur Court, Suite 1250
Newport Beach, CA 92660 EPA Reg. No.

| Product Name
([] Check if this is a new address

oO Amendment - Explain below al Final printed labels in response to Agencyletter dated

Cc) Resubmission in response to Agencyletter dated CL "Me Too" Application NOTIFICATION
Notification - Explain below [[] Other - Explain below MAR 17 2009

Explanation: Use additional page(s) if necessary. (For Section | and SectionII.) akSiNotification of the Alternate Brand Name of ORTHENE PCO PELLETS for ORTHENE PCO FORMULA II.
This notification is consistent with the provisions of PR Nolice 98-10 and EPA regulaitons at 40 CFR 152.46, and no other changes have been made to the labeling
or the confidential statemeni of formula of this product. | understandthatit is a violation of 18 U.S.C, Sec, 1001 to willfully make any false statementto the EPA.|
further understand thatif this notificaiton is not consistent with the terms of PR Notice 98-10 and 40 CFR 152.46, this product may bein violation of FIFRA and | may
be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA.

4. Material This Product Will Be Packaged In:  

  

 
 
  

  
 

 

   

Child-Resistant Packaging|Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packaging 2. Type of Container

oO Yes* ol Yes oO Yes Metal
f& Ne fj No fq No PlasticGlass

5 — lf "Yes" No. per if "Yes" No.per pCertification must |unitPackaging container+|Packagewt._container apet
be submitted wt Other(Specify) __

3, Location of Net Contents Information 4. Size(s) Retai) Container 5. Location of Label Directions

Label Oo Container lag
5 oO On Labeling accompanying product

) Lithographed C1 Stenciled
6. Manner in Which Label is Affixed to Product 6g Paper glued C) Other

Section — IV

1. Contact Point (Complete items directly below for identification of individual fo be contacted, if necessary, to process this application.)

Name Title Telephone No, (Include Area Code)
Kaila Moran Product Manager 949-221-6108

Certification 8. Date Anpheation
| certify that the statements | have made on this form and all attachments thereto are true, accurate and: «+; Ree.ved®
complete, | acknowledge that any knowingly false or misleading statement may be punishable by fine or. | (Siamped)
imprisonment or both underapplicable law. : .

2. Signature 1 3. Title Les ekeWEE Product Manager ett eri
4. Typed Name 5. Date batKaila Moran Of-Wlr- OF ar

EPA Form 8570-1 (Rev. 3-94) Previous editions are obsolete, White - EPA File Copy(original) Yellow = ‘Agplicant Copy
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- JFAMVAC ©

05 March 2009

Ms. Marilyn Mautz
Document Processing Desk
Office of Pesticide Programs (7508C)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
One Potomac Yard

2777 S. Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22202

Subject: Notification of Alternate Brand Namefor:
ORTHENEPCO FORMULA II (EPA Reg. No. 5481-8973)
ORTHENEPCO PELLETS(Alternate Brand Name)

Dear George:

Please find enclosed the notification of the Alternate Brand Name ORTHENE PCO PELLETS

for ORTHENE PCO FORMULAIl (EPA Reg. No. 5487-8973).

In support of this notification, please find the following documents enclosed:

« Application for Pesticide Registration (EPA form 8570-1)
« Labeling for the Alternate Brand Name, ORTHENE PCO PELLETS (Ref. No. 8973-

20090305r1)

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions at 1-949-221-6108 or email
kailar@amac-chemical.com. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Best DWbunKull:
Kaila Moran

Product Manager

20090305kmm02.ace.us

4695 MacArthur Court, Suite 1250, Newport Beach, CA 92660 « (949) 260-1212 »« Fax (949| 260-1214
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ORTHENE®PCOPellets
(Insecticide)

For Use Only By Professional Applicators

By WeightActive Ingredient
we974 YMMACepbees ws siesus ssesarsncssascesissevassassapssazsessamsmsseaseresaesavetadladsoe Moelarsersan sass asserts
  

 

Inert Ingredients........... sed6 %
Total... hs pee anpralrvasysvovelpeiysereysurdwarsursweaurduel avauneesayed gesuceuyeeeaaaneses OUP oot

*O,S--Dimethy! acetyIphosphoramidothiioate NOTIFICATION
U.S. Patent. No. 6,013,272

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN MAR 17 2009
CAUTION le,FIRST AID Ol /;psi]

If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
Have person sip a glass of waterif able to swallow.
Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor.
Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

 

If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing

eye.
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on skin or Take off contaminated clothing.
clothing: Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

Callapoison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
If inhaled: Movepersonto fresh air.

If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance,then giveartificial
respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible.

Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

 
 

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for
treatment, FOR THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCIES, PHONE 24 HOURS A DAY:

Transportation: CHEMTREC.. sae k ERE AM Ly ig taEN RW ANGOLA MANY ANE GREE LY RAG ATARE SEAR 1-800-424-9300
Other; AMVAC. .. oo. coe e ce cece nee tener ee er ine renee ene eeeees ene na sane nansnenneecerninennnnes 1-323-264-3910

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN

Acephate is a cholinesterase inhibitor, [f signs and symptomsofcholinesterase inhibition appear, atropine
is antidotal. 2-PAMis also antidotal and may be administered in conjunction with atropine but should not
be used alone.

SEE SIDE/BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS -
FOR USE.

 
 

EPA Reg. No, 5481-8973 Net Contents: tcoyt
EPA Est. No, As Marked on,Container bees

4100 E. Washington Blvd. ec
Los Angeles, CA 90023 U.S.A sue Hunks

1-323-264-3910 © www.amvac-chemical.com . : a: - :

§973-20090305r1_Orthene PCO Pellets (ABN) Page | of 6
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed. Do not enter or allow others to enter treated areas until sprays have dried,

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT(PPE)
Some materials that are chemical-resistant to this productare listed below. If you want moreoptions,
follow the instructions for category A on an EPA chemical-resistance category selection chart.

  

Mixers, Loaders, Applicators and Other Handlers must wear:
* Long sleeved shirt and long pants
* Chemical-resistant gloves such as Buty] rubber > 14 mils, Nitrile rubber > 14 mils and Neoprene = |4

mils

* Shoes plus socks.

In addition, all Mixers and Loaders and all Applicators using low pressure hand wand application
equipment must wear: A NIOSH-approved dust mist filtering respirator with MSHA/NIOSH approved
numberprefix TC-21C or a NIOSH-approved respirator with any N, R, P or HEfilter.

Follow the manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If na instructions for washables exist,
use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry.

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATION
Users should:

Wash handsbeforeeating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet,
Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean
clothing.
Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing.

As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and changeinto clean clothing.
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This pesticide is toxic to birds. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas Where surface water is presentor
to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark, Cover or soil-incorporate spills. Do not contaminate
water when cleaning equipmentor disposing of equipment washwaters.

Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans or other
waters unless in accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has been notified in writing prior to discharge. Do not
discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without previously notifying the local sewage
treatment plant authority, For guidance contact your State Water Board or Regional Office of the EPA.

This product andits degradate are highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment on blooming crops or

weeds. Do not apply this product or allow it to drift to blooming crops or weeds while bees are aceiyery
visiting the treatment area.

eueoeel

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. |wt

READ ENTIRE LABEL. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY-
STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND: ‘FEDERAI, Vs
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REGULATIONS.

Not for usein feed processing areas in feed handling establishments,

This productis not for indoor residential use.

TANK MIXES

NOTICE: Tank mixing or use of this product with any other product whichis notspecifically and
expressly authorized by the label shall be the exclusive risk of user, applicator and/or application
advisor,

Read and follow the entire label of each productto be used in the tank mix with this product.
 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION

Use Orthene PCO Pellets for residual pest control in the areas listed by application as a 0.75% or 1.0%
spray. Use the 0.75% rate for control of light infestations on non-porous surfaces and the 1.0%spray to
reduce heavy infestations, Activity on porous surfaces may be limited. Repeattreatment as needed except
where indicated otherwise.

 

SPRAY DRIFT MANAGEMENT

Do not apply this product in a mannerthat allows spray to drift and contact humans, animals or other non-
target sites. A yariety of factors including weather conditions, (e.g., wind direction, wind speed,
temperature, relative humidity) and method of application can influence pesticide drift. The applicator must
evaluate all factors and make appropriate adjustments when applying this product.

DIRECTIONS

Apply within Industrial, Institutional, and Commercial Buildings including Restaurants, Warehouses,
Stores, Hospitals, Hotels, Manufacturing Plants and Ships. Apply as an outdoor treatment for control of the
listed ants and other insects listed in the outdoor use directions. Note: Outdoor applications made to
turfgrass are restricted to treatmentoffire ant and harvester ant mounds. Agitate or shake spray container to
ensure thorough dissolution.

Desired
Concentration

wt/wt

Grams Product Ounces Product No. of Packets
in | Gal Water in 1 Gal Water in 1 Gal Water 

Cockroaches, Ants (excluding fire, harvester, carpenter and pharaoh), Crickets, Fleas and Firebrats:
Apply as a coarse, low pressure spot spray, crack and crevice spray or with a paint brushto localized areas
where these pests are found or normally occur including corners of rooms and closets; around television
sets and radios; along and behind baseboards; around and under sinks, dishwashers, washing machines,
refrigerators, stoves and cabinets; areas where plumbing enters or leaves the room; orother areas inhabited
by these pests.

NOTE:A period of 3 to 7 days may be necessary for Orthene PCO Pellets to reach its maximum effect on
cockroaches. aU eape etco.ces

Earwigs, Pillbugs and Sowbugs: Apply as a coarse, low pressure spot Spray to areas wround.doors and:
windows, storage areas, baseboards and other areas where these pests may enter or be found. ‘

Pantry Pests - Exposed Stages (Confused Flour Beetle, Indian Meal Moth, and Trogodermi): Apply« é
Orthene PCO Pellets at 1.0% as a spot application to pantry and cupboard shelves where; food containers «+
suspected of being infested are stored. Prior to spraying, removeall foodstuffs, shelving paper anuutensils. |
Do notreplace the food packages until the surface has dried. Replace shelving paper. !rfosted food
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packages should be destroyed,
Wasps (Outdoor): Apply Orthene PCO Pellets as a spot application at 0.5%to 1.0%to the nest, nest
entrance and surrounding areas where the wasps alight. Wasps are generally less active early and late in the
day, so it is advisable that nests should be treated during these times. Do not apply with low pressure hand-
wand equipment.

Perimeter Treatment: To contro! Ants (excluding carpenter, fire, harvester and pharaoh ants),
Cockroaches, Pillbugs and Earwigs, apply Orthene PCO Pellets at 0,5% to 1.0% to a band ofsoil 6 to 10 ft
adjacentto the structure, also to a height of 2 to 3 ft. on the foundation where pests may be active or may
find entrance. Also, apply as a residual spray or with a paint brush to surfaces of buildings, window frames,
shutters, entry ways, screens, eaves, patios, garages, carports, around garbage areas and other areas where
these pests congregate. Do not apply with low pressure hand-wand equipment. NOTE: When making
Perimeter Treatments, only foraging ants will be controlled, Not for use on residential turf as a perimeter
treatment.

Ants, Fire and Harvester (excluding carpenter and pharaoh ants) in mounds within a treated
perimeter - In order to control a mound or nest, a drench treatment is necessary. For mound drench
treatment, dissolve | packet (!.4 0z) of Orthene PCO Pellets in 9 gals of water, Apply | gal of mix to each
mound by sprinkling the mound untilit is wet and treat.a 4 ft diameter circle around the mound.

For best results, apply Orfhene PCO Pellets in the early moming or late afternoon when ants are most
active. Mound drench applications made under prolonged hot and dry conditions may be ineffective due to
the location of ants deep within the nest.

NOTE:Grassin treated areas may be injured, DO NOT(reat a mound morethan once per season.

For Application as Spot Treatment in the Listed Structures - Spot treatments may be applied at
moderate pressures (up to 35 psi) using a coarse fan tip. For spot treatments, no individual spot will exceed
2 sq ft Mix Orthene PCO Pellets according to dilution chart. Apply asa SPOT TREATMENTusing coarse
fan spray to areas inhabited by cockroaches. Treat areas such as baseboards, under and behind refrigerators,
stoves, dishwashing and other equipment, as well as in storage areas, closets, sinks, cabinets, around
windows, doors and water pipes. Spot treatment should also include underside of drawers, shelves and
other sites where cockroaches frequent or travel.

Food Handling Establishments: For use in Federally Inspected Meat and Poultry Plants and places other
than private residences in which exposed food is held, processed, prepared or served.

Food Areas - Application Limited to Spot and/or Crack and Crevice Treatment Only: Includes areas
for receiving, storage, packing (canning, bottling, wrapping, boxing) preparing, edible waste storage and
enclosed processing systems (mills, dairies, edible oils, syrups). Spray concentration shall be limited to a
maximum of 1.0% active ingredient, Apply in small amounts directly into cracks and crevices using
equipment capable of delivering a pin-stream of insecticide in points between different elements of
construction, between equipment and floors, openings leading to voids and hollow spaces in walls,
equipment legs and bases, where labeled insects hide. Care should be taken to avoid depositing this product
onto exposed surfaces or introducing the material into the air. Avoid contamination of food or food
processing surfaces, Applications of This Product In the Food Areas of Food Handling
Establishments, Other than as a Spot and/or Crack and Crevice Treatment are not Permitted.

Non-Food Areas - Includes garbage rooms, lavatories, floor drains (to sewer entries and vestibules,
offices, locker rooms, machine rooms,boiler rooms, garages, mop closets and storage). Spray cancentratiin 1
shall be limited to a maximum of 1.0% active ingredient. Apply to baseboard areas, aréund: water pipes,”
surfaces behind and beneath sinks, lockers, tables, pallets and similar areas where insects hide¢or through
which they may enter. fl “atvt ‘

Serving Areas - Facilities where prepared foods are served, such as dining rooms, but\exciuding areas -
where foods may be prepared or held: Apply as a spot treatmentto selective surfaces such ds,baseboards,|
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under elements of construction into cracks and crevices. Avoid treating surfaces likely to be contacted by
food. (Do not apply when facility is in operation or foods are exposed). Do not allow spray or mist to
contact food, foodstuffs or water supplies, Dishes and food handling utensils should be thoroughly washed
in soap and water if exposed to contamination by the application of this product. Do not allow children or
pets to come into contact with treated surfaces until sprays have dried.

Avoid contamination of food or food processing surfaces.

Caution, Do not apply directly to carpet as staining may occur. Do not treat unpainted masonry floors in
poorly ventilated areas such as garages or basements, especially where moisture or high humidity exists
since activity on porous surfaces may be limited.  

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage, disposal or cleaning of equipment.

PESTICIDE STORAGE

Keeppesticide in original container.
Do not put concentrate or dilute into food or drink containers.
Store in cool, dry place.
Protect from excessiveheat.

Donotstore or transport nearfeed or food.
For help with any spill, leak, fire or exposure involving this material, call day or night 1-323-264-3914),

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL

Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of onsite or at an approved waste disposal
facility. Open dumpingis prohibited.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

After insuring that both used packets and outer containers are empty, crush and dispose of in |

 
container.  

 

LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER

The manufacturer warrants (a) that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label; (b) that
this product is reasonably fit for the purposesset forth in the directions for use, subject to the inherentrisks
referred to herein, when it is used in accordance with such directions; and (c) that the directions, warnings,
and other statements on this label are based upon responsible experts' evaluations of reasonable tests of
effectiveness, of toxicity to laboratory animals and to plants and residues on food crops, and upon reports
of field experience. Tests have not been made onall varieties of food crops and plants,or in all states or
underall conditions.

THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES OTHER THAN THOSE SET FORTH HEREIN, TO
THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW THE MANUFACTURER NEITHER

MAKES NOR INTENDS, NOR DOES IT AUTHORIZE ANY AGENT OR REPRESENTATIVE,
TO MAKE ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND IT EXPRESSLY
EXCLUDES AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OF

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OF QUALITY OR
PERFORMANCE. THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT EXTEND TO, AND THE BUYER SHALLBE.
SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR, ANY AND ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE WHICH RESULTS FROM‘*

THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN ANY MANNER WHICHIS INCONSISTENT ‘viTH THE’
LABEL DIRECTIONS, WARNINGS OR CAUTIONS. he
TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW BUYER'S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY,,
AND MANUFACTURER'S OR SELLER'S EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY FOR ANY ‘AND ALE |.
CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES, OR INJURIES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR |ANDLING |
OF THIS PRODUCT, WHETHER OR NOT BASED IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENEE; STRICT.
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LIABILITY IN TORT OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED, AT THE MANUFACTURER'S
OPTION, TO REPLACEMENTOF, OR THE REPAYMENT OF THE PURCHASE PRICE FOR,
THE QUANTITY OF PRODUCT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH DAMAGES ARE CLAIMED. TO
THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW MANUFACTURER OR SELLER

SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT.

AMVACoffers this product, and Buyer accepts it, subject to the foregoing Limited Warranty which may
be varied only by agreementin writing signed by an authorized representative of AMVAC,

Orthene is a registered trademark of OMSInvestments, Inc.

AMVACChemical Corporation
4100 E. Washington Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90023 U.S.A.
1-323-264-3910
www.amvac-chemical.com

rive
A wea; (6

beth
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3/23/2021 Details for ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:29580,5481-8977 1/1

 

Details for ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15
GRANULAR

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  5481-8977 
Company Name:  AMVAC CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
Address:  4695 MACARTHUR COURT, SUITE 1200 
City, State Zip:  NEWPORT BEACH, CA 926601706 
First Registered Date: OCTOBER 12, 1994 
Current Status (Date):  Registered (OCTOBER 12, 1994)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

EPA Reg. No. Product Name Accepted Date

5481-8977 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR August 13, 2012 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR September 11, 2007 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR March 29, 2007 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR July 26, 2002 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR January 15, 1999 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR December 22, 1998 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR October 28, 1998 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR January 02, 1997 (PDF)

59639-87 ORTHENE TURFGRASS & CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK 15 GRANULAR October 12, 1994 (PDF)

1 - 9

Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON DC 20460

OFFICE OF CHEMICAL SAFETY
AND POLLUTION PREVENTION 

AUG 13 202

Kaila Moran

Regulatory Consultant
AMVAC

4695 MacArthur Court Suite 1250

Newport Beach CA 92660

Subject Orthene Turfgrass & Container Grown Nursery Stock 15 Granular
EPA Reg No 5481 8977
Notification Application Dated July 12 2012
Minorlabel revisions and updating Storage and Disposal Instructions

Dear Ms Moran

The Agency has received your Application for Pesticide Notification under Pesticide
Registration Notices (PRN) 2007 4 and 98 10 dated July 12 2012 for the subject product EPA
Reg No 5481 8977 The Registration Division (RD) has reviewed this request and finds that
the actions requested fall within the scopes of PR Notices 2007 4 and 98 10 Thelabel
submitted with the application has been stamped Notification and will be placed in our
records

If you have any questions please call me directly at (703) 308 8043 or email
lewis marianne@epa gov

Sincerely

NI LD
Marianne Lewis

Insecticide Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7505P)
Office of Pesticide Programs
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OPPIdentifier Numbe
~ United States “Ys Registration
wy EPA Environmental Protection Agency L] Amendment

Washington DC 20460 [x] Other
Application for Pesticide Section|

1 Company/Product Number 2 EPA Product Manager 3 Proposed Classification

 
5481 8977

4 Company/Product (Name) PM# [&] None [J Restricted
Orthene Turf & Container Grown Nursery Stock 15G

5 Name and Address of Applicant(Include Zip Code) 6 Expedited Review In accordance with FIFRA Section 3(c)(3)(b)(\) my
productis similar or identical in composition and labeling to

   

Amvac Chemical Corporation
4695 MacArthur Court Suite 1250 ERA Reg No
Newport Beach CA 92660

[ Checkifthis 1s a new address Product Name

| Amendment Explain below oO Final printed labels in response to Agencyletter dated

C Resubmission in response to Agencyletter dated oO Me Too Application

[X] Notification Explain below (] Other Explain betow  

Explanation Use additional page(s) !f necessary (For Sect n|and Se tiont!) Notification of Minor Label Revisions and Storage and Disposal Statements

Notification of label change per PR Notice 2007 4 This notification is consistent with the guidance in PR Notice 2007 4 and the requirements of EPAs
regulations al 40 CFR §§ 156 10 166140 156 144 156 146 and 156 156 No other changes have been made tothe labeling or the Confidential Statement
of Formula forthis product | understand thattt is a violation of 18 US C Sec 1001to willfully make any false statement to EPA | further understand thatif
the amendedlabel is not consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR §§ 156 10 156 140 156 144 156146 and 156 156 this product may be in wolation of
FIFRA and | may be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA
This notification is consistent with the provisions of PR Notice 98 10 and EPA regulations at 40 CFR 15246 and no other changes have been madeto the
labeling or the confidential statement of formula of this product I understandthat it ts a violation of 18 US C Sec 1001 to willfully make any false statement
to EPA. | further understand thatif this notification is not consistent with the terms of PR Notice 98 10 and 40 CFR 152 46 this product may be in violation of
FIFRA and | may be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA

1_ Material This Product Will Be Packaged In
Child Resistant Packaging§|Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packaging 2 Type of Container

C] Yes [] Yes Metal
[x] No [x] No Plastic

4 Certification If Yes No per Glass
must be Unit Packaging wt container Package wt container Paperfh
submitted eee

3 Location of Net Contents Information 4 Size(s) Retail Container § Location of Label Directions

[J On Label

[x] Label [] Container (0 OnLabeling accompanying product

 

 

 

 
6 Mannerin Which Label ts Affixed to Product (1 Lithographed Ostenctied

Paperglued Clother

Section IV

4 Contact Point (Complete items directly below for identification of individual to be contacted tfnecessary to process this application ) 

  Name Title Telephone No (Include Area Code)

Kaila Moran Regulatory Consultant 562) 607 2146
Certification 8 Date Application

| certify that the statements | have made onthis form andall attachments thereto are true accurate and Received

complete (Stamped)
| acknowledge that any knowingly false or misleading statement may be punishable by fin. or 1 nprisonment

or both ufider afplicable law
H rs a° seerDUANayr— us Regulatory Consultant

fentonP(t UK OU
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)  AZAMVAC !

July 12 2012

Ms Julie Chao

Document Processing Desk
Office of Pesticide Programs (Notif)
US Environmental Protection Agency
One Potomac Yard

2777 S Crystal Drive
Arlington VA 22202

Subject Notification of Minor Label Revistons and Storage and Disposal Language Per PR
Notice 2007-4

Orthene Tobacco Insect Spray (EPA Reg No 5481 8972)
Orthene 15 Granular (EPA Reg No 5481 8976)
Orthene Turf & Container Grown Nursery Stock 15G (EPA Reg No 5481 8977)

Dear Julie

This 1s submitted in response to the EPA letters dated May 31 2012 as well as our phone
conversation June 8 2012 As you mentioned on the phone the Container Disposal Statements
updated per the PR Notice 2007 4 are acceptable However you requested revising the language
throughout the label with regards to using the word general when referring to mandatory (non
optional) use directions | have made the requested label changes as suggested as well as
included REDLINElabels to highlight the revisions | have also revised the applications to with the
updated certification under PR 98 10

In support of this request enclosed pleasefind the following

* Application for each Pesticide Registration (EPA Form 8570 1)
et copies of each label with a redline copy showing changes (Ref No 8972 20120509r1

8976 20120509r1 8977 20120508r1)

« Copies of the May 31 2012 letters for reference

 

It is my understanding that this satisfies the requirements of the Agency s PR Notice and will
require no further action If you have any questions or require additional information please do
not hesitate to contact me at 562 607 2146 or email kailam@amvac chemical com Thank you
for your attention to this matter

 
Regulatory Consultant

20120712kmm02 ace us Orthene Notification PR Notice 2007 4

4695 MacArthur Court Suite 1200 Newport Beach CA 92660 (949) 260 1212 Fax (949) 260 1214
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Orthene® Turfgrass & Container Grown
Nursery Stock 15 Granular

An ORTHENE?Turfgrass & Container Grown Nursery Stock 15 Granular Insecticide for Use on Container Grown
Nursery Stock Golf Course and Sod Farm Turfgrass and for Treatment of Ant Mounds on Turfgrass and Non Crop Areas

GIVES EFFECTIVE CONTROL

Active Ingredient By Wt
*Acephate 15 0%
Other Ingredients 85 0%
Total 100 0%

*O S$ Dimethyl acetylphosphoramidothioate NUS Patent Nos 5298501 5369100 5352 674 FICATION
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AUG 13 2012

CAUTION

FIRST AID

If swallowed Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice
Have personsip a glass of water 1fable to swallow
Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor
Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person

If in eyes Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15 20 minutes
Remove contactlenses if present after the first 5 mmutes then continue rinsing eye
Call apoison control center or doctor for treatment advice

If on skin or clothing Take off contaminated clothing
Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 20 minutes
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice

If inhaled Moveperson to fresh air

 

If person is not breathing call 911 or an ambulance then give artificial respiration
preferably by mouth to mouth if possible
Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

Havethe product container or label with you whencalling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment
FOR THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCIES PHONE 24 HOURS A DAY

Transportation CHEMTREC 1 800 424 9300
Other AMVAC 1 323 264 3910

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN

This material contains a cholinesterase inhibitor Measurement ofblood cholinesterase activity may be useful in
monitoring exposure but decisions regarding treatment will usually need to be made before test results are available
If signs of cholinesterase inhibition appear atropine sulfate 1s antidotal 2 PAM (PROTOPAM)1s also antidotal and
may be used in conjunction with atropine but should not be used alone

SEE SIDE/BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE

EPA Reg No 5481 8977 Net Contents
EPA Est No As Marked on Container

AFAMVAC
4100 E Washington Blvd

Los Angeles CA 90023 USA
1 323 264 3910
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTICANIMALS

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin Causes moderate eye irmtation Avoid contact with skin eyes or clothing

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT(PPE)

Some materials that are chemical resistant to this product are shown below If you want more options follow the
instructions for category A on an EPA chemical resistance category selection chart

 

Mixers Loaders Applicators and Other Handlers must wear
e Longsleeved shirt and long pants
* Chemical resistant gloves such as Butyl rubber= 14 mils Nitrile rubber> 14 mils or Neoprene > 14 mils
* Socks plus shoes

In addition Mixers, Loaders and Applicators supporting or making broadcast applications to turf must wear A
NIOSH approved dust mustfiltering respirator with MSHA/NIOSH approved numberprefix TC 21C or a NIOSH
approved respirator with any N R P or HEfilter

See engineering controls for additional requirements

ENGINEERING CONTROLS

Whenhandlers use closed systems or enclosed cabs in a manner that meets the requirements listed in the Worker
Protection Standard (WPS)foragricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170 240(d)(4 6)] the handler PPE requirements may be
reduced or modified as specified in the WPS

Follow manufacturer s instructions for cleaning/maintaming PPE Ifno such mstructions for washables exist use detergent
and hot water Keep and wash PPE separately ftom other laundry As soon as possible wash thoroughly and changeinto
clean clothing

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATION

Users should

Wash hands before eating drinking chewing gum using tobacco orusing the torlet
Remove clothing/PPE ummediately ifpesticide gets inside Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing
Remove PPE immediately after handling this product Wash the outside of gloves before removing As soon as

possible wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing
 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This pesticide 1s toxic to birds For terrestrial uses do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface water is present
or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipmentor disposing of
equipment washwaters Cover orsoil incorporate spills
 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent withits labeling

Apphcations to trees shrubs and potted plants by hand or hand held application equipment ts prohibited

READ ENTIRE LABEL USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND
DIRECTIONS AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons either directly or through drift Only
protected handlers may be in the area during application For any requirementsspecific to your State or Tribe consult the
agency responsible for pesticide regulation

8977 2012081 312_Orthene Turfgrass & Container Grown Nursery Stock 15 Granular Page 2 of 5
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AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard 40 CFR part 170 This
Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms forests nurseries and greenhouses and
handlers of agricultural pesticides It contains requirements for trammg decontamination notification and emergency
assistance It also contains specific instructions and exceptionspertaiming to the statements on this label about personal
protective equipment (PPE) and restricted entry interval The requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product
that are covered by the Worker Protection Standard

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REI) of 24 hours

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that involves
contact with anything that has been treated such as plants soil or water 15

* coveralls

* chemical resistant gloves made of any waterproof material and
* shoes plus socks

 
 

 
 

  

 
NON AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protection
Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170) The WPS applies whenthis product 1s used to produce agricultural
plants on farms forests nurseries or greenhouses

Donotenter or allow others to enter unti! dusts have settled or for those areas where urigation 1s required following
treatment until treated areas have dned 

TANK MIXES

NOTICE Tank mixingor use of this product with any other product which 15 not specifically and expressly authorised by the label shall be
the exclusive risk of user appheator and/or application advisor

Read and follow the entire label of each product to be used in the tank mux with this product 
USE INFORMATION

CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK
Outdoor and Shadehouse Lathhouse and Greenhouse Grown Containers

AMOUNT |
Includin

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

        
PESTS ORTHENE TURFGRASS &

CEOS CONTROLLED CONTAINER GROWN iismenNURSERY STOCK 15
GRANULAR

Container Grown Nursery Ants (excluding fire Broadcast Application Potted Plants
Stock harvester carpenter and Apply over pots at 04 Ib per Pot Size (diameter) 3 to12 Uniformly
(including Outdoor pharaohants) 1000 sq fi with a broadcast distnbute specified dosage over sot! surface
Shadehouse Lathhouse and Aphids applicator Irngate after application and as needed
Greenhouse Grown Azalea Lacebug avoiding excessive imgation to maintain
Contamers) Mealybugs productin root zoneAzalea

Holly Do Not Apply to freshly rooted cuttings
Pyracantha
Photinia
Crape Myrtle

Application to trees shrubs and potted plants by hand or hand held application equipment (1 belly grinders) 1s prohibited |
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TURFGRASS AND NON CROP AREAS MOUND TREATMENT 

 

  
  
  
  
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
  

  
 

AMOUNT
pinata PESTS ORTHENE TURFGRASS &

APPLICR IRON SHES CONTROLLED CONTAINER GROWN iseericricta:NURSERY STOCK15
GRANULAR 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 

Turfgrass  Imported Fire Ants and
Harvester Ants

Mound Treatment
Evenly distribute
2 Tbsps of product over the

For best resulis apply materialin the early
moming or late afternoon when the ants are most

Residential Recreational active Applications made under prolonged hot

 
  
  

and Commercial Turf mound and dry conditions may be ineffective due to the
location of the ants deep within the nest Grass in

(2 Tbsps = 15 shakes) treated area may be injured

‘This statement will be added to

12 oz shaker canister label only
Non Crop Areas

 
USE PRECAUTIONS

e Irrigate immediately after application with 1/8 inch of water
* Do not over water or allow puddles to form This formulation readily dissolves when exposed to water Immediate

irrigation without puddling minimizes exposure of birds to broadcast granules
« Do not apply by air
*« User must allow at least 3 days between last application and harvesting of sod

GOLF COURSE AND SOD FARM TURFGRASS   

 

RATE OF
ORTHENE TURFGRASS &

PESTS CONTAINER GROWN
CONTROLLED NURSERY STOCK 15 BEMAEKE

GRANULAR
PER ACRE

Golf Course and Amyworns Sod Farm Turfgrass Apply using broadcast ground equipment accurately calibrated
Sod Fann Mole Crickets 20 Ibs /A to unfonnly apply a granular pesticide Repeat application may
Turfgrass Cutworms (046 ib per 1 0005q ft) be necessary Do not apply at more than | week intervals

Chinch Bugs
Sod Webworms Golf Course Turfgrass Donot allow livestock to graze treated areas Do notfeed
Spittlebugs 27 Ibs /A treated grass to livestock

(0 62 Ib per | 000 sq fi)

 
   
 

STORAGEAND DISPOSAL

Do not contammate water food or feed by storage disposal or cleaning of equipment

PESTICIDE STORAGE

Keep pesticide in original container
Store in cool dry place Protect from excessive heat
Do not contaminate food or foodstuffs

Do not store or transport near feed or food
For help with any spill leak fire or exposure involymg this material call day or night 1 323. 264 3910

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL

Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposalfacility

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

Nonrefillable container Do not reuse orrefill this contamer Complete empty bag into application equipment Do not
reuse container Dispose of empty bag in a sanitary landfill or by mcineration or 1f allowed by State and local authorities
by burning If burned stay out of smoke
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LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER

The manufacturer warrants (a) that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label (b) that this product is
reasonably fit for the purposes set forth in the directions for use subject to the inherent risks referred to herein when tt is
used in accordance with such directions and (c) that the directions warnings and other statements on this label are based
upon responsible experts evaluations of reasonable tests of effectiveness of toxicity to laboratory animals and to plants
and residues on food crops and upon reports of field experience Tests have not been made on all varieties of food crops
and plants or in all states or underall conditions
THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES OTHER THAN THOSE SET FORTH HEREIN TO THE EXTENT
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW THE MANUFACTURER NEITHER MAKES NOR INTENDS NOR
DOES IT AUTHORIZE ANY AGENT OR REPRESENTATIVE TO MAKE ANY OTHER WARRANTIES
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AND IT EXPRESSLY EXCLUDES AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY WARRANTY OF

QUALITY OR PERFORMANCE. THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT EXTEND TO AND THE BUYER SHALL BE
SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE WHICH RESULTS FROM THE USE OF
THIS PRODUCT IN ANY MANNER WHICH IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE LABEL DIRECTIONS
WARNINGS OR CAUTIONS

TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW BUYERS EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AND
MANUFACTURERS OR SELLERS EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS LOSSES
DAMAGES OR INJURIES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT WHETHER
OR NOT BASED IN CONTRACT NEGLIGENCE STRICT LIABILITY IN TORT OR OTHERWISE SHALL
BE LIMITED AT THE MANUFACTURER § OPTION TO REPLACEMENT OF OR THE REPAYMENT OF

THE PURCHASE PRICE FOR THE QUANTITY OF PRODUCT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH DAMAGES
ARE CLAIMED TO THE EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE LAW MANUFACTURER OR

SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT

AMVACoffers this product and Buyer accepts 1t subject to the foregoing Lumited Warranty which may be varied only by
agreement in writing signed by an authorized representative of AMVAC

 

Orthene 1s a registered trademark of OMS Investments Inc

AMVAC Chemical Corporation
4100 E Washington Boulevard
Los Angeles CA 90023 US A
1 323 264 3910
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PleaseThinstoY 59639-87 sen lee JS~ 99 lopApproval expires 05-31-33

 
 . 5 United States Registration OPPIdentifier Number
GEPA Environmental Protection Agency Amendment 955236

Washington, DC 20460

Application for Pesticide - Section |
1. Company/Product Number 2. EPA Product Manager

59639--87 Tina Levine

4. Company/Product (Name)
PINPOINT 15 Granular

5. Name and Address of Applicant flaciude ZIP Code} 6. Expedited Review, In accordance with FIFRA Section 3{c)(3)}

Valent U.S.A. Corporation (b)(i}, my productis similar or identical in composition and labeling
1333 N. California Blvd., Ste 600 to:
Wainut Creek,CA 94596 EPA Reg. No.

[]Checkif this is a new addrass Product Name
Section - Il-

rT

[| Amendment - Explain below. [] Final printed labels in response to
: Agencyletter dated

( Resubmission in response to Agancy letter dated[] "Me Too” Application. JANN | 5 1999
Notification - Explain below. [| Other - Explain below.

Explanation: Use additional page(s) if necessary, (For section | and Section II.)

Addition of a descriptive statement to front panel.

1. Material This Product Will Be Packaged In:

Child-Resistant Packaging Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packaging 2. Type of Container

H Yes” H Yes H Yes . Metal- Plastic

No No No Glasa
ores . lf "Yes" No. per If "Yas* No, per Paper

vertification must Unit Packaging wgt. container Packaga wgt container Other (Specify)be submitted

3. Location of Net Contents Information 4, Size{s) Retail Container 5. Location of Label Directions
On Label

CL Label CL] Container On Labeling accompanying product
&. Manner in Which Label is Affixed to Product Uthograph CJ OtherPaper gluedStenciled

Section - 1V

1. Contact Point (Complete items directly belaw for identification of individual to be contacted, ifnecessary, to process this application. }

Name__, . . Title | Telephone No. (Include Aree Fed9)Elizabeth J. Weibert Registration Compliance Analys (925-256-2791): ‘
te

Certification 6. Date Application. | a
| certify that the statements | have made on this form and all attachments thereto are true, accurate and complete. ‘Raveived
| acknowledge that any knowingly false or misleading statament may be punishable by fine or imprisonment or (Stamped ..°
both undar applicable law.

oected

3, Title

Registration Compliance Analyst

5, Data

December 31, 1998

EPA Form 8570-1 (Rev. 8-94) Previous editions are obsolete. White - EPA Fila Copy forlginal) Yellow - Applicant Copy
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VALENT®

“4

PINPOINT™ 15 Granular

An Orthene® Granular Insecticide For Use On Container Grown Nursery Stock and
Ants In Turfgrass and Non-Crop Areas.

GIVES FAST EFFECTIVE CONTROL

Active Ingredient By Wt.
* Acephate (O,S-Dimethyl acetylphosphoramidothioate) 0.2...eee15%

Inert Ingredients 20000ceneen ee een rented eben beeen ber geas 85%

* U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,298,501; 5,369,100; 5,352,674
ORTHENE® - reg. TM of Monsanto Companyfor acephate insecticide.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS.

NET WEIGHT 10 POUNDS paraog

NOTIFICATION ts

JAN 15 1999

TOO TET EEinnSOREN Hk OP EDTRQOMIAMQRC SMIHee whoa aS |
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND
DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION.Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Causes moderateeyeirritation. Avoid
contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and waterafter handling. Do not allow
chiidren or pets to comeinto contact with the treated areas until the foliage has dried following irrigation.

STATEMENTOF PRACTICAL TREATMENT:Acephateis an organophosphate, cholinesterase
inhibitor.

If swallowed: Call a physician or Poison Control Center. Drink 1 or 2 glasses of water and
induce vomiting by touching back of throat with finger. Do not induce vomiting or
give anything by mouth, to an unconscious person or convulsing person. Take
person and product container to the nearest emergency treatment center.

If on skin: Washwith plenty of soap and water. Get medical attention.
If in eyes: Flush with plenty of water. Calla physicianif irritation persists.
Note to Physicians:©Emergency Information- call 1-800-892-0099. Acephate is a cholinesterase

inhibitor. \f signs of cholinesterase inhibition appear, atropine is antidotal. 2-PAM
may also be used in conjunction with atropine, but should not be used alone.

Personal!Protective Equipment (PPE):
Applicators and other handlers must wear: long-sleeved shirt and long pants, waterproof gloves, and
shoes plus socks.

Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for washables, use
detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry.

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
Users should:

* Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco orusing the toilet.*
Removeclothing immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean
clothing.
Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before
removing. As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and changeinto clean clothing.
 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This pesticide is toxic to birds. Cover or soj] incorporate spills. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas
where surface wateris present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate
water when disposing of wastes or equipment washwaters.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a mannerinconsistent with its labeling.

READ ENTIRE LABEL. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
AND DIRECTIONS AND WITH APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons,either directly or through drift.
Only protected handlers may be in the area during application. For any requirements specific to ycurState ae
or Tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation. , arpa, anaos ,

ahbe
1 ad
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AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

Use this product only in accordancewithits labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40
CFR part 170. This Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on
farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains
requirementsfor training, decontamination, notification, and emergency assistance.It also contains
specific instructions and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about personal
protective equipment (PPE), and restricted-entry interval. The requirements in this box only apply to
usesof this product that are covered by the Worker Protection Standard.

Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted-entry interval (REI) of 12
hours.

PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard
and that involves contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water,is:
coveralls, waterproof gloves, shoes plus socks.

NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

The requirementsin this box apply to uses ofthis product that are NOT within the scope of the
WorkerProtection Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies
whenthis product is used to produce agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries or
greenhouses.

For other uses, do not enter treated areas until any dusts have settled, or for those areas where
irrigation is required following treatment, until treated areas have dried.
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DISCLAIMER, CONDITIONS OF SALE,
LIMITED WARRANTY

AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

IMPORTANT: Read the entire Label including this Disclaimer, Limited Warranty and Limitation of Liability before using this
product, if the terms are not acceptable, return the unopened product within 15 days of purchase.

RISKS OF USING THIS PRODUCT
It is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with the use of this product. Such risks include, but are not limited to,
injury to plants and crops to which this product is applied, lack of control of the target pests or weeds, resistance, injury
caused by drift, and injury to rotational crops caused by carryover in the soil. Such risks of crop injury, non-perfarmance
or other unintended consequences are unavoidable and may result because of such factors as weather, soil conditions,
moisture conditions, irrigation practices, presence of other materials, cultural practices or the manner of use or
application, all of which are factors beyond the control of Valent. Ail such risks shall be assumed by the Buyer.
Valent shall not be responsible for losses or damages resulting from use of this product in any manner not set forth on the
label. User assumesall risks associated with the use of this product in any manner or under conditions not specifically
directed or approved on the label.
LIMITED WARRANTY
Valent warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for the purposes
Stated in the label, under average use conditions, when used strictly in accordance with the label and subject to the Risks
of Using This Product described above.

DISCLAIMER OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES
VALENT MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS OR OF MERCHANTABILITY OR ANY OTHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. No agent or representative of Valent or Seller is authorized to make or create any:
other express or implied warranty.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
In no event shall Valent or Seller be liable for any incidental, consequential, indirect or special damages resulting from the
use or handling of this product. THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR BUYER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE MAXIMUM
LIABILITY GF VALENT OR SELLER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS
BASED ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE} RESULTING
FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT SHALE BE THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASEPRICE OF THIS
PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELECTION GF VALENT GOR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THIS PRODUCT.

NO AMENDMENTS
Valent and Seller offer this product, and Buyer and User acceptit, subject to the foregoing Disctaimer, Conditions of Safe,
Limited Warranty and Limitation of Liability, which may not be modified by any oral or written agreement.
PROMPT NOTICE OF CLAIM
Valent must have prompt notice as soon as Buyer or User has reason to believe they may have a claim (not to exceed
twenty-one days from date of application) so that an immediate inspection of the affected property and growing crops
can be made. Unless Buyer and Users shall promptly notify Valent of any claims, they shall be barred from obtaining any
remedy.

 
TANK MIXES

NOTICE: Tank mixing or use of this product with any other product which is not specifically and expressly authorized by
the jabei shall be the exclusive risk of user, applicator and/or application advisor.

Read and follow the entire label of each product to be used in the tank mix with this product. 
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DIRECTIONS
CONTAINER GROWN NURSERY STOCK

 

Including Outdoor and Shadehouse, Lathhouse and Greenhouse Grown Containers

Container-Grown
Nursery Stock:
[Including Outdoor,
Shadehouse, Lathhouse
and Greenhouse Grown
Containers]

Azalea
Hally
Pyracantha
Photinia
Crape Myrtle
Poinsettia

Aphids
Mealybugs
Azalea Lacebug
Ants. Including

Imported Fire Ants

Manual Application:
1/2 to 3/4 teaspoon/pot

Broadcast Application:
Apply over pots at 0.4 |b.
per 1000 square feet with
a broadcast applicator. Potted Plants:

Pot Size (diameter) 3" to 12":
Uniformly distribute specified
dosage over soil surface. Use
lower rate for manual
application to smaller pots.
Irrigate after application and as
needed, avoiding excessive
irrigation ta maintain product in
root zone.

Do Not Apply to freshly rooted
cuttings.

 

TURFGRASS AND NON-CROP AREAS - MOUND TREATMENT

AMOUNT SPECIAL
PINPOINT 15 INSTRUCTIONS
GRANULAR

Turfgrass
Non-Crop Areas

Ants, Including Imported
Fire Ants

Mound Treatment

Evenly distribute
2? tablespoons ot
product over the
mound

(2 tablespoons =
16 shakes}*

“This statemerit will
be added to 12
ounce shaker
canister label only.
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|For best results, apply material in
the early morning or late
afternoon when the ants are most
active. Applications made under
prolonged hot and dry conditions
may be inetfective due to the
location of the ants deep within
the nest Grass in treated area
may be injured.
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TURFGRASS:

Lawns and Recreational Turfgrass
and

 

RATE OF
CONTROLLED PINPOINT 15 GRANULAR REMARKS

PER ACRE

TURFGRASS: Armyworms 27 to 33 lbs. per acre Apply using broadcast ground
LAWNS AND Mole Crickets (3/5 to 3/4 Ib. per 1,000 equipment accurately calibrated to
RECREATIONAL Cutworms square feet) unifarmly apply @ granular
TURFGRASS Chinch Bugs pesticide. Repeat application may
Including Gelfcourses and Sod Webworms be necessary. Do not apply at
Residential Lawns [Non- Spittlebugs more than | week intervals,
Agricultural Classification)
and COMMERCIAL Bo not allow livestock to graze
TURFGRASS treated arcas. Do not feed treated
Including Sodfarms grass to livestock.
[Agricultural Classificatian]

USE PRECAUTIONS: Irrigate immediately alter application with 1/8 inch of water. Do not ever-water or allow puddles
to form, This farmutation readily dissolves when exposed to water. Immediate irrigation without puddling minimizes
exposure of birds to broadcast granules.

 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

PROHIBITIONS

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage, disposal or cleaning of equipment.
Open dumping is prohibited.

STORAGE

Keep pesticide in original container.
Store in a cool, dry place. Protect from excessive heat.
Do not contaminate food or foodstuffs,

Do not store or transport near feed or foad,
For help with any spill, leak, fire or exposure involving this material, call day or night 1-800-892-0099.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL

Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on-site or at an approved waste disposal
facility,

CONTAINERDISPOSAL

Completely emply bag into application equipment. Do not reuse container. Dispose of empty bag ina
sanitary landfill or by incineration, or if allowed by State and local authorities, by burning. If burned, stay
out of smoke.

Copyright® 1998 by Valent U.S.A, Corporation

Manufactured for

Valent U.S.A. Corporation
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-8025

Form R1500B0.1981215 Made inUS.A vo rr,
EPA Reg. No. 59639-87 ee
EPA Est. No. 33560-TN-01
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a ts on oar bec ais Form Approved OME No 2070-0060 Approva

United States[| Registration OPP Identifier Number
# EPA Environmental Protection Agency [_] Amendment

Washington, DC 20460 Be] Other

 

 
Application for Pesticide - Section |

1, Company/Product Number 2, EPA Product Manager 3. Proposed Classification

1677-192 Marilyn Mautz
3. Company/Product (Name: PMa

pam ‘ ) oY [x] None LJ Restricted
ECO2000-B Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

5. Name and Address of Applicant (Include Z]P Cocie) 6. Expedited Review.in accordance with FIFRA Section 3 (c) (3)
Eotiah inc (b) (i), my product is similar or identical in composition and fabelingto:Ecolab Center

St. Paul, MN $5102 EPA Reg. No.

leneck this is anew address Product Name

Amendment- =xplain below. Fl CATION

[| Resubmissionin respanse to Agency letter dated [| “Me Too* Application OCT 1 7 2000 
[x] Notification - Explain below, [| Other - Explain below.
Explanation: Use additional Page(s) if recessary, (For section | ard Section(I)
This submissionserves a3 a notification wo add addidonal i-door, aonfood sites to the label pursuant to PR Notice 98-10, Section D(C),

This notificalicn is consistent with the provisions of PR Notice 98-10 and EPA regulations at 40 CFR 152.46, and no other changes have been madeto the labeling
or the confidential statement of formula of this produet. | understand that it is a violation of 14 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 to willfully make any false stalement tothe EPA. |
further understand thatif this notification is mot consistent with the tenns of PR Notice 98-10 and 40 CFR 152.46, this product may be in Violation of FIFRA and |
may be subject to enforcement action and penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA.

Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packaging 2. Type of Container

| : Yes Yes 5 Metales" Plastic

C . L No L| Ne = L) class
a l'Yes* No. per (f"Yes" No, Per C1 Faber7 . Unit Packagi t. Contain Unit Package wal. Container pe

* Certification must aeeha oe ge wat v Cl Other (Specify)
be submitted

3. Location of Net Canients Information 4 Size(s) Retail Container 5. Location of Label Directions

oO oO J On Label
Lebel Container [| On Labeling accompanying product

Child-Resistant Pacnaging

 

6. Mannerin Which Label is Affixed to Product

Stenciled

Section — IV

1, Contact Point_(Completa tems directly below for identification ofindividual to be contacted if necessary to process this application.) 11 51
Name Title

Manager, North American RegistrationsBrian C. Brosdahl

Certification 6. Date Application

| certify that the statements which | have made on this form and all attachments are true, accurate and complete. ee| acknowledgethat any knowingly false or misleading statement may be punishable byfine or imprisonmentor » » )(Slamped)
both under applicable law, tans

3. Title onga

Manager, North American Registrationsns

4. Typed Name 5. Date
Brian C. Brosdahl 09/26/00

EPA Form 8750-1 (Rev, 8-94) Previous editions are obsolete White - EPA File Copy (original) ' Yellow - Applicant Copy
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3/23/2021 Details for GULF MOTH PROOFER |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:43138,239-2537 1/1

 

Details for GULF MOTH PROOFER

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  239-2537 
Company Name:  THE SCOTTS COMPANY 
Division Name: D/B/A THE ORTHO GROUP 
Address:  14111 SCOTTSLAWN ROAD 
City, State Zip:  MARYSVILLE, OH 43041  
First Registered Date: OCTOBER 03, 1985 
Current Status (Date):  Cancelled (MAY 01, 1987)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

EPA Reg. No. Product Name Accepted Date

239-2537 GULF MOTH PROOFER November 12, 1987 (PDF)

729-15 GULF MOTH PROOFER October 30, 1969 (PDF)

1 - 2

Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016
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‘ i

is __— : EPA REGISTRAS,.N HO. DATE OF ISSUANCE- - YS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
+” OFFICE OF PESTICIDES PROGRAMS 239-2537 MOVEMBER 12,198

REGISTRATIONDIVISION (TS-767) TERM OF PD . .WASHINGYON, DC 20460 tent f “ A p
NAME OF PESTICIDE PRODUCT

REREGISTRATIONNOTICE OF PESTICIDE: DY recisraarion .Ortho. Insect & Pisease Control :(Under the Federal tnsecticide, Fungicide, .
Bicid Formula ITand Redenticide Act. as amended) 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF REGISTRANT (irictude ZiP code}

TT “T

Chevron Chemical Company
Ortho Consumer Products Division
P.O, Box 4010
Richmond CA 94806-0010

L I

 

NOTE: Changes in labeling formula differing in substance [rom that accepted in connection with this registration must be
submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce, [n any correspondence on this
product always refer ta the above U.S. KPA registration number,

On the basis éf information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby Registered/Reregistered under
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

A copy of the labeling accepied in connection with this Registration/Reregistration is telurned herewith.

Registration is in no way Lo be construed es an indorsement or approval of this product by this Agency. In order Lo protect
heaith and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time suspend or cancel the registration of a pest-
icide in uccordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this
Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant a right ta exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered
by others.

This piodect is conditionally registered in accordance with FIFPA
section 3(c}(7)(A) provided that you:

1. Subrit/cite ail data required for reaistration/rereaistration
of your product under FIFRA section 3(c)(5) when the Agency requires aj}

registrants of similar products to submit such data.

2. Make the laheling charoes listed helow hefore vou release the product
for shipment:

a. Aca the phrase "FPA Registration No. 239-2577,"

b. On the top of the front panel of your takel add the following
statement:

Not to he sold, offered for sale, held for sate,
shipped, delivered for shipment, offered for
delivery, or received after December 31, 1988,
Not For use after March 31, 1989,

‘ CJ ATTACHMENT IS APPLICABLE
SIGNATURE OF APPROVING OFFICIAL. — y = . DATEDew 4, hinaomkh Pvsi2) 8

EPA Form 8570-6 (Rev. 5-74) PREVIOUS EDITION MAY GE USED UNTIL 5 PPLY I8 EXHAUST? oO.

1§893:1: Edwards: E-4:KENCO:11 /4/87111 /17/871 rw: voreki rw:
R: 15895 : Edwards: B~4: KENCO: 11 /09/87:11/19/87;aw: JH: aw
 

  a eee oe eg A EP ae aes ie
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c. In the beginning of your Directions for Use add:

Skin contact with this pesticide may be
hazardous; wear chemical resistant gloves
when mixing, loading, or applying this
product.

This statement may appear on a sticker rather than on a
supplemental label. The terms mixing and loading may be
omitted for products that do not require mixing or loading.

3. Subwit five (5) copies of your final printed labeling hefore you
release the product for shipment.

4. On April 21 and September 17, 1986 EPA issued Data Call-in Notices
to Rohm & Haas Company and Makhteshim-Agan, the basic manufacturers of
dicofol, requiring additional data to be submitted by certain deadlines to
support the registration of pesticide products containing dicofol. The
data required include environmental monitoring and certain avian studies.
These data requirements must he satisfied by the applicable deadlines. If
these data requirements are not met in a timely manner by you or some other
person, this registration will be subject to cancellation under FIFRA
section 6{e).

5. The Office of Endangered Species (OES) has issued several Biological
Opinions concerning the possible impact on threatened and endangered species
from the use of pesticide productr containing dicofol. You must amend the
registration of your product to reflect any restrictions on the sale,
distribution, or use of dicofol products required or recommended in any
future Bioloaical Opinion issued by OFS. You must agree to carry cut such
other actions, including submission to EPA of additional data, 44 are
required or recommended in a Biolegical Opinion issued by OES regarding
dicofol.

6. The continued registration of this product is conditioned on timely
compliance with the requirements of EPA's Notice of Intent to Cancel
published in the Federal Register on May 29, 1986 (51 FR 19508),

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will he
subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA section 6(e). Your release
for shipment of the »nrodust constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

Dennis H, Edwards, Jr,

Product Manager (12)
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Regiatration Division (TS-767C)

Enclosure
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ORTHENEX® Insect & Disease Control
Formula ITPALCAUTIONARY STATEMENTS.

HAZAROS 10 HUMANS & DOMESTIC AtiMALS

DANGER: causesin everpble gre damage Denolgaiin eyes. WearQoygles ovfuce sluelgwhenhandierg Harnduld seakoaed. Avoid coutacd
wath shen or ctolbng Aveid breatlong vapors ge spray oust STATEMENTOF PRACTICAL TREATMENT:tn cake of eye contact ecmedatcly Rush
ayes wots eth wate. lor (5 munvieg and gel medcal attention Ul tral
lowed. peoeguy drink a large quactty gl water and mute vomding GeyMedical atrestaa minadately In case oT skin contact, wash shin voit
plcig cl seop eg wales. Uf shated, remove person bomespasuie area.
Hore ty Physicians; Emergency talommayen—cad {45} 233-3137
WAVIRONIMENTAL HAZARDS: Elis pesucide is toric tobuds Oonotapply
#uecity Lo water or weeitands. Do not contamnate water by cleaning of

atTHE:eeaus 
ORTHENEX?

Insect & Disease
Control

~ Formula IT

the edd.ctn ol wriurg agents
FOR WMSECT CONIROL—Aozes. Flo wets and Ormamenigly: Aphids,
Flower Thrips, Lacebags, Leathoppers, Badveqits, Leatmiagss, Spitle-ups. Fochsia Mile and Teospotied Miles: Spray nben insects are pres
en or wher feedeeg inqury 15 best cgted Repeal faeectstation eceursHOTE: Teno at thie appkce bons a1 a2 to 10 day wlerval nay be required
Yo conte! Tnospolted Mites. - .
FOR DISEASE COMEROL — Birck Spat on Rosas. Avslon Roses, Astart
and Cainehant, Powdery Mildeve Gn Hoses, Calengutss, Crazemyrtle,Oana, Eyeny mus, Jergsatem Thoin, dilac, Philos, Phatins, Smap dragon
eed Zionit Paevaation: Begin spraying whan {wal signs ol cseasa
appear Apply tyary 2 to NO days duting the spi 4 ta or wher2ver

tanddsdos encourkje ths spread of dis MOTE: Widiseaset -

 
  

 -Ssuepment or disposal of wraated Cover of sod-incorparale spas. 4 tslattished, toliow-s ? day eppication schedule untd control
Ying products boghly lowe to beer expasediodwuecltreatment orcesigues “isachitved _Qn biesinaty crops gf weeds. O4 nel apply tug gioduct or alow it to daftto Haoarag crops or weeds if beet are wong Lzaiment aresPHYSICAL Of CHEMICAL HAZARDS: Do not use 09 store near heal or

~ pen fame .DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Ties avolaheiol federal lave to use this products a manner micansisienl
willis fabetng
READ FENURE LAGE. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WIFH LABEL
PRECAUTIONARY STAUEMERTS AND DIRECHONS.
ORUNANEX (oseet & Disezse Contol eilectvely conttols many of thyinsecls, cules and Giseases that allack roses. Rowers and ornamentals,
Sasieme achen enatles part ol the mrecherde tobe abscubed mieinaty ~
Thiough teal and stem ayileces 10 piowde longer, more ellect:veploieehon,
GENERAL DIRECIIONS

SHORAGE AHP DISPOSAL
STOMAGE- Fezp pesticide in onrginel comgings Do nolpotcgncentrale Grddute mio food or drink coataners Avond comammabon olleed and laad-
Hulls, Stare in a cach, dey place, prtlerably on alacked storage aves Donol atcre below 26 F Oo ost alore cluted spray

» DISPOSAL: PROSUCT — Partially ied bottle may be disposed ol by s0-
cutely wotapping gugual container ia saveral fayers ol ngeespaser anddascardin crash CONTAINER — Bo ret reuse empty battle Ainge tker-
cughly befors diseanding in trash.
HOMICE: Beyer assumes all sesposgibikty for safely and usa nol in ac-
cordance wilh ditactions

  

Chevron Chemical
Company 0/997

Controls Black Spot, Aust, Povrdecy Mildew. Controls Aphids, Mi
& Other Listed knsects. Qa Roses, Flowers aud Ornamentals.
Contains QRTHENE® Systemic Insecticide, FUNGINEX® FengiciKELTHANE® Miticive

Acuve Ingredients a*Acephate (OS dumethyl ecetg'phospliorainda
*"Tndonne dA(V4 prpecarace depts 42,2.2-

hiphtorseihybstene}) bis Howmaenstel)
Bicotel [h.t-basichtorophenyil-2.22-tneligaoet!

{nent Ingredients __ tna Ee:
"OAMHENT@Acephale US Pat Mo F7IKEOO

““FULGINEXD—Reg 1M of CELAMERCK Gaubl
Tevtonng Fungiede U§ Pat Ne 996,105 

Shu cantych wilh Gus pestecide may by harardous; weer chamical egsist-
G61 glowes whan applyng thes product, x ‘
Shate web delare usng Use ORINEMER Insect & Oses%e Controf al the
vate of 2 Tablespoontets L111 of | pte gation of water Spray thoroughty Iotore: a2 pfantgudaceslboliupperandiqngieslsurtzceshnclsdengney

Qube CousuunerProducts Diatsoa Keep out of reach of childrenSen Fraccasca CA Q120 Fide
DANGERProduch Fil adem USA

foam v asUo t=EPA Ae}EPA Est 233 MO-4qeonth May tz apobed nih an QAUig SPRAV-ETTE OR NOLawn & Gar-
den Sprayetllobagaselung!tank-typee:pomer sprayer Qoesnalrequia  

 
ACCEHTED

vath COMMENTS
an ay PORE Dat &

Ke?
tu.

we: 4
vs ‘i . .
rep:

naBd

Sea side panel lor additional precautionary

NETCONTENTS 1 PT

BEST AVAILABLE COPY  
CONFIDENTIAL

PROPERTY OF

CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY

UNTIL ACCEPTED BY EPA
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3/23/2021 Details for GUSTAFSON ACEPHATE 90 SEED PROTECTANT |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:1115,7501-137 1/1

 

Details for GUSTAFSON ACEPHATE 90 SEED PROTECTANT

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  7501-137 
Company Name:  GUSTAFSON LLC 
P.O. Box:  660065 
City, State Zip:  DALLAS, TX 75266 
First Registered Date: OCTOBER 24, 1989 
Current Status (Date):  Cancelled (SEPTEMBER 30, 1991)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

There's no label.
Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016
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3/23/2021 Details for ISOTOX INSECT KILLER FORMULA III |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:1682,239-2575 1/1

 

Details for ISOTOX INSECT KILLER FORMULA III

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  239-2575 
Company Name:  THE SCOTTS COMPANY 
Division Name: D/B/A THE ORTHO GROUP 
Address:  14111 SCOTTSLAWN ROAD 
City, State Zip:  MARYSVILLE, OH 43041  
First Registered Date: NOVEMBER 12, 1987 
Current Status (Date):  Cancelled (JULY 29, 1999)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

EPA Reg. No. Product Name Accepted Date

239-2575 ISOTOX INSECT KILLER FORMULA III October 19, 1989 (PDF)

239-2575 ISOTOX INSECT KILLER FORMULA III November 12, 1987 (PDF)

1 - 2

Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016
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Your Labeljt Cube teped stax Sb, lose

The acbeling reterred te above, submitted in cennection with

resistration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Kodenticid:
Act (LIFRa), ds acceptable, provided that vou submit tive (5) copies of
your tinal printee Tabeling incorporating the following correction Fefare
vou release the product for shiprent.

ec Delete the rellowing, statements from the lahel:

Not to he sold, oftered for sale, held tor
sal>, shipper, delivered for shipment, of fered
for delivery, or received after December 31,
14VkF, heat for uce after March 31, 1989.

52614:1: Johnson 26-9: KENCO!: 10/17/89: 11/28/89:AS:SW: VOSCT
 

CONCURRENCES

  
 

 

 

 

SYMBOL
scecseaveccerses : esassccsswececee

SURNAME
teen renveceerectes |. pe oeeneeevscasses

DATE >
EPA Ferm 1320-1 112-70) . OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Tf this condition is ner complied with, the regierration will be
Bubjece to cancellation fn accordance with FIFRA sectior 6(e). Your

release for ehipment of the product bearing the amended labeling conetitutes
acceptance of this condition.

A etamped copy of the Label is enclosed for your records,

Sincerely yours,

Dennis H. Edwards, Jr.
Product Manager (12)
Insecticide-Rodenticide Kranch

Registration Division (H7505C)

Encioagure
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COPY A

when handling this product wear chemical resistant gloves, “ong pants,
and long sleeved shirt. When using outdours, soray with the wind to
your back and do not use when wind soeeds are 10 men or more. Wash
the outside of the gloves with soap and water hefore removing. Da
not allow children or pets to come into contact with treated surfaces
until] sprays nave dried.

Cite;=~ ie,

UNTiL ACCep
CHEVRON Soapww AL Ce arses.

Foe 24¥

WLO:rm 6/51
5/9/88
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EPA REGISTRATION J**
US ENVIRONMENTAL prot .ON AGENCY

OFFICE OF PESTICIDES r.:GRAMS 239-2575 7. Novem her12,1987
REGISTRATION DIVISION (78-767) TERM OF ISSUANCE

WASHINGTON, DC 20460 . . .
n.til Rerecistration

NAME OF PESTICIDE PRODUCT
NOTICE OF PESTICIDE: } REGISTRATION

| REREGISTRA TION Tsotex Insect “Miller Porrula
Under the Federal lasecercide. Fundicide,

and Rodenticale Act ax amended)
 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF REGISTRANT (include ZIP code)

T “T

heerThermbical Carpe
Ayethe Censnrer rreduet. Division:
Petia ace
‘ich-

 
 CR weneoaat

NOTE: Changes in labeling formula differing in substance [rom that accepted in connection with this registration must be
submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the Label in commerce, In any correspondence on this
product always refer to the above U.S. EPA registration number,

On the basis af information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby Registered/Reregistered under
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

A copy of the labeling accepted in conne-tion with this Regislration/Reregisteation is returned herewith.

Registration is in no way to be construed as an indotsement or approval of this product by this Agency. In order lo protect
health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may al any time suspend or cance! the registration of a pest-
icide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this
Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered
by others,

This cretuet is ces-ditie ally resistere: in accordance with VITrs
section ed(7V(4) oravides that pou:

¥.  tubsuitfveite all @ata reavired for reaistration/reroaistratien
of vonr rraduct under FIFRA section 3(c) 0S) when the Aeenev requires 33.
regi¢trents «of cledlar orelucts to subrit such ¢.ta.

 

ee Vat che JVaiedsie

 
anaes Fisted below buefere you release bre upaduct

for shipment: r3

dears the phrare SUrA “aeqistratiovn Ma, 249.2576,"

. ©
tre oR FE tape et the Peer mane) ar ret Yabe 1] add the follevirsn

~tertaeteegebes

 Hot to te sali, offered Sor sate, hule for saie,
Shipret, coliverc § far rhijverent, offered Cor
Cedivers, or receeyyved’d after ‘acerher 31, PORE,
that) far ouee abtep CSarehy FT, Tinea, 

CF ATTACHMENTIS APPLICABLE

SIGNATURE OF APPROVING OF FICIAL ~ Hy a, DATELA Wiles 2 eK ay Hf 7246)
EPA Form 8570-4 (Rev. 5-76) FREVIOUS EDITION MAY BE USED UNTIL SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED.

R:15895: Edwards: E~4:KENCO: 11/09/87: 1 1/19/87:aw: JH:aw
R:10206: Edwards: E~4: KENCO: 12/03/87: 1 2/15/B87:CB:1f:ddirw: *
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ce» In the beginning of your Directions for Use add:
i

|

|
|

fd

 

Soe

Skin contact with this pesticide may be
hazardous; wear chemical resistant gloves

when mixing, loading, or applying this
product.

This statement may appear on a sticker rather than on a
supplemental label. The terms mixing and loading may be
omitted for products that do not require mixing or loading.

3. Submit five (5) copies of your final printed labeling hefore you
release the product for shipment.

4. On April 21 and September 17, 1986 EPA issued Data Call-In Notices
to Rohn & Haas Company and Makhteshim-Agan, the basic manufacturers of
dicofol, requiring additional data to be submitted by certain deadlines to
support the registration of pesticide products containing dicofol. The
data required include environmental monitoring and certain avian studies.
These data requirements must be satisfied by the applicable deadlines. If
these data requirements are not met in a timely manner by you or some other
person, this registration will be subject to cancellation under FIFRA
section 6(e).

5-. The Office of Endangered Species (OES) has issued several Biological
Opinions concerning the possible impact on threatened and endangered species
from the use of pesticide products containing dicofel. You must amend the
registration of your product to reflect any restrictions on the sale,
distribution, or use of dicofol products required or recommended in any
future Biclogical Opinion issued by OES. You must agree to carry out such
other actions, including submission to EPA of additional data, as are

required or recommended in a Biological Opinion issued by OES regarding
dicofol.

6. The continued registration of this product is conditioned on timely
compliance with the requirements of EPA's Notice of Intent to Cancel
published in the Federal Register on May 29, 1986 (51 FR 19508].

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be
subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA section 6(e). Your release
for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

Dennis H. Fdwards, Jr.
Product Manager (12)
Insecticide-Redenticide Branch

Registration Division (TS~767C)

Enclosure
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Cory D

ORTHO ISOTOX? InsectKiller
Formula IIIPRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

MATAAOS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS tee &
WARNING: caussseveintte aye damaga Do cctget meyes Avcd contact ethshin gr clothing Harmiuld swatowed Weal goggles or lace shelg when handling Avgbrecthing wapororapraymast Wash thoroughtyaherhanding STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL
TREAI Ts incase of eye consace, imedatety Rush eyes wiih tregh water for eranuies
ang geteeadrealationnoe Ul seated. pl uae) vand induce
eormnng Gelmedal attention omecare! le Paysecraas: Levergancy Into =catt (605) 239-3797 Ths producy conte& cholnesterace whibnor WW aigat and symptoms
ol cholnastenre mbbieon ay present aliopere ct cntidole! 2-FAM may also be gran ay

awrth etrepuneEl OMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesteode it toaic 19 buds Donor apony duecty to mater
orwellands, Do noi conlammgie water by cleamung of equpmenl oi duposel ol martes
Cover ot sod-mcorporate spall,

Thet productox fag hty toare C0 Bees exposed 10 duect Westenor resdues Ona|¢rops or weeds,Donot apply thes product of alow ato dah ta blooming crops ar weedshes ane weing realmert ges
PTSiCaL OF CHEMICAL MATARDS: Flammable Keep away (om healand open Mame

 
 
  
  

HAMECTHONS SOR USE: hit 8 wrotaton ot Federal law Co use tht product in & mannat m-songiettant wathaCababng
VEAD EXTINE LABEL. USESTRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL FRECAUTIONAAT

STATES NO DIAECTIONS."HwTo uses ie thoreughly end apray ante plant coversng both uppar and beeva/ lealgertaces. May be epplied wth an OQHTHO SPRAVEFTE.ORTHO Léwn and Garden Sprayer,
sai E-type of power eprayer. Make newdilutionfey aach usa. Th product is designed forgquidoor ust goly by home gardeneis i hes og) Geen tested Go rare cousull raneliod,
Whavelare, when these plants ietadvisable to fast ona few plants batore
peaing large numbers Da nyt opply te planta yy be weed for teed ae feed.
Fete 01Agpty— "Aphids and on Pees,Farerers,Slr ulesgota Tirnes a Lipuad:
Apply «Ths (0M of Viol gal water Spray as aphads appear Repent rf cqmfectatron pccurs.

dopaweds Geeta os Renee, Linden pnd Bacteebey: Appty4 Tbs (2A of Fin | gal walat Banspraying terbeetles oF they demage hrsl appear andrepeatal 7 toW dey intervals (or
welong wet aded
‘AN Other LitiedPets we Reves,Gewrece,Gireh god Trees acLined: Apply 2 Toe (1 @
or}tol Spray een inuecta or cules are present Of feeding demage cx hrst
noticed Ka reintestatign occurs For Megiybugs. flower Thrips, Whitefies, Mites,
Scales and ope haid-16-conyol pests. spray 2 103 tenes abOul 7 do 10 devs apt. Foeesl resulls,apply af feet digo of infgstaton. belore population becomes Lrge
COMPAOLS: "7 phids, Aah Plarg Bug, Bagram, Beet Anmyworm, SurchLegtmunes,**BlackVere Weesdl, Badvrores, Cabbage Looper. Catelpg Sptene MothWlarvaek Coltorwood Leal
Beette, Cuban -susel Taps, EOnteat Peeve,FallCantenwarm,FalWetweqrm,Fuchtis Mile,“Grasshoppers, Gypsy Muth (Larvae), HoltyLeatmuner, Locebugs, Leafioliers, Leathoppers,
Litac Lealmen 1,Maple ShootMoth[tarvan), MimoeaWa bworm, Mealybugs, Nantucket Pure

 
 

 
 

 

Tip Moth Warvae), Oak Webworm, Obscule RootWeed, Srangerinpas ‘Osiworm, FoplerTentmakes, Paythas, Saddied Pugmmnent Caterguilar, Sawfies (Quay Goch, Bractheaded

Ash), Redheaded Pine and European Pane), Scales fevawletal, Spamebuge. Spruce Mra,Stakbugs, thops, TectCaterpilars, Two-spotted Seder Mae,Witehias, Leal Bette
PLANTS: Agersiom: Alpins Cunant, Alormaum Plant, Ahteum, Andromede, Arborvilas,
Ach. Aspun, Astar, Asélen, Bald Cypress, Sirch tGray, Colurmmer, Cut Laat, White Paper),Bud'a-naat Fern, Gud's-nest Sandtnera, Yird of Paredcem, Boston Ivy, Belthabrush, Burr
Ou. Colendela, Cametie, Carsipa, Chasinus Oat, Charry Laurel, Coamos, Collonwoad,
Crppemyrile, Cuban Leure!, Dahlia, Dracesng, Dunthus. Elm, Evonymus. Fala Arata,Flowing Plum, Forsythe, Fuchsia, Garden, Garena. Geramum, Graan Ash, Gladiolus,
Hawthorn, Holly[Amencin,Burford. Yeupon), Jocual, Hongyauckie, lopeideiba
Cyaan, Jade Plant, Juniper, Kalanchoa, Lagsal, Ledac, linden,Maple. Manigold, Mimots,
Mountain (fatty, Myoaporum, Oak, Genamantal Cabbage, Cregmental Paws, Olagndar, Pati-weikle, Patuna, Photos, Phtadendion, Prtesporum, atta, Pane, Pyracentiy, Fervor
Plant, Padocdipys, Paptir, fotos, Ptrvat, Purpta Passion, Ahododandron. Rose, Sala.Sassalrat, Schetiere, Sivat Maple, Soapdeagen, Souter Plant, Sones, Sprwce, Stock,
Strawberry Bagona. Sycamore, Vibuloum, Wrote Oak.Wild Plum, Wd AoneWild Stack
Cneery, Wiltow: Yaupot. Yere,Zinn.
NOTE: Da not Sootyte Amencan Elm, oveerng Crabapple, Sugar Maple, Red Maple,fedbud, Hegorut and Weigeba as (ohage iyuty may coCUr
**SPECLAL OMECTIONS: BLACK VINE WEEWIL—Apply (ul coverage apiey to lohege and
sobeneath plants Segin appheabors wv hud-June and make 1 addons! sppbcetane at
Dwetrk mlervals DBSCURE ROOT WEEWR—Apply (ull covatege spray to the folage wMaletphorgas toon as feeding es noticed(usgally abou May) Repeatevery4wards throughSeplember (MidJuly thigugh August ave the pegk feedmy tmes }
COMBINATION SPRAY WITH FUNGICIDE OF FERTILIZER OM ROSES: PSOTOX fnsect Ker
may Ge usedlogelherenthPHALIAN flose & Garden Fungerdeor ORTHOLWE(Capea) Gar-
Sen Fungicde or ORTHO FUNGINES* Rose Oiseqse Canuol or ORTHO hoe & Kower Food
Athquid) ay the caresrecomunendedon gach product 1 Appty hungeron: avequiar
schedule Lo contoldisesse and adaSQ1ae (ngect BitesnelysimsectcontrelcgdesuedDo not apply more than (hiea consecuire applicebons ul ISOTOX Insect Eitigs ly egenbi-
sationwnth any ol the above fungicrdes, eanspreyerater eachute byMustong wthweiner;
do nol use household bleach a3 0 cheanong apeny
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL <STORAGE: Keep peapeigen anginal contannar, Oona) pol concentrate of dilute mito lodor
diokeonivoers Avadcontaminabanclfeed andloodvulls Storm a coe’,dry place, oraletably in a locked storage atea Ooo) store ddvied spray :DISPOSAL: PRODUCT — Parnalty filed botlemay bednpased of bysacuretywrapoing org-
mal contains cv eevee layers of rewipaperand doce mvash.
CONTAINER— Oo oat reuse empty bolle Funge thoroughly betora deycanieg iv tanh
FUNGINES® — fey 1M of CELAMERCE Gmbl Co tor Tilonne fungicide
NOTICE: Buyer assumes glreaponsibiity tor salatyand ute not in accordance with dractons,

  

  

 
 
 

 

chevron Chemical Company out.
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Qutho Consumer Products Divesvon
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489. SHE pa)4aabo| — le
pproved. OMB No. 2070-0060, Approval expires 2-28-95

 

Pigase reed instructions o verse before co;

United States P| Registration OPP Identifier Numberrs : i
@EPA Environmental Protection Agency | Amendment

Washington, DC 20460 Other

Application for Pesticide - Section |
1. Company/Product Number 2. EPA Product Manager 3. Proposed Classification

239-2595 Tina Levine [v|None[|Restricted
4. Company/Product (Name} PMa

Isotex Insect Killer Formula IV 14

 

5. Name and Address of Applicant finciude ZIP Code) 6. Expedited Reveiw. in accordance with FIFRA Section 3(c)(3)
The Scotts Company d/b/a The ORTHO Group (b){i), my productis similar or identical in composition and labeling
14111 Scottslawn Rd to:

Marysville, OH 43041 EPA Reg. No.

[| Check if this is a new address Product Name 

|| Amendment - Explain below. Anencylowerdated repsomee* NOTIFICATION=—s—
OCT 1 9 2001

Resubmission in response to Agency letter dated "Me Too” Application.

wv|Notification - Explain below. Other- Explain below.
  

Explanation: Use additional page(s} if necessary. (For section | and Section Ii.)
The ORTHO Groupis submitting a notification of “minorlabel revisions” per PR Notice 98-10. This notification is consistent with the provisions of PR Notice
98-10 and EPA regulations at 40 CFR 152.46, and no other changes have been made to the labeling or the confidential statementof formula ofthis product. |
understandthatit is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 to willfully make any false statement to EPA. | further understand thatif this notification is not
consistent with the terms of PR Notice 98-10 and 40 CFR 152.46,this product may be in violation of FIFRA and | may be subject to enforcement action and
penalties under sections 12 and 14 of FIFRA,

1. Material This Product Will Be PackagedIn:

Child-Resistant Packaging Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packaging 2. Type of Container

;|Yes Yos LF Yes {| Metal|vw|Plastic

V|No || No No | Gloss
If "Yes" No. per if "Yes" No. per Paper

. Certification must Unit Packaging wgt. container Package wat container {| Other (Specify)
be submitted 16 floz 4 L
3. Lacation of Net Contents Information 4. Size(s) Retail Container 5. Location of Label Directions

a Label LJ Container E
6. Manner in Which Labelis Affixed to Product Lithograph |_} OtherPaper gluedSteanciled

Section - IV

1. Contact Point (Compiete items directly below for identification of individual to be contacted, if necessary, to process this applicasion.;

  

 

 
 
Name Title Telephone No. (Inciude Area Code)

Charles T. Levey Manager, Federal Registrations 937-644-7696

Certification 6. Date Applcation |
| certify that the statements | have made on this form and all attachments thereto are true, accurate and complete. Recrived
! acknowledge that any knowlinglly false or misleading staternent may be punishable by fine or imprisonment or (Stamped)
both under applicable law. :

 

2. Signature Lf 3. Title
A f , Manager, Federal Registrations

ahdfather, 4. Typed Name

Charles T. Levey October 4, 2001 
EPA Form 8570-1 (Rev. 3-94) Previous editions ate obsolete. White - EPA File Copy {original} Yellow - Applicant Copy
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NOTIFICATION

OCT | 9 2001 

  
 

OUTDOOR
USE ONLY

CONTROLS INSECTS & MITES =

CONCENTRATE

Protects entireplant from
— Chewing or sucking insects

 
Active Ingredients
ACEPALE... escreseeesne 80%
Fenbutatin-oxide............... 0.5%

Other Ingredients................. 91.5%

DANGERssiace MGR
NET 16 FL OZ (1 PT) 473 mL

LFQO990T000
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  Aree re at

fiProduct Facts lS
Hsfag Makes up to 16 gallons spray ae

ag KILLS Aphids, Mites, Japanese Beetles, Lealminers, Thrips,
iB INSECTS—Mealybtigs, Whiteflies, Scales, Other Beetles & Caterpillars

SSI WHERE Roses, Flowers, Shrubs & Trees
_ rouse

AMOUNT—® Aphids & Grasshoppers: 2 Tbs (1 fl.oz) / gal water
TOUSE —» Japanese Beetles: 4 Ths (2 fz) / gal water

* Other Listed Insects: 3 Ths (11 #1 oz) / gal waler

  
  
   

  
 
    
  

  
 

 See®=Questions, Comments or MedicalInformation
whe tall 1-800-225-2883 www.ortho.com

Do not apply ta plants to be used APerel pny to plans eusedfor |ENG
©2001 The ORTHO oneManufactured for The ORTHO GroupPOBox 1749
Columbus, OH 43216

Form LB01000U000 F> OD)EPA Reg. No. 239-2595
EPA Est, 239-1A-3!. 58995-MO-1"
Superscript is first letter af lot number
Made in US o'"77549"0 1601

1025
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Itis 2 violationof Federal law to use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling.
This productis for outdoor use only by home gardeners, It has not
been tested on rare, unusualvarieties; therefore, whenthese plants are
present, it is advisable to test on a few plants before spraying large
numbers. Do not apply to plants to be used for food or feed. Do nat

3 N to American Elm, Flowering Crabapple, Sugar Maple, Redaple, Redbud, Begonia or Weigelia as foliage injury may occur, |
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

Aphids & Grasshoppers
Amountio Use: 2 Tbs (7floz) per gal of water.
Orlho® Dial 'n Spray®setting:1 oz.
Japanese Beetles
Amount to Use: 4 Tbs (2 fl oz) per gal ol water,
Ortho” Dial ‘n Spray® setting:2 02.
Other Listed Insects
Amount to Use: 3 Tbs (1/2 fl oz) per galof water.
Ortho” Dial ’n Spray® setting: 1"/2 07.
When using Ortho” Dial 'n Spray®: Set dial to the setting indicated
above, Pour product into sprayer to filljarone-quartertaone-half full.
DO NOTadd water, After spraying, unused product can be poured
hackinto its original container.

 
  

nmSAgr

 

 

 
1 Tablespoon (Ths) = 3 teaspoons (tsp) 1 M1 oz = 2 Ths
Clean sprayer after use by flushing with water.

OTHER INSECTS CONTROLLED
Ash Plant Bug, Bagworm, Beet Armyworm,Birch Leafrniner, Black
Vine Weevil, Budworms, Cabbage Looper, Catalpa Sphinx Moth
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(larvae), Cottonwood Leaf Beetle, Cuban Laurel Myrips. Fim Leaf s
Beetle, Fall Cankerworm, Fall Webworm, Fuchsia Mite, Gypsy
Moth (larvae), Holly Leafminer, Lacebugs, Leafroliers, Leaf-
hoppers,Lilac Leafminer, Maple Shoot Moth (larvae), Mimosa
Webworm, Mealybugs, Nantucket Pine Tip Moth (larvae), Oak
Webworm, Obscure Root Weevil, Orangestnped Oakworm, Poplar

Tentmaker, Ris: Saddled Prominent Caterpillar, Sawilies(Dusky Birch, Blackheaded Ash, Redheaded Pine & European
Pine), Scales (crawlers), Spittlebugs. Spruce Mite, Stinkbugs,
Thnips,Tent Caterpillars, Two-Spotted Spider Mite, Whiteflies,
Willow Leaf Beetle

HOW TO APPLY
Spray entire plant covering upper and lowerleaf surfaces thoroughly.
WHENTO APPLY

. are)when insectsare present or When feeding injury is firstnoticed.

* Forhard to kill insects such as Mealybugs, Flower Thrips,
Whiteflies, Mites & Scales, spray 2 to 3 times, waiting 7 to 10
days between applications.
Repeatif reinfestation occurs.

.

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS
* For Honeysuckie Aphid (Honeysuckle): Spray foliage as

leaves begin spring expansion. Spray3times,waiting 2 weeks
between applications,

* For Obscure Root Weevil (adults): Spray foliage in late spring
as soonas feeding ts noticed {usually about Ani Repeatevery 4 weeks through September (mid-July through August
are the peak feeding times).

* For Black Vine Weevil: Spray foliage and soil beneath plants,
Begin applicationsin mid-June, Spray 4 times, waiting 3
weeks between applications.

COMBINATION SPRAY
WITH FUNGICIDE ON ROSES
May be used together with RosePride® Rose & Shrub Disease
Control or Ortho™ Garden Disease Control at the rates

recornmended on each product label. Apply fungicide on a reqularschedule to control disease, and add Systemic InsectKiller only
when insect control is desired. Do not apply more than three
consecutive applications in combination with any of the above
fungicides.

 
Stops plant damage from a wide range of insects including mites.
Quickly kills sprayed insects and continues killing insects which
contact or feed on treated plants. Sprayed leaves and stems
absorb Ortho” Systemic Insect Killerproviding internalprotection
that won't wash off with rain or watering.

 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
STORAGE:Store away from heat or openflame. Keep pesticide in
onginal container. Do not put concentrate or dilute into food or
drink containers. Avoid contamination of feed and foodstuffs.

Storein a cool, dry place, preferably ina locked storage area, Do
notstore diluted spray.

DISPOSAL: PRODUCT — Partially filed bottle Ue be disposed ofby securely wrapping original container in several layersof

ners and discard in trash,CONTAINER ~ Do not reuse empty bottle. Rinse thoroughly before
dierardina in irach,
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»PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS, \v2 “HAZARDSTO'HUMANS &DOMESTICANIMALS == =e

» DANGER: Causesirreversibeevedaiagsand skinjfritation,May be~+-harmfulif swallowedor absorbed throughskin,Donotgebineyes;onskin,or
on cloth qWleatgoggles: Wastithoroughly:withsoabandWatérafter? 3 = 4,handling: Removecontaminatedelothing and wash before reuse.* Be

  

 

 

 Mali Donoalowperso
pers. hba 1s cd m es

       orritiri.Calla phiysicianoF ison ConfolGenie Dri POMP Aaroequantityof milk, eggwes,ge atinSolution,or, iftheseatéhot available, drinklarge quantities ofwater.Avoidalcohol.Whenhandling thisproduct; wear
  

chemical resistantgloves, pigparts and long-sleeved shirt: Whenusingoutdoors, spray with the wind to your-backand do notusewhenwindspeeds
are 10 mph or more. Wash the outsideofthe gloveswithSoapand waterbefore
enon Note to Physicians: Probable mucosal citycalicontraindicatethe use of gastric lavage, EmergencyInformationcall 1-800-225-2883.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:This pesticide is toxic to birds, mammials,fish
and aquatic invertebrates. Do notapply directly to water.Drift and runoff may be
hazardousto aquatic epedie in neighboring areas. Do not contaminatewater when disposing of equipmentwashwaterorrinsate. Coveror soil-
incorporate spills. This productis highly toxic to bees exposed to direct
treatmentor residues on blooming crops or weeds. Do notapply this product
or allow it to drift to bloomin aor weedsif beesare visiting treatmentarea.riba OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS:Flammable. Keep away from heat andopenflame.

NOTICE: Buyer assumesall risks of use, storage or handling of this productnot
in accordance with directions.

The ORTHO Guarantee
If for any reason you are notsatisfied with this product, mail us proofof
purchasetoobtain a full refund ofyour purchaseprice.

PRESSTORESEAL
@2™~e Questions, Comments or Medical information
Mili cali 1-300-225-2883 wowortho,com
©2001 The ORTHO Group Form 1BO1000U000
Manufactured for The ORTHO Group EPA Reg. No. 239-2595PO.Box 1749 NP EPA Est, 239-(A-3), 58996-MO-1"
Columbus, OH 43216 Superscript isfirst letter of lot number

Made in USA
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COPY A _ i a ae Sa etn Side

When handling this product, wear chemical resistant gloves, long pants,
and jong sleeved shirt. Wash the outside of the gloveswith.soap and
water before removing. ,

 COPYBhepatoi es

STORAGE: Keep pesticide in original container. Do hot put into food
or drink containers. Avoid contamination of ‘Teedand foodstuffs.
Store in a cool, dry place, preferably in a locked storage’ area,
DISPOSAL: PRODUCT--Partially filled canister: may be disposed of by
securely wrapping original container in several layers of newspaper
and discard in trash, CONTAINER--Do not reuse empty canister. Discard
canister in trash.

coPY Cc eee

NOTE: THIS PACK- TO OPEN--LIFT OUT
AGE IS FILLED TO MEASURING CUP
PROPER WEIGHT, WITH SCREW-
BUT VARIATION IN DRIVER--REPLACE
PRODUCT DENSITY CUP FIRMLY AFTER |MAY CAUSE VARY- USE.
ING FILL LEVELS IN : 7
CAN.

PROEERTY OS

CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY

UNTIL ACCEPTED BY EPA

WLC:rm 6/51
5/9/88
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COPY A _ i a ae Sa etn Side

When handling this product, wear chemical resistant gloves, long pants,
and jong sleeved shirt. Wash the outside of the gloveswith.soap and
water before removing. ,

 COPYBhepatoi es

STORAGE: Keep pesticide in original container. Do hot put into food
or drink containers. Avoid contamination of ‘Teedand foodstuffs.
Store in a cool, dry place, preferably in a locked storage’ area,
DISPOSAL: PRODUCT--Partially filled canister: may be disposed of by
securely wrapping original container in several layers of newspaper
and discard in trash, CONTAINER--Do not reuse empty canister. Discard
canister in trash.

coPY Cc eee

NOTE: THIS PACK- TO OPEN--LIFT OUT
AGE IS FILLED TO MEASURING CUP
PROPER WEIGHT, WITH SCREW-
BUT VARIATION IN DRIVER--REPLACE
PRODUCT DENSITY CUP FIRMLY AFTER |MAY CAUSE VARY- USE.
ING FILL LEVELS IN : 7
CAN.

PROEERTY OS

CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY

UNTIL ACCEPTED BY EPA

WLC:rm 6/51
5/9/88
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3/23/2021 Details for ORTHENE MFG |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:18226,62499-26 1/1

 

Details for ORTHENE MFG

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  62499-26 
Company Name:  CHEVRON CHEMICAL CO 
Division Name: C/O THOMAS H. PICKENS 
Address:  6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD 
P.O. Box:  5047 
City, State Zip:  SAN RAMON, CA 945830947 
First Registered Date: AUGUST 04, 1989 
Current Status (Date):  Cancelled (JUNE 16, 1992)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

EPA Reg. No. Product Name Accepted Date

239-2507 ORTHENE MFG April 12, 1984 (PDF)

1 - 1

Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reference No. 17b 

 
Reference No. 1/7b
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 PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS &
DUMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION :    
  

HARA Aad UMP TAR OR eG Ver onctl
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ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
hid Mek YB BPU HGRTAD 12 wat MEHLcom68 CORHeng te aeraNee hemaae Gecrbraney Ajit ukigrat hanention

    

  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORMULATION
Nata wolation of Federal law to use this product in o monner
weonuitent with i Inkeling,
WEAD ENTIRE LABEL. USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRE-
CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS, AND WITHAPPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS,

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
PROHIBITIONSDawecrtace mare ‘ed or bowl iy BIOape Eapous! oF ein krong OF etme eeLOree eer remeeDonel rene ingly Con mOET
STORAGEyep Cetera om pga teeheeDo ett pat co-re tate g! Crate ate ocd SF Ble mnarsetDSew raat dey pice Pregl! Nem pereniee FratOhm ite ca ry famed De fewPothDes we geen me tarp Near bred wr lod

PESTICIDE DISPOSALFant cote siprey ots ot ae
eeeee

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

ECATAST e bnd BE DDIg am hej Stable Hrewrad atata eh bec Bi

Inesen abySas wed cenLet
 

ue Ono 
COPY A

Causes @®

Achwn Ingredient By Wr"Avephate (0 § Denetin’ scetylphonphotiendethicale) Naiedeen Hegreried, msee)

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTIONSEE SIDE PANEL FOR AOD! TIONAL
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

NET WEIGHT___

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE

Cheve in Cheaiesl soepacy
. als Drctgi on

Rrctnond vA FAbDo USE
Orel, Tartruleucal
Sav Frincises CA St
Peodace 5309 Made 4:
Form (750-4
EPA Ree. BOL TVbE

  
 

=a

AN INSECTICIDE FOk TORMULATING USE ONLY

THIS MANULES [a FOR SE IN Tor FURTHER
PREPARAT Ee OP ISRLTICILE eMuDUCTS.CONTACT GizyRed CHEMICAL COaP ty FOR
Sreethe eokivestinG wirersatios. te
MOT USE FOR ANY OTIE® PURPOSES. Produces
formulated when ORTHESE Sh WALL pequiteregiatration with the Environwental
Protect jon Agency.

  

 
#8, COMESig ERA Letter |oiat

 sie:
Pegireedsor BPA Mee Ye
nSha

CONDINONS OF SALE; Chevron Chenical Company wanras'ytour tes mateo! centenms to the chem. ot descnpnan on the
Iskel. Cheveen Chemical Company nether mober nor outhorices
any ogent or representative to moke ony other worranty of
FRIMESS of of MERCHANTABILITY, guorantee of representation,erp, oe oeptee | pea cer my thi ete ot
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U.S. ENV/ROMMEMTAL PROTECTION AGENCYOFFICE OF PESTICIDES PROGRAMS
REGISTRATION OiviSiGn (WH er)WASHING TO C.C. tae
 

  

 
  
 

 

 
  
  

  
 

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:
tintte Pedfore! frectienate Mince

aed Rodcentiende Act, as arene)

SD ar aistia enT "HERE G STha Figs

HAWE AND ADDRESS OF REGISTAANT (fnchude 28P cous

-

 MOTE: Changea in labeling formula differing in substence irom that eccepted in conpection with thie regiairation musi be
aubmiiled to # copied by the Registration D 9 prior to use of the label in commerce. In any comespondence on thie
product always referto the above U.S. EPA registration number.

  

(On the basia of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pealicide is hereby Registered/Reregistered under
the Feders! insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

 

  
  

 
 

A copy of the labeling accepted in connection with this Registralion/Reregisire}ion is returned herewith,
Registration is in no way to be construed as an indorsement of approval of this product by this Agency. Ln order to protect
health and the environment, the Administrator, on hie motion, may al any lime suspend of cance] [he registralion of » peat-
icide jn accordance with the Act. The acceplance of any name in connection with the registration of « product under this
ACI is fot to be construed as giving the regisirant # right to exclusive wae of (he name of to ite vee if it hee been covered
by others,

 
 
  
0 ATTACHMENT [5 APPLIC ASLEMATURE OF APPROVING OF FICIAL

EFA Farm 8570.4 (Ray. 4-74) ONYCOMIN MAY BE CSEO UNTIL SURELY oF  Exesnausten.
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a FR EESS Shaker
Measuring Cup
In Top

ORTHENE®
Systemic Rose &
Flower Care 8-8-8

Protects and Feeds—Roses, Flowers, Shrubs, Trees

Kills both chewing and suckine insects (as listed)

New Systemic Insecticide

Protects Plants up to 6 Weeks

tee <9
“SGFESTENT STATOAENT AS AN INSECTICIDE

 were greens d By wer
thea poe cpmae 0,5Binethyt scene aiphoromeduthiget. 157.er Fe pees een 95 5%.

"OS taene No 3.716,600

keep out of reach of children

CAUTION

See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

 NET WT. 5 LB

 

Razno: 239- 2QUT3
 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARD TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIM

CAUTION:

 
fataa 2 <cOA tpn :,Nove to Prasfe rereievine cath ahi e

ENVIRORMENTAL HAZARD
 

GUARANTEED) FERTILIZER ANALYSIS
Total M-tragen "4

455, Ammcmucal hutragen
35%) Nergte NMitrager

Avatable Pherp here Med PLO
Soluble Potash #,O
Calewm Co i
Moagnesiom Ma

 

Pormary fautrierts from Ae monum Nulrate, Ae canium Phos
Anmmouoind Supreprosehore esd Mutiote of Po"Anh
Secondery and Trace Nutrients from Superphosphate andLimestone

Poteruol Bosiedy £00 lbs Coleum Carbonate Equiecilent per ton

Systemic chemical is ab-
sorbed by rcotsend moves_—Provides up to 6 weel
toall parts of plont through fection against listed
sap stream.
DIPECT' SS FOR USE
tig pa Pee Fatergs tw te cei ey priebye es ane «

REAQ CNTIFG 1paBEL USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH La

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS.wtp tat Toe be RF aee Pope og an colters gece +
Sh tema meres t

 tober The eee hoe ope
 Asai y

Pag 7 pov yw ce tee pagtectad geagm ten
eeehugs, laa ‘
seghpoeemerg, Veeyh feta lee
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ORTHENE Saaahe? Pose & Flower Core protects against insects& weeks
oper * ra go bed oth by ree ee sprenkling gore fem cee
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3/23/2021 Details for ORTHENEX INSECT & DISEASE CONTROL FORMULA II |  US EPA

https://iaspub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=PPLS:8:9232907979662::NO::P8_PUID,P8_RINUM:1681,239-2574 1/1

 

Details for ORTHENEX INSECT & DISEASE CONTROL FORMULA II

EPA Contact Information 
 

Search Again

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.

Provided below is the information for the product you selected. To view the label, click on the date in the Accepted Date Field. The latest label is at the
top of the list.

EPA Registration Number:  239-2574 
Company Name:  THE SCOTTS COMPANY 
Division Name: D/B/A THE ORTHO GROUP 
Address:  14111 SCOTTSLAWN ROAD 
City, State Zip:  MARYSVILLE, OH 43041  
First Registered Date: NOVEMBER 20, 1989 
Current Status (Date):  Cancelled (JULY 29, 1999)  
Restricted Use: NO 

 

Labels

Data Comp

Chemical

Alt Brand Name

Inactive Alt Brand Name

Transfer History

Site

Pest

EPA Reg. No. Product Name Accepted Date

239-2574 ORTHENEX INSECT & DISEASE CONTROL FORMULA II November 12, 1987 (PDF)

1 - 1

Version: 2.4.1.1

TEMPLATE UPDATED ON 
11 DECEMBER 2016
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: oS NAME OF. PESTICIDE. PROOUCT .“K CEOF ESTICIDE:Ebseer .sot REREGISTRA TION Ortho‘Orthenex. Insect & Disease
"(Under‘the Federal’Insecticide, Fungicide, u** snd Rodenticide Act, as amended) Control Formula II

NAME AND ADDRESS OF REGISTRANT(Include ZIP code)

-

Chevron Chemical Company
Ortho Consumer Products Division

P.O. Box 4010

Richmond, CA 94806-0010

NOTE: Changes in labeling formula differing in substance [rom that accepted in connection with this registration must be
submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce, In any correspondence on this
product always refer to the above U.5. EPA registration number.

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby Registered/Reregistered under
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act,

A copy of the labeling accepted in connection with this Registration/Reregistration is returned herewith.

Registration is in no wey to be construed aa an indorsement or approval of this product by this Agency. In order to protect
health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time #uspend or cance] the registration of a pest-
icide in wccordance with the Act, The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product undet this
Act is not to be construed as givaig the registrant a righi to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered
by others,

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with FIFRA
section 3(c)}(7)(A} provided that you:

1. Submit/cite all data required for registration/reregistration
of your product under FIFRA section 3(c)(5) when the Agency requires all
registrants of similar products to submit such data.

2. Make the labeling changes listed below before you release the product
for shipment:

a. Add the phrase "EPA Registration No, 239-2574."

he. On the top of the front panel of your label add the following
statement:

Not to be scld, offered for sale, held for sale,
shipped, delivered for shipment, offered for
delivery, or received after December 31, 1988.

' Not for use after March 31, 1989,

C] ATTACHMENT [§ APPLICABLE

 
EPA Fara 8570-4 (Rev. 5-76) PREVIOUS EDITION MAY BE USED UNTAL SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED,

R: 159953 Fdwards: E-4 :KENCO: 11/09/87:11/19/87:aw:dH:aw
R: 102062 Edwards: E-4: KENCO: 12/03/87: 12/15/87:CBs lfsdd:rwy
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Skin contact with this pestici‘ie may be
hazardous; wear chenical resistant gloves
when mixing, loading, or applying this
product.

This statement may appear cr a aticker rather than on a
supplerental label. The terms mixing and loading may be
omitted for products that do not require mixing or loading.

3. Submit five (5} copies of your final ‘printed Labeling before you
release the product for shipment.

4. On April 2i and September 17, 1986 EPA issued Data Call-In Notices
to Rohm & Haas Company and Makhteshia-Agan, the basic manufacturers of
dicofol, requiring additional data to be subaitted by certain deadlines to
support the registration of pesticide products containing dicofol. The
data required include environrental nonitoring and certain avian studies.

| These data requirements wust be satiefied by the applicable deadlines. If
these data requirements are not set in a timely manner by yor or some other

| person, this registration will be subject to cancellation under FIFRA

C7 C

-2-

c. In the beginning of your Directions for Use addr

section 6(e).

Opinions concerning the possible impact on threatened and endangered species
from the use of pesticide products containing dicofol. You must amend the
registration of your product to reflect any restrictions on the sale,
distribution, or use of dicofol products required or recommended in any
future Biological Opinion issued by OES. You must agree to carry out such

5. The Office of Endangered Species (OFS) has issued several Biological

other actions, including subsission to EPA of additional data, as are
required or recommended in a Biological Opinion isaued by OBS regarding
dice *ol.

6 Tha continued registration of this product is conditioned on timely
compliance with the requirements of EPA's Notice of Intent to Cancel
published in the Federal Register on May 29, 1986 (51 mm 19508).

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be
subject to cancellation in acc: rdance with FIFRA section 6{e). Your release
for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditicons,

A etamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

Dennis "se Edwards, Jr.
Product Manager (12)
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (TS-767C)

Enclosure

SdAN,}nel
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A ~
ORTHENEX® Insect & Disease Control

ormula ITPRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HATAROS 10 HUMANS & DOMESTH ANIMALS

DANGER; cavsesicreversions aye damagd.Do not qalin eyes. Wealgoygles au fece shield whenhanding Harmful seralowed.Avow contact
wath shim ar clothing. Avoid breaiiung vapors or spray must. STATEMENT
OF PRACTICAL TAEATMENT: in case of ays contact, immediately Mush
eyed vols reat water far 15 miauies aod gel medical attention I tural

Toned, piomety, drink a large quaputy ol water and induce voriling. Get .medical aitention immediately [n case of skin contact, wasic shin wilh

pent a1 soap and waler. il innaled, remove persen from exposute area.ate tm Physicians: Emergency talormation—cal 1415) 293-3722.
EAYIRCOMMINTAL HAZAADS: this pesticide tg lente to bird=. Donel apply
dre city lo wale oH weilands. Do not contammata walet by cle of
equipment of disposal of wastes. Covet on Sod-incerpocata spills.

 

 
Thus sroduclis highly toxic to bees axposedtoduecitrealmentortesadues *_bo blotingig crops ot weeds Oo acl ppply Ung staducl or alow ri to diit
fe blconnng trops or weeds I beet at ing treatmgat area.PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS: Oo not usd oF store near heal or

 
 

~ open Dame
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Keg a vigtgtign of ledecat low to use Ibid productin amanner inconsistent
ralhiits fabekngREAD ENTIRE LASEL, USE STRICTLY [N ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL
PALCAUTIONAAY STATEMENTS ANG DIRECTIONS.
ONINENER Insect & Cisease Contial ellectively contrels many ol the
sects. mites and diseased that attack roses, (lowers and ornamentals.Sytlemut action qnables gut olthe insecticide tobe absorbediotemnaly -
Vhrowoh leaf and stem surlaces 14 provide longer, morStolr ato.
GEN SAL DIRECTIONS
Shin contact wilh ns pesticide may be hagaidous; waar chemical resist
tnt glowes whee applying this product . Mi
Shale welvefora using Use ORIHENEA Insect & Ousvease Control al the

ecive 

evle ol 2 Trblerpoontyls {1 0. of.) pes qaflon ol water. Spray thoraughty10
corer allolant sutaces (both uppesand lower teal surtacesiinctuding ager
growth Alay be applied with an ORTHO SPAAT-Ed1E, ONLHO Lown & Gar-
dem Sprarer(loliaga telling)tank-lype of peers sprayer. Does notrequire

-

, a be

the sddésbon re! wating age.
FOR INSECT . INTACL—Roses. Flowers and Grnamentala; Aphids,
Hower Thrips, Lacebyqs, Uealhapgers, Budveorms, Learminers, Spiitr-pagsFuchsia Mita and Terespaticd Miles: Spray rteninsects are pres:
tril 96 welled feeding injury is Gzst noted. Repeal iW cqintestation occurs.NOME: Two of three applications ata) io MOdayinterwalmay dere quired
lo contsal Trraspotied Mites, :
FOR DISEASE COHTROL — Bleck Spat onAoses. Aesic ur Asters
and Carnations, Poerdary Mildew on Rosas, Faaytile,
Dalia, Evonymus, lem Thora. Lise, Flos, Phounis, Snapdeagon

ond Zinnia. Prove: = Bugis playingwhey fical signs of diseasebppesr. Apply evary 7 (0 10 days during tha spring and [all or whenever
we alher condilions ancgursge Lhe spread al disease NOTE:Idisease +
is obeady established. Collown 7 day application schedule witil control
Machengs idSTORAGE ANO DISPOSAL
STOAAGE: Keep pesticide is original containar. Go nol pu} concenteale ofdduts into food of driak containers. Avo‘d contamination of feed and food-
Hulls, Store in aca), dey place, preferably in a locked siarage orea OoDol Hore below 25°F Oo cot store diluted spray,
OISPOSAL: FAGOUET — Partially [tled botttemey ba dupated ol by a0:
turely wrapping aviginal conlrines in cavaral layers. of newspepes and
discardin trash CONTAINER — Do nol tevee empty bottle. Hinge ther-
Gughly belora discaeding is Wash.

sponsibility (or safety aed use nol in ac-

    
 

  

 
 
cordance with directions,

Chevron Chemical
Company o [¢yTQuthe Cousunct
Products Division
San francesca CA QU.7a
Produc! 1 HadenUsa

fom 5 aPA Reg to 139—EPA Est. 233-40-1 eredcealainmteee|ieae 
ACCEPTED|

avith, GOMMEN 15
jn BRA Lever Dated:

NOY 121987
Under *
Fun?
ao An
 4ai

Wihy

w239-ac4

  BEST AVAILABLE COPY

 
Formu

Controls Black Spot, Rust, Powdery Mi
& Othor Listed Insecis. On Roses, How
Contains ORTHENE® Systemic tnseclirKELTHANE® Miticide

r-

Active Ing. denis
*Agaphare (C**filorine (HJ
inchiproeth:
Oicotol [(1,1-1

Inert Ingredients
*ORTHENE®""FUNGINERG
Telgune Fur 

Keep out ofrea
DANGER
See side panel [er

NET.CONTEN

CONFIDENT

PROPERTY OF

CHEVRON CHEMICAL

UNTIL ACCEPTED I
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United States Registration
Environmental Protection Agency Amendment

Washington, DC 20460 Other

1. Company/Product Number 239.2594 3. Proposed Classification

| Nona [| Rastricted
4. Company/Product (Name)

ORTHENEX Insect & Disezse Control Formula [IT

5. Name and Address of Applicant finciude ZIP Coda) 6. Expedited Raveiw. In accordance with FIFRA Section 3(c)(3)

 

The SOLARIS Group of Monsanto (o)(i), my product is similar or identical in Gamposition and labeling
P. O. Box 5006 far

San Ramon, CA 94583-0906 EPA Reg. No.

[| chock if this is a new addrass Product Name

[|__| Amendment - Explain below. Final printed labels in repsones to©NOTIFICATION!
Agancy latter dated

] Resubmiasion in response to Agencyletterdated [| “Me Too” Application. APR 9 1999
[| Other - Explain below,4 Notification - Explain below.

Explanation: Use sdditions! page(s) if necessary. (For section | and Section th.)

Submit two copies of finished labeling for ABN: RosePride® ORTHENEX®Insect & Disease Control, Form 0-265-01. This label
captures the Notification of October 12, 1998,

1. Material This Product Will Be Packaged In:

Child-Resistant Packaging Unit Packaging Water Soluble Packeging 2. Type of Container

H Yes = Yos -. Yes MetalPlastic
Na No Ne Glas

If "Yea" No. por "Yes" No. par Paper
Unit Packaging wgt. container | Package wgt container Other (Specify)

Ls
3. Location of Not Contents Information 4, Size(s) Rotail Container 5. Location of Label Directions

a Label L] Container  

  

 

Certification 8. Date ‘Application
| certify that the statements | have made on this form and all sttachments thereto are true, accurete and complete. Received

| acknowledge that any knowling!ly false e misleading statement may be punishable by fine or imprisonment or (Stamped)both under applicable law. Sia

Registration Specialist

Frank Kamienski March 26, 1999

 
EPA Form 8570-1 (Rev. 3-94) Provious oditians are obsolete. White - EPA File Copy (original) Yallow - Applicant Copy
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ysORTHO anain
RosePride’
Orthenex’ Insect
& Disease Controlaaahhas ,SYSTEMIC 3-WAY ACTION

Kills Insects - Aphids, Leafhoppers & More

For Use OnRoses, Flowers,

 
Shrubs § Shage Trees wa
‘Agthan ingeadients
Arsptane 400%

Thome... 32aiFeontheaniresaile
(ihr Prggreniantss ‘s Lik

KEEP OUT OFJENN OF CHILDRENpanaen sczemmees~ il
NET 16 FL OZ (1 PT) 473 mL

NOTIFICATION

APR 9 1999 
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34.

CONCENTRATE

‘heenAphids, Leatho Moe
Slaps & Prevents PtacdMia Diseases

 
—_—_—_—_—_—

For Usa On Roses, Flowers,Shrubs & Shade Trees

KEEP QUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER jrnmayscamens°°"
NET 16 FL.OZ (1 PT) 473 mL 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
   

  
  
  

 

 DIRECTIONS FOR USE
(tis. a violabon of Federal law lo use tus product ina manner
inconsistentwith its labeling,

Seepesticida may ba hazardous, wear chemicalSeOeageeeehenShake well
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

Amound fo Use: 1 fl az (2 Ths) per gallon ol water

emia1, Sal dial to 1 oz
2. Pour product inte sprayey tp fil Jar one-quarter to one-hallfull, OO WOTacid water.
3. Aer spraying, unused product can ba poured back into ibsongiral container

  
  
  
  

——————.Rorhugs
ieee a leghoporni, soMebege, totale mule and twc-spode!MITES edema
sTOPGA=Bbc spol, powelery eric wed rue
OEEASES

ar Somsteiaies
‘7 9.qu (2 The) perqeionol water

1 Tablespoon {Tos} = 4 teaspoons (tsp) (Nor=2 Tos
PLANTS
loses, flowers, swubs and shade fees
For usa on non-edible plants only
INSECTS & MITES CONTROLLED
Aphids, flawed (tips, ecebugs. leaMoopers, bucworms,
leafmsners, spillledugs, fuchtra mite and fwo-spofed spider mile
DISEASES STOPPED & PREVENTED
Black spat on roses,
Powdery mildew on calanculas, crapemyrtte, dahlia, evartyMus.
Jengalem thom,‘tac, phox, anctina, (ses, srapdragoniard onaRust an asters, carranons and roses

!

ITF CODE IS
Ones  
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 paoA TT WORKSrtho® RosaPride?
. abscrted by ‘eaves lor lasting
‘systemic sect and disease
protection thatwor't wasn off
wilh ram or watering,
Orihenex auckly ils soraysosects. and mites and continues
Controging insects whieh teed on
treated pants.

fungicide can clear up diseased arezs diraacty onpansherein IS systemiccorm wil stog major
plant diseases and protect utaffactad areas and new growthwhen used a5 diected

Thank you tor choosing Ortho You'd Ske the results and soweyourplants.
HOW TO APPLY

| Seeereeeaeae. Coverallplant surtaces
iow el rtares, Rowerssms ad granches}including -

 
    
 

  

  

  
  
  

  
 
 

  

new growth.

WHEN TOat«© Spray ol insects, mites or disease appears.Neenhereonspider mite;
be to 2 to 3 times, waiting 7 to 10

coleresaeae emsgach applica

. Heh rarygded 10 cays if diseaseCanditons persist,

 

do

| Page 3
 People and far 2 ;
tn pets may enter treated area atte spray
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
STORAGE: Stora away. from heat of upen flame, Keep
Desticide 4 original contaner Do not put concentrate of
per into food of drink containers. Avoxd contumunahoral(eed and loodstutts. Store ina cool, dry place. prafecabty in
7pte Donot store below 25°F Do not store
BoPRU Partly Sled hotte maybe =bing
Several of newspaper and discard in trash,CONTAINER Do not reuse emoty boltia. Anse thorgughly
belare ‘discarding in trast,

PRECAUTIONARYWYSTATEMENTSIMESTIC ANIMALS
DANGER:cmeirreversible aya damage and sin
ifitation. May befallshake or bedMenWeshhatewnonntngViasSoapandwateratterhandli
Contaminated clothing and wash balove reuse, nr
FIRST AO: 'F IN EVES: Hold open and flush with a

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

of rik, agg whites, aneorfava not available drink largesaswales. Avoid aleghol,
(continua)

 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS (continuac)
When handing
tong pants, and I
Spray with tha

ths pinta,wa Cees rat gloves,shirt. When using ouldaors,
to your back and do nat usa when wind

Reeds ore 30 ret of ins,Was Ueconseafwith smap and wale balan ramaving. NoteProbable mucosal damage may contraeat he seo
gasire avage Emampancy ‘formation call 1-800-225-2883.

SNeThis pasticida & fade to birds,mammals, fish and aquatic invertobrates. (a not apply

ectsapoorng araDevotees tamonceasp0sngec
sobncopoae spits.
exposed to direct treatmantor residues
weeds. Do not apply this product orallow it to drift to
blooming crops or weadsif baes ara visiing heatmant area.
PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS; Do not use erstore
fear heal or open fame.

neighbormng areas. Do notcontaminate waterwashwater or fingata, Cover ar

pena toxic to haeson blooming crops or

PAGES70AESEAL
MOTICE: uyer assumes all responsibility for sataty and useNat in accordanca wih direchons

 
>Questions, Comments orMedical \riormationcall 1-800-225-2883
Morea Compuy 198

www, artho.cam

Marrscturtsd torThe, AASeycormsCopyPO). Bon, 5006 Sart RamonCA 35Form (
EPA Psy
Superanes efesatafMt naienber

EPA Est 2451-3! 53996-600-1"USA
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Reference No. 21 

 
Reference No. 21
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON,D.C. 20460

Tv

in. agence"
“Oy

OFFICE OF

Mr. CharlesLevey, Manager PREVENTION, PESTICIGES AND
Federal Registrations TOXIC SUBSTANCES
The Scotts Company
14111 Scottslawn Road

Marysville, OH 4304)

Dear Mr. Levey:

Subject: Ortho Systemic Rose & Floral Spray
EPA Reg. No. 239-2476 7

This is in reference to yourletter of March 17, 2000 regarding use of your current
warehouse inventory of 11,079 finished labeled units for the subject registration bearing the
labeling claim , “lasting”. The labeling claim had been submitted to the Agency on August 23,
1999 through the notification process and the variousdeficiencies with the notification were
described to you in our letter ofMarch 14, 2000. Yourletter specified that new labeling with
this claim removed will be printed this September.

Based on the information submitted for the subject product, there is no objection to your
use of the 11,079 finished labeled units bearing the “lasting” claim labeling. No new products
bearing the objectionable lasting claim may be produced as of the dateofthisletter.

The draft master or basic product name labeling submitted in connection with registration
under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, As Amended (FIFRA) and
showing the deletion of the objectionable claim, is acceptable, provided that you incorporate the
following corrections and submit one copy of the corrected basic label for our files. You are
advised that additional brand name product labeling may not bear claims in excess of those
appearing on the basic product name labeling and that labeling amendments,including
notifications must be submitted for the basic product label. The Agency does not generally
review nor stamp additional brand namelabeling. If you do not intent to market the product under
the basic product name, Ortho Systemic Rose & Floral Spray, you may wish to consider
designating it as your additional product name and designate the marketed product name as your
basic product name.

1, Update the second sentence in the environmental hazards section to read as cited below
in accordance with PR Notice 93-8.

Donot apply directly to water,

Intemet Address (UAL) = hitp-//www.epa.gov
Recycled/Recyciabie «Printed wiln Vegetable Od Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Minimum 25% Postconsumer)
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2. Complete the last sentence on page three regarding the CFCs

43. Labeling claims for use on omamental plants, treés or shrubsare considered
ambiguous claims as such use may come underthe scope of the Worker Protection Standard, To
ensure non-WPSuse of a product where no WPSuseis intended, labeling statements as directed
on the enclosure are to be added to thelabel.

Submit one copy of yourfinal printed label incorporating the corrections cited above
before you release the product for shipment bearing the amended label.

If this condition is not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in
accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product bearing the amended
label constitutes acceptance of this condition.

A stamped copy ofthe label is enclosed for your records.

Sincerely,

Marilyn A. Mautz
Biologist
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7504C)
Enclosure
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WPS USE

If the product is intended for uses under the scope of WPS,
the label must be revised to incorporate the WPS protective
language under 40 CFR Part 156 Subpart K.

HOMEOWNER USE

Tf it is your intention that the product be marketed only
for use by the homeowner, add the appropriate language to clarify
this intended use; i.e. "For outdoor use around the home only."

NON-WPS, NON-HOMEOWNER USE .

If it is your intention that the product be marketed for
application by a professional applicator or for use in areas
other than around the home, but not for uses under the scope of
WPS, you must add a special statement to remove the product from
the scope; i.e. "Not for use on plants being grown for sale or
other commercial use, or for commercial seed production, or for
research purposes.”.
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ORTHO® SYSTEMIC ROSE & FLORAL SPRAY, EPA Reg. No. 239-2476

ABN: ORTHENEX Rose & Flower Spray
RosePride ORTHENEX Insect & Disease Control,

Gives systemic protection against insect reinfestation for up to
2 weeks on Roses and Flowers

8/27/9961: Controls Insects & Diseases on Roses & Flowers

Gives Systemic Protection for Up to 2 Weeks

[8/11/97]: ENDORSED - AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY {LOGO |

Contains ORTHENE® Systemic Insecticide and FUNGINEX® Systemic
Fungicide

10/16/96]: Beautiful Roses From... (Display on shipping case)

Kills: Aphids, Whiteflies, Mealybugs, Budworms, Mites,
Leafminers, Thrips, Scales and other listed insects.

PROTECTS AGAINST DISEASES: Blackspot, Rust and Powdery Mildew of
Roses and other listed diseases.

Active Ingredients By Wt.
*Acephate (0,S-Dimethylacetylphosphoramidothioate)... ..0.250%
**Resmethrin[5- (phenylmethyl) -3-furanyl] methyl

2,2-dimethyl -3- (2-methyl-1-propeny1)

 cyclopropanecarboxylate. ... ee eee ee eee 0.100%
RebabedCe—O-014%
Triforine (N,N'-[1,4-piperazinediylbis
(2,2,2-trichloroethylidene)] bis [formamide])......... 0.100%

Inert Ingredients... ....eeee ee ees99536499 ,550%

*ORTHENE ©, Acephate U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,716,600 & 3,914,417
**cis/trans isomers ratio max. 30% {+) cis and min. 70%

 

(+) trans

U.S.Pat. Nos. 3,456,007 & 3,683,078 _ ACCE
in pyCOMMENTS

° PA Lotter Dat,KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN ted:

WARNING — R 23
See back panel for additional precautionary statementg,.,. Lo 20m

ameitse Peveral ‘Limewea, and Patowes eg
NET WT. 14 OZ. 28 airentng 4, Omid het

PETStara] cidesBg pesticide ,
WKLY athe ~ ly > b aa r ?239-2476.WP6 EPA Accepted 1/25/91 cy

Form Notifications of 7/25/94, 4/8/96, 5/7/96, 8/27/96, 8/28/96, 10/16/96 & 8/11/97 i?
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ORTHO Systemic Rose & Floral Spray

ORTHO Systemic Rose & Floral Spray controls the broad range of
insect pests on the plants listed below when used as directed. It
kills by both contact and systemic action. It prevent’s insect
reinfestation for periods of up to 2 weeks. It also controls
blackspot and rust on roses and powdery mildew on roses, crape
myrtle and calendulas [5/7/96]: and other listed plants. |

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling.

READ ENTIRE LABEL USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS.

Insect Pests: Aphids, Armyworms, Bagworms, Budworms, Cuban Laurel
Thrips, Diabrotica Beetles, Flower Thrips*, Lace Bugs,
Leafhoppers, Leafminers, Leaftiers, Mealybugs*, _Mites* (Two |
Spotted, Southern Red}, Oleander Caterpillar, Rose Midge*, Salt
Marsh Caterpillar, Scales* (Crawlers), Spittlebug, Whitefly*.
Plants: Ageratum, Ardisia, Aster, Azalea, Bald Cypress, Birch,

Calendula, Camellia, Carnation, Cherry Laurel, Chrysanthemum,
Coleus, Crape Myrtle, Croton, Cuban Laurel (Ficus), Dahlia,
Euconymus, Flowering Almond, Flowering Crabapple, Fuchsia,
Gardenia, Ivy, Juniper, Marigold, Myrtle, Oak, Oleander, Orchid,
Petunia, Poinsettia, Poplar, Purple Passion, Pyracantha, Red
Cedar, Red Maple, Rose, Salvia, Snapdragon, Spirea, Sycamore,
Viburnum, Willow, Yaupon(Holly), Zinnia.

*Spray 2 to 3 times about 7 to 10 days apart to kill these
harder-to-kill pests. Additional sprays may be needed if plants
become reinfested.

WHEN TO APPLY: For Insect Control- Spray at first siqns of pests
before infestation is heavy. Repeat at 7 to 10 day intervals when
insect populations occur. Spray in the morning when air is still-
not in the heat of midday. or in bright sun. Do not apply to
wilted plants.

For Disease Prevention and Control- Spray weekly,starting before
disease appears. oo!

239-2476.WP6 EPA Accepted 1/25/94 .
Form Notifications of 7/25/94, 4/8/96, 5/7/96, 8/27/96, 8/28/96, 10/16/96 & 8/11/97 vray oe
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HOW TO APPLY: Hold can in upright position approximately 18"
from plants. Apply as a light spray, covering both upper and
lower leaf surfaces. Not for use on houseplants inside the home.
Note: Holding aerosol can too close to foliage may result in
overwetting and damage to tender foliage. Protect plastic,
enameled, varnished, and painted surfaces from spray.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

WARNING:Causes eye irritation. Harmful if swallowed. Do not get
in eyes. Avoid contact with skin or clothing. Do not allow
children or pets to come into contact with treated surfaces until
sprays have dried. [8/28/96]: FIRST AID: In case of eye contact, |
wash eyes immediately with fresh water for 15 minutes and see a
doctor. In case of skin contact, wash skin with soap and water.
If a large amount of the liquid is swallowed, give water to
drink, make person vomit and call a doctor. Note to Physicians:
Emergency Information - call 1-800-457-2022. Avoid contamination
of food. Do not contaminate water supplies.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is highly toxic to fish. Do
not apply directly to water or wetlands (swamps, bogs, marshes,
and potholes). Drift and runoff from treated sites may be
hazardous to fish in adjacent waters. PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL

HAZARDS: Extremely Flammable. Contents under pressure. Keep away
from fire, flames, sparks, heated surfaces or other sources of
ignition. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to

sunlight or temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in a secure, preferable locked storage area away
from heat or open flame.
DISPOSAL: PRODUCT- unused product may be disposed of by securely
wrapping original container in several layers of newspaper and
discard in trash.

CONTAINER- Replace cap and discard in trash. Do not Bacinerate or
puncture.

NOTICE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not
in accordance with directions.

4/8/96): Federal regulations prohibit CFC propellants in

aerosols. yt
LOGO]: CONTAINS NO CFCs WHICH "” ”’

NO CFCS

» 3 dreeay,
> , > yoo

239-2476.WP6 EPA Accepted 1/25/91 Py? sees
Form Notifications of 7/25/94, 4/8/96, 5/7/96, 8/27/96, 8/28/96, 10/16/96 & 8/11/97 —_ ey
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DEPLETE THE OZONE LAYER |
Manufactured for

The SOLARTS Group of Monsanto Company
Ortho Consumer Products

P.O. Box 5047 San Ramon, CA 94583-0947
Product 1000-83

Form R10219-F EPA Reg. No. 239-2476-ZA
c A

EPA Est. No. 9688-MO-1, 58996-MO-1

Superscript corresponds to first letter of lot number on bottom
of can.

239-2476.WP6 EPA Accepted 1/25/91 ro
Form Notifications of 7/25/94, 4/8/96, 5/7/96, 8/27/96, 8/28/96. 10/16/96 & 8/11/97 ne

yaad
pea
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Reference No. 22 

 
Reference No. 22
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Office of
Reqisication

Washingre:,

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:

 

pe,
eS BF

EFA Req.Number:

LG2- 20h
Term of issuance:

Conditional

Date of issuance:

JUN 8 2000

x Registration
Reregistration

Indes FIFA, as amended)

Name @nhd accress of Registran: (ineiude ZIF rode’:

Name ot Festicide Product:

Dexol Systemic pS
Granules for Plant
Insect Control

) Dexol, A Wholly Owned Subsidiary
of Verdant Brands, Inc.
9555 James Ave.,

| Bloomington, MN 55431-2543
South, Suite 200
 

Wote: Changes in labeling differing in subse:
be submitted to and accepted by the Registré
COLPrespondenct On thisroduct always refer

On the basis of information furnished oy th
Teg:stered/reregiftered under the Federal ¢

HegiStraticns is in no way ts Ee construed af an 2
In order to protect health and the environmes
cancel the registration of 2 pestict ina
with the re tfation of @ praduct un :
exclusive of Lhe name or ta irs use if

om that actzepted in connection with this registration must
YLSLOR Prias to uf Of the label in commerce. In any
above EPA ragistretion number.

rant, the above named pesticide is hereby
» Fungictide anc Sodenticide Act.

preeact by the Age*cy-
mami nilsirater, C1 Ais motion, May at any time suspets or
#ith ha Acct. Re acceptance af any name in cannection

das giving the registrant a right to

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with
PIFRA sec. 3(c) (7) (A) provided that you:

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration of
your product under FIFRA sec. 3(c) (5) when the Agency requires all
registrants of similar products to submit such data; and submit
acceptable responses required for reregistration of your product
under FIFRA section 4.

2. Make the followine label changes before you release the
product for shipment:

a. Add the designation,—_ "EPA Reg. No,192-210 ".

b. Refer to PR Notice 2000-3 for current guidance in
regards to the First Aid statements.

The finished label must reflect the deletion of the

following wording which has been struck through on the
enclosed stamped label in accordance with your e-mail of
June 7, 2000: "jr and " and "houseplants "

3. Submit two copies of the revised final printed label
before you release the product for shipment.

Signature of Approving #Tficial:
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page 2

EPA Reg. No. 192-210

If theseconditions are not complied with, the registration will be
subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Youre release
for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

Marilya.A. Mautz
Biologist ~
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch

Registration Division (7504C)

n
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FRONT PANEL

DEXOL *

SYSTEMIC GRANULESfor PLANT INSECT

CONTROL

For Flowers

Protection Against Sucking
And ChewingInsects As Listed

For Outdoor Use Around The Home Only. _

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
See additional precautionary statements and First Aid on back panel

 

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:

Acephate (O,S-Dimethyl acetylphosphoroamidothioate)..........1.-c2ccceeeceeceeeceeeeeeeee s 1.50% , ,
OTHER INGREDIENTS) ....0...c.cccceescsceeseeeee cabs cea deeeae sree denuedeeeesedegsetvesscagesees 98.50% eet
FOTALicss. oi192 oA ELMER 328 VEEL UMS el Re De See CH Li gt Ne de Uy CPSU S Soe a US OF BAUS Cele s BORG Ce 100.00% ,, ,

NET WEIGHT.

EPA Reg. No. 192-

D $ il

EPA Est. No. 192-CA-1; 769-GA-1; 44616-MQ-1
Citcled letter correspondsto first letter of lot number on container.

Distributed by: Dexol, a division of
VERDANT BRANDS,INC.
9555 JAMES AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 200

BLOOMINGTON, MN 55431

ACCHPrE
; wat COMMENTS
In BRA Lotter Lstog:

JUN 8 2p
ie: fhe Fedorg| Inrecsiotda

and Rerboonth artsy Act
\,

a? abi
: ,ae AYtS ee 9

% A
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BACK PANEL

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harnful if absorbed chrough the skin, Avoid breathing dust. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing
FIRST All

if Swallowed: Cail a physician or Poison Control Center immediately. If Inhaled: Remove victim to fresh air. Applyanifictal
respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth,ifindicated, 1/On Skin; Remove contaminated clothing. Wash affected area with soap anil
water. If irritation appears get medical anention. If In Eyes: Flush eyes with plenty of water, Get medical attentionif irritation
persists Note to Physician: If symptoms of cholinesterase inhibilion are presént, alropine sulfate by injection is antidotal. 2-PAM Is
also antidotal and may be administered in conjunction with atropine

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
When handling the product, wear chemical resistant gloves, long pants, and long sleeved shirt, Wash the outside of gloves with soap
und water before removing. Users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco,or using the toilet. User
should remove clothing immediatelyifpesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing.

 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Do not apply ditectly to water, Do not contamimate water when disposing of equipment washwalers or nnsate,

7 * *

DIRECTIONS FOR USE “aeILis a Violation ofFederal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling
This productis for use only on plants grown d-and-around the house as listed. Do oot apply to plants or sites not listed on this label,
Dexol Systemic Granules for Plant Insect Control contains an effective systemic insecticide that provides up to 6 weeks contro] of
Aphids, Thrips, Mites, Leafhoppers, Leafminers and other insects as listed. Systemic means that the insecticide is actually absorbed « nts
into the plant through the root system and then moves intemally through the sap stream into the branches, leaves, blossoms andy 5 .
new growth, Working from mside the plant, Dexol Systemic Granules for Plant Insect Contro!kills sucking insects as they Feed If |. *
cannot be washed off by sprinkling or rain since the protection is intemal. When used as directed, Dexol Systemic Granules for Plant
Insect Control kills the following insects on ros¢s, flowers, #euseptanie and shrubs; Aphids (Plant Lice}, Cuban Laurcl Thrips (cue), " «
Leafhoppers, Lace Bugs, Holly Leaf Miners, Birch Leaf Miners, Maple Shoat Moth, Elm Leaf Beetles, Willow Leaf Beetles, Otfiscurt *
Root Weevil on Azalea and Rhododendron. Avoid contact with skin. When handling the product wear chemical resistant gloves, *
long pants. and long sleeved shirt when anplying this product or mixing into the soil as directed... DO NOT apply to plants to be ward «
for food or feed, DO NOT apply to omamentals that are planted directly beneath food producing tees such as fruit-or nut bearing, ., .*trees.

FOR ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS: Apply 3 3 02. (2/3 cups), for each foot of shrub height, Distribute the required amour: évenly fom ,
the base to the dripline of all sides of the plants. Work into the top | to 2 inches of soil and water in thoroughly. Apply when plants‘ ‘
have had about | inch of new growth m the spring and reapply every six weeks through the end of summer. FOR ESTABLISHED
ROSES: Apply 3.3 oz, (1/2 cup) eventy over an area of 3° x 37 (9 5q. fi.) around the base of each plant and work into top 1 or 2 inches
of soil. Water in thoroughly. WHEN PLANTING NEW ROSE BUSHES:Do nolapply to newlyplanted roses until they have
become well established or have been planted in the ground for 3 months. Then follow direction for Established Roses FOR
FLOWERS: Before Planting-Apply2/3 Ib. (100z) per each 25 39. ff, (5°x5") of bed area, Work into the top | to 2 meches of soil. Plant
seed of Set planis and water thoroughly, Growing Plants-Apply 2 level teaspoonfuls in a band around eachplant. Work, «iio the top |
to 2 inches of soil, Water thoroughly.

4

 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate water, food or feed bystorage and disposal
Storage. Store ina cool dry place awayfrom children and pets. Keep in onginal container and preferably in a locked 2oraec area
Pesticide Disposal Fartally filled container can be disposed of by securely wrapping container in several layers of newspaper and
discarding in trash, Container Disposal: De nol reuse empty container, Securely wrap container in several layers of newspaper and
discard in wash, 

Verdant Brands wil) not accept tiability for damage or injury resulting from misuse. For information on this pesticide tpaduct
(including health concems, medical emergencies, or pesticide incidents), call the National Pesticide Telecommunicatic-s Network al
1-800-858-7378. Ifyou are not completelysatisfied with this product. or for consumer informabon, call (612) 703-37 4) weekdays 9-
5 Cenual Time to arrange for a refund of the purchase price or replacement of the product. Proof of purchase is require.
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